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Abstract 

This work identifies the gap between and describes the characteristics of the necessary link              

between peace and sustainability. Through the lens of the following constructs;           

political-economic and civic society; historical context and contemporary forces behind          

ingrained ideologies of capitalism and consumption; and the current imperatives of climate            

change, this work develops insights and tests strategies for processes through which            

sustainability, sustainable culture(s) and well-being economies are more fully able to           

emerge in order to support long term positive peace. 
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Introduction 
 
a. Delimitation of the Subject of Study: 

Delimitation of the subject of study was crucial in being able to focus the lens within the                 

innately all encompassing subject matter of “mainstreaming culture(s) of sustainability”.          

With an overall aim of reducing violence this work sought to understand the connections              

between factors of neoliberal capitalism and consumer society that foster structural and/or            

direct violence. The frame of sustainability and culture were chosen after initial research             

revealed their import as both embedded factors of and as plausible, necessary leverage points              

in shifting the direction of the constituent parts driving violence via neo-liberalized            

globalization; namely business and consumption. Governance as an important additional          

component was left outside the feasible scope of explicit research both due to its enormity in                

and of itself and also as the author considers policy to be informed by the broader makeup of                  

a society informed, in large part, by business and consumers and therefore potentially             

secondary to initial leverage points. 

b. Selection Criteria 

Literature for each section was chosen based on following key words; section one criteria:              

must contain peace, structural violence, culture, sustainability or well-being along with           

globalization, neoliberal economics, design, green, environmental, fair trade, climate change.          

Section two criteria: globalization, neoliberal economics, design, green, environmental,         

conscious, fair trade, climate change, conflict, resource conflict. Section three: business, civic            

society, corporate social responsibility, shared value, business social responsibility,         

solidarity, cooperative, sustainable, conscious, consumer, ecolabel, green. Section four:         
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sustainability, systems, thinking, design, methodologies for sustainable culture, behaviour         

change 

c. Research Question 

Can processes that foster positive peace be embedded in the necessary socio-economic            

changes demanded of climate change imperative through the mainstreaming of culture(s) of            

sustainability? 

d. General Objectives 

The objectives of the following research are to better understand forms of structural violence 

embedded in a system of neoliberal capitalism and processes of globalization manifest 

through a culture of consumerism and to deconstruct ingrained cultural normatives to identify 

leverage points and methodologies to shift cultural normatives toward positive peace through 

culture(s) of sustainability. 

e. Specific Objectives 

The specific objective of the work was to use the knowledge developed via the research to 

begin proposing and applying novel tools to address structural violence.  

f. Methodology 

The following is a diachronic study using both qualitative and quantitative           

methodologies that incorporate comparative and correlational- predictive techniques        

drawing largely on primary sources with secondary sources applied in developing           

theoretical frameworks and as supporting documentation. This includes a relevant          

historical and contemporary literature review, case studies and praxis. 
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g. Novelty, Relevance and Impact of Research 

This dissertation overs new insights into: 1. the possibility that climate change will             

act as a catalyst to shift societal normatives 2. academics and professionals in the              

fields of peace, conflict and international development should see the shift as both a              

threat and opportunity 3. research and tools for encouraging and enabling behavior            

changes that support culture (s) of positive peace through 4. important connections            

between systems thinking, design and peace studies to enact structures of peace via             

cultures of sustainability.  

 

h. Motivation 

A strong personal motivation exists to present the body of work that is ultimately an               

accumulation of more than 15 years of work at the intersection of peace, economics,              

consumerism, resource driven conflicts and sustainability. This focus was inspired          

by coursework undertaken in the Peace Masters at Universitat Jaume I in the early              

2000’s. The inspiration launched a career and exploration of methods to build more             

positive peace through the engagement with and disruption of destructive          

normalized everyday practices.  It is work that has been a labor of love. 

 

 i. Thesis Structure 

The following dissertation is arranged in five sections, each with several chapters.            

The main body of the work is preceded by an introduction and followed with a               

conclusion. The first section is a basic literature review and overview of concepts             
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of culture, peace, violence, sustainability and well-being that will be discussed or            

referred to throughout the text. The second section contains the historical and            

contemporary context and forces in which impacts on concepts discussed in the first             

section are being explored. The third section outlines emerging trends, the fourth            

section reveals potential methods and tools for transformation. In the fifth and final             

section, case studies and praxis are presented whereby the emerging trends, methods            

and tools are applied and tested in real life.  
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General Introduction 

Continued pursuit of happiness through the consumption of “material goods” is deeply             

rooted in a culture of consumerism. Yet scientific research shows that, over the long term,               

the purchase of more “stuff” does not make individuals happier or healthier (Dunn and              

others, 2011). Fueled by the highly unsustainable use and disposal of resources and             

directed by the current economic structure; globalization and hyper-consumption have put           

the human species, and in fact, the very earth and all life residing here in extreme peril. 

The climate change imperative makes explicit the need to bolster social normatives            

that embrace values of sustainability. Culture(s) of sustainability inherently embody many           

of the attributes required to establish and maintain positive peace (e.g. processes that             

generate social health and well-being now and in the future, and (b) those social institutions               

that facilitate environmental and economic sustainability now and for the future (Dillard,            

2009). Bolstering the momentum of the necessary shift toward more sustainable practices            

through reframing the issues, fostering a systems thinking worldview and designing and            

implementing tools that enable others to engage more meaningfully in the everyday can             

contribute to building culture(s) of peace. Well-being economies enabled by conscious           

consumerism to help alleviate problems, due to globalization, inherent in the removal of             

goods from any relationship to place or people. Much human suffering and environmental             

degradation resulting from consumerism continues; the environmental damage done may be           

beyond repair, living on for many generations as a horrid legacy of our time (Grimes, 2012).                

Why then, are societies largely in gridlock and making few significant changes in the              

direction of sustainability? Ultimately it comes down to deeply embedded cultural belief            
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systems.   The needed transformations surrounding sustainability have been: 

(1.) positioned as superstucture, government or industry issues and while colossal is             

certainly needed the everyday decisions driving unsustainable practices have not received           

the attention they deserve.  

(2.) Further sustainability’s positioning as purely environmental is not only misleading but            

incorrect and important connections to doing more then reduce, reuse and recycle are             

missed.  

(3.) In part, this is because choices of daily consumption and their far-reaching             

ramifications on both social and environmental well-being are obscured by global supply            

chains, green-washing and poor communication strategies regarding the impacts of climate           

change. (4.) This obscurement reeks of the veil of placidity cultivated by neo-liberal             

capitalism and the “gap between acts of slow violence” for in “their delayed effects, both               

memory and causation readily fade from view and the causalities thus incurred pass             

untallied” (Nixon, 2006).  

As such, we must focus on growth points available to address shifting our societal               

constructions to better understand and support sustainability. We must understand          

possibilities for transforming global culture (s) of unconscious consumption into culture(s)           

that embrace socio-enviro mutuality and well-being. This new (or recovered) sustainable           

culture will implore “human activities be harmlessly integrated into the natural world in a              

way that is supportive of healthy human development including but not limited to: (a.) a               

civic society engaged by the knowledge of their potential to influence positive impacts (b.)              

well-being, post growth economies  

Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability  
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More simply put: living within the limits of the planet and ideally coming into a state                 

where living sustainably becomes as natural as living a consumer lifestyle is today             

(Assadourian, 2008). Now is the time to fill the gap and identify critical or necessary               

relationships that have been missing and are needed to move forward.  

In order to address these issues this works begins with the context of how we arrived to                  

embrace a capital accumulation consumer culture, why it has become such a deeply             

embedded cultural normative and how, coupled with globalization, it has created a            

devastating system of structural violence replete with systemic disruptions of our global            

ecosystem. Through the exploration of these impacts and their resultant imperatives comes            

the recognition of the necessity to shift our focus further forward. As the works unfolds, the                

reader will come to see that now is the time to move into a realm with greater depth and                   

breadth, where we may still salvage the planet and humanity’s well-being with real peace              

creation through mainstreaming and empowering sustainable culture (s) and well-being          

economies. 

Readers will see that one of the most important conversations in the international peace,               

conflict and development fields must be how to (re) create communities that value             

sustainable development with local people and the environment at the forefront. It will             

become evident that our imperative must be to introduce means of transforming our cultures              

into, simultaneously abundant and sustainable societies that embrace well-being         

economie(s). That in fact, without shifting (and/or empowering existing) cultures away            

from dependency on fossil fuels and ever growing demand for imported consumer products             

we will continue to undermine any work toward greater global peace and risk a world that                
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falls into fear, chaos and conflict.  

Simply living, the basic capacity to persist, has turned into quite a job in and of                 

itself in this modern world. Dynamic. This single word describes an unquestionable             

universal reality of the world in which we live. Even the most remote villages in the                

furthest regions experience processes of transformation- more and more of which is            

now coerced by forces of globalization or climate change. At relatively faster and             

faster paces change confronts and at times, confounds us. Thus, it is imperative that              

societies do not allow the rapid dynamics of modernity to disempower the people             

themselves. 

Humanity’s social structures, experiences, and interactions often represent a kind of            

social tautomerism. Despite vastly different experiences in each of our own unique            

worlds the interconnected reality of the world stretches across dynamics of time,            

space, culture and human experience. And so, the need to provide for basic human              

rights and to protect our biosphere must transcend general differences. The human            

experience tends to be no less than overwhelming. Most people express concern for             

and a desire to help others. At the same time, social institutions of modernity,              

including capitalism and advertising, have made it challenging to feel completely           

provided for ourselves. The linchpin is to deconstruct illusionary experiences of           

isolation and individual powerlessness in creating change. The challenge is in           

diffusing the sense of helplessness, recognizing where individuals’, communities’ and          

nations’ power lies and then empowering society with useful tools to contribute in             

positive ways.  

Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability  
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Ninety- five percent of scientists globally agree that human induced climate            

change is taking place. The rubrics for understanding the potential long-term results of             

these changes are extremely complex and ever changing but we know the current             

visible effects: rising temperatures, sea level changes and extreme weather patterns,           

amongst other environmental changes, could be shattering. It has been said that            

“ecology studies isn’t rocket science- it’s much more difficult” and we know,            

particularly after reviewing results from the Biosphere II study, is that it is extremely              

challenging to re- create viable, healthy, robust life support systems. Thus it is             

incredibly foolish to knowingly continue to compromise the one we have           

(Aasadourian, 2012).  

At the same time a vast majority of homo sapiens have developed cultural norms that do                 

not take into account natural capital inputs and the very basic baseline reliance on healthy               

ecological systems to provide for all of our needs. There are even instances in which the                

relationship between earth’s natural systems as provider of basic needs including water and             

food is completely disconnected from source with “consumers” relational experience of           

survival attributed more to bottled water and processed and packaged foods than earth’s             

eco-services. For many, economics has taken center stage, ironically with “law of nature”             

status perceivably superseding the role of environment in providing basic needs. While            

industrial times and globalization’s removal of relationship between production and          

consumption may make these perceptions understandable, it is certainly not sustainable and            

further folly in this regard will seriously jeopardize, if not the very survival, as least the                

future well-being of human societies. In fact, we are now in a situation where our climate                
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has already fundamentally changed and today’s impacts are playing out in war and peace. 

The environment, by its very nature as the basis for survival, rests as the foundation piece                  

and driving imperative. But as this work will strive to articulate- research suggests that the               

changes needed to provide environmental well-being would, in fact, simultaneously          

support greater human well-being as well. 

An abundance of research and literature abounds outlining the current environmental            

imperative and the needed changes. Technologies and methodologies, have and are being            

explored, talked about and, in some instances, even agreed upon. Despite such advances             

economic and other socially constructed systems continue operating with “law of nature”            

status. The knowledge about what we need to do is there but the ability to change our                 

cultures and operating standards is extremely complex. Issues that are framed in such a way               

that presumes only colossal changes will make a difference disempowers individuals and            

communities, distorts cause and effect and diminishing the reality that, collectively, little            

choices do matter. Ultimately these little choices drive the cultural normatives that feedback             

into broader societal structures such as business, industry and government and influence the             

larger decisions. Colossal changes or little choices, a perceived conundrum of the “chicken             

and the egg” scenario—irrelevant—given the clear imperatives of climate change and           

sustainability the reality is the issue must be addressed from all levels. Further, lack of               

engagement from the general populace reinforces current nefarious and unsustainable power           

structures, disabling the potential for collective creativity, innovation and impact.  

In part this is due to the sense of isolation in the USA and many countries globally that is                    

still rampant despite technological advancements and increased availability of consumer          
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goods. Although the information age has become a time of exponentially increased “virtual             

connection” and programs like Skype allow users to “connect” anywhere in the world, the              

transverse side is that our “in-person” and community connections have diminished.           

Studies show that the more technology you use to communicate, the more likely you are to                

be lonely (Relationships Indicators Survey, 2011: 20). 

If you have a question, how often do you ask another person versus how often you ask,                   

“Google?!” Similarly, people often forego a visit to the grocery store (or to a local producer)                

to buy needed household items, instead ordering it online. One might think all this              

connectedness and convenience is doing the wonderful and allowing for an increased sense             

of well-being, leisure time and opportunities to engage meaningfully in the community.            

Unfortunately, people instead report less leisure time than ever before (Abdallah, 2009).            

And in fact, more than ever people feel isolated, disconnected from community and             

powerless in making a difference in even the most important or pressing global or local               

issues (Fisher, 2009).  

We have become so environmentally indebted that simply consuming ethically will no             

longer alone resolve the problems over-consumption has already created (Assadourian,          

2012). Consumption must be informed, highly selective and demand companies’ act           

responsibly. But in order to be “responsible” at this point we must begin to drastically alter                

our consumption patterns; consuming less in general, cutting out “throw-away” or           

“disposable” product consumptions altogether, incorporating the “real cost” into all          

consumer products (including energy) and finally, turning to locally and self-produced (via            

gardens, re-skilling education, trade) products. Additionally we will need to be vigilant to             
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“green-washing” by business and with government policy (Delmas, 2011). 

Despite the age of information, or because of too much information in some places and                

zero in others, there remains a lack of knowledge and ability for the consumer to make well                 

informed choices in the marketplace. Recent reports (Ryan Partnership Chicago, 2011)           

called for a unified trademark and certification to identify sustainable products. Indeed, this             

crucial link for consumers still needs to be addressed. Truly responsible and conscious             

consumerism remains pivotal to the future of every single human on earth, as well as, to the                 

earth herself. 

Environmental impacts have taken center stage in the sustainability conversation but the             

ultimate impact will be on humanity itself. Social sustainability implies supporting           

structures that build equity and well-being. The “current and impending dislocations of            

climate change intersect with the already existing crisis of poverty and violence” (Parenti,             

2011:7). If society is going to address ensuing environmental changes it will need to               

bolster communities and societies to be buoyant enough to “weather the storm.” Addressing             

the social impacts of daily choices is thus equally as important a climate change imperative               

as contending with the environmental. In 2007 the United Nations estimated that all but one               

emergency humanitarian appeal was climate related. By 2030—as floods, droughts, forest           

fires, and new diseases increase—as many as 500,000 people a year could be killed by               

climate change with the economic cost reaching $600 billion annually (Parenti, 2011).            

Unveiling and connecting our everyday actions may seem minor but ultimately these are the              

choices that feed the “hidden agency and certain form of violence that are imperceptible              

(Nixon, 2006). 

Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability  
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Culture 

Sociologists, anthropologists and others have spent lifetimes working to describe culture.            

For the last half-century, academics and practitioners in the peace studies field have worked              

to uncover the significant threads inherent in culture(s) of peace. Although there are wide              

ranging and even contradictory scholarly views regarding normatives to be used in measuring             

culture, here, the intent is to build on the basic agreement of many others who have identified                 

“culture” as the foundation of our everyday actions and norms (Sherif, 1936; Jackson, 1965;              

cialdini, 2003; Lipinski and Rimal, 2005; Santos and van der Linden, 2016). While             

simplistic according to the Social Identity Theory perspective (Szewczak, 2002: 61) the            

definition provides a thorough enough understanding to refer to normalized everyday actions            

such as using throw-away containers to take away food from a restaurant. To expand              

slightly and be more explicit, the definition of “culture” in this text is taken from Ehrenfeld’s                

chapter on culture change and “refers to those routine behaviors of a group of individuals that                

can be interpreted as intentional and reproduced over time and space (2008: 79).” 

It is useful here to look at the underlying structures that motivate these everyday actions.                

To this end we will employ Gidden's Structuration Theory. On page 81 Ehrenfeld describes              

the three categories of structure as: 

 

● “Structure of signification: the rules by which actors interpret (make sense of)            

the context (world) in which they are acting. 

● Structure of legitimation: the rules that give normative authority to the actions            

being taken, that is, make them the right thing to do under the circumstances.  

● Structure of domination: the resources that empower actors. Power here carries           
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the sense of transformative capacity, not domination in the sense of unequal            

distribution of such power. There are two sets of resources-allocative resources           

(the real, tangible tools that are available to the actors, for example, machines,             

money, groceries, etc.) and authoritative resources (the ordering that determines          

who has the power to control the actions of others and the way resources are to                

be used).” 

 

While capitalism and the industrial age have inarguably had their value, it is also               

inarguable that practices normalized over the last century and a half, notably consumer             

culture and growth capitalism, must begin to radically shift in order to avoid catastrophe.              

Consumerism and structural violence have been normalized over a long period of time and              

now represent a dominant force in human social interaction that is transforming life in              

unsustainable, powerful and destructive ways (Santi Pracha Dammha Institute, 2001).  

 

“Four more or less distinctive opportunities for redesign align themselves with the four             
categories of structure (I will now use shorthand terms for these categories): beliefs,             
norms, authority/power, and tools. Except for tools (allocative resources), which change           
continuously through the process of technological innovation, the other three tend to be             
highly conservative. The structuration process continually embeds the beliefs, norms,          
and power structure ever more deeply as long as those in power believe the system is                
more or less working. Given the four-hundred-year-old culture of modernity, many           
beliefs and norms are now very deeply situated. Economic and political powers are             
narrowly held, and, as anyone knows, those in power want to stay there and will resist                
change in the structure. The deeper and more entrenched the structural element is, the              
more difficult it will be to change it. But the possibility of sustainability will offer itself                
only if significant change does indeed take place in all four categories (Ehrenfeld, 2008:              
90).” 
 

In the case of altering cultural norms and even globalized norms we are speaking of a                 

Herculean task. Even with one’s own personal health, for instance, it can be difficult to do                
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the right thing until a catastrophic event takes place, such as a heart attack. Even in these                 

cases evidence shows that although catastrophic events can open eyes… they don’t necessary             

create the motivation for lasting change. Here, it is easy to make the comparison between               

poor eating norms and current consumer lifestyles. With poor eating norms we see a doctor’s               

order to eat more healthily “or else” and with the latter we see the global ecosystems                

imperative to change… “or else.”  

In the case of the “ Doctor’s orders” research published in the Journal of Marine                

Medicine found that patients want to feel free, empowered, regarded, respected and in control              

more then that wanted to feel healthy. In order to have long lasting dietary changes the                

conversation had to be shifted from austerity and deprivation or the fear of dying (too scary)                

or risk factor modification (too boring) to the joy of living ! Further, the study found it is hard                  

for people to create change when they feel depressed, lonely or fearful. When issues of pain,                

apathy and purposelessness are addressed people are more willing to make lifestyle choices             

that are life enhancing versus self-destructive. 

Additionally, when the inherent benefits of the change were understood along with how              

quickly the benefits could occur, then big change was possible. The article stated simply              

that: “if it is fun, then it is sustainable”. But of course changing people's behavior is a                 

complex challenge, with individual consumption patterns influenced by interdependent habits          

and practices along with functional and symbolic reasoning (Martiskainen, 2008:110-111). 

In order for us to begin paving the way for culture(s) of sustainability, it is not enough to                   

speak about the “climatic imperative” (too scary) or offer academic evidence about how to              

reduce impact or why we will be happier (too boring); instead we must begin demonstrating               
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how and why culture (s) of sustainability will truly make for happier, healthier societies with               

overall increased well-being…and more time for fun (O’Neill et.al., 2012; Acaroglu, 2015). 

It is precisely because the climate change situation is very serious that it is crucial to look                  

for methods that will actually create a change in everyday practices and norms (including fun               

and play). According to Kroeber and demonstrated by Acaroglu, play impulses ‘motivate            

great areas of human behavior and important achievements of culture…’ (1948, 29;            

Acaroglu, 2015). If people won’t change to save their own life unless it is “fun” then why                 

would they change to save anyone else’s? 

 

In addition to play, civil society can play an integral role forging inroads with mainstream               

culture though the demonstration of sustainable modes of life, from energy use to             

entertainment, that offer greater well-being than the cultural norms and lifestyles currently            

domineering the mainstream.  

The seduction of consumerism and growth as catch alls for well-being may be              

understandable but as their failings become evident it becomes clear a change is in order. As                

was demonstrated above, like anything ingrained, even if one knows change is for the best,               

altering normalized patterns is no small undertaking. As Ehrenfeld notes: “Sustainability is a             

cultural phenomenon. It emerges from a culture viewed as a system. Even so, its appearance               

rests on the collective behavior of the individuals within that culture. Sustainability may first              

appear as patches in an otherwise unsustainable world, but ultimately its persistent presence             

must rest on a set of shared cultural foundation and new behavioral patterns (2008:79).”  

Civil society movements reflect the collective action of many individuals. In this way              
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CSMs represent true bottom up development and those patches weaving the new fabric of a               

sustainable culture. Because these movements are the result of individual’s collective           

actions, CSMs allow for the path of many different types of sustainable cultures(s).             

Although there is obviously a huge role for business and governments, civil society actions              

inform policy makers regarding the temperament of a given constituency as well as allow for               

smaller scale experimentation.  

“Given the dominating importance of business- the private sector-in today’s world,           

organizational learning or design in the sense of this book is a critical prerequisite for               

movement toward sustainability. Business, however, reflects the beliefs and norms of           

the larger society. Many of the aspects of its mental models cannot be changed without               

first changing societal cultural structure (Ehrenfeld, 2008: 92).” When it is clear that             

there is public support, it is easier for elected officials to move forward with policy and take                 

small-scale community experiments into larger full-scale developments.  

Additionally, people are more likely to adapt practices or make a shift in their everyday                

practices (or cultural norms) if they see neighbors, colleagues or other community members             

making a change (Shultz et.al., 2007). Often top down (government) initiated change can             

result in community push back simply because there is a resistance in being told what to do-                 

known in systems thinking as “policy resistance” (Senge, 2008).  

The current economy’s transformation to a well-being economy will also require the             

rebuilding of community. This will demand trust, stronger ties and the general recreation of              

a co-dependency on family, neighbors and the broader local community (Morrish, 2014;            

notes). Civil society movements offer a great way to begin repairing community ties and              

trust.  
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Peace 

Introducing Peace in Order to Understand Why Sustainability Matters to its’ Future. 

Everyone knows what peace is? 

From the Arabic word “salaam,” to Hebrew’s “shalom,” Sanskrit’s “shanty,” the Chinese             

“ping” Russian’s “mir”, and the Greek word “eireinei,” the word peace has been used across               

cultures, across time. Definitions in a variety of languages imply, if not directly state, an               

inclusion of a sense of harmony, unity and community within the folds of peace. Dr. Martin                

Luther King eloquently summed it up: “True peace is not merely the absence of some               

negative force--tension, confusion or war; it is the presence of some positive force--justice,             

good-will and brotherhood (King, 1957) [italics mine].” 

What is interesting about Dr King’s statement is that he had to use an adjective (true ) in                  

front of peace to amplify its meaning. Somewhere in the definition of peace in English its                

deeper implied meanings have been lost, although peace has been discussed throughout time             

as a seemingly obvious concept with an obvious value. From the search for inner peace to                

collective and global calls for peace, it is a word that is perceived as having an obvious                 

definition. Which according to the Merriam-Webster dictionary it does:  

 

1. A state in which there is no war or fighting;  
2. An agreement to end a war; 
3. A period of time when there is no war or fighting. 

 

In this definition peace it is the absence of peace that becomes focal; much like oxygen, it                  

goes unnoticed until it is absent, at which point its absence becomes painfully clear. In above                
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definition, a lack of peace immediately implies violence while leaving out the unity,             

community and harmony so present in other languages definitions of peace. Despite these             

inferences to more in most languages and as espoused by most spiritual leaders the most               

common notions and definitions of peace in Western conventional political science or            

international relations largely align with the Webster-Merriam definition stated above. For           

instance, the “pax” in Roman times referred to little more than an absence of overt organized                

violence (Barash, 2014). The well-known French philosopher and political scientist          

Raymond Aron highlights the realist or realpolitik perspective with his definition of peace as;              

“more or less lasting suspension of rivalry between political units.” These definitions all             

speak to a lack, suspension or absence of violent conflict or war; are framed in the negative                 

and might explain why Dr. King may have felt the need to say true  peace.  

The complexity of peace is nuanced and while peace may superficially seem well              

understood, philosopher Michael Fox argues: “peace is an unfamiliar and poorly understood            

concept and reality (Fox, 2013: 3).” Despite the modeling of peace from Buddha to St.               

Augustine to the current Dalai Lama and the claimed pursuit of “peace” by political leaders,               

peace has had a hard time coming. According to peace scholar David Cortright “Throughout              

history the cause of peace has been on trail, standing like a forlorn defendant before the court                 

of established opinion, misunderstood and maligned on all sides (2008; 1).” 

As such this chapter seeks to lay the groundwork for understanding and defining “peace”               

as it will be used throughout the rest of the book. The following chapter examines peace and                 

it’s definitions mainly via peace researchers, scholars and practitioners while also seeking to             

be inclusionary of a multitude of disciplinary views. This is an important point as noted               
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peace philosopher Martínez-Guzmán and others stress the need to create many peace(s)            

(2001). Additionally peace itself is most effectively viewed through a transdisciplinary lens            

and encompasses elements of the social, ecological and cultural (Galtung, 1996) as vital             

connections for a holistic view of peace in modernity.  

The peace studies and research fields specifically explore organized non-violence and            

violence; their relationships to society, behavior, and consciousness and means of facilitating            

conditions and insights that work toward a just and harmonious world community (Harris,             

1997; Galtung, 1996). The intent of this work will be to further make visible interconnected               

influences that inherently impact one another but are often overlooked or under-emphasized. 

Since the mere absence of violence does not necessarily imply societal well-being             

Norwegian. Johan Galtung, a founder of peace studies, developed definitions of “positive”            

and “negative” peace in the 1960’s (Wiberg, 1981) to better analyze the elements of peace.               

His elaborations and critiques on peace and violence begin to address the gap Dr. King had to                 

fill with the adjective true and what others such as philosopher Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677)              

have been long referring to: “Peace is not an absence of war, it is a virtue, a state of mind, a                     

disposition for benevolence, confidence, justice”.  

 

 

 

Negative Peace 

“Negative peace by averting war or stopping violence implies the absence of direct,              

personal violence (Harris, 2004:12)” and refers to the aforementioned and most well known             
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definitions of peace in English. The absence of direct or personal violence refers merely to               

the elimination or lack of a certain type of behavior, namely violence (Galtung, 1969 and               

1996; Fox, 2013; Barash, 2014). Main characteristics of negative peace can be seen as              

pessimistic, curative or peace not always by peaceful means (Grewal, 2003). “Negative            

peace’ is negative not because it is an undesirable goal, but because it is characterized by the                 

absence or lack of these destructive social and political phenomena (Atack, 2009: 41).”  

 

Positive Peace 

“Positive peace” on the other hand requires the presence of positive societal conditions in               

addition to the absence of physical violence. Positive peace is filled with positive substance              

such as restoration of weak and strong ties, the creation of social systems that serve the needs                 

of the whole population and the constructive resolution of conflict. To be fully and              

effectively realized, positive social conditions require an absence of “structural violence,”           

which will be discussed further shortly, and suggest general human well-being with the             

presence of social justice, equal opportunity, a fair distribution of power and resources and              

equal protection and impartial enforcement of law (Galtung, 1996).  

“Furthermore, it is suggested that positive peace provides the essential conditions of             

negative peace, because war, armed conflict and political violence result from the absence of              

positive peace (Atack, 2009: 41).” According to Ian Harris, “Positive peace requires...the            

presence of social institutions that provide for an equitable distribution of resources and             

peaceful resolution of conflicts…[and] is a condition where non-violence, ecological          

sustainability and social justice remove the causes of violence’ (2004:12).” 
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Scholars and practitioners have gone on to further define, refine and refute the notion of                

positive peace but Galtung’s definition remains a cornerstone in the fields of peace studies              

and beyond, as is evidenced by this definition of positive peace from the US Military               

Dictionary: “The condition characterized by the existence of peaceful social and cultural            

beliefs and norms; the presence of justice at all levels (economic, social, and political); the               

shared democratic use of power; and non-violence.” Some, including Kenneth Boulding           

wonder if this definition is overly utopian; making actual attainment of positive peace seem              

impossible (1977).  

Nonetheless, the fulcrum of positive peace is this “absence of structural violence” defined              

by Galtung in his initial 1969 suggestion of positive peace. Further investigation into various              

types of violence and specifically cultural, may reveal or in part explain why such a positive                

definition of peace seems “unrealistic.”  

Another debate important to note here is the ontological divide in the social sciences               

regarding human action and its relationship to either the larger whole (structuralism) or             

individual actors (individualism) and if and how one informs the other (Demmers; 2012).             

While this divide is acknowledged, it is also beyond the scope of this work to unravel those                 

threads. As McSweeney points out, identifying a role for human agency in both constituting              

and changing the social order is essential if we want to achieve ‘alternatives to the               

established institutions of politics and to the security arrangements which are presented as             

their necessary outcome’ (1998:5). It is as transforming and creative beings that men, in their               

permanent relations with reality, produce not only material goods—tangible objects—but          

also social institutions, ideas, and concepts” (Freire, 1972:73). Given these views and            
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Galtungs assertion this work will consider the ontological nature of human action not as an               

either/or question but as an acceptance of both.  

 

Violence 

Galtung describes violence as “present when human beings are being influenced so that              

their actual somatic and mental realizations are below their potential realization (1969; 168).”             

This definition is very important because it both addresses social structures that are             

inherently violent and also opens the pathway for an expanded vision of a peace that is more                 

then the “mere absence of fighting,” or “negative peace”. Ian Harris also makes the              

important point that: ‘Peace has different meanings within different cultures, as well as             

different connotations for the spheres in which peaceful processes are applied’ (Harris,            

2004:7). This is in direct alignment with the work of noted peace scholar Vincent M.               

Guzman who calls for making many peace(s). 

 

Direct or “manifest” Violence 

In the case of direct, personal or manifest violence there is an actor or an agent who                  

commits the violence (Galtung, 1969:170) and it is physically perceptible- war, murder, rape,             

assault, verbal attacks, etc. A crucial element is the assertion by many that direct violence               

manifests out of other invisible types of violence known as structural and cultural violence              

(Galtung, 1969; Fox, Demmers, 2012: 61). 

 

Structural Violence 
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Structural violence can be more insidious than direct violence because it is built into the                

very systems in which people function everyday. In the case of structural violence no person               

directly harms another person. The violence or harm is built into the structures of a society                

(Galtung, 1969: 171). In fact, it is quite possible for persons who are considered good               

citizens and consider themselves peace-loving to be a part of “settings within which             

individuals may do enormous amounts of harm to other human beings without ever intending              

to do so, just performing their regular duties as a job defined in the structure (Galtung,                

1985).” Political theorist Hannah Arendt voiced similar conclusions and coined the term            

“banality of evil” (1963). Peter Prontzos refers to structural violence as harmful conditions             

“that derive from economic and political structures of power, created and maintained by             

human actions and institutions’. He refers to this as ‘collateral damage… an unintentional             

side-effect of specific policies’ aimed at increasing the wealth or economic resources of             

specific groups or institutions (2004: 300).”  

One current illustration of the ever-present nature of structural violence can be highlighted              

by the structural norm of globalized neo- liberal capitalism through everyday consumerism.            

The following exemplifies how “good citizens” unknowingly participate in the creation or            

perpetuation of violence through their purchases.  

Civil War began in 1998 in the Democratic Republic of Congo, has been ongoing ever                

since and is considered by some as “the world’s deadliest conflict since World War II (Shah,                

2010).” Many are unaware of the war despite the 5.4 million dead, 1.5 million internally               

displaced persons and/or refugees, use of child soldiers and the rape or sexual harassment of               

hundreds of thousands of women and girls (Shah, 2010; Beaumont, 2010; War Child Org,              
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2014). Much of the fuel for the conflict is blamed on “conflict minerals.” Tantalum is a hard                 

grey element used to make electronics and Eastern Congo produces 20-50 percent of the              

world’s tantalum through it vast supply of coltan mines (Burge & Hayes, 2003). Almost              

anyone carrying or using a modern electrical device is likely to have unknowingly             

participated, via consumerism (the method of structural violence in this case) and the demand              

for tantalum, in promoting the direct violence in Congo. “The minerals in our electronic              

devices have bankrolled unspeakable violence in the Congo (Gettleman; 2013: 1).” 

Long-standing issues of structural violence are perhaps even more easily recognized in             

race and class discussions. For instance approximately 100,000 African Americans die in            

situations where had they received the same social advantages that whites do, they may not               

have (Gurmankin, 2004). To further illustrate the point consider that researchers at            

Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health found that poverty, low levels of             

education, poor social support and other social factors contribute about as many deaths in the               

U.S. as familiar causes such as heart attacks, strokes and lung cancer. Approximately             

245,000 deaths in the United States in the year 2000 were attributable to low levels of                

education, 176,000 to racial segregation, 162,000 to low social support, 133,000 to            

individual-level poverty, 119,000 to income inequality, and 39,000 to area-level poverty           

(Galea, 2011; abstract). These are all social conditions closely tied to structural violence.  

Consumer Ideology as a Source of Structural Violence 

Consumerism is the act of purchasing goods and services. The act is largely economic and                

embed in structures of capitalism. The idea that consumer ideology is a form of structural               

violence will be introduced here and then explored extensively in the following section:             
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“Context and Forces.” Due to highly globalized and opaque supply chains consumers are             

unaware of the repressive power, class inequality, human rights violations, environmental           

degradation or other factors of structural violence that come part and parcel with their              

purchases. The most affected are “women, children and elders; those from different            

[countries and] ethnic, racial and religious groups; and sexual orientation (McGregor, 2003).  

The affected therefore are generally part of an “out-group” and because the consumer fails to               

experience any relationship to the direct or structural violence occurring and because “a             

consumer society is one that is prepared to sacrifice its ethics on the alter of material ‘feel                 

good factor’ (Benton, 1998) then there is also no cognition or motivation to make changes to                

the system. The very infrastructure of neoliberal capitalism, exacerbated by processes of            

globalization and enabled by consumerism is key source of structural violence. This will             

become a crucial concept later as we look critically at current societal structures precipitating              

wholly unsustainable environmental degradation and growing inequities. 

 

Cultural Violence 

Galtung explains cultural violence as: “those aspects of culture, the symbolic sphere of our               

existence-exemplified by religion and ideology, language and art, empirical science and           

formal science (logic, mathematics)-that can be used to justify or legitimize direct or             

structural violence (1996:196).” In this case cultural norms can become legitimizers for both             

structural and direct violence. Critiques of culture acting to sustain structures of domination             

through normalization can be seen in concepts of cultural hegemony initially demonstrated            

by Marxist philosopher Antoni Gramsci (Demmers, 2013). 
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To illustrate the concept, examples of culturally imbedded notions of war and violence will               

serve well. For instance, it is common to enter a bookstore in the United States or Europe                 

and find an entire section devoted to “War” but none on “Peace”. From subways to highway                

billboards, public space, in the United States and much of the world is often filled with                

imagery and advertisements that glorify war or violence. People do not necessarily seek out              

violent content but it is part of the landscape.  

 

Photo Montage of Subway, Billboard and Public Bus Advertisements 
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“Its influence is often subtle and always inescapable (Nevins, 2004: 4).” As one researcher               

noted: “we don’t drive down the freeway in order to see billboards, but we see them and we                  

acquire information from them anyway” (Strasburger; Wilson, 2002: 281).” Some partly           

attribute the ubiquitous presence of violence in everything from film to video games to              

billboards to root causes of youth violence (Carter, 1999). Common expressions such as             

“shoot me an email” are part of the mainstream everyday parle. When it comes to moving                

citizens to action or support, politicians frequently employ cries to battle and although             

currently the U.S. is not “officially” at violent war (despite still being unofficially at war with                

terrorism) it is certainly waging a lot of wars in campaigns to improve well-being; war on                

poverty, war on drugs, war on hunger; there is even a war on child-abuse . “War, as it                 

appears and reappears on the stage of human life, is reflected in everyday discourse not only                

as a metaphor but also as a paradigm for conscious, constructive action (Fox, 2013: 2).”  

 

Agonistic Peace versus Positive Peace 

Postmodern concepts of agonism in democracy and peace may offer an entry into              

necessarily complicating some of the simplistic notions of peace that may unintentionally            

play into the very cultural and structural violence peace studies claims to address.             

Specifically, agonism may “open up a critical research agenda with the potential to resist the               

trap wherein peace emerges as just another tactic for reinscribing hegemonic structures of             

domination, exclusion and marginalization (Shinko, 2008: 473).” If one assumes adversarial           

theories of human nature, social order and cultural constructs then peace cannot mean the              
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total absence of any conflict but can mean the absence of violence in all forms and the                 

unfolding of conflict in a constructive way.  

Karlberg says: “…many people assert that conflict is more desirable than a false or imposed               
consensus and that adversarial practices are therefore essential if an oppressive social order is              
to be reformed. However …this argument embodies a false choice because it obscures other              
alternatives…. Indeed, humanity’s reluctance to recognize its organic interdependence and          
pattern its collective life accordingly can be interpreted as a root cause of social injustice               
(2004: 185).”  
 

Here is where “sustainability begins to enter the conversation. At the root of              

sustainability, from an ecologies perspective, is the inherent recognition of          

interconnectedness. We have arrived in an era where the inherent inter-connectedness of            

global systems is unveiling itself (Etsy, 2002; Lohmar, 2014). Clearly the environment and             

its resources are on top of this horizon but financial systems and global economic              

mechanisms of production and consumption are plainly visible as well, even as the             

sweat-shops and insider trading still remain in the shadows (World Economic Forum, 2010;             

Lohmar, 2014). In some ways, as previously noted, it is more disconnected than ever, but in                

others it has come full circle from an earlier era of simply transparency, when broader               

segments of the population were farmers who, immediately relied and thus more fully             

understood their dependence and relationship with the earth. When people bought, sold,            

traded or gifted items amongst others within their own community. Fortunately with the             

(re)cognition of our human and environmental interconnection and interdependence has also           

come a broader  (re)cognition of the impending necessity of a more sustainable trajectory. 

Sustainability has emerged largely as a result of significant concerns regarding the             

unintended consequences of unfettered economic growth, population growth and         
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over-consumption of natural resources. As such, the concept of sustainability is shifting            

from the peripheral toward the mainstream with businesses, government and          

non-government organizations engaging the conversation and beginning to take action          

globally (Dillard, 2009).  What exactly does this mean though and is it true sustainability? 

 

Sustainability 

“Sustainability is the antonym to collapse.”  Ulrich Grober 2012  
“In an age in which we are denuding the resources of the planet as never before and                 
endangering the very future of humanity, sustainability is the key to human survival. It is the                
concept which needs to be nourished from every discipline, every culture, and every             
tradition.” – Christopher G. Weeramantry 2008 
 

While the word and concept of “peace” is generally understood across cultures and time               

(notwithstanding academic and professional debates of course) the word “sustainability”          

enjoys no such luxury. The precise definition of ‘sustainability” is very difficult to pin down               

and recently, the term sustainability has come to be used as something of a catch-all for                

everything from dealing with climate change to corporate social responsibility or generally            

trying to imply something “positive” (Kiss, 2011). The concept of sustainability has been             

steadily shifting from the peripheral toward the mainstream with businesses, government and            

non-government organizations engaging the conversation and beginning to take action          

globally (Dillard, 2009). Mainstream media outlets and advertising often use the term but             

rarely explain their or its meaning. Some claim “sustainability” a popular and brilliant slogan              

(Slimane, 2012), fashion accessory (Hasna, 2010) or common sense (Moldan et.al., 2012).            

Difficulty getting a clear handle on the word is understandable; the concept embodies many              
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seemingly disparate parts (social: cultures, economies, etc. & environmental: climate-change,          

biodiversity, etc.) that must be combined into one well organized, functioning system that is              

able to sustain itself over the very long term.  

So the concept of sustainability is quite crucial (Heinberg, 2010) as a foundation of               

systematic cultural change and future development [italics mine]. Approaches to          

sustainability have tended to segment along lines of inquiry and fields of application             

(engineering, economics, management, ecology, etc.) with each field tending to see only the             

“relevant” side of the equation (Chichilnisky, 1996). The word’s scope and interpretation            

often depends on the context in which it is used; in business it is the “triple bottom line,” for                   

environmentalists it’s the maintenance of natural capital stocks, and social sustainability           

would claim the same but for human capital stocks.  

Daly and others would argue that this disaggregation and separation of parts within              

sustainability is crucial as experts and analytics in each separate field are best suited to               

address the various components. Other environmentalists, practitioners and academics         

though have even proposed abandoning its use in academia and development altogether due             

to its misuse, overuse and generally sloppy and broad interpretations (Freyfogle, 2006). But             

Assadourian and Prugh would argue that sustainability must inherently be flexible and open             

to interpretation and is in fact what will make it lasting. Because of the nature of change                 

(politically, environmentally, socially), notions of what qualifies as sustainable can never be            

static (2003). Additionally and separate from the academic or professional debates there are             

no inherently understood cross-cultural translations. In short, “sustainability,” unlike         

“peace,” simply lacks an easy clarity.  
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As such, a more complete and deeper understanding of “sustainability” requires an             

examination of the various segmentations and definitions of the word. Therefore this chapter             

will identify and unpack the most utilized definitions of sustainability in various contexts             

including environmental, economic and social (the most frequent separation of parts) as well             

as the additional niche category of “sustainable development.” Additionally, the word itself,            

as the only or “most appropriate” term for a flourishing society and environment, may still be                

up for debate so this chapter will begin with various language definitions and interpretations              

and an exploration of the word itself and how it evolved, along with how it will be defined                  

and used in the context of this book. 

Many cultures globally, particularly indigenous ones, have their own iteration of            

sustainability; often expressed in phrases rather them summed up in a single word. While it               

is fairly easy to track the root word “sustain” (Latin, verb sustinere with roots “sub” meaning                

under and “tenere” meaning to hold.), modern interpretations of “sustainability,” even within            

English, are much more difficult to singularly isolate; particularly when the attempt is made              

cross culturally and linguistically. 

 

For instance, in a recent (2014) online linguistics forum survey on the word “sustainability,”              

the following translations emerged: 

 

 

Modern Hebrew: "קיימות" Kayamut. 
root: q-y-m, which revolves around existentiality. Note that [q] in Modern Hebrew is realized              
as [k]. Though when speaking of something which is "sustainable", we usually use Aramaic              
"bar kayyma" (literally "son of existence", meaning "one who has (the potential of)             
existence"). The root is obviously identical, it's just that "son" in Hebrew is "ben", while in                
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Aramaic it's "bar". 
Russian: The adjective 'sustainable' (able to maintain its condition, not changing) is usually             
presented (not translated) as "устойчивый" (at-stand-able), from a verb устоять meaning           
'not to fall after some trial, still stand after it' (there are also other verbs with this meaning in                   
Russian, the root being the same, but prefixes differing) 
Czech: udržitelnost (= "holdability") from the verb udržeti (perf.), držeti (imperf.) = to hold,              
to keep, like in: They tried to keep him alive. They tried to hold his attention. 
Latin:*sustentabilitas, *sustenibilitas (non-classical) from the verb sustentare, sustinere (sub         
+ tenere) = under + to hold, to keep; 
Spanish: sustentabilidad, sostenibilidad < Latin; 
Norwegian: Bærekraft = Sustainability 
bære (verb "to carry") + kraft (noun "power") 
Turkish 
sür: to drive, to herd, to drag, to continue. sürdür: to make drive, to make herd, to make                  
continue. sürdürül: to be made driven, to be made herded, to be made continued.              
sürdürülebil: to be able to be made driven, to be able to be made herded, to be able to be                    
made continued. sürdürülebilir: (it) is able to be made continued 
sürdürülebilirlik: the situation in which (it) is able to be made continued. 
Tagalog word for Sustainability is "Kasapatan".  It has root word "Sapat"(enough) and i am              
thinking if it has relation to the word "Apat" (four), a shape with equal sides (square) forming                 
a balance force that support one another. 
 

Within some languages there were debates regarding what words were correct for the              

translation and in other instances there was simply confusion about what was really meant by               

the word at all.  The Merriam Webster dictionary sums it up as follows: 

sus·tain·able adjective \sə-ˈstā-nə-bəl\ 

: Able to be used without being completely used up or destroyed 

: Involving methods that do not completely use up or destroy natural resources 

: Able to last or continue for a long time 

 

The exact origin of the word “sustainability” as it is generally referred to in modernity was                 

deeply researched, traced and then outlined by Ulrich Grober in his book “Sustainability; A              

Cultural History.” Grober notes the existence of concepts of sustainability across cultures and             
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times but attributes the birth of the word to Hans Carl von Carlowitz; the Deputy Director of                 

the German Mines Inspectorate during the late 17th century (Grober, 2012).  

During this time there was an extreme crisis regarding the cost of energy and specifically                

the procurement of charcoal, which fueled the Ore Mountains mining industry. Carlowitz            

was tasked with identifying potential long-term solutions to the central problem of            

“unrestricted supply of the necessary wood (Grober, 2012: 80).” Carlowitz publishes           

Sylvicultura oeconomica or ‘A guide to the cultivation of native trees’ in 1713 in which he                

provides suggestions for long-term solutions to the timber shortage. While he states: “that             

wood should be used with pfleglich, (meaning care),” he also, according to Grober, seems              

dissatisfied with the traditional term and goes on to ask “how such a conservation and               

cultivation of wood can be arranged so as to make possible a continuous, steady and               

sustainable use, as this is an indispensable necessity, without which the country can not              

maintain its Being (Carlowitz, 2000: 105).”  

With this statement is the first use of the word sustainable (in the German: nachhaltende)                

as it is often employed contemporarily. As such it may explain why the environmental              

component tends to be the most frequent and immediately relatable component. Forestry has             

had the longest direct relationship to the word itself. The case of the concept, on the other                 

hand, as it relates to other “pillars” of sustainability remains to be explored. Although not               

explicitly, that too is found in Carlowitz’s manuscript.  

Carlowitz was a well-traveled, well-connected intellectual living in the early era of the              

enlightenment. His expansion on sustainability goes far beyond the bounds of the forest and              

clearly into the realm of society. He quotes Genesis 2:15 “work and take care of the earth”                 
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and uses it, along with Spinoza’s Ethics as his basis for economic thinking; “Sylvicultura              

oeconomica , or literally Economical forestry, means the rational wide and responsible           

management of the forests…. The ethical and moral core of his political economy is ’the               

betterment or general welfare of the country’ (Grober, 2012: 84).” The book lays the              

foundation for environmental, economic and social sustainability; all with a long lens view of              

responsibility for future generations (Grober, 2012). 

Outside of the forestry arena though the term lay fairly dormant until the late 20th century.                 

It then landed on the stage of a quickly globalizing world. Sustainability gained enormous              

attention and first became popularized when defined in 1987 by the Bruntland Report             

sponsored by the World Commission on Environment and Development. According to the            

report, “sustainability” or “sustainable development” is: "development which meets the          

needs of current generations without compromising the ability of future generations to meet             

their own needs (World Commission on Environment and Development, 1987)". Obviously           

this definition is open to wide varieties of interpretation, and has been criticized as such.               

Some even argue that its “constructive ambiguity” has superficialized the term and pinioned             

any real transformational depth (Moore, 2011). 

Today, in business, government and academia, sustainability is generally thought of as             

three overlapping and mutually dependent goals: 

“ a) To live in a way that is environmentally sustainable, or viable over the long term, b)                  
to live in a way that is economically sustainable, maintaining living standards over the              
long-term and c) to live in a way that is socially sustainable, now and in the future                 
(Dillard, 2009: 2)”. 

This definition too is still very broad and many debates exist regarding the appropriateness               

of an equally weighted triangle versus other models (Robinson, 2004). As it is currently the               
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most widely accepted model, let us look at brief definitions of its three components              

separately in order to better understand them. Later we will examine each of the three               

components in depth including how business, government, academia and civil society           

interpret the three components, as well as an exploration of other potential models. 

 

Environmental Sustainability: 

Robert Goodland, in “The Concept of Environmental Sustainability,” substantiates a           

history documenting the sustainable necessity. Reviewing authors from Mill and Malthus to            

Meadows and Brundtland et al., he presents a definition of “environmental sustainability as             

the maintenance of natural capital (Goodland, 1995:10)”. In this context it is seen as a               

concept apart from, but inter related to, social and economic sustainability. 

In “Ecological Sustainability as a Conservation Concept,” authors Callicott and Mumford            

propose an ecological definition of sustainability that promotes biological conservation while           

accepting the human component: “meeting human needs without compromising the health of            

ecosystems (Callicot, 1997: 32).” 

Recognizing the need to further clarify the definition, Morlli in the Journal of              

Environmental Sustainability offers a definition for environmental professions: 

 

“Meeting the resource and services needs of current and future generations without             
compromising the health of the ecosystems that provide them, …and more specifically,            
as a condition of balance, resilience, and interconnectedness that allows human society            
to satisfy its needs while neither exceeding the capacity of its supporting ecosystems to              
continue to regenerate the services necessary to meet those needs nor by our actions              
diminishing biological diversity (Morelli, 2011: 24)”. 
Economic Sustainability 
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The question of defining and negotiating how to obtain economic sustainability may be              

question Few in government or business want to acknowledge what true economic            

sustainability might look like but there are no shortage of academics, environmentalists,            

NGO’s and others who are taking a hard look at the necessity of changing constitutive rules                

governing current economic systems. This is where there is an inherent fuzziness as the              

economy is a societal structure in and of itself yet in the definition of sustainability               

“economics” is on own (instead of as a subset of social and/or environmental) equally tiered               

with social and environmental.  

As economics is inextricably part and parcel of the social and environmental, its singular               

definition is almost impossible. As the exploration of sustainability and it’s culture deepens             

in further chapters we will come to see that “economic sustainability” goes by many names,               

including but not limited to: degrowth, care ethics, sharing economy, localism… Later this             

work will argue that in fact the economic component cannot be separated and should be a                

subset or tool of the social and environmental considerations. There have been efforts made              

to define economic sustainability on its own but the inextricable relationship is evident in the               

below popular definitions. 

Over twenty years ago the field of ecological economics developed to address the              

human-nature relationship via an economic lens. Ecological economics aims to “study how            

ecosystems and economic activity interrelate” (Proops, 1989: 60; similarly Costanza, 1989:           

1). According to Baumgartner and Quaas though, despite the existence of ecological,            

environment and resource economics there has been no real agreement or unifying ideas or              

structures supporting “sustainability economics.” As such they advance four core attributes           
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as a baseline definition: 

1. “Subject focus on the relationship between humans and nature 
2. Orientation towards the long-term and inherently uncertain future 
3. Normative foundation in the idea of justice, between humans of present and future             

generations as well as between humans and nature 
4. Concern for economic efficiency, understood as non-wastefulness, in the allocation of           

natural goods and services as well as their human-made substitutes and complements            
(Baumgärtner, 2010: 445)” 

 

According to Farley a sustainable economic system must satisfy a minimum of the following              

three requirements: 

1. “An ecologically sustainable scale 
2. Just distribution 
3. Efficient allocation, because there exist finite resources and unmet human needs           

(Farley, 2010: 262-263)”. 
 

Obviously the economic component as a means to facilitate human needs and well-being is               

crucial. The above definitions infuse environmental and some social into the current            

economic model. In further chapters though we will look at changing the paradigm from              

“capitalism as law of nature” to “economy as societal structure” and malleable as such. 

 

Social Sustainability: 

Until very recently, concerns regarding economic and environmental components held           

center stage in the sustainability conversation. Like similar top the argument for positive             

peace, many argue sustainability and a sustainable future are about much more. Beyond             

environmental, true sustainability must also encompass the social aspects of Homo sapiens            

societal structures, longevity and well-being. The social, specifically as an underpinning of            

true sustainability is the most understudied (although the depth of knowledge in other social              
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science disciplines will certainly translate) but highly relevant and necessary. In the last             

decade social sustainability has begun to have its own distinct voice both in theory and in                

practice. That said, it is still very much a developing field and a lack of consensus on its                  

singular definition remains (Dillard, 2009). 

    According to Polese and Stren social sustainability can be described as: 

“policies and institutions that have the overall effect of integrating diverse groups and             

cultural practices in a just and sustainable fashion (Polese, 2000: 229). ” 

Robert Putnam and Howard Richards amongst others advocate for social capital, although             

their means and definitions may differ. Putnam, as well as the World Bank assert social               

capital as: “the norms and networks that enable collective action (World Bank, 2007).”             

Richards however would separate himself from Putnam as a realist in line with the ancients               

such as Aristotle and would argue that a constant cannot explain a variable, specifically in               

this case human agency. 

Here Harris and Godwin are much more thorough than the World Bank in their definition:                

“ a socially sustainable system must achieve fairness in distribution and opportunity,            

adequate provision of social services, including health and education, gender equity, and            

political accountability and participation (Harris, 2001: xxix).” But this still does not explain             

Richards call for the inclusion of human agency. Finally perhaps Dillard, Dujon and King              

address Howard’s critique with their more recent definition: 

“ the social aspect of sustainability should be understood as both (a) the processes that               
generate social health and well-being now and in the future, and (b) those social institutions               
that facilitate environmental and economic sustainability now and for the future (Dillard,            
2009: 4).”  
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Obviously as a concept, “social sustainability” is still seeking more permanent grounding and             

following this brief overview, it is easy to see how sustainability has come to be used in so                  

many different contexts with so many varied interpretations. Yet its essence is exactly what              

is needed because in effect, true sustainability necessitates taking into account and viewing             

all the disparate parts as interconnected. But how do we see, explain, track and represent so                

many moving parts in way that influence cultural normatives in order to shift them? 
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An Ingrained Ideology 

“The fact that political ideologies are tangible realities is not a proof of their              
vitally necessary character. The bubonic plague was an extraordinarily         
powerful social reality, but no one would have regarded it as vitally            
necessary.” 

-Wilhelm Reich 

 

Consumerism, through greater availability and mobility of products, the increase of            

advertising and the far- reaching embrace and/or imposition of its ideological value, is             

spreading throughout the world. A product of Western capitalistic society and           

economically manifested in the chronic purchasing of new goods and services,           

consumerism thrives on both actual and perceived need. Sklair in her assessment of             

global consumerism noted, in Globalization: Capitalism and its Alternatives, that the           

purpose of “global capitalism is to persuade people to consume not simply to satisfy              

biological needs, but in response to artificially created desires in order to perpetuate             

the accumulation of capital for private profit, in other words to ensure that the global               

capitalist system goes on forever” (2002: 62).  

The concept of mass consumption and the realization of its value (both perceived              

and real) dates back to the early 20th century. “Almost from its initial European              

settlement, America participated in an economy of commercial exchange, and          

gradually over the centuries a market revolution increased the amount of goods that             

Americans purchased rather than made at home” (Cohen, 2003: 21). Between 1750            
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and 1820 the rise of large-scale manufacturing lead to a hundred fold increase in labor               

productivity in England (Senge, 2008). Access to products and services was           

unparalleled, with an availability of products that provided services that were           

previously only available to the elite from sliced bread to the phonograph- the average              

person was meant to gain increased well-being while reducing fatigue and leaving            

more free time and opportunities for individual choice (Manzini, 2006). 

Economist Thorstein Veblen developed the concept of “conspicuous consumption”          

in his Theory of the Leisure Class at the turn of the century (1899). He argued that                 

there was more to consumption than the “rational economic theory. That, in fact,             

much of the economic motive superseded simply enriching oneself and moved into a             

realm of “social emulation expressed through extravagant personal display” (Cohen,          

2003: 9) in a race to reach standards set by the elite of the Gilded Age. With the                  

increase in productivity and employment, the availability of new products and           

services it's of little wonder that externalized costs went unnoticed. But of course             

externalities presented as health problems from almost the beginning of the Industrial            

Revolution with near epidemics of respiratory disease. The "great smog” over           

London in 1952 killed more than 4000 people and marked the emergence of an air               

pollution regulations (Senge: 2008: 15). 

“The Progressive Era of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries marked a              

significant shift toward recognizing the centrality of consumers to the nation’s           

economy and polity”(Cohen, 2003: 21). Consumers were given their own category in            

the make-up of American citizenry. The National Consumer League (NCL) was           
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nationally visible and campaigned for its members to practice “ethical consumption”.           

Members were encouraged to use selective buying in order to pressure employers to             

maintain fair wages  and safe working conditions for women and children. 

The “White Label Campaign” sought to improve labor legislation, child labor laws             

and improvements in factory and retail work conditions. The campaign produced a            

label testifying to the “moral and sanitary” condition of factories producing white            

muslin underwear and urged consumers to protect themselves and laborers by only            

purchasing products bearing the label. According to the NCL, strategic          

consumerism was an integral strategy in ensuring decent working conditions for labor            

(Laidler, 1913). 

Richard Hofstadter contended that “It was in the Progressive era that the urban              

consumer first stepped forward as serious and self-conscious factor in American social            

politics”(1955: 170-73). It was at this time the Pure Food and Drug Act and the Meat                

Inspection Act were passed and consumers came to be seen as both in need of specific                

protections, and as an influential population of the general public. 

Most of the regulations passed to protect the consumer were insignificant. The             

decade of the 1920s was dominated by business while consumer consciousness           

dimmed. “With so many exciting products few challenged the status quo by calling             

for stronger regulation”(Cohen, 2003:23). It was during this period that consumers           

first become overwhelmed and excited by the abundance of products. In terms of             

product safety, misleading advertising or unfair pricing, the government offered only           

minimal protections. 
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For the most part, manufacturers, businesses and advertisers were free to do as they               

saw fit in the new mass marketplace of the nation. A pro free market administration in                

Washington maintained that uninhibited business would allow for technological         

innovation and economic efficiencies that would serve the joint interests of both            

manufacturers and consumers. The free market would bring consumers the best           

products at the lowest prices. The “production, distribution, and purchase of           

standardized, brand-name goods aimed at the broadest possible buying public grew           

more prevalent” and the concept of mass consumption was born (PRCST, 1933;            

Cohen, 2003: 22). 

Consumers of the 1920s lost sight of themselves as influential participants in the              

formation and execution of economic power. That mindset would change though with            

the collapse of the economy and the onset of the Great Depression. In fact, the concept                

of the consumer, as an important component of the economic engine, was built into              

the New Deal ideology. In 1933 Congress passed the National Industrial Recovery            

Act and included on its committee representatives of the consuming public alongside            

that of business and labor. 

Difficult times forced people to become more conscious about what and how they              

consumed. They began to remember their power as purchasers while at the same time              

began to urge the government to protect their rights in terms of safety and fair               

treatment in the marketplace. The buyer soon came to be seen as the key to economic                

recovery. 
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New Deal ideology held that under-consumption was behind the collapsed           

economy and that greater purchasing power was crucial to recovery. This theory            

gained significant support as Keynesian economics gained wider acceptance by both           

academic and government economists (Galbraith, 1952). Soon the consumption model          

began to permeate through every level of U.S. consciousness from government to            

business right on down to the everyday citizen. “By the end of the depression              
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decade, invoking “the consumer” would become an acceptable way of promoting           

the public good, of defending the economic rights and needs of ordinary citizens. The              

importance of the consumer in public policy and in civic life was            

indisputable”(Cohen, 2003: 23). 

In the post war era consumption become one of the most influential elements of               

American politics and culture. Mass consumption took the form of a new cultural             

dogma, in fact, a civic responsibility and as such enabled “full employment and             

increased living standards for the rest of the nation”(Life Magazine, May 1947).            

Being thrifty and saving money became downright un-American as “the prosperity of            

the nation could only grow with spending”. 

Sentiments of the time held high hopes of the affluence to come and more citizens                

than ever before faced the reality of steady employment and homeownership thanks to             

the new growth economy. “Faith in a mass consumption postwar economy hence            

came to mean much more than the ready availability of goods to buy. Rather it stood                

for an elaborate, integrated ideal of economic abundance and democratic political           

freedom, both equitably distributed, that became almost a national civil religion from            

the late 1940s into the 1970s”(Cohen, 2003: 114). Peter Senge describes the resultant             

thinking from this period as “machine thinking.”   His description  follows:  

 
"economic progress became synonymous with increases in efficiency and         
productivity; cultural advance became equated with dazzling new technologies; ended          
nature including the other creatures with whom we share the earth, was reduced to              
"natural resources," inputs to the economic machine” (Senge, 2008). 
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Conscious consumerism and mass consumption were practically born together.          

The first, in the wake of the second, has fallen to the wayside. The power of the                 

consumer to shape policy has been nearly forgotten. The concept of consumption, on             

the other hand, has surged into the new millennium overflowing borders to stimulate             

and formulate the process of globalization. U.S. consumers have reached by far the             

highest consumption levels achieved by any civilization in human history (Durning,           

1992). 

It is easy to understand how much of our modern ideological dogma has become so                

attached to the concept of consumption. In fact, it is almost impossible to envision a               

successful America in any other way. Entrenched in the mindset of mainstream            

mentality is the concept of consumption as a necessity. In fact, it has been elevated to                

a level of survival almost considered as necessary as human reproduction. The act of              

consumption has attained “law of nature” status as opposed to the reality; that it is a                

societal construction of modern time. Albeit, one that has indisputably served the            

United States well in terms of material growth. But as societies progress so must our               

structures, whether ethereal or real we must rebuild and reshape to improve upon our              

past. 

Patterns of consumption currently prevailing in the industrialized world are not            

sustainable particularly if the push to encourage similar patterns in the Southern            

hemisphere prevails. Growth in any kind of production involves social and           

ecological costs. The major problems arise when signs make evident that under            

the present development system the costs are outweighing benefits. Despite this fact,            
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consumerism continues to “thrive on both actual and perceived need” and the purpose             

of “global capitalism is to persuade people to consume not simply to satisfy biological              

needs, but in response to artificially created desires in order to perpetuate the             

accumulation of capital for private profit, in other words to ensure that the global              

capitalist system goes on for ever (Sklair, 2002: 62)”. Over exploitation of natural             

resources is clearly unsustainable in the long run. Globalization must be re-envisioned            

to not only protect capital, but also human rights, the environment and other social              

concerns. 

Movements to embrace renewables and push back on capitalist cycles of consumption             

such as the “Transition Town Movement” and others in the United States and around the               

world are beginning to demonstrate humanity’s burgeoning readiness to look toward new            

systems. Since social emulation remains an influencer in consumer culture (Cohen, 2003),            

as in most culture, recently it has show itself as a positive in the “conscious consumer”                

movement as studies demonstrate it has become more and more “cool” to be “green”              

(Griskevicius, 2010). And as more and more research emerges demonstrating the negative            

impacts of the ever- increasing number of chemical compounds found in everyday products,             

including foods (Dodson, 2011) combined with the lack of product safety and testing             

regulations has led some people to move towards greener buying practices.  

With industrialization, and the unfettered flow of products made from “new,” often             

meaning petroleum based, materials into everything from baby bottles to fire retardant            

pajamas and food storage containers, the incidence of health related dangers, often            

discovered after a product has been on the market for years, has risen and people are                
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beginning to take note. Food has come into the spotlight with allergies, attention deficit              

disorders, autism or other major ailments increasingly connected to additives and           

preservatives in common foods or other factors in the environment (O’Brian, 2009). This             

increased identification of toxins in many common products and recently identified safety            

and health dangers have caused a swell of consumer concern and shifts in buying habits               

(Grady, 2010). 

As in the pre-depression past, most consumers have forgotten the power and influence              

they wield. But like the consumer wakening that took place with the great depression,              

current economic strife and dangerous health/product associations are once again stirring           

consumer awareness. 

The “law of nature” status of consumption vs. it’s reality as a societal construction is as                 

deeply imbedded as ever, but evidence shows that the real laws’ of nature (via climate               

change) are beginning to force new societal constructions that take into account natural             

capital and the true cost of goods and services. Signs are becoming increasingly clear that               

the costs of the current growth capitalism and consumption models are heavily outweighing             

the benefits, both from environmental and human well being perspectives. 

Capitalism 

“Capitalism is the astounding belief that the most wickedest of men will do the              

most wickedest of things for the greatest good of everyone.” 

- John Maynard Keynes 
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In the capitalist consumer culture people are so indoctrinated into the logic of the               

market that they cannot see anything wrong with what they are doing. Our             

consumption of goods obviously is a function of our culture- only by producing and              

selling things and services does capitalism in its present form work, and the more that               

is produced and the more that is purchased the more we have so called “progress and                

prosperity”. The single most important measure of economic growth, after all, is the             

gross national product (GNP), the sum total of goods and services produced by a              

given society in a given year. It is a measure of the consumer society, obviously, to                

consume” (Robbins, 1999: 209-210). In order to maintain itself social structures have            

evolved to support and stimulate the social culture of acquisition known as “consumer             

society” (Jones, 1997).  

Because society is so entrenched in consumerism it no longer even questions             

market ideology, and therefore unwittingly contributes to its own oppression as well            

as to the oppression of the laborers who actually produce the goods and provide              

services. Under the current capitalist structure, convincing the public to continuously           

buy more than is necessary is the key to maintaining a healthy economy: 

Buying = Producing = Importing/Developing = Employment = Healthy Economy          

(growth) 

Assuring sellers that they will reap profits has become the overriding imperative.             

Simply put it’s a mathematical formula in which no room exists for an “x” or “e”                

representing “ethics” (Richards, unpublished: notes). Pragmatism to maximize profits         

is elevated to an official dogma. Given the current global situation we now have a               
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very “practical need to overcome recurrent crises to prevent systematic catastrophe,           

without critical thinking and transcendental ethical standards the pragmatic approach          

leads to a highly fragmented problem-solving pattern, with the overriding focus on            

quantifiable economic gain” (Nef, 2003: 132). 

The logics of exchange and of rational man that are built into the constitutive rules                

of capitalism now define the social structure of consumerism. 

‘Hartsock: 

“…the circularity contained in the concept of rational economic man, the           
assumption that to be rational is to maximize one’s own utilities, can now be              
recognized as a statement from the perspective of the capitalist that is            
inconceivable that one could act in any other way. And of course, it is a               
materially defining feature of the existence of the capitalist firm that it must             
seek to maximize utilities (profits) or go out of business. The isolation of             
individuals from each other in a world structured by institutions can now be             
understood as rooted in the experience of exchange, and the inadequate           
account of human community that results from such an understanding must be            
seen as replicating at the level of theory the real poverty of communities             
constructed by exchange” (1985: 125-126). 

 

The Rousseanian assumption is that human beings are inherently good and that it is               

societal structures that corrupt them. The goal then must be to make visible and              

accessible the constitutive rules, instead of taking them for granted, resulting in an             

awareness of the difference between pseudo- pragmatism and real pragmatism.          

Essentially, it becomes the difference between viewing capitalism as an unchangeable           

scientific fact or as a social structure mutable and constantly evolving with the will              

and input of society (Richards, 2000). Capitalism is a tool of exchange and conscious              

consumerism must once again become an obvious and accessible tool of shaping the             

process and conduct of that exchange. 
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A function of our culture- consumption is directly linked to our sense of well-being as                

prosperity is most commonly measured by a nation’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP). 70%             

of the American economy is driven by the spending of consumers. A consumer society              

eventually leads to materialism- or a culture where material interests supercede other social             

goals (Friedman, 1993). The use of GDP as the ultimate measure of prosperity and in               

particular, well-being, is finally being strongly questioned though.  

Many countries are now implementing well-being measures into policy and utilizing            

broader tools of evaluation that also take into account Gross National Happiness (GNH) and              

sustainability. “The U.K. government has added subjective well-being measures to its set of             

sustainable development indicators, while the government of Wales has included the           

ecological footprint in its top five indicators of sustainability. Currently the European Union             

is considering doing the same. Governments globally need to follow suit, incorporating            

policies that will maximize human well-being while minimizing ecological impacts          

(Tucker, 2012: 139)”. This is an incredibly important shift for conscious consumerism and             

obviously for mainstreaming a sustainable culture and well- being economy. 

There are finally movements both in governments and civic society to begin to question,               

if not completely unveil, the myth of capitalism as an unchangeable scientific fact versus a               

social structure mutable and constantly evolving with the will and input of society             

(Richards, 2000). Capitalism is a tool of exchange and conscious consumerism must once             

again become an obvious and accessible tool of shaping process and conduct of that              

exchange. Still, major barriers exist in identifying “conscious” or “sustainable” products,           

although there have been significant improvements. Most significant is the development of            
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broader movements focused on moving beyond the current capitalist model to one that             

supports and empowers sustainable lifestyles and economies because ultimately “the entire           

infrastructure [neo-liberal market ideology, world financial institutions and corporate led          

globalization, etc.] is a key source of structural violence, enabled by consumers who             

knowingly or unknowingly, embrace the ideology of consumerism” (McGregor, 2003). 

Major barriers continue to exist in identifying “conscious” or “sustainable” products            

despite significant improvements. Most significant is the development of broader          

movements focused on moving beyond the current capitalist model to one that supports and              

empowers sustainable lifestyles and economies. 

 

Consumer  Classes 

“We live in a world of things, and our only connection with them is that we                

know how to manipulate or to consume them.” 

-Erich Fromm 

 

 

The United States of America is a body of incredibly diverse peoples with incredibly              

different thoughts and habits. McGregor characterises consumer society as one          

“where market values permeate every aspect of daily life” and people measures their             

lives by money and the ownership of things ((2003:2). In terms of the American              

consumer, there are three important and distinct groups of buyers. 
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The first group is that of the educated indifferent. A generally small group, it does                

represent the minor fallout of Rousseanian assumption. This group is economically           

well off and generally has been, or has the ability to be, educated. The most prominent                

of the conspicuous consumer, it is this group that may knowingly engage in unethical              

consumption. Comprised mostly of educated and often fairly well-traveled people,          

this group has the exposure that is helpful in conceptualizing and understanding global             

interconnectedness and the effects of U.S. consumption on the rest of the world. It is               

also this group of the public that generally chooses to “disconnect”, as opposed to              

accepting responsibility as conscious consumers.  

The second group is that of “mainstream America”. This is the collection of              

Americans that are somewhat educated and comprise the economic middle-class.          

Usually isolated in middle size towns and communities this group rarely travels            

beyond the borders of the United States with possible exceptions being the uncommon             

trip to Mexico or Canada. Conceptions of other nations are largely drawn from             

television and newspapers with little real experience on which to base those            

perceptions. This group generally has little to no comprehension of the possible            

effects of their consumerism on the rest of the globe. 

The third group is the responsible consumer. This group is generally educated and              

well traveled but economically often make up a good portion of the lower tax              

brackets. Comprised of individuals with a strong understanding of an interconnected           

world and the effects of consumption around the globe. This group has already proven              

itself a strong initiator and supporter of the conscious consumerism movement. 
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The “educated indifferent” class of consumer remains a small group but one that is               

increasingly wealthier and wealthier as evidenced by recent statistics and the Occupy            

Movements (We are the 99%). Unfortunately, despite ever increasing means, this group            

tends to remain as indifferent as ever. 

Conversely, the “mainstream America” class of consumer is waking up and beginning to              

question the status quo, including how and what it consumes. In particular this group of               

consumers are gaining awareness around food, but also around other products that may be              

harmful to themselves or more importantly… their children. As previously noted, a lack of              

product regulation coupled with questions regarding the health and safety of everyday            

consumer products and foods are slowly waking this sleeping giant. 

The “responsible consumer” segment of the population has continued to grow, almost             

exponentially. Organic and fair trade sales increased 102% from 2004 to 2007 alone and              

continue to gain momentum (Fair Trade Federation, 2009). A 2010 survey 

shows “90 percent of respondents have integrated green into their daily lives” (Business             

Wire, 2010). 

 

Advertising 

“The advertising industry is one of our most basic forms of communication and,             
allegedly, of information. Yet, obviously, much of this ostensible information is           
not purveyed to inform but to manipulate and to achieve a result -- to make               
somebody think he needs something that very possibly he doesn't need, or to             
make him think one version of something is better than another version when the              
ground for such a belief really doesn't exist.” 

- Marvin E. Frankel 
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The United States has become a culture where you are defined by what you buy.                

Things that are cool in ads become what is cool in real life. Jokes that are funny on                  

television become the jokes that are talked about and funny in real life. The fact that                

global spending on advertising reached $446 billion in 2002 (in 2001 dollars), an             

almost nine-fold increase over 1950, is a direct contributor to this delusional reality             

(Worldwatch, 2004). U.S. markets account for more than half of all advertising            

spending. One cannot help but recognize the relationship between advertising and           

spending (why else would companies advertise if not to increase consumption of their             

product!). 

Advertising panders to societal constructions of perceived needs, self worth,           

success (i.e. conspicuous consumption), independence, self-reliance…the list goes on         

and on. Advertisements knack for exploiting insecurities has reached even the most            

personal  realms  of   human  life  with  monitors       flashing 

advertisements above the urinals in many public restrooms. If you feel insecure, or             

even if you don’t, you can be sure that advertising will expose your insecurity and the                

product to go with it will soon arrive to fill your deepest voids. 

American society often looks upon the developing world as being oppressed by             

poverty, unjust governments and outright war. But we as a society “often neglect to              

see our own domination by mass advertising, commercial brainwashing and corporate           

conspiracies” (Piccolo, vol. 4: issue 1). The concept of consumption is one in which              

American society imagines to be an individual behavior outside the scope of social             

concern and/or policy. As we know though, this view is exceptionally vulnerable            
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when you take into account advertising or product availability (what actually makes it             

to the store shelf). The conventional view holds that consumers are rational and well              

informed. 

What is “rational” though after three hours exposure to television advertising and             

an average of 3000 marketing messages per day? Much less the probable effects             

product placements in movies and on television has on the subconscious of our             

conspicuous consumption culture. Furthermore, how well informed is it possible to           

be when companies change names through the creation of subsidiaries and are            

“unaccountable for the policies of developing countries”. 

The concept of simply consuming to fulfill needs and wants with quality durables              

has been surpassed. More and more, society is pushed through advertising and other             

forms of persuasion, to quickly discard the old and thus participate in a planned              

obsolescence. Consumption has become a social past-time and even a basis for social             

relationships (McGregor, 2003). America is increasingly consuming mainly        

“disposable goods”, a trend that will only serve to increase the consumption of poor              

quality products. Both image and the temporality of goods feed into this cycle of              

purchasing. “Products are made psychologically obsolete long before they actually          

wear out” (Sklair, 2002: 62). Little attention is given to actual need, quality of              

product, where or how it is produced or what social, economic or environmental             

effects may stem from the production and consumption of a given good. Mainstream             

America has little conception that what they purchase has to come from somewhere             

and that the production of each and every little product has effects. “Under the spell of                
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consumerism, few people give thought to whether their consumption habits produce           

class inequality, alienation or repressive power, i.e. structural violence. People are           

concerned more with the “stuff of life” rather than with “quality of life,” least of all                

the quality of life of those producing the goods they consume” (McGregor, 2003:4).             

Advertising continues to play a significant role in influencing the global psyche. In             

2001 there had been a nine-fold increase since 1950 with $311 billion dollars spent on               

advertising. By the 1st quarter of 2011 global advertising sales had already risen more              

than 5 percent over 2010 (Mattar, 2012). As the chart below shows, it is only               

projected  to continue: 

 

 

 

 

In the following chart we see the increasing movement of adspend from traditional             

mediums to online mediums: 
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“The old adage that “money can’t buy happiness” was proved long ago, but many people                

still literally buy into it. Yet the veneer of advertisings promises is beginning to wear thin                

and although we still lack the links and correlations to where and how many products are                

made, there are more and more connections to the fact that consumption does not solve               

discontent. The United States, China, and India all showed overall growth in GDP, but were               

the only countries that simultaneously experienced a drop in their happiness scores over the              

last 15 years (Abdallah, 2011). This unhappiness coupled with the economic downturn is             

forcing many to question their well-being and consumer habits. The planned obsolescence            

of products is being brought to question as an economic crunch forces people to rethink               

buying long lasting durable goods again. This combined with the sustainability imperative            

may give the cradle-to-cradle production model a needed boost. 
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Exacerbating Factors, Forces of Recent History and the Resulting 
Imperatives  

“We must ensure that the global market is embedded in broadly shared values and              

practices that reflect global social needs, and that all the world's people share the              

benefits of globalization.”   -Kofi Annan 

 

Globalization 

The concepts and realities of “globalization” have become esoteric, the word itself            

fuzzy with numerous interpretations. This chapter will make clear processes taking           

place as part of the overall effect of globalization. Some processes in particular that              

are clearly adverse to the growth of sustainable communities, whole countries and the             

overall health of humanity in general. The idea that we will somehow stop             

globalization is long past. However we can continue to focus instead on shaping             

globalization and the processes that continue to shape the future of our world. 

Globalization, first and foremost an economic process, operates with the capitalist            

system as its single most significant driving force. The global economy currently            

demands the primacy of economic growth, absence of government regulation, an           

unrestricted “free market”, need for free trade to stimulate growth, a uniform            

worldwide development model and voracious consumerism. The institutions of         

modernity that support the global system tend to make ethical questions irrelevant            

(Richards, unpublished). 
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We now understand that “…massive poverty in the modern sense appeared only             

when the spread of the market economy broke down community ties and deprived             

millions of people from access to land, water and other resources”(Escobar, 1997:            

22). The possibility of returning entirely to isolated, local living is a far-gone reality.              

But through better understanding of globalization and with conscious choices we can            

encourage a world that supports both the local and global in a sustainable and              

peaceful partnership. 

 

Organizations “Leading” the Way: For Better or Worse… 

“If the hope of the world lies in human consciousness, then it is obvious that               
intellectuals cannot go on forever avoiding their large responsibility for the           
world…Intellectuals should constantly disturb, should bear witness to the misery of           
the world, should be provocative by being independent, should rebel against all            
hidden manipulations, and should be chief doubters of power and incantations.” 
–Vaclav Havel 
  

Like most major organizations both the IMF and Worldbank operate on the             

premise of current standard economic models of growth and ample austerity           

measures. From the perspective of sustainability this very basic operating standard           

negates these organizations ability to truly lead. Additionally, until there is a shift to              

priorities that include sustainability, it is of little import who sits in the seat of               

leadership at these organizations. Hoppers and Richards in their book Rethinking           

Thinking point out that despite who is in power within these organizations, whether             

from the North or South the real issue is not just a matter of who holds power. It is a                    

matter of what those with power think (Hoppers, 2011) 
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Beside the problem of leadership, many still call for structural reforms as there              

remain no new policies for addressing a lack of balanced representation, allowances            

for sovereign country centric policy and decision-making opportunities nor any real           

set of checks and balances (Debt and Development Coalition, 2012). “Both           

imperialist and anti-imperialist discourses (modernization and dependency       

discourses) have tended to reduce the subjects of development to passive objects            

(Tucker, 2003: 23).” Besides still being involved is prescriptive top down           

development, the World Trade Organization, International Monetary Fund and other          

leading organizations remain locked into concepts of “development” that, evidence is           

making clear, are completely unsustainable. There have been few policies put in            

place to actually inform truly sustainable development despite the existence of the            

following common definition of sustainable development on the World Bank          

website: "Development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the            

ability of future generations to meet their own needs” (World Commission on            

Environment and Development, 1987). 

Munro’s definition from 1995 demonstrates commonly accepted views of sustainable           

development at the time “development is any and all kinds of activities or processes that               

increase the capacity of people or the environment to meet human needs or improve the               

quality of human life (1995: 28)” and represents the trajectory that has placed at the               

intersection of the current socio-enviro crisis.  
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International Monetary Fund 

“Not only countries seeking their [IMF] help but also those seeking their ‘seal of              
approval’ so that they can better access international capital markets must follow their             
economic prescriptions, prescriptions which reflect their free market ideologies and          
theories.” 

-Joseph Stiglitz 

 

The International Monetary Fund and the World Bank were created in 1944 at a               

conference in Bretton Woods, New Hampshire, and are now based in Washington,            

DC.    “Established  after  World  War  II  as  mutual  assistance 

organizations through which all member countries could help each other with           

post-war reconstruction and development as well as with balance-of-payment         

problems”(Woods, 2003: 9). Since their origins the mandates of the IMF and World             

Bank have shifted dramatically, now lending only to developing or transition           

countries usually in deep financial trouble. 

Decisions made by the IMF regarding whether or not to grant loans can have a                

tremendous effect on application countries. The IMF has become a benchmark for            

foreign private investors on the reliability of a country and denial of loans by the IMF                

or the refusal of a country to accept the terms of the loan may have severe and                 

deleterious repercussions. The loans are levied heavily on conditions of multifaceted           

reforms in the borrowers economic policies. According to recent figures, over the last             

20 years, both institutions have dramatically increased the conditions put on loans,            

now extending into the budgets and policies of such areas as health care and              

education. 
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The power that such multilateral bodies have in a climate of unbridled globalism is               

tremendous. Theoretically the IMF emphasizes three points: rigor and transparency,          

growth centered on human development, and government reform. Unfortunately the          

IMF and World Banks have very little in place addressing answerability. It is very              

difficult to ascertain whether or not these are the goals they are in fact pursuing. With                

the wide range of tasks now performed and broad spectrum of influence wielded, it is               

more critical than ever that these institutions be held accountable. 

Unlike influential governments, international institutions are not elected by invested           

voters. There are no checks and balances. Rather there is an unequal representation             

of member states. Only eight countries (the United States, Germany, France, Japan,            

the United Kingdom, Saudi Arabia, Russia and China) are represented on the            

executive board and all other countries are grouped into constituencies represented           

collectively by just one executive- director (IMF, 2004). 

More and more often it is the underrepresented collective that is affected by              

executive board decisions. For example, 21 Anglophone African countries, at least 11            

of which have an intensive care relationship with the IMF and all of which are               

extremely vulnerable to the institutions policies, only have one representative and a            

collective voting share of 3.26 percent (IMF, 2004). 

This unbalanced representation and a lack of checks, balances and transparency can             

lead to situations like the one that took place in Ethiopia. Ethiopia is one of the                

poorest countries in the world and was approved by the board of the IMF for an ESAF                 

(Enhanced Structural Adjustment Facility) program designed to give eligible poor          
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countries access to highly subsidized and therefore inexpensive rates. The program           

was approved in 1996 and then pulled in 1997. Why? 

Previous to their IMF loan, Ethiopian Airlines, a state-owned enterprise, had            

purchased four new Boeing airplanes after securing a loan from a well-known            

American bank. Because Ethiopia had had a very poor credit rating prior to the IMF               

loans, the terms of the loan with the American bank were exceptionally burdensome             

to the airline and lucrative for the bank. After the IMF loans were granted the airline                

meet with the bank to try and renegotiate the financing. The bank refused. Instead of               

carrying the weighted loan the government of Ethiopia lent money to the airlines to              

pay off the loan in its entirety. 

The American bank was furious and complained that the Ethiopians had acted in              

bad faith. Soon after, the U.S. executive-director began complaining to the Fund            

regarding Ethiopia’s ESAF status. The Ethiopians never pre consulted the IMF           

regarding paying off the loans because no one could argue that it was an economically               

unsound move. In fact According to Joseph Stiglitz the IMF should have            

recommended the move (Stiglitz, 2003). Unfortunately the lack of consultation ruffled           

the feathers of the IMF despite the fact that such monitoring of a sovereign state could                

very well be considered an act of neo- colonialism. The Fund began to make claims               

that Ethiopia had not reached the benchmarks required for the release of the             

1997 funds. Despite no previous mention to the Ethiopian government about           

potential problems, the 1997 loans were denied. In an attempt to clear their name, and               

due to an even more desperate need for reasonable financing, the government            
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convinced Joseph Stiglitz, chief economist and senior vice-president at the World           

Bank at the time, to review their case. 

Stiglitz found on his visit to Ethiopia that the country was far from the “reluctant                

reformer” they had recently been coined. In fact he found that the country had met               

most of the Fund’s conditions to a degree that astonished Stiglitz and other World              

Bank officials, especially compared to other African countries in ESAF programs           

(Wood, 2003). “Ethiopia’s macroeconomic ‘results’- upon which the Fund was          

supposed to focus- could not have been better…Not only did Ethiopia have a sound              

macroeconomic framework but the World Bank had direct evidence of the           

competence of the government and its commitment to the poor”(Stiglitz, 2003;           

27-28). Stiglitz began lobbying to top IMF officials in the name of Ethiopia. In              

particular through “intellectual lobbying” with Fund managing director Michel         

Camdessus. Pressure from the top finally had an effect and Ethiopia began to receive              

Fund access again in April of 1998. 

In this case a neo-colonial outlook by the IMF coupled with the discontent of a                

prominent bank was enough to see that one of the poorest countries in the 

world was denied desperately needed funds. The amount of human suffering incurred            

due to such decisions is untold. Finance is now the dominant sector in the United               

States and Europe and financial firms give top priority to securing access to emerging              

markets. Because the financial sector is a major component of the support base for the               

Fund, the U.S. Treasury and the World Bank, powerful financial firms secure a             

tremendous amount of influence on the decisions of such institutions. 
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Situations like these reiterate that we must hold such institutions more accountable             

and ensure they are transparent enough for us to do so. Reforms within the IMF and                

World Bank are beginning to emerge but huge gaps still remain. The Fund has yet to                

publish its internal rules, guidelines, and operating procedures and the Bank refrains            

from outlining its Operations Evaluation Department (OED). 

Citizen outcry over the past four years has certainly helped to motivate the reform               

process. Financial flows have enormous potential to contribute to more efficient           

financing of productive investments. However, in order to ensure a fair financial            

architecture global responsibility must be a priority for governments, private          

institutions and civil society (Camdessus, 2001). 

Due to the closed-door nature of the institution neither outside economists nor             

varying opinions reach inner corridors of the IMF. Little diversity of ideas exists             

hence inciting one of the biggest debates surrounding the IMF and World Bank:             

Structural Adjustment Programs. These programs detail structural changes in         

government policies required in order for borrowers to qualify for loans. Many argue             

that these requirements force countries that are in crisis to reform their governments in              

ways that are unhealthy. Much of the debate lay with the institutions strict policies of               

western capitalism and what IMF policy adversaries’ claim is a fundamentally flawed            

development model. The UN has estimated that 19,000 children die every day from             

preventable diseases because of international debt burden. Of course there is no            

guarantee that without crisis loans from the Fund and Bank that these rates wouldn’t              

be worse. But recently many top officials, including Camdessus and Stiglitz, at the             
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Fund and Bank have conceded that many of the policies over the past 20 years have                

failed. 

The Fund and Bank practice Keynesian models of economics; encouraging           

privatization, cuts in government spending, imposition of user fees, promotion of           

exports, higher interest rates and trade liberalization. Populations of many Southern           

Hemisphere countries must grapple with growing inflation, while their governments          

(urged by Western policy makers) cut what marginal subsidies were available for food             

etc; in order to create more market oriented economies (Powell,          

Udayakumar,    2000). 

Unfortunately, “…many of the fiscal policies pushed onto developing countries          
and adopted in northern countries exacerbate the problem of the most marginal            
while celebrating the wealth of the rich. Even as the United States and other              
western international players continue to discourage developing countries in         
the use of subsidies, at home, when it comes to agricultural subsidies and trade              
barriers the US shows itself as little more than hypocrite. 

 

The U.S. gives over 3 billion dollars of taxpayer money to U.S. cotton subsidies               

annually. The unintended effect: total collapse of the economy of Burkina Faso.            

Cotton is subsidized in the US and then sold for far less than needed to produce it.                 

This coupled with our ever-mounting surplus is responsible for the global drop in the              

price of cotton. Most Americans are not even aware the cotton subsidies exist, much              

less what their effects are on the small African country of Burkina Faso. But the               

average Burkinabe knows. “America wants us to comprehend the evil posed by            

violent anti-Western terrorism, and we do,” said President Blaise Compaore in an            

interview in the capital city of Ouagadougou. “But we want you to equally concern              
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yourself with the terror posed here by hunger and poverty, a form of terrorism your               

subsidies are aiding and abetting. If we cannot sell our cotton we will die”              

(Schmemann, 2003: 6). 

Americans must gain a better awareness of the effects of their consumerism at              

home and on the world at large. People in Burkina Faso draw a direct correlation               

between the US’s 10 year subsidy and their own impoverishment. In the US             

consumers recognize little else than the fact that it is now inexpensive to purchase              

cotton products such as t-shirts and jerseys. While abroad people in Burkina Faso             

starve to death. It is time the American public recognizes how its indifference to these               

situations produce the breeding grounds of hatred the U.S. government is now,            

ineffectually, attempting to stamp out. 

 

World Trade Organization (WTO) 

“Our dream is a world without poverty.”  - WTO motto 

 

The World Trade Organization (WTO) was established on January 1, 1995 as the              

culmination of extensive negotiations resulting from the Uruguay Rounds of the           

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT). As the only international           

organization dealing with the global rules of trade between nations, the WTO            

orchestrates the multilateral trading system through agreements signed and ratified by           

the parliaments of a large majority of the world’s nations. The WTO’s overriding             

objective according to the U.S.’s enactment of the WTO agreements is “to obtain             
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open, equitable, and reciprocal market access, eliminate barriers and other trade           

distorting policies and practices, and [create] a more effective system of international            

trading disciplines and procedures.” 

The WTO plays one of the most significant roles in the process of globalization.               

Unfortunately, the downfall of the WTO is that its binding provisions ignore            

non-trade concerns. There is no legal consideration of socially responsible factors           

such as labor, consumer, or animal rights nor the environment or state sovereignty. In              

this sense, the WTO is trying to create a truly free market economy where it becomes                

the responsibility of seller and consumer to regulate the market. Under the current             

setup of the WTO conscious consumerism is the most important and effective means             

of shaping the processes that affect both ourselves and others. 

WTO settlements allow Dispute Resolution Panels to declare local and national            

laws and regulations as illegal to trade barriers therefore nullifying local control of             

products through legislation. Any member country of the WTO can bring charges            

against any other member country that any national policy or regulation is a trade              

barrier. For instance, if country X initiates legislation, in terms for instance of health,              

safety, or environment, with standards exceeding international standards then country          

Y can make a claim to the WTO that theses laws act as trade barriers. The claim is                  

reviewed by an un-elected anonymous panel of three trade experts. Decisions may            

only be overturned by the unanimous vote of all member countries. So even if              

legislation is passed within a country, state or municipality, it can be declared illegal              

and overturned by the WTO. 
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One prime example is that of “dolphin safe” labeling regulations required in the              

U.S. for  tuna companies.   Despite the existence of  some   environmental 

exceptions in WTO legislation, a popular target of other WTO members has been U.S.              

legislative protection of marine animals. Dolphin safe labeling is intended to allow the             

conscious consumer to purchase products that do not practice procedures that           

inadvertently and unnecessarily lead to the killing of dolphins. 

Tuna labeling measures have been challenged under WTO principles as           

discrimination against foreign companies. “The fair trade principles of the WTO           

dictate that states can only ban a product for safety or health concerns, but it cannot                

ban the process used to manufacture a product. A state cannot ban a product simply               

because it was manufactured in a way that was harmful to the environment or wild               

animals” (DiMatteo et al, 2003: 3). The Agreement on Sanitary and Phytosanitary            

Measures (SPS) allows for states to set safety and health standards but it warns not to                

“disguise trade barriers” as standards set for consumer protection. 

Criticisms over the WTO’s lack of consideration for the development of minimal             

safety and health standards are increasing. In a statement aimed at the WTO the EU               

proposed, “ we must ensure that the interests of civil society are adequately reflected              

in our present and future work”. 

The amount of products available has become so numerous that it is almost              

impossible for each of us to remain informed enough to make good  decisions 

in the marketplace. Therefore, it is of the utmost import to continue encouraging             

international organizations to take some responsibility in ensuring at least basic           
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protections. “The WTO does important work and decisions taken in this institution            

affect the lives of ordinary men and women all over the world. It is right that the                 

WTO be held accountable  for its  record” (Moore, 2000: 29). 

The struggle between socialism and capitalism, and every form of economic policy             

in between, will continue. As for Fund and Bank policy we must encourage flexibility,              

with the potential to have various visions for various cultures and be prepared with a               

multitude of possibilities for development plans. 

 

 “Development” 

“Freedom is man's capacity to take a hand in his own development.” -Rollo May,              

Philosopher 

  

The dictionary defines development as “to make or become larger, more mature, or              

more advanced; begin to exist or to have. Munro’s definition in A Sustainable World              

states “development is any and all kinds of activities or processes that increase the              

capacity of people or the environment to meet human needs or improve the quality of               

human life” (1995: 28). The World Bank and the World Social Forum have all              

together different definitions. Each definition has merit in its own context. What is             

often lost though is the definition and context of the people who are being              

“developed” by the western world. In a globalized market, consumerism and           

neoliberal economics are considered the best methods of increasing standards of living            

and as thus justify international development and capitalism via trade and the global             
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marketplace (McGregor, 2003). As such development tactics that are widely          

practiced today are, in reality, totally inappropriate and unfeasible. In order to be             

clear two examples of development follow.  

To achieve valid definitions of development each community must decide what            

development is for themselves while at the same time being conscious of how their              

own development may affect others. Much of the “development” that continues is             

top down or “prescriptive” development. The assumption of the West is that the only              

path to development is in their footsteps and through industrialization. Both           

imperialist and anti-imperialist discourses (modernization and dependency       

discourses) have tended to reduce the subjects of development to passive objects.            

Prescriptive development is usually a western model of development decided upon by            

complete outsiders, upper level officials, elites in the community or some combination            

thereof. Infrequently does this type of development consult the peoples of the            

community or communities it will affect. One such example of this supposed            

“development” is the Tehri Dam in the Himalayan foothills of India. 

Plans for the Tehri Dam project were first conceived in 1949 (designed by the               

former Soviet Union) and sanctioned by the Indian Planning Commission in 1972.            

The plans for the dam followed general thinking of the time in attempting to achieve               

the industrial conquest of nature. 206.5 meters tall and spread over 45 square             

kilometers the dam would displace over 86, 000 people. Builders claim that it will              

irrigate 2.7 lakh hectares of land and generate 2, 400 MW of power. At the time of                 

conception this seemed like an enormous amount of energy but in today’s terms seems              
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hardly worth the potential risks of a dam this size. 

The people of Tehri and other surrounding villages were never consulted about             

their views or desires. Decisions that would unalterably change their lives were made             

without their knowledge by groups of Russian engineers from faraway lands and            

Indian elites who  knew little  and cared  even  less 

about their way of life. It is not surprising then that from its onset the project has faced                  

resistance. 

Although Tehri-Garhwal is one of the poorest districts in the country, the             

inhabitants had remained self-reliant farmers for generations. For every hectare of           

farmable land there has been 11 hectares of forest and communal land available for              

the collection of fodder, fuel and other produce (Seabrook, 1993). When the dam is              

completed it will submerge over 4200 hectares in the Bhagirathi and Bhilangana            

valleys. The villages of Tehri Garhwal will not receive any electricity or irrigation             

benefits from the dam and minimal resettlement provisions were built into the project.             

Most of the benefits from the dam will flow to wealthy landowners for the irrigation               

of sugarcane in an area that already has enough water to irrigate 90 percent of its land.                 

The Himalayan region from which the water will be exported only has a current              

irrigation capacity of 12 percent. Due to construction there has been extensive land             

erosion and landslides have become a daily occurrence. Already there has been a             

decrease of vegetation and tree growth as a result of a lack of moisture due to the                 

diversion of natural water flows (Seabrook, 1993). 

The people of the community insist, that through a series of smaller non- invasive               
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and sustainable dams, power generation and irrigation capabilities could be better           

achieved at far less cost and risk. India’s history of is one of irrigated agriculture.               

Traditionally its people have survived on rain fed cultivation combined with           

small-scale irrigation projects. Farming in a sustainable manner maintained soils and           

water resources for thousands of years. 

Despite the protests and considerable evidence that the project is dangerous,            

environmentally unsound and carrying costs that outweigh the benefits, the          

government insists on moving forward with the project. All those who oppose the             

project are deemed backwards people who are against “development”. 

The Tehri Dam Project is just one example of a very widely practiced form of                

“development”. Is this type of development actually fulfilling or helping the people of             

the Tehri community to develop? According to Galtung, development plays an           

important role in reducing direct violence by reducing suffering through the           

fulfillment of at least basic needs (1996:127). In this case not only does the dam not                

help to provide basic needs to the community, but instead degrades the natural             

resources and harmony of the community. A widely held belief by many Indians and              

voiced by Vandava Shiva is that “the degradation of the land goes hand in hand with                

the degradation of humanity” (Seabrook, 1993). Perhaps without even realizing it, this            

“development” has not only served the degradation of the land but also the very              

humanity of a community. 

It seems as if this dam may doom the people of the Tehri community to a similar                  

fate. The wealthy farmers, far away in the plains, will receive more water to increase               
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the production of sugarcane for the export market. The Himalayan water will feed the              

global market economy and the people of Tehri will face ever-deepening poverty. 

Surely this type of development cannot be the only way to move forward. There               

must be other realistic options available. One popular idea, turned catch-phrase in the             

late 1990’s, was that of sustainable development. “Sustainable development has          

emerged as a reaction to the highly technological and centralized processes that have             

governed thinking on development” (Mishra, 1997:19). Sustainable development, or         

development in which its benefits must be maintained indefinitely, offers a different            

perspective from that of the highly practiced industrial development. Not only does            

sustainable development aim to be environmentally harmonious but it also tends to be             

a “bottom up” model of development. 

In India the idea of sustainable development, although new in terms, has a              

long-standing tradition. It is an idea of natural resource management with the concept             

that “human beings have a common destiny with other living creatures on the             

earth…the main concern of development is not growth at all costs but to render the               

lives of the majority of the people easier and more harmonious…and that there are              

thresholds of irreversibility which traditional economics does not take into account”           

(Mishra: 3). 

Ralegan Siddhi is a small village in the Ahmadnager district in Maharshtra, India. It               

serves here as an example of a different concept of development and of a people’s               

ability to transform a community from one of poverty to one of plenty. 

In 1975 the village of Ralegan was a shattered land of poverty, unemployment,              
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alcoholism and environmental degradation as well as totally bankrupt of any social or             

community life. Due to economic reasons most villagers had faced the decision to             

either migrate to nearby Bombay, join the extremely low paying Employment           

Guarantee Scheme of the Government or illegally distil liquor (Seabrook 1993). The            

majority of children had no access to education with a less than a 10% attendance rate                

and women were highly discriminated against. A drought in 1972 had brought in             

humanitarian relief efforts from the Government and outside aid agencies but due to             

lack of local participation all initiatives failed. 

Today Ralegan is unrecognizable as the same village. Local leadership became the             

catalyst for change when Mr. Annasaheb Hazare, a native of the village, returned with              

the intention of making a change through the dedication of his life to the village after                

years away working for the Indian army. Since Hazare was from the village he had               

intimate knowledge of the people, the community and the traditions while at the same              

time had experience from his travels and work with the army. 

Immediately Hazare recognized the struggles between traditional and modern and           

violent and peaceful means of development. He recognized the monetary allure to            

illegal liquor distilling but also knew how to appeal to people’s traditional sense of              

moral codes. He led through example and included all sectors of society (including the              

untouchables and women) in all community planning (Seabrook, 1993). The          

recognition of key problems was central in bolstering community support and in these             

ways Hazare had what the outside aid agencies had lacked. 

The community began to meet and mobilize. All decisions were taken as an entire               
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collective and in this way reflected the needs and aspirations of the entire village. The               

first step was to address the total lack of any livelihood support system, which seemed               

to stem as the main cause of division and conflict in the village (Mishra, 1997). 

The top priority became the harvest of rainwater and proper management of the              

four existing village watersheds. “Every drop of rain was trapped by developing a             

drainage system, trenches, check dams, drainage plugs, percolation tank etc. by           

developing and designing micro-watershed specific schemes. This initiative recharged         

the groundwater and now enough water is available year round…” (Mishra, 1997: 9).             

As most villagers were farmers but lacked an income that would allow them to take               

loans in order to have individual irrigation wells, the community established a            

cooperative system where two or more farmers “develop the source collectively, share            

the water equitably and repay the bank loan in proportion to the land irrigated by that                

source” (Mishra, 1997: 9). This system has proven very successful and now even the              

poorest farmers have access to enough water to yield a crop. 

There has also been the development of solar streetlights, community latrines and             

an extremely successful school system. So successful in fact that students now come             

from Bombay and Pune to attend the schools. The literacy rate has skyrocketed and is               

now far above the national average. 

Besides the local leadership of Hazare, another key component to the success of the               

village was the community initiative to have required “shramdan” or voluntary labor.            

According to Dinesh Kumar from the Center for Science and Environment in New             

Delhi, free labor of the villagers is the biggest saver in the cost of development. 
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Ralegan is an amazing example of a successful bottom up development scheme             

realized through cooperatives and local initiative. There has been a complete           

regeneration of watershed resources, “a village where nearly  three- 

fourths of the population was below the poverty line, has become self- sufficient and              

is surplus in food grains”(Mishra, 1997: 14) and the quality of life for women and the                

“untouchables” made a significant shift for the better. 

Ralegan had rejected prescriptive development agendas from the outside, choosing           

to remain in poverty instead, but as soon as the opportunity arose to develop in their                

own way with their own concept of development, Ralegan flourished. Each person            

has a different idea about what their basic needs are and from this stems the concept                

of what their own development needs are. It thus follows then that each community              

must decide for itself how to develop based on its specific needs. 

The problem is that for the West, poverty has become little more then the results of                 

a comparative statistical analysis. “The treatment of poverty has allowed [western]           

society to conquer new domains” (Escobar: 23). This control is often justified by the              

term development. Some have even argued that we must “abandon the concept of             

development because of its use in legitimating domain” (Tucker: 23). As opposed to             

completely abandoning the idea of development, which most likely is unfeasible           

anyway, we would be better off rethinking development and opening it up to the              

diversity of ideas it’s due. 

In order to address development one must first address needs. The word “need”              

here becomes problematic in that it also is difficult to define for anyone but oneself.               
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The West has tried to make it simple: food, shelter, etc. but the reality is that we as                  

humans have needs that are far less tangible as well. Needs as potentials; such as to                

have purpose, or to create, to feel loved or part of a community (Seabrook, 1993). The                

problem with prescriptive development is that it, often unintentionally, takes away a            

people’s ability to fulfill their more intangible needs. People are taken out of the              

process of their own development and hence development loses that diversity and            

input that it needs to be successful. This is not to say that the sharing of technology                 

and assistance from the outside are invaluable but that there implementation without            

directive or need from the people is unhelpful at best and totally destructive at worst.               

We must be aware of the importance of the self- determination of people and respect               

the dignity of those in need (Yannis, 2002). 

We realize that one definition of development is impossible not because the             

definition may be right or wrong, but because it will be different for everyone. The               

people of Tehri may have similar needs to those of the people from Ralegan, or they                

may not. Whatever they decide their needs might be, we know that they are not the                

needs ascribed to them by outsiders formulating prescriptive development plans. It is            

time that we begin to allow others to recognize their own needs without imposing the               

potential structural and cultural violence of our own ideas about what they are and              

how to attain them. 

Export Processing Zones 

As global South countries are forced into “prescriptive” plans of “development”            

and workers are forced by environmental degradation or industrialization off their           
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farms and into factories, we see foreign multinationals move in to take advantage of              

the large, low-wage workforces. Cheap and abusive labor policies made ore severe by             

the eased mobilization of goods and capital have driven the cost of production down              

to once unimaginable prices. This is achieved partly though the use of inexpensive             

and sometimes abusive labor policies that are tolerated in many developing countries.            

Many of theses policies are, as least in part, due to standards- lowering competitions              

between developing economies to offer subsidies, tax holidays and little to no            

environmental or employment regulation in order to attract business. The following           

charts various types of zones and their characteristics: 

 

Types of zones: An evolutionary typology 
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Services 
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Economic 
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banking, etc. and services manufacturing computer 
graphics 

trans- 
Shipment 
 

 
 
 
Incentives 

 
 
 
Simple 
business 

 
 
 
Reduced 
business taxes 

 
Profits tax 
abatement and 
regulatory relief; 
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foreign exchange 
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regulations.15 
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Updated by AV. Approved PB/CDH. Last update: 28 November 2003. Taken from International Labour Organization 

 

 

Export processing zones (aka: special processing zones) are relatively small areas            

within a country designed to draw foreign companies and investment. Aimed at            
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attracting export-oriented industries, these areas offer incentive laden investment and          

trade conditions. There are in excess of 230 EPZs across 70 countries employing over              

4.5 million workers. Additionally, China’s special economic zones employ over 40           

million people. 

 

 

Global EPZ Employment 
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Benefits to industry in these zones include duty free entry of goods for re-export,               

tax holidays, free land or reduced rents and foreign exchange freedoms. Amongst            

unspoken benefits are lax social, environmental and employment regulations         

including cheap labor. “Few governments in the developing world today refuse to            

accept that in order to industrialize foreign capital is vital. However, although EPZs             

have been successful in attracting such capital, bringing with it employment and some             

degree of stimulus to the domestic economy, they have their price and one has to ask                

whether the super-exploitation of workers within the zones might be a price too high”              

(Abott, 1997: 239). 

Human labor resources are often the keystone of success for EPZs with the use of                

women in particular as inexpensive labor. In many Asian countries wages for women             

are actually fixed at 10-20% less than men. Employers prefer young women for their              

“manual dexterity” and for the fact that they often live with parents or in poorly               

maintained dormitories implying they usually demand less in wages. Unfortunately,          

poor conditions and sexual harassment is common in these settings. Rarely are these             

incidents formally reported as complaints lead to automatic dismissal and oftentimes           

placement on blacklists that circulate among EPZ firms. 

In fact, labor movements in EPZs experience Draconian restrictions on activity. In             

many  EPZs  unions  are  simply  not  allowed.   American  firms  have  resisted  

any worker representation. “Nine managing directors of American component firms in           

the…FTZs (free trade zones)…stressed that their presence in Malaysia would be           

seriously undermined if unions were allowed in their firms” (Rasiah, 1993: 130).            
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Some governments openly advertise as anti union zones in order to further attract             

business. The magazine “Business India ” refers to an EPZ north of Bombay stating             

“fortunately for the employers, most of the workers are not organized, a factor which              

according to the employers has helped them stay competitive at the international            

level” (World Economic Processing Zones Association, 2004). The finance administer          

of Pakistan recently assured businessmen that “the labor laws of Pakistan will not be              

applicable in the special industrial zones created by the government”. 

Attempts by employees to mobilize are often meet with termination paper or even              

violence. In Jan. 2003, about 9,200 textile workers from a number of EPZ firms in               

Kenya were sacked for going on strike to demand better working conditions (Kenya             

Human Rights Commission, 2004). And according to the International Confederation          

of Free Trade Unions, it is not uncommon for activists to be greeted by batons and                

tear gas and movement leaders can often expect “personal visits”. Common means of             

dissuasion include abduction, torture and even murder. 

Governments often openly ignore these occurrences, as well as social legislation,            

even when it does apply. The Organizer reports “in the Tijuana maquiladoras, it is              

standard procedure to assign difficult and dangerous work tasks to pregnant women 

so that they will quit before the companies are obligated to pay maternity benefits”.              

Child labor runs rampant and the incidence of workers killed in EPZ dormitory fires              

is absolutely atrocious; all the while governments turn their heads. The New            

Internationalist reports: 

“In the south China EPZs fires have killed hundreds of workers who had been               
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locked into their factories and dormitories. Some of these casualties, most of them             

women, occurred in illegal ‘three-in-one’ factories. Here workers live on the top            

floors with the storage facilities while production carries on downstairs – giving new             

meaning to the phrase ‘living for your work’. One such fire burned 80 young female               

workers to death in the Xingye raincoat factory in Dongguan in 1991. The fire started               

on the bottom floors while the women were sleeping in their quarters on the top. In                

1993 nearly 2,500 workers were burned to death in Chinese factory fires.” (Francis,             

1995: 263). 

EPZs are the nucleus of export led growth in developing regions. One job within               

the EPZ almost always contributes to an added one job outside the EPZ but within the                

region. EPZs have impressive levels of contribution to total number of manufactured            

exports. The dangers must be weighed though. 

International investors tend to be extremely fickle and, in a world where it is so                

easy to mobilize, this creates an atmosphere of “here today gone tomorrow”            

instability. This relocation threat also tends to put the bargaining power in the hands              

of multinationals forcing governments into continual patterns of negotiation in order           

to keep investors enticed. This type of haggling reverberates throughout the           

developing world inciting a “race to the bottom “ as various governments attempt to              

underbid one another in a drive to gain foreign investment at all costs (including the               

health of their own populations). 

This new reality of highly mobile capital and goods in combination with immobile              

and unorganized labor creates a climate in which capital will dominate. “The            
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proliferation of EPZs appears only to facilitate the nefarious activities of the worst             

type of capitalists. Challenging such practices requires concerted action to force           

multinationals to abandon such policies or pressure their sub-contractors to act more            

ethically” (Abbot, 1997: 241). 

 

Consumerism Drives: Conflict, Environmental Degradation and      
Climate Change- all of which drive further conflict 

“The world’s problems seem to be only problems that you watch on TV, then you                

go on having dinner, and then you go to sleep… We cannot say that ‘I only take                 

account of what happens in my country, and whatever is not happening in my country,               

what happens beyond the borders does not affect me,’”-Baltasar Garzon Speak Truth            

to Power 

 

Conflict 

Many of the problems emerging with globalization are market driven and the             

people purchasing products are the ones who drive that market. The majority of the              

world’s population are “excluded from consumer society , save for the exploitation of             

their labor and their nation’s natural resources to produce consumer goods”           

(McGregor, 2003: 3). The increased ease in mobility of capital and goods has resulted              

in a tremendous increase in the growth of global criminal organizations. This, in             

conjunction with the availability of weapons and lack of suitable alternatives for            

many have-nots creates a situation that is very difficult to control (Burton, 1996).             
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Often times, the fuel behind conflicts come from the profits gained by these             

organizations from the natural resources harbored in the areas under their control.            

Often times it is consumer demand that motivates many of the world’s conflicts.  

 

Angola, the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC), Liberia and Sierra Leone have             

all supported continuing conflicts through the sale of diamonds. Often, conflicts act            

as mere masks in order to allow rebel groups and/or governments to control resource              

rich lands without scrutiny. DRC currently reports official sales of diamonds at over             

300 million dollars, none of which has gone back into the war torn country. The               

smokescreen of conflict allows for lucrative criminal activity while the humanitarian           

cost of the trade is almost impossible to comprehend. This is a "new slavery" and a                

class of disposable people born of the ignorance and implications of consumer society             

completely unaware I'll be impact of their decisions on citizens of developing            

countries (Sankofa, 2003).  

 

In Angola between 1992 and 1998, over 500,000 people were killed and hundreds              

of thousands more were wounded or mutilated. During this period it is estimated that              

the rebel group Unita made more than 3 billion dollars from the “conflict diamond”              

trade. Much of the income returned to the country…but only to finance arms in order               

to prolong the chaos of greed. 

A societal construction, diamonds serve no purpose as a usable resource outside the              

aesthetic value placed upon them by society. Diamonds, a girl’s best friend. Diamonds             
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are forever.  If you love her, you’ll give her a diamond. Getting married? 

Better get a diamond. We have been taught by capitalism and advertising that if you               

want to show someone you love them, you buy them something. And if you really               

want them to know you love them, it better be a diamond. 

What capitalism and advertising do not teach us is that there are effects, as a direct                 

result of our consumption, on human lives all over the world. Capitalists will tell you               

that thousands of people have managed to make an otherwise unavailable living off             

the sale of diamonds. What remains unspoken is that it has cost many thousands more               

their lives. 

Global Witness, a London based organization, was at the forefront of pressing for              

legislation requiring diamonds to be tracked and pushing for legislation that makes it             

illegal to purchase conflict diamonds. Global Witness demanded, through consumer          

consciousness, that industry be held responsible. NGO’s from around the world put            

together the “Fatal Transactions” campaign, encouraging consumers only to purchase          

diamonds that could be guaranteed as conflict free. Two days after the campaign             

began, De Beers, the world’s largest diamond company, announced that it would pull             

out of Angola and cease any further purchase of conflict diamonds. Global Witness             

activist Charian Gooch explains, “The aim was to change attitudes. Today everyone is             

talking about conflict diamonds and can see that something needs to be done, but              

when we started, the term ‘conflict diamonds’ didn’t exist”. 

Governments have now signed agreements banning the trade of conflict diamonds            

and the industry itself has declared that anyone caught dealing in conflict diamonds             
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would be banned for life from the Diamond High Council and all trading houses.              

Measures taken by the industry have now effectively made it impossible to continue             

in the trade after being banned, and few traders are willing to  take that risk. 

Alex Yearsley of Global Witness remembers early struggles faced by the group,             

when most in the diamond industry referred to them as “lunatics, idealists and             

unnecessary.” Fortunately the group gave them no heed and has instead led the             

world’s consumers in forcing an entire industry to operate in an ethical manner.  

Diamonds are one success but then there is cadmium and dozens of other resources              

that follow a similar trajectory of exploitation. The connections between          

consumerism and depressive regimes, financial institutions or transnational        

corporations that violate human rights, increase drug trade and boost military           

spending is enabled by the “veil of consumerism” (Sankofa, 2003). 

 

Environmental Degredation 

Over exploitation of natural resources is clearly unsustainable. “If the levels of             

consumption that several hundred million of the most affluent people enjoy today            

were replicated across even half of the roughly 9 billion people projected to be on the                

planet in 2050, the impact on our water supply, air quality, forests, climate, biological              

diversity, and human health would be severe”(Gardner et al., 2004: 4). The U.S. is              

tied to industrial production for everything from cars and cameras to iPhones and             

furniture as well as to the energy required to make them run, 70% of which comes                

from the burning of fossil fuels as it has for the past hundred and 50 years (Senge,                 
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2008). Globalization must be re-envisioned to not only protect capital, but also            

human rights, the environment and other social concerns. 

With the implementation of expanded trade the world is experiencing a decrease in              

biodiversity, an increase in pollution and a marked depletion of the world’s natural             

resources (DiMatteo, 2003). 

Global Natural Resource and Environmental Trends (Worldwatch, 2004: 17 1-7) 

Environmental 
Indicator 

Trends 

Fossil Fuels 
and 
Atmosphere 

Global use of coal, oil and natural gas was 4.7 times higher in 
2002 then in 1950. Carbon dioxide levels in 2002 were 18% higher 
than in 1960 and estimated to be 31% higher since the onset of the 
industrial revolution in 1750. Scientists have linked the warming 
trend during the 20th century to the build-up of carbon dioxide and 
other heat trapping gas. 

Ecosystem 
Degradation 

More than half of earth’s wetlands, from coastal swamps to inland 
floodplains, have been lost, largely due to draining or filling for 
human settlements or agriculture. About half the world’s original 
forest cover is also gone, while another 30% of it is degraded or 
fragmented. In 1999, global use of wood for fuel, lumber, paper and 
other wood products was more than double that in 1950. 

Sea level Sea level rose 10-20 centimeters in the 20th century, an average of 1-2 
millimeters per year as a result of melting continental ice masses and 
the expansion of oceans due to climate change.  Small island nations, 
though accounting for less than 1% of global greenhouse emissions, 
are at risk of being inundated by rising sea levels. 

Soil/Land Some 10-20% of the world’s cropland suffers from some form of 
degradation, while over 70% of the world’s rangelands are degraded. 
Over the past half century, land degradation has reduced food 
production by an estimated 135 on cropland and 4% from pasture. 
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The impact of human consumption on global ecosystems, in particular that of the U.S.,               

can be seen using the “Ecological Footprint Accounts” designed by California based            

Redefining Progress . National Ecological Footprint Accounts measure the land area          

required to support a nation, providing for its needs and absorbing its wastes. The Accounts               

are composed of six factors: energy use, grazing land, pastureland, fisheries, built land and              

forests. Currently the ecosystem of planet earth can support the use of 1.9 productive              

hectares of land per person. The current average of per person use is 2.3 hectares. This                

average although unsustainable in itself does not represent the huge disparities that exist in              

current resource use (Worldwatch, 2004). 

The United States has the world's largest Footprint at 9.57 hectares (23.7 acres) per               

person - a sustainable Footprint would be 1.88 hectares (4.6 acres). At the other end of the                 

scale, developing countries like Bangladesh and Mozambique have Footprints of 0.53           

hectares (1.3 acres) per capita - just over 1/20th of the US Footprint. Humanity's combined               

footprint represents an overuse of the earth's natural resources by 15% (Redefining            

Progress, 2004). 

High levels of consumption combined with the use of fossil fuels are significant factors in                

a nation or individual’s footprint. Globalization, along with decreased transportation costs           

has made possible the transfer of even the most perishable goods from one market to               

another. It is no longer uncommon to eat Sushi in landlocked parts of the world such as                 

Colorado USA or Vienna, Austria. The ecological expense of such luxury generally goes             

unmentioned.   Although in  this example it  may be impossible to  seek  out     local 
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alternatives, it is certainly not always the case. Items such as Argentinean grapes or apples               

from New Zealand often appear on grocery shelves right next to their local counterparts. 

Decisions to consume locally produced goods when available, use of renewable energy             

sources and raised consciousness about consuming products whose production uses minimal           

resources can have an enormous impact on the ecological health of the planet. The WTO               

has created an effective global marketplace, but one which is unstable for the world’s              

environment.  

The focus on shaping economic components of globalization in an environmentally and             

socially positive way has largely failed over the last decade as we see severe devastation of                

our oceans (Bille, 2011), and other environmental systems (Pezzullo, 2011). Socially we            

have also seen an erosion of general well-being in many developed countries (Sachs, 2012)              

and severe human rights issues continue around the world, often stoked by consumer             

demand and/or economic imperatives (Pearce, 2008). According to modern slavery expert           

Kevin Bales there are an estimated 27 million slaves globally. The demand for ever              

cheaper products and services is a major contributing factor to global human rights (Kyle,              

2011) and environmental abuses, two of the great challenges to be addressed via conscious              

consumerism and a transition toward a sustainable culture. 

Though globalization remains largely an economic process in the last decade the             

extraordinary power of technological globalization has also demonstrated it is a significant            

factor. The Arab Spring, for one, has shown the incredible influence, organizational            

potential and inspiration that can come from the ability to connect people with instant              

virtual communities and communication (Axford, 2011). A new development since 2004,           
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social media also now plays an integral part in shaping how we orient around being a fully                 

globalized planet (Castells, 2009). 

The potential of social media to influence civic society, change behavior and influence or               

alter governments and policy is just beginning to unveil itself (Shirky, 2011). Some dangers,              

as discussed previously, include creating an altered socialization that is largely virtual and             

actually takes away from the healthy development of local, sustainable communities. But,            

the potential of social media to disseminate information and organize groups of people             

globally into unified action is astounding (Yamamichi., 2011). 

As such it will be incredibly important to navigate means of focusing on fostering strong                

in-person communities while also taking advantage of our virtual connections (Hampton,           

2011). The possibility of returning to entirely isolated, l ocal living is a far-gone reality but               

moving toward locally centric communities that remain “virtually connected” globally will           

be a necessary feature of future development. 

According to many including Speth in his book, America The Possible: Roadmap to a               

New Economy , creating vibrant, locally sustainable communities must be the focus if we are              

to forge a path forward that will address many of the environmental and social ills of today                 

(Speth, 2012). 

Conscious consumerism, in the absence of expert advice or a trusted certification,             

requires the consumers’ knowledge of a product’s complete life-cycle in order to be most              

effective. By reinvigorating local communities and the production of local goods the            

consumer is presented with product options for which they themselves can easily track 

the life cycle. Furthermore, both the environment and community win with the reduction of              
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resources used to transport products and the increase of wealth (both monetary and through              

job creation) that stay in the community (Shuman, 2012). 

 

Normatives of Expectation 

“The average household in Europe or North America has so many devices and such a               
variety of food and clothing that to produce the same lifestyle in Roman times would have                
required six thousand slaves- cooks, maids, minstrels, ice-house keepers, woodcutters,          
nubile women with fans, and many more “(Pearce, 2008: 3).” 
  

It is amazing that we have devised a means of living such luxurious lives without                

sacrificing humans to a life of slavedom. Or, so it seems at least. In a world where                 

production is so far removed from consumption it is easy to imagine it this way. In reality,                 

and despite technological advances that have made a great deal possible in healthy,             

sustainable ways, we still rely heavily upon peoples often working in conditions ranging             

from actual slave, to slave like or at the very least, far from healthy or fulfilling (Bales,                 

2000). 

Then there is the unsustainable use of finite resources. The cultural addiction to “stuff” is                

quite literally driving the demise of our environment and societies. From an environmental             

perspective the planetary cost of current lifestyle and consumption patterns are devastating            

(Ehrlich, 2008), as the following (updated from 2004) environmental indicators suggest: 
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Fossil Fuels and Atmosphere 

 

 

 

Ecosystem Degradation 
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Sea Levels: 

 

 

Most evidently, the Global south is suffering ecological consequences and, as we will              

see, there are dozens and dozens of examples showing the direct link between consumer              

demand and ongoing violent, structural or cultural conflict (Higgins, 2003). This direct link             

remains difficult for many to imagine but indeed often it is our consumer demand that               

motivates many of the world’s conflicts. As such we must continue to make evident these               

inherent relationships. 

Dozens of organizations exist that work to fight the outcomes o f consumer demand, and               

some even highlight the causes. The “! Enough” campaign works to end genocide globally              

and has projects that focus directly on the relationship between mineral resources and             

intractable conflict. Highlighting issues such as “conflict minerals” or “conflict          
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commodities” and the ongoing unrest in Congo and other countries, much like the “Blood              

Diamond” campaign is extremely important work and the raised awareness, generally           

ensued by pressure on business, plays a crucial role in real, on the ground changes that                

decrease violent conflict (Haufler, 2008). 

The Kimberly Process has seen some real success and since 2004 several more conflict               

countries came under the Kimberly Process sanctions (Adams, 2012). 

 

 

 

Map of Conflict Diamond Countries. Yellow countries are where conflict diamonds have originated.             

Liberia and Ivory Coast were under Kimberly Process sanctions as of December 2006. 

 

While there has been a great deal of advancement and many success, the problem is                
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extreme.  Many  imported  products  (or  local  products  using  imported  ingredients   or 

components) utilize natural resources linked to unethical behavior that drive either, outright            

violent conflict, cultural conflict, negative peace and/or environmental degradation (Pearce,          

2008). Often because organizations such as “! Enough”, or others in this arena “tend to be                

lead by issues they can raise money with, they lack the analysis of deep structural causes                

that could lead them to working for more effective change (Richards, 2012)”. 

There has been significant growth in consumer awareness and even in just the past eight                

years, the knowledge of the existence of and understanding of “fair trade,” “organic” or              

“responsible consumption” has grown significantly (Fair Trade Federation, 2009).         

Unfortunately this knowledge alone, even coupled with green consumerism, cannot and will            

not account for the needed change (Assadourian, 2010). 

Moreover the pending collapse of Northern economies also makes evident problems of             

prosperity for both North and South. Less evident than Global South issues, but not of less                

concern are the conflicts unfolding in highly developed countries. Evidence of decreased            

well-being in some wealthy Northern countries is beginning to reveal the cracks in the              

shiny veneer of the consumer lifestyle (Abdalluh, 2009). Increased reports of isolation,            

unemployment, low wages, a weakened sense of community, the increase of obesity and             

other health ailments including mental (attention deficit disorder, autism, percent of U.S.            

population in jails) along with actual poverty increases despite GDP growth (increased            

unemployment, below poverty working wages) all point to a failure of continued growth             

and consumption to provide for true well-being (U.S. Census Bureau, 2012). 

The necessity then is to leap beyond individual groups campaigning for each and every               
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human right or environmental issue caused by consumer demand. The tipping point has             

arrived when more than simply encouraging green consumption must be done. Instead, we             

must develop cultural norms, both in production and consumption and in lifestyle that take              

into account both the human and “cradle to cradle” environmental life cycles and aspects of               

products and services (Prinet, 2011). This will be crucial, not only in reducing and              

ultimately ending conflict in the name of consumption but also in supporting stronger local              

community ties (through the purchase and support of local producers) and more sustainable             

societies (Shuman, 2012). 

Consequences and Imperatives 

Climate Change 

Of course the most significant combined consequences are those of an industrial             

revolution and globalized consumer culture fueled by fossil fuels and resulting in a pen              

ultimate threat to human civilization as we know it- climate change. While anthropocentric             

climate change still has denialists, The National Climate Assessment summarizes:          

“Evidence for climate change abounds, from the top of the atmosphere to the depths of the                

oceans. Scientists and engineers from around the world have meticulously collected this            

evidence, using satellites and networks of weather balloons, thermometers, buoys, and other            

observing systems. Evidence of climate change is also visible in the observed and measured              

changes in location and behavior of species and functioning of ecosystems. Taken together,             

this evidence tells an unambiguous story: the planet is warming, and over the last half               

century, this warming has been driven primarily by human activity (IPCC , National             

Climate Assessment:7).”  
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Scientists and others have been voicing concern for decades. In 1992 the United Nations               

Framework Convention of Climate Change emerges from the Earth Summit and The            

Environmental Protection Agency confirms in a 1983 report that greenhouse gases lead to             

global warming. As early as 1995 the IPCC is able to report on the “discernable human                

influence and in 1995 the Kyoto Protocol was adapted with 83 signatories. In 2016 the               

Paris Agreement entered into force on 4 November, thirty days after the date on which at                

least 55 Parties to the Convention accounting in total for at least an estimated 55 % of the                  

total global greenhouse gas emissions have deposited their instruments of ratification,           

acceptance, approval or accession with the Depositary. The Paris Agreement’s central aim            

is to:  

“strengthen the global response to the threat of climate change by keeping a global              
temperature rise this century well below 2 degrees Celsius above pre-industrial levels and to              
pursue efforts to limit the temperature increase even further to 1.5 degrees Celsius.             
Additionally, the agreement aims to strengthen the ability of countries to deal with the              
impacts of climate change. To reach these ambitious goals, appropriate financial flows, a             
new technology framework and an enhanced capacity building framework will be put in             
place, thus supporting action by developing countries and the most vulnerable countries, in             
line with their own national objectives. The Agreement also provides for enhanced            
transparency of action and support through a more robust transparency framework           
(UNFCCC, 2016). 
 

Despite this, certain actors continue to campaign to deny climate change, including fossil              

fuel industry advocates and free market economy think-tanks (Conway, 2010). The climate            

change situation is now critical, has already been and continues to grow as a threat to life and                  

is near an even more severe tipping point with carbon emissions close to beyond              

“dangerously manageable with severe consequences” to “unmanageable with irreconcilable         

consequences.”  
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Scientists globally have agreed that more than a 2 degree increase in global temperatures               

would correspond to cumulative atmospheric accumulation of approximately 450 ppm. That           

number has been the official stabilization target of many Countries including the European             

Union (Stern Review on the Economics of Climate Change, 2006). More recent reports             

emerging from NASA’s Institute for Space Studies at Columbia University suggest that the             

actual tipping point is closer to 350 pp (Hanson et.al., 2008). Current levels of atmospheric               

co2 hover at 400 ppm. 

 

 

The following section further examines climate change and sustainability, providing a            

critique of the current framing with following chapters that suggest transitions underway            

and tools that attempt to address the need to “give symbolic shape and plot”, as well as a                  

foundation for innovative solutions to address the “formless threats whose fatal           

repercussions are dispersed across time and space (Nixon, 2006).” 
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Sustained Failure: A Case Study 

On the evening of October 29,th 2012 I played observer to the landfall of Hurricane Sandy                 

in New York City. On October 28th, in anticipation of the “superstorm,” New York's              

Metropolitan Transportation Authority suspended subway and commuter rail services;         

Governor Andrew Cuomo directed Army and Air National Guard members to mobilize; New             

York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg ordered evacuations in low-lying areas of New York             

City and public school closures; President Barack Obama declared a state of emergency in              

Connecticut, D.C., Delaware, Maryland, Massachusetts, New York and Rhode Island; the           

Port Authority of New York and New Jersey suspended all its train service until further               

notice and over 5,000 commercial airline flights scheduled for October 28 and October 29              

were canceled (O’Brien, 2010). 

Like many others I found myself in the grocery store on the afternoon of the 29th stocking                  

up on matches, candles, water and nonperishable foods. The sky looked stormy and was              

quickly darkening. That evening we listened to news reports and watched the storm roll in;               

anxiously taking note of how much the windows were bulging against the ever heavier wind               

and rain while trying to calmly explain to my young son that the tape on the windows was                  

“just to be careful” and that he shouldn’t worry. My loft In Brooklyn had large windows that                 

looked out across the East River and over to Manhattan. Shortly after putting my son to bed                 

I sat, at what seemed a safe distance, watching the storm through our big windows when the                 

sky flashed brightly and was then followed by a domino of darkness as Manhattan lost power                

one block after another in quick succession. I would find out later that a transformer at the                 

ConEdison power station on 14th Street in Manhattan had exploded contributing to the loss of               
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power for more than one million people. The event would force the New York Stock               

Exchange to close its doors for two full days. The sight of a dark Manhattan was unreal. The                  

fact that almost all of lower Manhattan remained dark for the next four nights was ominous.                

All told, the Economics and Statistics Administration in a report for the U.S. Department of               

Commerce put the fiscal damage in New York at more than 41 billion dollars (2013). A                

number quantifying the “amount of damage” is impossible to place on the suffering of the               

more than 60 people that lost their lives—their families, and the countless others who lost               

their homes and businesses. 

While there are many “facts” surrounding climate change and its impacts, it is difficult to                

quantify pain, loss and trauma. It is difficult to quantify and apply the climate change               

multiplier to the impact climate change will have (and already is having) on the lives and                

daily well being of hundreds of millions of people. The social side of the story is often                 

hinted at but not spoken to directly. Much of the climate change rhetoric looks like the                

following:  

“In 2013 atmospheric CO2 briefly reached 400 ppm for the first time in recorded history and                
perhaps for the first time in millions of years, according to geologic evidence. To avoid               
breaching the 405-ppm threshold, fossil-fuel burning would essentially have to cease           
immediately. To avoid the 450-ppm threshold, global carbon emissions could rise only for a              
few more years and then would have to ramp down by several percent a year. Most scientists                 
concur that two degrees C of warming above the temperature during preindustrial time would              
harm all sectors of civilization—food, water, health, land, national security, energy and            
economic prosperity (Mann, 2014).”  

The recent IPCC report states "Climate change can indirectly increase risks of violent              

conflicts in the form of civil war and inter-group violence” (IPCC, 2014). The impacts are               

clear: the global average temperature increased by more than 1.4°F over the last century and               
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according to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, the decade from 2000 to             

2010 was the warmest on record (NOAA, 2010). Rising global temperatures have also been              

accompanied by other changes in weather and climate. Many places have experienced            

changes in rainfall resulting in more intense rain, as well as more frequent and severe heat                

waves. The planet's oceans and glaciers have also experienced changes: oceans are warming             

and becoming more acidic, ice caps are melting, and sea levels are rising (EPA, 2010).  

Some reports are more pronounced in outlining the social impacts:  

“Due to excess carbon dioxide pollution, the climate is no longer stable and is instead               
projected to change faster than at any other time in human history. This rapid climate change                
will expose people to serious risks. Sea level rise, increasing droughts and wildfires in some               
regions and increasing flooding in others, more heat waves, and other effects of climate              
change all pose risks to human health, infrastructure critical to our homes, roads, and cities,               
and the ecosystems that support us” (USGCRP, 2010). 
 

And while these reports of climate change imply or even state the extreme impact on                

human society, the dominant narrative of climate change continues to produce common            

mainstream perceptions of climate change that ingrain: 

1. It is about the environment 
2. Technology will fix it 
3. There is nothing I can do as an individual 

  

"As neuroscientists say, the brain "downshifts" under stress–in other words, we revert to              

our most habitual(and more primitive) modes of behavior. Societies are no different”            

(Senge, 2008). 

And although the data demonstrates that the impacts of climate change have human              

costs—droughts and floods leading to a loss of agricultural land and food shortages; rising              
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sea levels leading to climate refugees- both of which lead to political instabilities along with               

increased economic divides and inequalities— the human piece of the equation has been left              

relatively unarticulated and lacks traction in the mainstream.  

A reframing of the issue to accurately communicate the social along with the              

environmental is required. Additionally, since clear scientific knowledge does not          

necessarily result in actionable suggestions, reframing climate change through a social or            

human security lens implores the participation of social scientists and creates an opportunity             

to examine and address the deep underlying structures and conditions at play (OBrien, 2010).              

Climate change and questions of sustainability cannot be “solved” with sectorial           

interventions and smart cities. 

A reframing would not only help to actualize the human as part and parcel of the issue but                   

also shift the focus from a “change through a utilitarian, problem-solving approach or             

cost-benefit analysis toward a framing that recognizes and prioritizes the capacity of            

individuals and communities to both respond to and create change, including envisioning and             

pursuing alternative futures” (O'Brien et. al., 2010). 

Climate change continues to be considered serious, but mainly an environmental issue that              

humans are a part of, but conceptually separate from (O’brian et. al., 2010). Despite an               

unequivocal demonstration that the central cause of climate change is primarily           

anthropocentric and the severe consequences will also be social, the de-coupling of the             

relationship of humans in the climate change conversation continues. The pervasive ‘man as             

separate from climate change’ narrative undermines the need to address the very real human              
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factor. As such, many social scientists have also begun to push for reframing the climate               

change agenda in a way that would make more salient the human element. 

Reframing is an important tool in discourse analysis and is crucial to the climate change               

conversation, particularly as society still does “not have the slightest understanding of the             

seriousness of our own plight (Lovelock, 2009: 4).”  

The reality remains that while overlap and mutuality are acknowledged, the way issues of               

sustainability are seen and addressed is separate. The environmental life cycle assessment            

and the social life cycle assessment (both to be discussed in depth in following chapter) are                

prime examples of this separation.  

The issue of the separation of the social and the environmental are two-fold. First, as it                 

pertains to our disconnect from the impact of climate change on the societal and second, in                

that sustainability is viewed as actions or rhetoric that address only environmental issues.             

This absence of the social from climate change rhetoric is extremely problematic as it              

diminishes the motivation to act on climate change. If people continue to believe that only               

the “polar bears” will be affected then there is little motivation to make significant changes in                

behavior. The absence of the social from sustainability is problematic because it reinforces             

notions that our actions do not have impacts on the well-being of Homo sapiens both locally                

and globally. Further complicating the issue is the fact that even as people begin to recognize                

the issue- the real and perceived ability to act in any meaningful way is limited as illustrated                 

in the following case study. 
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Climate March Case Study  
Missing Narratives: We Can’t Change What We Can’t See 
 

In an effort to bolster and demonstrate public demand for political action on climate               

change several major organizations come together to organize a march aimed at officials             

attending a scheduled United Nations meeting on issues of climate change to be held in New                

York City. 

350.org (founded by environmentalist Bill McKibbon) and Aveez (a massive online            

organizing platform) begin circulating invites, through their subscribers and networks as well            

as via Facebook and other social media outlets, to attend the “The Peoples Climate March,               

the largest climate march in history” on September 21st, 2014 in New York City. 

An extensive effort is made by march organizers to bring together “stakeholders” from              

nearly all segments of the population with a particular emphasis on those populations most at               

risk from climate change and those most often underrepresented in the climate conversation.             

Additionally, participation is particularly sought from groups traditionally at odds with           

environmental movements. After months of extensive outreach the march arrives- coinciding           

with both the UN talks and “climate week,” a series of both public and high-level invite only                 

events focused on climate change.  

400,000 people concerned about climate change—presumably because they had some           

understanding of the issues—gathered on September 21st, 2014 for The People’s Climate            

March in New York City.  

 

A situation analysis of The People’s Climate March revealed an actively engaged             

community of people who already want to act on issues of climate change—but—both             
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sentiment and reality demonstrate people feel overwhelmed and don’t really know how to             

takes steps, beyond changing their light bulbs and driving less, to have any impact on climate                

change. In part this can be attributed to the social environmental disconnect that prohibits a               

view of the ubiquitous entanglement of our daily choices with unsustainable practices but it              

is also a result of missing narratives and the accessible tools to enact change. 

The following will outline the absence of these missing narratives and tools and provide the               

segue into how we might address these gaps. 

On September 21st 2014 approximately 400k people marched through the streets of             

Manhattan in New York City to raise awareness about climate change. During the same week               

over one hundred and twenty events were held focused on climate change. For an academic               

and practitioner in mainstreaming sustainable culture(s), several questions arise concerning          

the march. Namely, why did people come to the march or events, what was said and were                 

people empowered to act on the issue?  

Methodology 

In order to uncover answers to the above questions several lines of inquiry were               

undertaken. The first was a fine comb collection and review of significant events related              

directly to climate change and sustainability or generally to societal unrest. These events             

were categorized and analyzed for both direct-influence in motivating people to march and             

attend events as well as indirect-influence in potentially contributing to people’s general            

motivation to take to the streets. 

The second avenue of inquiry was an analysis of over one hundred photographs of signs                

from the march as well as analysis of all presentation titles and descriptions included in               
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“climate week” events. The one hundred photographs used in final analysis were randomly             

selected from the internet two-weeks after the climate march. Of the one hundred             

photographs fifty-six had distinct messaging on signs carried by marchers. All event            

messaging was used. Messages were grouped by theme and represented visually by how             

many times theme appeared in signs or in event titles or descriptions. These analyses built               

the foundation for initial typologies of rhetoric. “Solutions” based rhetoric and presentations            

were culled further to create a solutions specific typology. Additionally, the event rhetoric             

was further divided into public-versus-invite only categories and reveal findings regarding           

where and how “solutions” are being addressed. The final line of inquiry was a series of                

interviews with march participants and organizers as well as with journalists covering the             

event.  

 

Personal Catalyzing Event: 

In November of 2012 I attended a conference on “Livable Cities of the Future” held by                 

New York University POLY. Many “important officials” including the deputy mayor, the            

head of ConEdison and the head of almost every other major NY city infrastructure              

department sat on panels or gave presentations at the conference. There were a lot of               

massive infrastructure issues highlighted, including a long focus on increased issues of            

storm-water runoff, but not a single person (save former Toronto mayor David Miller)             

mentioned climate change.  Three days later- Sandy arrived. 
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This juxtaposition was mind-boggling to me. The science on climate change had been out               

for decades. The storm and other weather indicators have been coming for at least a decade                

(according to the Toronto mayor in his two terms of office he had had to deal with three                  

“once in a century” storms) yet no one was voicing the need to act on these indicators. Most                  

of the talks at the conference were framed in a familiar grumble around lack of funding.                

While true of course, I was shocked no one was framing, much less shouting out in panic, the                  

issue in reference to human security and the impending changes required by all coastal cities               

in the face of climate change. 

What would it take for people to begin to take the issue seriously? My answer seemed to                  

come shortly after with the enormous loss of life and infrastructure during and following              

Hurricane Sandy. 

Suddenly climate change was on the political agenda. And while what made the agenda               

and if it is the appropriate agenda might be argued - it can be said that climate change had at                    

least finally made it to the political agenda. 

Just short of Sandy’s two year anniversary climate change seemed to also finally make it                

to the “people’s agenda.” On September 21, 2014 an estimated 400,000 people marched in              

New York City calling for global leaders to take action on the issue of climate change. It                 

was a notable turnout potentially indicating a massive shift in the general public’s             

relationship with climate change. In attending the event and accompanying events in the             

weeks leading up to and following the Climate March I began to ask myself a few questions.                 

The most prominent one of which was: where are the people talking about solutions and even                

more importantly- how to start initiating and participating in these solutions?  
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I also wondered what had changed for all the people who showed up to march? Why now?                  

These were not just environmentalists- the diversity of participants was notable. In particular             

was the presence of organizations that have historically been at odds with “environmental             

movements” such as labor unions. There was also an enormous showing by justice and              

human rights organizations. Had the climate issue finally been recognized as the issue it is:               

one that transects all boundaries- environmental, social, economic, local and global? How            

did this realization finally land in the mainstream (or mainstream enough to attract hundreds              

of thousands of people)? 

The social side of climate change had become more prominent (as evidenced by the signs                

being carried and spoken rhetoric) but the recognition of the social drivers (beyond carbon              

emissions or broad concepts of neo-liberal capitalism), in particular the relationship to daily             

choices- was still absent from communication or solution rhetoric.  

The taxonomies of rhetoric developed through the situation analysis proved useful in             

confirming an absence of narratives and solutions that the general public could enact or              

engage. The typologies of rhetoric did reveal that communications about climate change are             

trending toward recognition of the human impacts of climate change with calls to consider              

the future, address issues of justice and build solidarity but again the rhetoric did not include                

a recognition of specific social drivers beyond climate change aside from the broad umbrella              

naming of neoliberal capitalism. 
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Communication Rhetoric Taxonomy: People’s Climate March 
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The taxonomies on events and solutions rhetoric revealed that the majority of “solutions”              

conversations remain in the private sector—invitation only—with a continued focus on           

addressing environmental issues. Events and rhetoric in the public realm specifically showed            

fewer conversations about solutions. When solutions were addressed the focus remained on            

environmental. Many discussions centered around a need to organize and build solidarity but             

none discussed societal underpinnings, everyday decisions nor enactable actions for the           

individual. 

Communication Rhetoric Taxonomy: Invite Only Events 
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Interviews revealed that participants left still feeling overwhelmed and confused about           

how to engage as the following quote from march and event participant Samantha Bernard              

demonstrates:  

“I might have missed this, it might have happened at some point but there could have been a                  
focal point. Speakers talking about issue…get to hear concrete stuff… The issue is so big it                
can feel overwhelming and of course I know some of the day-to-day concrete things I can do                 
but in terms of more creative steps or even what are possible solutions to the issue…I feel it’s                  
hard to…unless you really seek it out and research for yourself that information isn’t really               
available” (Bernard, 2015 Interview). 
 

All in all despite hundreds of talks and events throughout climate week few public events                

spoke to solutions. In contrast, the private events did—highlighting again an information            

inequality and an accessibility barrier to the tools to think through and design solutions.              
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Further few of the public events demonstrated visions of possibility. While visions of             

building solidarity to make demands and influence larger bodies were certainly present the             

lack of connection to daily choices or even imaginative visions of possible futures was              

absent. This lack of visioning prohibits ideation and reinforces perceptions that climate            

change is too big an issue for individuals to impact. 

What options exist or need to be developed to link the impacts of the everyday and assist                  

in reframing climate change and sustainability as well as their threat and opportunity for              

peace.  
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III. Sustainability from the Inside Out:  Civic Society and 
Business Culture(s) 
 

Conscious Consumptions Historical Relevance as Change Agent 

The concept of conscious consumerism has played both a long and significant role              

in the United States of America. The Boston Tea Party is one of the earliest and best                 

known (at least for U.S. citizens) historical movements utilizing the power of            

consumerism, or lack there of, to send very clear political messages. During World             

War II, women “held down the home front” both as factory workers and some of the                

most conscious consumers this nation has ever seen. From the Office of Price             

Administration (OPA) all the way down to individual households, a relationship           

evolved between a nation at war and responsible consumption at home. The Wall             

Street Journal, so impressed by consumer commitment during WW II, warned readers            

that the consumer could only be “’pushed so far.’ What happens when aroused             

consumers assert their sovereignty, albeit salutary, is invariably unpleasant” (WSJ,          

May, 24, 1946). The “invariably unpleasant” that the business oriented journal refers            

to are consumer demanded changes to industry and business. 

In the 70 years since the publication of that article, the world has changed               

dramatically and the power of the consumer has only increased. Trends currently            

shaping the world are diminishing the significance of geographical boarders;          

information flows more widely and freely than ever before, governments as           

guarantors of public are no longer a given and NGO’ assume larger roles as authors of                

public agenda and policy. According to Rafeal Pagen of the World Future Society             
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“activists are becoming increasingly influential in their efforts to force corporations to            

cooperate in their vision of social change, and governments are left in the ineffectual              

middle” (Pagen, 1999: 2). 

Due to enormous purchasing power, U.S. citizens hold a major key in shaping              

worldwide human rights, environmental practices and the process of globalization          

though increased consciousness concerning products purchased. Every dollar spent         

supports the practices of companies from which we buy. Consider purchases as            

donations to charities. As with a charity only those companies choosing to operate as              

socially responsible organizations should be endorsed. Under the current capitalist          

structure, worldwide practices are absolutely dependent upon monetary support. If the           

consumer public only endorses ethical human rights and environmentally responsible          

policies then only companies with those policies will survive and succeed. 

We now live in a world where 63 out of the 100 largest economies are those of                  

single corporations. As noted by Powell and Udayakumer in their book Race, Poverty             

and Globalization: “This style of globalization disempowers average Americans in          

every way, except as consumers”(2000:3). Multinational corporations that control the          

purchase, sales and production of goods also control global policy. These companies,            

regardless of their international power, have major vulnerabilities: if their products are            

not purchased they will not survive.  

Businesses, large and small, all have to meet a bottom line. Companies must make               

decisions based on fiscal viability. Without profits they go out of business. It follows,              

then, that the trends and demands of a society cannot be ignored. If societies are to                
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affect global change in a positive way they must force companies to address their              

trends and demands for a more just and humane global community. Consumers must             

choose to make good business practices economically viable. Everyday each person           

chooses to vote “yes’ or “no” for a company. With every purchase de facto leaders               

are empowered. Essentially everyone votes, with the products they choose, for both            

global, and local policies and control. This said while acknowledging the structural            

violence that positions many in a frame of limited options and of which forces voting               

choices often limited to the oppressors themselves.  

Fair Trade USA reports that 80 percent of European and 34 percent of American               

consumers are aware of fair trade. According to the Fair Trade Federation 2009 Report on               

Fair Trade, there was 102 percent growth in US and Canadian sales for Fair Trade between                

2004 and 2007. As such, it is clear that at the very least, the level of awareness and                  

willingness to buy fair trade products has increased. In general, awareness levels of the              

average consumer have grown and if nothing else, terms like fair trade, organic, GMO,              

conflict-free, etc. have penetrated the mainstream marketplace. 

Of course, in many ways, corporate power has also simultaneously increased- except with              

one very important caveat; previously there was an extreme imbalance in the ability to get               

messages out to the general public, in part due to corporate ownership of almost all               

mainstream media outlets. The following chart shows the dramatic decrease in the diversity             

of ownership of mainstream media outlets in the years leading up to 2004: 
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The decrease shows the consolidation of ownership and by 2004 only 5 huge corporations              

-- Time Warner, Disney, Murdoch's News Corporation, Bertelsmann of Germany, and           

Viacom (formerly CBS) -- controlled most of the media industry in the U.S. (Bagdikian,              

2004). 

For many years this was a significant barrier to the conscious consumer movements              

ability to reach the public with campaigns that made the connection between consumer             

demand and unethical behavior, particularly if the campaign pointed any fingers at major             

corporations. Major media outlets were simply uninterested in selling the airtime to            

someone who might attack other advertisers (i.e. television commercials targeting Apple’s           

lack of ethical working conditions in factories) especially if the attack was against the              

same conglomerate that owned the media outlet itself! Adbusters, for instance, was            

repeatedly denied the purchase of commercial airtime despite the readiness to write out the              
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large check that the 30-second advertising spots cost (Mirza, 2011). 

Now, the tide has turned once again and, over the decade, the Internet and social media                 

have radically altered the power and control of information (Wasiak, 2010; Amedie, 2015).             

The supremacy corporations or even governments once wielded has significantly          

diminished as the ability to get out messaging and information to large groups of people (at                

least in developed or even lesser developed countries as seen in the Arab Spring), has been                

put, perhaps even for the first time, squarely into the hands of the people. 

As such a whole new door has opened that can greatly assist in the opportunity and ability                  

to educate and inform people on the crucial link between what they purchase and how that                

affects not only themselves, but also the societies and environments of the world. The              

following quote heralds the Wall Street Journal’s opinion of the potential impact on             

business that informed and committed consumers possess: “The Wall Street Journal, so            

impressed by consumer commitment during WWII, warned readers that the consumer could            

only be “’pushed so far.’ What happens when aroused consumers assert their sovereignty,             

albeit salutary, is invariably unpleasant” (WSJ, May, 24, 1946). The “invariably           

unpleasant” that the business oriented journal refers to are consumer demanded changes to             

industry and business.  

With a continued increase in the number of corporations on the list of the top 100                 

economies globally, it is clear that we must continue to strive to vote with every monetary                

purchase we make. This remains one of the clearest messages we can give corporations.              

Particularly when governments seem to be less and less willing or unable to make or               

enforce strong policy; in the U.S., the Chicago Tribune reported on the recent effort by the                
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general public to demand the FDA require labeling of all genetically modified organisms             

(GMO’S) in food. The public demands fell on deaf ears despite a petition with over one                

million signatures. This diagram shows a breakdown of some of the numbers and support: 

 

 

 

With such strong support and little to no action on the part of the FDA, many question the                  

FDA affiliation with GMO manufacturing giant Monsanto and wonder how the public            
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voice can be heard and demanded policy be implemented (Pollack, 2009). 

Without removing the import of policy, in such circumstances it is valuable to notice               

that where a poor government may continue on despite bad policy, businesses that get no               

monetary support from the public (or government subsidy) simply fail. Additionally, with            

ever larger conglomerates, consumer “demanded change” (i.e. via the boycott of           

companies and their products) has the potential for an ever more powerful effect. 

“One of the big awakenings of the last few years is the recognition that a critical point                 
of leverage for environmental progress is actually business and not the government.            
That's not to say that government doesn't have a critical role to play; structuring              
incentives to guide behavior in the private sector is very, very important. It requires              
clever policy. But if you want to really produce better results, the key is to get the                 
business world…” (Esty, 2008; interview). 
 

Conscious consumerism is currently experiencing reenergized momentum and is          

mobilizing large segments of the population to shop intelligently and boycott products            

or companies with unacceptable policies. Previously, it was estimated that          

approximately ten years were necessary in order for a boycott to be successful. That              

timeline has been stripped down to about one year. With new technologies, such as              

the internet, activists have the ability to communicate throughout the globe with speed             

and ease. It has become easier than ever to bring information to the mainstream and               

onto the public agenda. Rainforests are no longer fairytale lands of Tarzan, in fact              

mainstream media now regularly covers the depletion of rainforests, displacement of           

indigenous peoples, the threat and/or extinction of species and disastrous development           

plans. Because this information is available groups like the Rainforest Action           

Network are able to boycott a company as big and popular as Burger King and force                
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them, in just over one year, to stop buying “rainforest beef” (cattle raised in cleared               

rainforests).  

In past decades, many environmental campaigns have been successful. One of the             

greatest successes was the implementation of legislation requiring companies to label           

their packaging with well-known recycling symbols. In this way, consumers are able            

to identify, just by looking at the package, whether or not it is recyclable. 

The animal rights cause has also followed a similar path with many products now               

displaying a “cruelty free” bunny signifying that product production does not involve            

animal testing. This development emerged after consumer groups began a boycott on            

some of the more prominent companies employing animal testing techniques.          

Conscious consumerism has forced many companies to change the way they develop            

products in order to meet the demands of society. 

Human rights recently emerged into the limelight of mainstream media as an issue              

over which consumers can exert influence. No longer a government only concern,            

U.S. based international labor rights campaigns have evoked positive change, due to            

consumer pressure, in the working conditions at factories and maqiladoras in           

developing countries and EPZs that are often used by large corporations such as             

Target. New organizations promoting fair working and trade conditions are emerging           

everyday alongside the process of globalization and the proliferation of EPZs and            

sweatshops. 

One such NGO is the Fair-trade Labeling Organization (FLO), which includes            

California based Transfair USA. These groups license primarily agricultural items,          
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such as coffee and chocolate, in an effort to ensure that farmers receive fair prices for                

their produce. More and more people are becoming familiar with their trademark and             

are now able to make the decision to purchase responsibly bought and sold coffees. A               

1996 survey by the Institute for Consumer Responsibility reports over 70 percent of             

the U.S. public would refuse to buy a product if they knew it were made by exploited                 

persons or child labor. Consumers are "basically saying, 'If we had this information             

we'd use it,'" says Todd Putnam, founder and director of the Institute for Consumer              

Responsibility in Seattle, Washington. According to CEO Carol Cone of Cone           

Communications one-third of United States citizens say that, after price and           

quality, a company’s responsible business practices are the most important factor in            

deciding whether or not to buy a brand. The goal then must be to harness the energy                 

that is developing and further provide tools, education and rationale as to why             

companies’ social responsibility must be first in considering which products to           

purchase. 

One proposal is that given choice and information consumers would willingly            

modify their attitudes and current patterns to make choices that will benefit not only              

themselves but others as well. It is time to align values with the expenditure of time,                

money and energy. Through the power of purchasing, consumers have an ability to             

cast their moral vote in support of companies that act in ethically conscious and              

socially responsible ways. It will take active participation in shaping the process of             

globalization to inspire positive interactions as a global society. Based on the            

increased sales and popular awareness regarding “ethical”, “responsible” or “fair” or           
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“equitable” consumerism, it can be said that the overall “conscious consumer”           

movement has seen increased success.  

Statistics continue to show the general public’s willingness to consume “eco” and             

“fair” products. A March 2012 survey by the Nielsen group demonstrates “sixty-six            

percent of global consumers are “socially conscious.” "The Global Socially Conscious           

Consumer" statistics are based on a survey conducted by Nielsen among 28,000            

online respondents from 56 countries around the world. Statistics from the U.K. show             

a steady overall increase in “responsible consumption” as can be see in the below              

chart: 

Ethical Spending in the U.K 1999-2010 in British Pounds by billion 

 

 

Source: Ethical Consumer Report 2010 

Further, there have been some serious successes in an increased availability of tools to               

assist consumers in making informed decisions. An abundance of new resources has come             

forth to address enabling the consumer an opportunity to make more informed choices.             

Though only a few recent additions in this arena have addressed the need for holistic               

evaluation and many resources still just focus on single components, for example,            
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environment or health. Following is a brief outline of the most significant tools that have               

been developed over the past eight years: 

● Consumer Reports has long been a trusted ally for the U.S. consumer and in 2005               

they launched a new branch, called Greener Choices, focused on environmentally           

friendly product research and information: http://www.greenerchoices.org/ 

As stated on their website: 

“We created GreenerChoices.org to address the lack of credible, in-depth          
information on green products, services, and lifestyles, especially on the Web.           
Environmentally conscious consumers are faced with a huge amount of “green           
washing” by companies that want to capitalize on and exploit the growing            
interest in environmentally-friendly products, health, pollution and toxics        
(Greenerchoices, 2012).” 

 

● The Environmental Working Group (EWG) has done a tremendous job          

addressing various arenas of potential consumer concern regarding environmental         

and social well-being and has launched several guides to assist the consumer in             

making educated choices including: 

▪ Sunscreen Database 
 

▪ Cell-phone Radiation Database 
 

▪ Infant and Baby Formula and Bottle Database 
 

▪ Skin Deep: Cosmetic Safety Database 
 

▪ Shopper’s Guide to Pesticides in Produce 
 

▪ National Drinking Water Database 
 

http://www.ewg.org/bodyburden/consumerproducts 
 

● Good Guide, currently the most sophisticated online, searchable database, is unique           
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in that it offers the ability to evaluate products on both their environmental and              

social ratings. Additionally it now has a smartphone application that allows the user             

the ability to get product and company info by simply scanning the product’s             

barcode. This feature makes it far and away the most useful responsible consumer             

tool available, but of course, only if the user has a smart phone:             

http://www.goodguide.com/# 

All of the above are significant improvements in consumer access to information developed             

over the last 15 years. To be fair, even earlier there were a number of books such as “The                   

Better World Shopping Guide” and others that have given the consumer a starting place.              

The sheer number of products available today makes these books somewhat limited in their              

efficacy for the consumer though. Given this fact, the advent of online and mobile tools may                

prove to be of incredible significance especially with the on-the-go lifestyle of much of the               

world Providing an easy tool to make responsible consumption decisions is key along with              

building in reflexive feedback that encourages continued conscious purchasing habits. 

 

Challenges to Being a Conscious Consumer 

It is important to note here, that the ability for the above resources such as GoodGuide to                  

get all the information remains somewhat limited.  As GoodGuide states: 

“In many cases, data availability considerations require GoodGuide to rely on           
"screening-level" indicators rather than "data-intensive" indicators. In a world of          
perfect information, for example, product health ratings would be based on detailed            
health risk assessments that combine information about the health hazards of           
ingredients with data characterizing consumer exposure to those chemicals.         
Unfortunately, these data are almost never made available by manufacturers, so           
GoodGuide utilizes more readily ascertainable hazard indicators (e.g., the number of           
ingredients of health concern in a product). Because the pervasive lack of            
transparency about product attributes and company operations undermines the         
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public's ability to evaluate… (GoodGuide, 2012).” 
 

Further, the reality is that despite the useful new tools that have become available, the               

consumer is still faced with too many products and too little time to evaluate them. Even                

with the handy online tools it still takes a great deal of time to research each and every                  

purchase. In societies where people express having less time than ever, this remains a major               

hurdle. 

Many consumers that don’t have or spend the time to do research before purchasing               

products have to depend on the information available at the point of purchase (this is where                

the GoodGuide smart-phone app can be handy). Here, for a variety of reasons outlined              

below, general confusion in the marketplace continues to be a major barrier for the              

conscious consumer: 

 

Products Claims Regarding Health, Environmental or Social Responsibility 

From “greenwashing” to false claims and misleading labeling, the one thing that is clear is                

that companies now know their corporate social responsibility image can play an important             

role in their success (Weber, 2008). As such, more and more companies make “claims,” via               

advertising or directly on the merchandise label, about their product’s health, environmental            

or social attributes. Very few regulations exist to assist the consumer in these cases where               

claims are true, but could be misleading. 

And indeed these claims can be extremely misleading and the consumer can have a               

difficult time navigating what’s what. For example, let’s take a cereal box of “Mom’s Best               

naturals  !” Raisin Bran:  
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Note the text box on the bottom left of the box: 

*  “We  Keep  it  Natural! No  artificial  flavors,  colors  or  preservatives. No 

hydrogenated oil.  No high fructose corn syrup.” 

Additionally on the back of the box they claim: “Yes, we do add natural sugar to ensure a                  

delightful tasting cereal…”  

Yet, when the box is turned to read the actual ingredients, right there on the list is… corn                   

syrup. True, it does not seem to be “high fructose” corn syrup. And there is also evaporated                 

milled sugar on the list, but corn syrup surely can’t be included with the “natural sugar”                

they claim on the back of the box?  But legally- it can. 

Additionally, with the nice renewable energy symbol placed prominently at the top of the               

box, at a glance, this cereal seems like a great choice, particularly to the rushed Mother 

distractedly trying to pick the best, healthiest option before her toddler losses it in the               

grocery store.  It is easy to see how here the nice packaging and misleading claims win. 

By stating “no high fructose corn syrup” and “natural” the Mother has been lead to                
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believe she is making a healthy choice for her child and can even feel good about the                 

environment. Unfortunately the very presence of corn syrup likely means that she is actually              

getting a genetically engineered food, but because there are no GMO labeling requirements             

it is difficult to be sure. 

Further the proliferation of “labels” has gone from “animal safe” and “recyclable” to              

having a separate label for every category imaginable including, but not limited to: energy,              

forestry, carbon neutral, fair trade, allergy free, local, renewable, natural, etc. etc. Even             

experts are challenged in deciding where to start as myriad claims for nebulous attributes              

are often either misleading, or meaningless, since those claims are typically unsubstantiated            

or unquantified. 

The Ecolabel Index currently lists 378 ecolabels. Many are actually legitimate but it is               

very difficult to decipher which are which. In example the following page is filled with               

currently used ecolabels, some more legitimate than others. Beyond the general confusion in             

the marketplace other challenges include: 

Higher prices for ethical goods: The higher prices combined with the consumers general             

inability to know for certain that the extra money spent is really making a difference, makes                

this a particularly sticky point. 

Availability: In many places ethical products are simply not available. In this instance the              

responsible consumer often turns to the internet but the lack of in-person availability hampers              

responsible consumption in these areas both for the already conscious consumer and also for              

the potentially conscious consumer who without the exposure to ethical products is not going              

to go looking for them on their own.  
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It can be argued that of these many barriers, the one that could have the most impact if                   

addressed would be the over abundance of ecolabels. The creation of a universal             

label/certification that the general public can easily identify and trust is still needed. Of              

course if there were only one universal eco-label it would put a lot of power in only a few                   

hands. Due to the proliferation of ecolabels, as we will see shortly there is little concern that                 

only one label would emerge. The reality is, that despite being fully informed, consumers              

may still choose to buy unethical products. The validity of the statement remains hard to               

gauge though as full scale systems to help inform the general public still do not exist.                

Consumer Challenges 

In an effort to better understand the pace of adoption of ecolabels, in 2010 Duke                

University analyzed the numbers of certificates or registrations awarded by ecolabels per            

year. According to the study “there was virtually no market penetration until 2004, at which               

point the cumulative number of products certified grew rapidly, expanding from 510 in 2005              

to 13,650 in 2008” (2010: 14): 

 

                                                                                                 Source: Duke University 
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In spite of the progress that has been made, there remains an absence of a unified                 

trademark organization to evaluate and label products available in the marketplace. The            

simple reality is that one of the most pivotal components to empower conscious             

consumerism still does not exist. 

In a personal interview with natural capital expert Hunter Lovins , when asked “how it is                 

possible there was still no unified trademark”, her simple response was “you’ll break your              

teeth on it (Tucker interview with Lovins, 2012).” And indeed the task has proven to be as                 

great. Establishing such a company [certification organization] would take a great deal of             

commitment and even more energy. Due to expected resistance by irresponsible companies,            

the research would be arduous and perhaps, at times, even dangerous.  

The GoodGuide offers the closest rating system to what was suggested in the original               

thesis. It uses data collected from over 1,000 sources and teams of scientists. But, right now,                

GoodGuide is simply a tool and not a certification. Why? As a tool versus an actual                

certification GoodGuide does not have to verify certification requirements . The benefit for            

GoodGuide as an organization is that they can provide fairly reliable information and             

ratings on a broad spectrum of products with a relatively small team and without taking on                

the cost and responsibility that an official certification would demand. 

The downside for the consumer is twofold: 1. As previously mentioned, there is still no                

all-encompassing certification that consumers can trust and 2. The lack of a readily             

identifiable label at purchase point makes it challenging for the consumer to be conscious. 

Currently consumers remain, for the most part, unaware that it is in fact their               

demand to save a buck, don the latest fashion or buy a cheap cup of coffee that drive                  
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companies to continually cut wages or move to altogether different locations in search             

of cheap labor. By unwittingly consuming products that destroy industry, the           

environment, traditional means of life-support, etc. Consumers are at the same           

time helping to foster environments where conflicts are likely to arise due to             

instability or a general sense of communities and countries loss of self empowerment. 

Stephen Roach writes that a “US-centric world” is unsustainable for the            

world-economy and bad in particular for the United States. US citizens have the             

power and willingness to make needed changes, but only if they are educated on how               

and why. Unfortunately even the highly informed consumer, attempting to purchase in            

ethical and conscious ways, faces a multitude of challenges. The most daunting is             

perhaps as simple as the enormous selection of products available. This, coupled with             

the average time constraints of U.S. citizens, indeed creates a formidable challenge.            

One must have incredible veracity to sort and cipher through the array of information              

and “mis-information” currently available. Often, most people simply give up before           

trying (a response some corporations are most pleased with). 

Further complicating the issue, subsidiaries and work contracted out in names other             

than that of the parent company can make products nearly impossible to track.             

Without spending hours upon hours researching, the average person can have the best             

intentions and still be unable to make good consumer choices. 

In order for conscious consumerism to be successful these challenges must be             

alleviated. The new paradigm must be one in which the average citizen is empowered              

with the tools necessary to make responsible decisions incorporating care ethics in            
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conscious consumerism and hence motivating a transformation of the institutions of           

modernity towards cultural and natural capitalism. 

Localism   

As systems to identify ethical companies and products remain underdeveloped there may be             

a hopscotch to the next revolution, where we continue to look forward and at the same time                 

perhaps, back, to economies that are based more locally. Locally produced products sold in              

shops owned by people in our own communities allow us to not only support one another                

but also be crystal clear about the quality and ethical standing of the products we consume                

and people we support (Shuman, 2012). One dollar, one vote remains an important theme              

in creating and maintaining ethical behavior and supporting positive peace, both in the             

current capitalist structure, and as we will see, in evolving socio-economic structures. And             

while we wait for those systems, we look toward other supportive paradigms focused             

around sustainability, not the least of which is the consumer impacted shift in business- first               

toward CSR and now toward shared value. Additionally the technology enablement of the             

collaborative (sharing economy) represents an important shift all of which may be pointing             

in the direction of natural capitalism, community centric growth, cooperative and solidarity            

economies. 
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Cultural Normatives and Transition Economies 

The word “ethics”, coming from the Greek ethos, refers to what we might also call                

habits, customs and norms for judging conduct. The goal is to move from a system               

based solely on capitalist ethics to one of social democracy or enlightened capitalism;             

a system that brings into account care ethics, in part through the utilization of              

conscious consumerism and responsible business models and solidarity economies.         

The new paradigm needs to be one in which an x exists in the formula for ethics                 

(Richards, 2002). 

Working towards a better future does not mean destroying all the institutions of              

modernity. In particular, it is not a move to reject market economics but instead to               

utilize important principles and powerful mechanisms. Cultural economist Howard         

Richards asserts: “It is making modernity work. It is not arguing that some previous              

age was better. It is working to solve today’s intractable problems while            

acknowledging that what makes them intractable is modernity’s backbone, it’s,          

mainspring, its moral and legal first premises…. It is working to solve our present              

problems, given the system we presently have, and seeking a realistic appraisal of its              

possibilities for transformation” (Richards, 2003: notes). In order to make          

institutions such as democracy and the market economy function well you must have             

responsible citizenship to provide the balance necessary to check those who might            

benefit from exploiting the systems. 

Simply recognizing that capitalism and the global economy are malleable social            

structures, although a big first step, will not alone improve the system. Components of              
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the structure must be addressed part-by-part, and transforming the way in which            

society consumes is just one part of transforming the system. "The progress of the              

human species requires a critique and a transformation of the constitutive rules that             

govern life in a capitalist society"(Richards 2000: 138). 

In the book Natural Capitalism, its authors argue that the market economy has never               

properly accounted for natural resources, made available by mother nature, in the final             

cost of products (Hawkins, Lovins, 1999). Howard Richards contends that human           

resources and assets are not appreciated or utilized fully enough under the current             

market economy. Both illustrate adjustments that must be made to shape structures of             

modernity in order to better serve society. Inherent in that must be mechanisms that              

better serve our environment as humans are inalterably attached to the health of the              

planet. 

Options currently exist, and are constantly being expanded, that work to better             

both societal and environmental health. A number of governments are          

encouraging companies to factor in environmental costs of production by          

incorporating “extended producer responsibility” laws that require companies to         

take back products at the end of their useful life while at the same time banning                

incineration or landfill options. 
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The idea is to require that companies assess the full lifecycle impacts of their               

products and ideally, remove unnecessary components and packaging. Eventually         

designs will shift toward creating products that can be reused recycled, or easily             

disassembled and used in other products. BASF, a large German chemical           

company, has “invented a new material made from an infinitely recyclable           

nylon-6 fiber; it can be taken back to its constituent resins and made into new               

products” (Renner, 2004: 106). 

At the same time, better appreciating and caring for humanity in general must also               

be an important part of improving modern institutions if there is any hope for a more                

just and peaceful society. Human assets from the elderly to the young and from the               

farmer to the EPZ factory worker must be better appreciated. In the web of              

globalization humanity is connected and citizen responsibility now requires         
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supporting both locally based community assets as well as being deliberately           

conscious about the consumption of global products and services. 

Learning to utilize both local community and global resources in healthy,             

sustainable, and socially responsible ways must be an intentional endeavor of all            

global citizens. People are asking for tools to recognize the power of their purchases              

within their own communities particularly as media broadens their knowledge base of            

global issues. More and more people are returning to the idea of supporting local              

business. The beauty is that both the local and global can exist together. If there is a                 

good local bookstore, for instance, then there is no need to buy books online. But if                

there is no bookstore or it is lacking particular resources then the consumer is able to                

utilize global resources. Either way, as long as the buyer has the ability to distinguish               

between responsible and irresponsible sellers and chooses to purchase responsible          

goods and services, then all of society benefits. 

Transformation is a step-by-step process. "It is not reasonable to expect that people              

will easily and rapidly change attitudes that they are not even aware they have, and               

norms that are nowadays so much second nature that people are not even aware that               

they follow them" (Richards, 2000: 222). The move toward enlightened or conscious            

consumerism will play an important role in encouraging business, both locally and            

globally to act in more socially and environmentally responsible ways. 

And while the shift in cultural, economic and lifestyle paradigms does not mean an               

outright rejection of market economies. It does mean a rejection of a neoclassical,             

consumptive-based growth model that suggests environment is not a constraint on growth            
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and that consumption and production can go on forever. As stated by Novek and Kampen               

“...the relationship between economic expansion and environmental protection remains         

fundamentally  contradictory  (Novek,  1992:  250)”.   The  ever-mounting environmental 

data now makes evident the failing of a model where environment is not a constraint               

on growth (Magdoff, 2011). 

And while the consumer is one crucial component in the socio-economic shift,             

cleary business must engage in shifting as well. Trends in business, legislation and             

business models suggest the shift is underway. 

 

Transition Economies 

“Only a crisis - actual or perceived - produces real change. When that crisis occurs, the                
actions that are taken depend on the ideas that are lying around. That, I believe, is our basic                  
function: to develop alternatives to existing policies, to keep them alive and available until              
the politically impossible becomes the politically inevitable.”  ― Milton Friedman 
 

Despite “advances” over the last century we remain in a reality where women's              

remuneration remains at 30% less on average than men even highly developed countries             

(World Economic Forum, 2010), work hours exceed those of industrial times (Schor) and we              

need 1.6 planets to sustain our current consumption and waste cycle (Ecological Footprint             

Guide, 2010). The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment Report demonstrates that the          

declining ecosystems and increasing pollution correlate with the erosion of the sense of             

well-being in both developing and developed countries. Overwork, stress, anxiety, and social            

stresses are taken as the norm today as Robert Putnam demonstrated in his book “Bowling               
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Alone” about the breakdown of social community and numerous others have corroborated            

(Schor, Putnam, 2005). 

As such, it’s clear we are caught in an economic system that is not only ecologically                 

unsustainable but also rot with structural violence. As previously argued and as Howard             

Richards has pointed out over several decades and in numerous publications but most             

recently in response to the fascist threats of 2017: “capitalism and socialism should be              

synthesized, pruned of their demerits, and updated to organize for the common good.” While              

capitalism has proven very efficient in production of goods and wealth creation, the             

distribution of that wealth continue to be problematic with the growing gap between have and               

have nots and a sharp increase in the majority of global wealth held by the top 1% of society.                   

We are facing the imbalances that result when too many resources are concentrated into too               

few hands (Senge, 2008). Neoliberal capitalism and the consumer society has essentially            

given permission to ignore the inequalities without feeling guilt. It has justified society             

looking beyond the facts that there are some citizens with a great deal of wealth and most                 

with very little (Judson, 1999).  
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This is a "new slavery" and a class of disposable people born of the ignorance and                 

implications of consumer society completely unaware I'll be impact of their decisions on             

citizens of developing countries (Sankofa, 2003) on Third World citizens. Given the current             

imbalance it is clearly important to consider ways to change the constitutive structures for the               

long term. In the near term it may also be prudent to consider in which those with wealth are                   

able to contribute to the pressing challenges facing humanity today, namely climate change,             

equity and social democracy. 

Some emerging trends sit at the potential intersection of the structural changes Howard              

Richards and other political-economists (Eisler, 2008, 2011; Kao, 2010; Bauwens, 2015)           

advocate for. This chapter will review several disruptions in “business as usual” normatives.             
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Some come much closer than others in fulfilling the socio-economic shifts required to             

maintain ecological viability and societal well-being but all represent a notable shift in             

mainstream attitudes. New or re-emerging trends to be discussed in the following section             

include a departure from corporate social responsibility and the triple bottom line toward             

shared value and benefit corporations, collaborative and sharing economies, solidarity,          

caring, commons or cooperative economies, and transition management or collective impact.  

 

Corporate Social Responsibility 

Corporate social responsibility has been a movement to try and successfully integrate             

corporate responsibility concerns- social, environmental and economic into a company’s,          

values, culture, operations and business decisions. Essentially CSR is the responsibility of            

corporations to go above and beyond what the law requires them to do in order to contribute                 

to a better society and cleaner environment. 

Howard R. Bowen author of the book Social Responsibilities of the Businessman has been               

credited by Archie Carroll and others as the father of corporate social responsibility because              

his book dealt directly with the concepts of social responsibility (Carroll, 1999). Corporate             

social responsibility is a voluntary initiative corporations undertake to address current           

negative social or environmental impacts of the businesses operations or to embed goals and              

practices of social and environmental responsibility into the businesses operations. It is often             

employed as a way for companies to represent policies, practices and initiatives the business              

commits to to govern themselves honestly and transparently.  
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The concept of corporate social responsibility is really not a new concept to business as                

Heald’s book the social responsibilities of business 1900-1960 clearly demonstrates. In 1949            

Harvard business review published an article by Bernard Dempsey titled “The Roots of             

business Responsibility.” In his article Dempsey called for four concepts of justice including             

exchange justice distributive justice General justice and social or contributive justice the last             

one being the obligation to contribute to the well-being in progress of individuals and              

society. Additionally an article on "business responsibilities and an uncertain world"           

published by Donald David the dean of the Harvard graduate school of business             

administration around the same time, he called on business leaders to go beyond business as               

a fundamental contribution to society to become engaged in public affairs be on the              

immediate economics functions. The core point of business was in fact to bring creativity,              

innovation, opportunity and production to society, with the efficient use of scarce resources,             

in order to create jobs, products, food, clothing and services that would raise the standard of                

living. Providing added value and a net positive impact to society seemed to be obvious               

objectives. In contradiction the often cited 1970 article in the New York Times Magazine by               

Milton Friedman argues that CSR is “fundamentally subversive” of the true responsibilities            

of business which are enhancing profitability and shareholder value. His position, born from             

the economic theory of Adam Smith posed that the free market and pursuit of self interest                

results in the greatest benefit for society overall. Business ethics grew substantially as a field               

from the 1980s eighties 90s and with the term corporate citizenship arriving. Throughout the              

period from 1970s into the 1990s scholars and business leaders attempted to define redefine              
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and clarify the concept of corporate social responsibility that was being impose upon send              

bye and played out in business.  

As production for profit or profit for profit accumulation became the new norm, and               

through the previously discussed course of globalized neoliberalism, the pursuit of those            

previously idealized objectives fell into an opaque and often unethical pattern whereby the             

resulting end product was the cause of extremely negative externalities over the course of its               

production. Globalization put businesses in a position where they had to confront a wider              

range of new issues cultural and regulatory differences, labor and child labour standards,             

bribery and corruption, human rights and of course all the environmental issues such as              

deforestation, pollution from production, etc. As these issues became more exposed often            

times with large corporations at the center of scandal consumers began to show the 50               

shifting views and on public opinion polls between 1998 in 2002 the proportion of consumers               

who believe that buying a product or service was very important that the company show high                

degree of social responsibility Rose from 28% to 44%. 

CSR offers a large umbrella giving leeway for a wide range of tactics from reducing waste                 

in the businesses headquarters to philanthropic endowments for child care in the community.             

These broad strokes have had the positive benefit the allowing organizations to build CSR              

where they feel it aligns with their business values but at the same time these broad strokes                 

have been criticized four lack of insuring genuine positive impact.  

When successful, CSR becomes core at all levels of the organization. Corporate social              

responsibility represents an attempt to embody the concept of the triple bottom line which              

refers to people, planet and profit. While there are plenty of exceptions (Ben and Jerry’s,               
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Stoneyfield and Patagonia to name just a few), in many cases CSR developed in an effort to                 

address many of the environmental and social problems arising from opaque and globalized             

business practices and the particularly negative response that society has had toward business             

in regarding both the real and perceived lack or business and corporate values and              

responsibility.  

For example, Nike, after a great deal of negative media exposure regarding their supply               

chain and practices made a commitment to be more responsible. By the end of 2013, the                

footwear company achieved a 13 percent reduction in carbon emissions per unit, towards the              

goal of a 20 percent reduction by 2015. Nike reduced carbon emissions per unit in Nike                

Brand footwear manufacturing by 17 percent from 2011 to 2013, and reduced carbon             

emissions per unit in inbound transportation by 29 percent from 2011 to 2013. In addition,               

the company reduced its greenhouse gas emissions by 2.8 percent from 2011 to 2013 while               

achieving a revenue growth of 26 percent (Nike, 2014). Nike has made commitments to              

achieve zero waste zero toxicity and 100% recyclability across its entire product line by 2020               

quote" our company and our customers care about health; our products and ways of              

producing them should anybody this," says Darcy Winslow former head of the women's             

footwear division." But to do this we are having to completely rethink how we design               

produce and distribute those products how we recover them at the end of their lifetime.”               

Dupont has committed to going beyond energy reduction with goals of shifting its product              

line to bio-based feedstocks instead of petroleum derivatives (Senge, 2008). 

These examples begin to blur the CSR and shared value lines but a distinct difference                

between shared value and corporate social responsibility is that corporate social           
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responsibility is seen as a framework that you apply on top of your business where as shared                 

value is seen as a way of building business in order to have a shared economic value creation                  

and social impact creation simultaneously. To build corporate social responsibility in a            

legacy company requires developing the vision and the support and while these are critical              

success factors there are often many barriers within the organization itself. Not the least of               

which is the common perception that CSR is going to deter from the business itself or                

business operations or ultimately the profit generation or fiduciary focus of the company. 

Often CSR starts with a consultant or interested and motivated employee who leads a               

visioning session to develop a CSR platform. If successful values will be identified that align               

with both the corporation’s intentions and actions in the world and responsible social impact.              

According to Business for Social Responsibility (2002), a nonprofit organization that has            

partnered with companies to work towards “success in ways that respect ethical values             

people communities and the environment,” developing a rigorous CSR structure, requires           

nine essential steps: 1. understand the drivers 2. identify the key CSR issues 3. identify all the                 

stakeholders to evaluate functions that support CSR efforts 5. analyze company systems,            

culture, and impending changes 6. evaluate the structural options 7. develop a staffing plan 8.               

create structure for cross functional interaction and 9. assess the process and framework for              

budget and resource allocation.  

Clearly this is an extensive process that is followed up with long-term strategies for               

integration. Internal assessments look at the whole picture- at policies, programs and            

structures that are already in place to identify gaps where CSR might be improved. This               

could be anywhere from employee, health benefits to identifying issues that could be             
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addressed in the supply chain to fostering activities in the community around where the              

business is headquartered. In this sense there are overlaps in the shared value proposition and               

corporate social responsibility. The departure of shared value is the framing of how business              

actually benefits by incorporating social well-being into its vision of profit generation.            

Where as in many cases corporate social responsibility he has been seen internally as an               

expensive effort or even a burden in some cases, required to improve only the very worst                

practices within a corporation in order to maintain brand image. 

 

Shared Value: From the Cherry on Top to Cherry Ice-Cream 

“Shared value” is a concept of business with positive social and/or environmental impact              

built into the business model. While many have practiced the concept for decades it has               

recently been brought to the mainstream business community via Harvard business professor            

and six-time McKinsey Award winner Michael Porter and the senior fellow of the CSR              

initiative at Harvard,  Mark Kramer.  

Shared value is a distinct departure from CSR in that the positive impacts go beyond                

charity or initiatives placed on top of existing business frameworks. The business            

frameworks themselves are developed around explicit means of impacting society or the            

environment positively. Further, the model demonstrates the fiscal value in operating on a             

shared value premise. A far cry from an altruistic perspective “shared value” as used by               

Porter and Kramer “recognizes that social harms or weaknesses frequently create internal            

costs for firms-such as wasted energy or raw materials, costly accidents, and the need for               

remedial training to compensate for inadequacies in education...It is about expanding the            
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total pool of economic and social value (2011: 5).” This recognition of connection between              

well-being of the “other” and well-being of the “company” represents a shift toward a              

systems thinking perspective and perhaps a narrowing of the gap between capitalism and             

socialism that Richards has called for. Though notably, Porter and Kramer are careful to              

distinguish shared value from CSR and fair trade as placing the latter in a category of                

“trade-offs” or “noble” as opposed to shared value’s model of “expanding the overall amount              

of value created” (Porter, 2011:5) perhaps suggesting that the gap being closed may only pay               

out for those defining “value.” The recognition of shared value’s limitations have been noted              

by others and in fact the model is heavily contested by Crane et. al. (2014) as unoriginal,                 

little more than nouveau corporate social responsibility and lacking the frameworks and            

depth to address the real social and ecological problems at hand. At the same time,               

transitions will not happen overnight and while Shared Value may not be a capitalist panacea               

it does have some promise as an opportunity to refocus business toward the value of               

addressing social needs. 

While more and more new businesses are self-identifying as “impact ventures” or             

incorporating as benefit corporations (B-corps- discussed in further detail in the following            

section), but Porter and Kramer identify three main ways in which business both legacy and               

new businesses can develop shared value initiatives. 

The concepts suggested in "creating shared value" by Michael Porter and Mark Kramer are               

tools and devices that already exist within the arenas of systems thinking and life cycle               

assessment as well as within other business communities such as the right livelihood and              

benefit corporation communities. But while the concepts presented in “Creating Shared           
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Value” might not be totally original, the linchpin to why this particular paper represents an               

important shift is that the recommendations are coming from renowned Harvard business            

professors making direct links to the fiscal wins- as well as the social and environmental               

impact. Porter and Kramer suggest that the shared value model offers a way to move beyond                

trade-offs into “expanding the total pool of economic and social value (Porter and Kramer,              

2011).”  

As such, the model has been widely regarded by the business community as one that is                 

plausible and gaining traction (Jose, 2016). Additionally the article demonstrates the strong            

connections between social issues and competitive advantage, such as between company           

productivity and supplier access, water use, employee health and safety etc. Drawing these             

connections facilitates better systems thinking within businesses increasing the ability for           

businesses to understand the broader interconnections and place “value” in building overall            

well-being. The authors make three recommendations on “key ways companies can create            

shared value opportunities (Porter and Kramer, 2011:5).”  

The first is through what they call “reconceiving products and markets.” In this arena               

businesses are innovating to fill the gap in societal needs. There is no shortage of examples                

here many of which precede the publication of “Creating Shared Value” from Grameen Bank              

to the carpet company Interface. Interface’s Founder and CEO Ray Anderson began            

receiving questions from customers in 1994 about what the company was doing for             

sustainability. Neither Ray nor any of his employees had any answers for the customers              

because they were not doing anything about sustainability. In fact, they haven't even thought              
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about sustainability. Sustainability was for “tree huggers.” But as a businessman Ray was             

interested in the question because his customers were asking it.  

At the same time Paul Hawkin’s book “The Ecology of Commerce” came out and a copy                 

of the book landed on Ray's desk. Ray decided to read it. In several interviews and speeches                 

since Ray openly states that he "sobbed after reading the book (Anderson, 2009).” The              

realization of the impacts of his company on the environment and ultimately society hit really               

hard. Ray had always been an innovator decided that it was time to innovate for               

sustainability. His company was the first to offer modular tiles and was in a way already on a                  

sustainability track as a tile format allows users to replace only the most worn out areas of                 

their carpet. Interface even develop a service whereby you could rent the carpet and              

Interface would clean and then replace the use the tiles when needed.  

The carpet industry is highly energy intensive and on the waste side is second only to                 

diapers in the amount of space taken up by discarded carpet. It took many years but Interface                 

was eventually able to develop a 100% recyclable nylon carpet- the first in the industry.               

Since 2003, Interface has “manufactured and sold over 83 million square yards of carpet with               

no net global-warming effect (Anderson, 2009: TEDtalk).” 

Porter and Kramer’s call to a “reconception of products and markets really comes down to                

product and service innovations like Interface’s. Another example is Thompson-Reuters, the           

massive combined news agency and consulting firm provides millions of small farmers in             

India with weather and crop pricing information for a small fee. In doing so they have                

commodified information that is easy for them to provide while benefiting 60% of those              
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farmers with increased incomes- sometimes by as much as triple (Porter and Kramer, 2011              

and Jackson, 2016). 

The second tactic suggested is in “redefining productivity in the value chain.” In many               

ways this is a classic life cycle assessment model being applied across the entire business as                

opposed to single product. Here businesses look across and into the entire value chain of the                

business- including energy use, logistics, resource use, procurement, distribution and on the            

social side- employee productivity. The article cites examples of Coca-Cola’s water           

reduction but previous examples can be seen such work such as in Senge et. al.’s 2008 book                 

“The Necessary Revolution” which sites several examples of businesses such as Dupont and             

Nike we're looking across their value chains to reduce carbon footprints and waste (Senge et.               

al, 2008 : 4).  

The third and final key recommendation to creating shared value opportunities is in what               

Porter and Kramer call “enabling local cluster development.” The two authors define clusters             

as “geographic concentrations of firms, related businesses, suppliers, service providers, and           

the logistical infrastructure in a particular field (Porter and Kramer, 2011: 5).” Often these              

“clusters” are going to be located further down a company’s supply chain and in developing               

country regions-which should raise questions for the international development community          

as clearly cluster development could, for all intents and purposes fall into the category of               

“international development”  in the traditional sense of the work.  

As Porter and Kramer explain cluster development would not only include businesses but              

also institutions, trade associations, schools and government. Porter and Kramer are bringing            

to the business community what the international development community has known for a             
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long time; bolstering infrastructure, health and other community support systems enables           

communities to thrive. Creating shared value is simply making the link between how those              

thriving communities enable the growth and productivity of the business itself. Although            

simple this is a crucial link though because unlike CSR here the ability to link the well-being                 

of others to the well-being of oneself -even from the fiscal perspective- shifts how              

corporations can see themselves in the picture.  

What could be of concern particularly for peace studies and international development             

communities is the approaches that are taken when engaging in the creation of "cluster              

development opportunities". Clearly the power dynamics are such that if large powerful            

corporations begin dictating particular routes of development these interventions may          

actually or perceptually be the next iteration of neocolonialism. As such the approaches in              

which the engagement are taken are of crucial significance. Two examples follow, one from              

a large legacy corporation and the other a smaller but long-standing business built from it’s               

initiation with a core mission that might now be termed a “shared value business model”. In                

both examples the companies engage in/with the communities from which their supply of             

goods (cocao in the first example and coffee in the second) originate. 

The first example is of Mars Incorporated: Producers of candy such as the Snickers and                

Milky Way chocolate bars, Mars Incorporated found themselves in a position in 2009 where              

they realized they would need an additional Cote d’Ivoire–the main supplier of their             

cacao–by 2020 in order to meet chocolate demand. Mars Incorporated is one of a small               

number companies (half of whom are manufacturers and half grinders- including Mars,            

Kraft, Nestle, Hershey and Ferrero, ADM, Bloomers, Barry Callebaut, Cargill and           
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PetraFoods) that control the cocao industry (Neil, 2011:10). As “ cocao farming became a              

less attractive crop for farmers" the Mars company cocao director Andy Harner realized they              

were and what they called “a business critical situation” (FSG, 2011: Harner interview).  

In an attempt to address the issue Mars Incorporated reached out to the consulting group                

FSG founded by creating shared value authors Mark Kramer and Michael Porter to see if               

they might have an opportunity to address their potential cocao shortage via the shared value               

model. In conjunction with FSG, Mars Incorporated began the exploration of their value             

chain and while the company state on their website that they've always been “committed to               

their producers” it was a shift for them to realize that their best business strategy was to do                  

more to support the farmers on the ground in order for them to produce more productive                

yields.  

The World Cocao Foundation is funded by chocolate companies such as Mars, Hershey’s,              

Kraft Nestlé; organizations such as the US National Confectioners Association, the           

Europeans Unions Association of Chocolate, Biscuit and Confectionery Industries;         

Ecuador's National Association of Cocao Exporters; and exporters such as Cargil and ADM             

as well as the USAID USDA. In support of Porter and Kramer's claim that given the capital                 

and incentive business will be able to mobilize more quickly and efficiently in creating              

change; the World Coco Foundation has spent 400,000 dollars a year in order to promote               

sustainable cocao economies by growing more,  improving marketing, and increasing profits.  

By contrast and through investment as opposed to donations, the chocolate companies             

themselves have spent 23.5 million dollars since 2002 on similar efforts (Peel, 2004). In              

response to ecological damages some companies such as Kraft and Mars have made             
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commitments to “sustainable” cocao farming. As a result, rainforest alliance certified cocoa            

saw a 10 fold increase in purchases by 2012. Many of the investments aimed directly at                

supporting agricultural productivity.  

On the social side, all the main players have made commitments to farmer training but                

most had only done so through donations to the World Cacao Foundation. As of 2011               

approximately 10% of smallholder farms have received training and improving yields           

productivity and environmental sustainability reaching the remaining 90% of farmers as           

expected cost around $400 million which is equivalent to about 56% of total global              

chocolates sales in 2009 (Neill, 2011: 39). 

Mar’s exploration with FSG begins to expand the notion of creating productivity with an               

eye toward the social, including not only the farmer training but also looking at health and                

infrastructure within the community in order to support the broader well-being of the farmers              

themselves. While this represents a potentially positive shift, a critique the Mars FSG             

intervention based on available material, suggests the development of “community needs”           

was based more on the Mars FSG perspective of what would best support the growing               

demand for cocao than was necessarily derived from the farmers and communities            

themselves. Shared value cluster approaches that are driven from the side of businesses as              

opposed to communities themselves could lead to subjecting local communities to yet            

another iteration of neocolonialism.  Though this does not have to be the case, it is a danger. 

Many of these communities are invested and aligned in reaching the same goals as               

business but the approach itself is crucial as experts in international development and peace              

studies well know. One excellent example of shared value at its best is that of “Sustainable                
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Harvest”. Sustainable Harvest and it’s partners Women for Women International and the            

Government of Rwanda understand and demonstrate well the community lead shared value            

cluster approach.  

Sustainable Harvest, a company founded by David Griswold, has been working directly             

with farmers for more than 30 years. David was an early adopter to the model of organic and                  

fair trade and was one of the first buyers to work with farmers directly and produced                

programming like “Let's Talk Coffee” where farmers could actually learn from buyers            

themselves about what they were looking for. Through coffee tasting, cuppings and            

educational opportunities farmers were able to gain the insights needed for them to be              

successful in the global coffee market. Sustainable harvest was a business with shared value              

baked in. The results for the coffee partners David has been working with for decades, and                

for the business itself, have been extremely positive.  

In fact so successful, their model was noted by David Bloomberg who reached out to the                 

business to co-invest in a shared value model of cluster development in Rwanda. The goal of                

the project would be to raise the incomes of thousands of women coffee farmers. But, and                

this is an important “but”- that goal was pursued through ground-up work done with the               

farmers themselves to understand what their goals needs desires visions for their future             

might be. With the community lead vision Sustainable Harvest and Women for Women along              

with the Government of Rwanda could then come in and support with the technical expertise               

necessary to enact and fulfill their visions. David Griswold and Sustainable Harvest took             

their “Let's Talk Coffee” event to Rwanda. With the event came training from coffee buyers               

from some of the top companies around the world, as well as the development of               
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infrastructure and services needed by the women. Obviously the businesses recognize that            

the success of these women farmers does not only benefit the women themselves and their               

communities, but that ultimately their success clearly translate into better coffee and more             

productive farms- clear benefits to buyers and businesses. The how they support this             

“development” is critical to supporting either positive peace or furthering negative power            

dynamics that can contribute to preexisting or even increase structural violence. 

Cocao and coffee represent one intersection where consumer demand and evolved            

business models meet to address the structural violence embedded in current operating            

normatives. For instance: With shared value, business will make the move to support farmer              

education to increase crop yield while conscious consumers will make the choice to pay a               

little more for certified “fairtrade” coffee or chocolate which supports farmers who receive a              

living wage for production. It is together with both the consumer and business side that               

progress will be made in decreasing the inherent structural violence of current economic             

normatives.  

Benefit Corporation 

The Benefit Corporation emerged in 2007 to allow corporations the ability to go beyond               

fiduciary responsibility as the only goal a Corporation in order to also include positive              

benefit for the society, Workers, the community, and the environment in addition to the profit               

motive. Benefit corporations Falls under the same category of the C Corporation in terms of               

taxation but is differentiated by its requirements of accountability and transparency. The            

benefit Corporation movement began in United States but has grown to Europe where in Italy               

so sciatica benefit was established by the parliament in 2015. Australia has been on track to                
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add similar legislation for such an indie entity. Where with a C Corporation, fiduciary              

responsibility to maximize profits the B Corporation explicit benefit also includes obligation            

to create a public benefit defined as material positive impact on society and the environment.               

B Corp. directors and officers operate the business similarly to the traditional Corporation             

but shareholders evaluate performance on societal impact an environmental impact in           

addition to financial performance. Provisions are set in place wiring the benefit Corporation             

to publish annual benefit reports using credible third-party standards. 

Kim et.al. in their Harvard business review paper suggest that the emergence of the               

B-Corporation came when small and medium-sized businesses that had been operating with            

the shared value or “benefit for society” model built into their infrastructure realized, with              

the rise of greenwashing via corporate social responsibility initiatives, there was an need to              

differentiate themselves in the market as genuine or authentic (Kim et.al., 2016). While             

corporations increasingly built brand images of being the responsible citizen despite the            

contradictory tendency of performing practices to maximize profit; mission driven          

businesses began to unite in order to stake claim to their “better for society” operating               

standards. Additionally when companies like Ben and Jerry's faced lawsuits for pursuing            

social benefit over the maximization of profits it became clear a new entity that would               

provide protection for pursuing responsible growth was needed. It is argued by many that's              

the Benefit Corporation represents an ethical step forward that will empower socially            

committed commercial entities (Hillar, 2012). The Benefit Corporation is a distinct           

departure from the first generation “Corporation Statute” issued in the Delaware court's            

decision Dodge versus Ford. “A business corporation is organized and carried on primarily             
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for the profit of the stakeholders the powers of the directors are to be employed for that. The                  

discretion of directors is to be exercised in the choice of means to attain that and, and does                  

not extend to a change in the end itself, to the reduction of profits, or to the non-distribution                  

of profits among stakeholders in order to devote them other purposes” (Dodge v. Ford 1919). 

Under this statute it is clear that any decision that might be made to benefit society at the                   

cost of stakeholder profit is legally pursuable as a crime. As such, it is no wonder business is                  

driven to ignore issues of ethical questionability in the pursuit a profit. While some States do                

have constituency statutes for public welfare most were passed in response to takeover             

situations and allow directors to consider the effects at the sale or merger on employees               

communities among other third parties (Conaway, 2012; Lacovera; 2011, Gelter, 2009).  

Some State corporate statutes provide for the ability to make a donation for nonprofit or                

public good and that a Corporation quote may devote a reasonable amount of resources to               

public welfare, humanitarian, educational, and philanthropic purposes (Clark and         

Babson,2012) none of the statutes allowed a Corporation to choose social purpose above             

fiduciary responsibility. 

Inherent negative social impacts of neoliberal globalization and exploitative use of natural             

capital have been mear externalities of the traditional Corporation. In contrast,           

“externalities” of a Benefit Corporation must be accounted for with requirements that the             

corporation provide net positive benefit to society . Within the fiduciary duty framework            

Directors for the Benefit Corporation are obliged to consider stakeholders and employees,            

customers, community, environment and societal factors both locally and globally (Hillar,           

2012). 
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There is debate as to whether the B Corporation is at risk of undermining public functions.                 

At the same time it certainly goes beyond corporate social responsibility which has resulted              

in some instances of the co-option of CSR for profit generating, strategic business purposes              

rather than the true realization a broader societal interest (Baur and Schmitz, 2012; Bondy              

et.al.,2012). The B Corporation offers far more structure transparency and accountability           

then CSR and also provides broad be way for different types of businesses with different               

types of impact missions. For example Patagonia a manufacturer of outdoor clothing does not              

perform a public function at its core but seeks to operate in a way that adds value to society                   

by delivering the “best product possible in the most environmentally sustainable manner”.            

Other companies have more community-based missions such as hiring and training or            

“empowering low income people” through the production of a good- such as Greystone             

Bakery (Lieber et.al., (2011).  

 

Transition Management 

The transition management model is just beginning to gain traction and currently resides              

mostly in academic and business literature. It is chiefly concerned with societal transitions to              

sustainability and the concurrent evolution of fundamental shifts within individual business           

towards sustainability. As previous sections demonstrated, there is an emergent trend           

revealing that business is beginning to go beyond mere reduction of negative environmental             

externalities and towards operating structures that reflect broader societal changes and           

represent a new phase in corporate responsibility (Loorbach, 2012). 

The transition framework presents a way for business to systematically conceptualize,            
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strategize and engage a transition to sustainability. Business plays a significant role in             

influencing the consumer marketplace and and as such there is an opportunity for forerunners              

to have significant influence in shaping the emerging sustainable marketplace. 

Historically, actions towards more sustainable practices have focused on increased           

efficiency through improved systems of production and consumption but little action has            

been taken to fundamentally alter established norms of operation. Though not explicit in             

being based in systems thinking, transition management theory implicitly recognizes          

interdependencies between firms and society. Loorbach and Wijsman propose that firms can            

go beyond superficial mitigation of sustainability measures and reach into a pool of             

opportunity vis-à-vis’ change strategies that reach across actors and levels to increase the             

sustainability of broader societal structures. 

As problems of sustainability are deeply interwoven across scales and actors it holds that               

in order to address the issues there is a need for inter-organizational collaboration.             

Forerunners are able to recognize and pursue collaboration. Additionally and key is an ability              

to reframe the societal context including not only the issues but primarily the benefits in               

order to motivate fundamental versus superficial restructuring. The transition management          

framework attempts to differentiate various types of governance “through which changes in            

cultures, structures and practices occur…offering a framework to explain the possibilities for            

having influence and the various roles of firms in the context of transitions (Loorbach and               

Wijsman, 2012: 24).”  

    The framework proposes a four-part cycle: strategic, tactical, operational and reflexive. 

Like the other methodologies transition management offers a useful toolset. In this case for              
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business and industry to begin thinking about and experimenting with making larger            

structural changes in internal business motivators and its relationship to external           

stakeholders. At the same time, like other methodologies it’s potential pitfall is an absence              

of tools to adequately address the up-front depth of vision that is crucial in building               

trajectories that take the whole into account. And while the term systems is often referred to-                

there are no real guiding lights as to how to think about these systems. This is where the                  

thread of the SE life-cycle assessments (discussed in following chapter) becomes crucial as a              

map to give the depth required to gain insights that can yield real innovation. As Van Kleef                 

and Roome noted in 2007- a focal shift from competitiveness to sustainability can impact              

capabilities and competence for innovation. They continue to note a systemic failure in             

recognizing inventiveness as foundational to innovation. This is not an unusual scenario            

when imagined changes are limited to within the same operational boxes as before. Infused              

with a new depth of understanding regarding the broader landscape and interconnections-            

inventiveness is drawn out of the box.  

 

Sharing/Collaborative Economies 

With the unparalleled explosion of technological advances, new forms of economic and             

goods exchange are disrupting current capitalist normatives. While Hawleys ecological          

theory of community structure emerged in 1950 and was later applied to concepts of              

collaborative consumption in the 1978 paper “Community Structure and Collaborative          

Consumption,” about car sharing by Felson and Spaeth, it wasn’t until the technological             

advancement that placed strangers in a position to collaborate, rather than kin and             
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communities the ability to share, that we see the emergence of this new economy. The               

sharing economy emerged following the 2008 financial collapse with multiple positive           

claims about its potential to change the world. Proponents such as Rachel Botswan originally              

called “collaborative consumption” spoke of the ability of platforms and apps to use             

“underutilized” assets more efficiently while building social connection and trust through           

person-to-person economies. All this while reducing the environmental footprint and helping           

ordinary people cope with difficult economic times (Sperling, 2015, Cohen & Kietzmann,            

2014).  

These peer-to-peer networks have connected to create a new economic powerhouse and             

have led the way in using technology to make direct people-to people or peer-to-peer (P2P)               

connections mostly around underutilized resources. The P2P economy is often referred to as             

the “sharing economy” but it will be argued here that the use of the term “sharing” is a                  

deceptive distraction. While the sharing referred to in the sharing economy is meant to              

reflect the use of shared human or physical assets or resources as opposed to suggesting there                

is no monetary exchange and there is a “shared quality” to some of the interactions (shared                

office space, shared bikes) this author holds that to describe what is actually a “rental               

market” as a “sharing” platform can be misleading, particularly if the aim is to move away                

from a model of capital accumulation.  

It is acknowledged that Belk’s broader definition of sharing leaves room for its current use                

in the sharing economy (2007: 126) suggesting sharing as “the act and process of distributing               

what is ours to others for their use and/or the act and process of receiving or taking                 

something from others for our use.” Benkler on the other hand (2004) proposes sharing as               
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“nonreciprocal pro-social behavior.” The “non-reciprocal” component of which would         

nullify the validity of the word used in conjunction with an act involving monetary exchange.               

Critics, including this author, have emerged from all sides refuting the idea that exchanges              

made on for-profit platforms is “sharing,” rather than renting or selling. As such, in this               

work, unless unmonetized, technology enabled peer-to-peer services will be referred to as            

the “collaborative economy.” In instances, where applications or “apps” and the “internet            

of things” have paved the way for genuine “sharing” to manifest in innumerous previously              

unimagined ways (such as free online libraries of tool/toy/car or otherwise), the term             

“sharing economy” will be applied. Additional critiques focus on labor arrangements where            

providers are independent contractors, rather than employees, and as such are exploitative            

and illegal (Eisenbrey & Mishel, 2016). This list goes on including some of the most well                

known critics such as the impact of Airbnb on urban neighborhoods (Slee, 2015).  

Like all things we can see the positive and negative impacts unfold along with the                

advancements but nevertheless the shift is significant. The new collaborative economy is            

already changing the way people live. In the collaborative economy people are “sharing”             

spaces, knowledge, objects, time and even responsibilites. Entire industries have been           

radically disrupted by the ability to connect resources and needs in real time. Amongst other               

factors three core drivers are behind this rapidly growing emergence (Avitol.et.al 2014;            

Vision Critical, 2013, European Commission, 2013); 1.Technology- advancements in mobile          

technology, social platforms, sensors and on-demand manufacturing (Footnote further         

discussed in XX -3D printing ), 2. Accessible Global Platforms- anyone with access to a               

mobile device and the internet can share their voice, physical goods (Footnote- 3D printing)              
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or expertise, 3. The Makers Movement- the desire, expectation and ability to co-create             

products and services is becoming a new normative 

While a full investigation of the implications of the collaborative economy is beyond the              

scope of this work; it’s emergence is central to understanding cultural shifts in play and               

potential opportunities to leverage the systems it has created to further the mainstreaming of              

culture(s) of sustainability. As such the following is a short overview of the main              

collaborative peer-to-peer network catagories: 

Space 

In the peer-to-peer space market VRBO (Vacation Rental by Owner) and “Couchsurfer”             

led the with respective sites where you could rent someone’s home or sign-up and either host                

people travelling in your area or “surf” and stay for free as a guest in other members homes.                  

Airbnb followed breaking ground with the first “hotel” like paid service. Since, the sharable              

space market has expanded to encompass workspaces and even self identified communes            

(Embassy Network). These networks are taking advantage of unused rooms (Airbnb), houses            

(VRBO), desks (pivotdesk, opendesks), offices (wework, Shared Business Space.com), even          

parking spaces (Park at my Garage) and leveraging connections with new people through             

social platforms as an opportunity for a capital return. 

Food 

From home chefs cooking meals for a fee that are delivered or picked up (MealKU,                

Shareyourmeal) or home chefs that invite guests to dine with them for a fee (EatWith,               

Feastly) to eating meet-up groups (coLunching) to sites mapping urban harvest opportunities            

(FallingFruit.org) the food arena abounds with examples of how peer-to-peer networks are            
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being explored to commodify experiences, connections, assets and talents. Many of the            

services are positioned to “make eating a social event again” flipping the isolationism of              

technology to create connections between chefs and eaters, visitors and hosts or people             

simply wanting to eat with others. 

Products 

Unused or underused assets are making their way into the new collaborative economy and               

the sharing economy is seeing a boost in its capacity. Sustainability and caring or sharing               

economy proponents have been advocating for tool and toy libraries for decades. In many              

cases there have been successes but with the increased capacities of social networking             

platforms the opportunities are clearly amplified. But this space is no different then the              

others in that when reviewed- what has filled the space more prominently than sharing is               

renting.  Clothes (renttherunway, Fresh Neck), washing machines (hello by Fagor),  

Transportation  

A growing portion of society is choosing not to not to own their own vehicles.                

Transportation sharing services represent a huge segment of the collaborative economy           

providing a potential win-win situation for owners who are able to make extra money and               

users who get transportation when they need it. This includes cars, bikes and other vehicles.               

Traditional models such as buses and trains represent a societal share of infrastructure funded              

via taxes and fares. While traditional mass transportation remains relevant the industry is             

certainly having to catch up to on-demand information demands (Miki, 2017). Private            

services such as taxis are being hit the hardest. With many unable to own their own or in the                   
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case of millennial choosing not to own their own, services like Citibike, Zipcar, Uber and               

RelayRides have become the new norm in getting around. 

Work 

Task-based service platforms provide on-demand work services for both virtual and            

physical service delivery. From home maintenance such as furniture assembly to TV            

mounting (Task Rabbit) to design work (99 designs) and the running of errands or chores               

(Sooqini) peer to peer network’s and platforms are filling the market.  

Manufacturing 

Open source manufacturing offers perhaps one of the most promising opportunities in the              

peer to peer, collaborative economy. From open source coding to the emergence of 3-D              

printing, the open source manufacturing community was one of the early adopters of open              

source platforms driven primarily by the makers market it, more than other segments, has              

held true to a philosophy of the open source creed, collaboration and sharing. 

Content and IP 

The move towards the share of intellectual property in order to inspire innovation              

developed primarily in the open-source coding community but has expanded to other            

platforms in new ways to generate collaborative content. Prime examples include Wikipedia            

and GetHub. 

Education 

The education arena includes peer-to-peer networks that are sharing skills (Skillshare),            

connecting teachers and learners and opening access to your expertise from anywhere in the              
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world. Massive Open online courses otherwise known as MOOCS are aimed at open and              

unlimited participation (edX). 

Funding 

Peer-to-peer funding has shifted the ability for small entrepreneurs or people in             

neighborhoods with an idea to access funding to grow their concepts via crowdfunding.             

Kickstarter, Indiegogo and neighbor.ly name just a few of the platforms that have made a               

significant dent in the space. 

  

Scholars and others (Blanchard, 2016; Schor et.al., 2015) are debating the implications of              

this new economy. The perceived openness and opportunity of platforms built into... Schor             

et. al. conducted a detailed study of “sharing platforms” to better understand if indeed the               

promises of openness and opportunity were presenting themselves:  

“We examined four sites from the sharing economy to analyze how class and other 
forms of inequality operate within this type of economic arrangement. On the basis of 
interviews and participant observation at a time bank, a food swap, a makerspace and an 
open-access education site we find considerable evidence of distinguishing practices and 
the deployment of cultural capital, as understood by Bourdieusian theory. We augment 
Bourdieu with concepts from relational economic sociology, particularly Zelizer’s ‘‘circuits 
of commerce’’ and ‘‘good matches,’’ to show how inequality is reproduced within            
microlevel interactions. We find that the prevalence of distinguishing practices can           
undermine the relations of exchange and create difficulty completing trades. This results in             
an inconsistency, which we call the ‘‘paradox of openness and distinction,’’ between actual 
practice and the sharing economy’s widely articulated goals of openness and equity” (schor             
et.al., 2015). 
 

As we’ve seen, alternative business models have started to appear that take into account a                

link between profit and social and ecological value creation (Moore and Manring, 2009) and              

shared value has made a real impact in the world of business thinking. In the U.S. the                 
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restructuring of traditional corporate models to include benefit corporations further          

demonstrates shifts in traditional profit driven, trickle-down business mindsets. It must be            

noted though, that all of the above- while useful for transitioning- still replicate innate issues               

of structural violence. As Eisler point out, there is going to be an inherent underlying               

problem in one permutation or another and any economic system contextualized in a system              

of domination rather than partnership will be dysfunctional (Eisler, 2007). CSR, shared value             

and sharing economies are really only a focus on the symptoms as opposed to a means of                 

addressing the systemic failures. Jared Diamond demonstrated in his book" collapse" that            

societal bubbles can last decades or even centuries drying more people and resources into it               

and resulting in a psyche where it is difficult to imagine an alternative. As real-time events                

begin to poke holes in the bubble and crises after crises escalates people are then forced to                 

reevaluate their conceptions of “law of nature” or accepted cultural normatives. This “crisis”             

also can represent the opportunity for new (or remembered) paradigms to make their way              

into the mainstream. 

 

Well-Being Economies 

Solidarity Economy 

As Howard Richards suggests an, economy whose motive is capital accumulation is an              

economy that becomes difficult to govern and one in which it becomes more difficult to               

achieve social justice, peace, and sustainability (Richards, 2016). While sharing or           

collaborative economies may offer an opportunity to more efficiently share underutilized           

resources; at its core it's still being driven by the neoliberal capitalistic model of capital               
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accumulation. At the same time it might be interpreted as asset based income generation.              

Certainly the fact that individuals are utilizing personal assets on a temporary basis to              

supplement cinco me could be seen as an opportunity for low income persons that have               

otherwise been stuck in a cycle of poverty, in part due to their lack of physical or financial                  

assets, can now access the technology to leverage and monetize the assets that they do have.                

Regardless, as demonstrated by Piketty even asset-based development doesn't change the           

central issue of capital accumulation and the fact that any quality under the dominant              

paradigm is going to continue to grow (Piketty, 2015). 

 
There are however models across various cultures both past and contemporarily that             

demonstrate viable alternatives. Most commonly known by the umbrella name solidarity           

economy; the Solidarity economy has co-existed within the fissures of the current neoliberal             

economy in various iterations such as credit unions, community gardens, community           

supported agriculture (CSA), community land trusts, community run social centers, resource           

libraries, consumer, worker and even producer cooperatives. Economics in the solidarity           

economy is considered to be all of the diverse ways that human communities meet their               

needs and create livelihoods together. While these economies also serve purposes of            

production and distribution they do so by building cultures and communities of cooperation             

as opposed to cutthroat competition. In fact of the original definition of competition came              

from the Latin “com” meaning together and “petere” meaning to aim at or seek. These two                

together “competere” meant to strive or contend for something; often to come together as              

athletes to push and encourage one another to strive to be best. This striving together is                

what is seen in many of the cooperatives where workers strive together for the benefit of all.                 
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Solidarity economies do not arise from a single political or economic ideology. Instead they              

seek to strengthen institutions and relationships of economic solidarity.  

Societies of positive peace foster a sense of belonging and trust that basic material needs                

will be met, there is a sense of security and an ability share individual and collective assets. 

Manzini (2006) suggests the predominant process of production has led to disabling            

solutions. A one-way conversation- the designer conceives of user needs, embeds the            

technology to achieve those needs into the product itself. This process has unwittingly             

reduced the skills, abilities and know-how of individuals. Manzoni’s suggestions for           

addressing the issue fit in well with conceptions of the solidarity economy - encouraging              

designers to conceive and develop systems with users in order to enable people to fulfill their                

potential. He gives many examples of iterations of what he calls social innovation by people               

who are acting outside the dominant consumer behavior patterns thing include familiar            

movements of the solidarity economy such as co-housing movement or the walking buses             

whereby children are assisted in walking to school with community members in order cannot              

take the bus, participatory social services such as buildings that house young and elderly              

together. These are all examples of the movement toward cultures of social and             

environmental sustainability.  

The concept of the solidarity economy can be seen as early as 1937 when during the                 

Spanish Civil War Felipe Alaiz suggested an economia solidaria between worker collectives            

an and rural areas. In the 1980’s Chilean economist Luis Razeto suggested diverse             

enterprises that shared a common economic rationality of cooperation and solidarity to            

connect in order to strengthen already-existing alternatives (Razeto, 1984). Columbia two,           
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emergence of the Solidarity economy out of the country's Cooperative movement with an I of               

moving it into the political as a means for building a different economy. By the 1990s                

conceptions of the solidarity economy translated into social movement with activity           

throughout Latin America Europe and Canada. Brazil developed and university research           

programs and incubators for cooperatives and other solidarity based enterprises the same can             

be said in France Spain Peru Argentina Mexico and Québec. In 1997 members of these               

groups gathered for the first time together in Lima Peru resulting in what would become the                

Intercontinental Network for the Promotion of the Social Solidarity Economy. The           

movement would grow with conferences in Senegal an Asian forum in Manila and in the US                

both in 2007. Sense international meetings have taken place in Europe and again in Asia and                

the movement continues to grow and the ever widening fissures of a global capitalist society               

where the gap and wealth continue to demand alternatives for an economy for people and               

planet (MIller, 2010). 

The Solidarity economy is viewed more as the process than a blueprint encouraging a               

collective creation. Recognizing people in different places and contexts may need different            

solutions making visible alternatives and linking these connections in mutually supportive           

ways people will come up with the solutions that most meet their interconnected needs. By               

making alternatives more visible we brought in people’s capacity can imagine different            

possibilities to the current economic structure. The informal economy is full examples of             

economies built on relationships, ethics of care cooperation and solidarity. 

From a life- cycle perspective, the solidarity economy recognizes the raw material stage as               

a gift economy-a result of ecological forces with an inherent requirement to sustainably             
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maintain and equitably distribute the gifts of nature that sustain and generate life. The              

production stage recognizes the value of household labor, supporting democratic processes,           

worker and producer cooperatives, and family and community care provisions. In the            

consumption phase consumer cooperatives, collective self-provisioning, community       

supported agriculture, housing cooperatives and participatory budgeting along with fair trade           

an ecologically sound purchasing are manifest representations of the solidarity economy.  

Solidarity movements around the world may speak using different specifics but all             

generally embody values of cooperation, mutuality, democracy, diversity and pluralism,          

individual and collective well-being and equity via social and economic justice (Miller,            

2010). 

 
Cooperatives such as Mondrogan, in Spain and Evergreen in the United States represent             

some of the larger cooperatives that offer insights and examples of lasting success of the               

cooperative model Mondragon is one of the leading Spanish business groups, integrated by             

autonomous and independent cooperatives with production subsidiaries and corporate offices          

in 41 countries and sales in more than 150 (Mondrogan, 2017). All of the companies are                

owned and operated by their workers and many of the cooperatives are in their second or                

third generation. When the second recession hit Spain in 2013, the Mondragon community             

in the Basque Country had the lowest unemployment rates in Spain (Tremlett, 2013).  
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Section IV.  Shifting Culture(s): Embedding Sustainability 

Both collectively and individually it is unrealistic to think that the needed changes will 

require anything less than a fundamental shift in normative behaviors.  How then do we 

begin to unravel ways in which to encourage those shifts? 

 
 

Systems Thinking 

Our entanglement with unsustainable practices is so familiar that we often do not even see                

it. When we do recognize the damage of our choices it seems overwhelming to forge a                

different path. As previously demonstrated, the issue is further complicated by           

sustainability’s frequent reduction to the purely environmental when in fact the social            

component is equally as crucial. Systems thinking is a worldview that recognizes siloed             

thinking as inadequate for addressing complex issues. The ability to see systems, collaborate             

across boundaries and work towards “creating” rather than simply “problem-solving” are           

core capabilities of the systems thinker (Senge, 2008). 

Despite an expansive body of information on elements of sustainable practice, there still              

exist significant gaps between stated objectives, mandates or metrics and actual           

implementation and/or efficacy. As demonstrated by the Climate March case study- in many             

instances no actionable solutions are offered. Often technical solutions are implemented but            

little attention is paid to affecting the behavior change in users required for the technology to                

function. In other instances, enthused individuals or organizations strive to make change            

without any real guidance, technical or otherwise, on how to meaningfully implement            

sustainable practices.  
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Attempts will be made throughout this work to address massive information inequalities             

by bringing to life valuable knowledge assets from the tombs of academia and cutting edge               

organizations to everyday people and everyday organizations. An invisibility of narratives           

and absence of easily accessible guidance in decision-making practices are significant           

barriers to the ability for anyone from an institution to an individual to be able to live up to                   

sustainability mandates. Addressing this accessibility issue is an essential step in activating            

fully informed and engaged points of entry up and down the decision-making continuum.  

To reframe is to express a concept, plan or words differently. Reframing can act to shift                 

the way something is understood or viewed. Systems thinking is a primarily a worldview              

that offers an important alternative lens to old paradigms (Flood and Jackson, 1991) and acts               

as a practical tool. How one sees the world determines not only what is seen—but also what                 

action is taken about what is seen. For instance, if a dollar bill was only seen as a piece of                    

paper—as opposed to a unit of exchange—a decision might be made to use it as kindling for                 

a fire as opposed to trading it for a loaf of bread. 

A systems thinking worldview frames the materials and relationships in the world as              

interconnected. It assists us to deal with the fact we are linear thinkers in a non-linear world.                 

As Peter Senge, a leading systems scientist puts it, “reality is made up of circles, but we see                  

straight lines…” (Senge, 1990). Seeing actions, interactions and the things commonly used            

as having connections beyond the scope of our immediate view allows us to have an               

expanded understanding of our broader relationship with the world. “Seeing” in this way is              

not new—over time, many important connections have become clear and normalized: before            

there was an understanding of the relationship between clean drinking water and health huge              
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epidemics broke out. Once the discovery of their connection was made—people changed            

their behavior to account for their new understanding and relationship to the interconnection             

of cause and effect. Understanding how elements within a system are connected allows for              

identification of places to intervene and promote transformation. 

Although even known connections can remain invisible, unnormalized or obscured due to             

belief systems (i.e. superstitions), complexity (i.e. quantum physics), by intentional design           

(i.e. infrastructure) or because of the globalized nature of our world (i.e. tennis shoes bought               

in Europe but made in China), a systems thinking’ worldview provides a frame to see that                

one part of the system affects other parts of the system (i.e. drinking water and health). “A                 

system is a set of related components that work together in a particular environment to               

perform whatever functions are required to achieve the system’s objective” (Meadows, 2008)            

or put more simply—a system is a group of elements that are related in some way and in                  

which the behavior of the collective is more meaningful that of its individual or isolated               

parts.  

Systems thinking implements tools, concepts and habits to build an understanding of             

events, patterns and behavior through increasingly deep comprehension of underlying          

structure (Richmond, 2000). Aristotle’s famous quote: “the whole is greater than the sum of              

its parts”- demonstrates that at least some central tenets of systems thinking, as defined              

today, were being considered by ancient Greeks. But with the onset of the Newtonian period               

the scientific process and concepts of reductionism took center stage until the 1920’s when              

biologists noted organized complexity in the organisms they were studying. A hierarchy of             

levels of organization was observed, each more complex than the one below it, with              
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properties that emerge only at that level. These properties do not exist (or have any meaning)                

at lower levels (Checkland, 1981). 

Systems thinking countered the reductionism of the Newtonian Age and evolved as a more               

formalized mindset out of General Systems Theory (a society initially established by a group              

of individuals from different fields) in the 1950’s. As a thinking system it has been applied                

in many iterations with systems engineering and systems analysis also emerging in the             

1950’s and both falling into a category of “hard systems.” In hard systems methods the               

analyst observes a system—that has been named and it’s objectives defined—from the            

outside but through intervention aims to achieve the desired state in the system (Checkland,              

1981). The Rand Corporation specifically, had a big hand in developing systems analysis.             

Both systems engineering and analysis operate under an assumption that complex real world             

problems can be formulated as: 

A desired state S1 and a current state S0 with an assumed objective of the system.  

The role of the systems analyst or engineer would be to develop the best alternative ways of                 

getting from S0 to S1 (Checkland, 1981). 

In the 1970’s systems thinking evolved significantly with the emergence of “soft systems”              

thinking codified by Checkland’s work in the 1980’s as dealing with those problems that do               

not lend themselves to being quantified. Soft system problems are “messy.” Ackoff coined             

the term “mess” and placed it into managerial science in relation to puzzles and problems.               

Puzzles are conundrums for which there is an answer—if only you can find it. Problems are                

conundrums without a right answer but better or worse approaches. A mess is a dynamic               

system of problems (Ackoff, 1970). 
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Certainly the current climate situation and the gap in imperative versus current adoption of               

sustainable practices can be classified as a mess. Some indicators that a problem merits a               

systems thinking approach include ones for which: 1. There are multiple perspectives on             

what the situation is and how to deal with it, 2. Problem seems to oscillate, 3. A previously                  

applied fix has created problems elsewhere, 4. Limitations experienced are believed to result             

from insufficient capacity or 5. There is more than one limit to growth. 

Climate change and questions of if, when and how to be more sustainable are classic                

systems problems. As stated the systems thinking worldview offers the lens through which to              

see deeper connections and hence the interconnection of dilemmas. Additionally, beyond           

reframing worldview, systems thinking can inform a strategy for addressing issues of            

transformation to sustainability by guiding a deep and broad understanding of the situation to              

be transformed. 

Because systems thinking focuses on the whole, including the feed-back relationships            

between what is being studied and the other parts of the system, the systems thinking               

approach is fundamentally different from traditional forms of analysis (Aronson, 2009). The            

soft systems approach looks at elements, interconnections and the function of a system.             

Several habits of the system thinker are foundational to informing analysis.  

The main habits systems thinkers develop (and an example of the type of question the habits                

inspire) follow (adapted from Waters Foundation and Senge, 1990):  

1. Seeks to understand the big picture—“how can I maintain balance between the big             
picture and important details?” 

2. Considers how mental models affect current reality and the future—“how are the            
current mental models hindering our efforts in this area?” 

3. Observes how elements in a system change over time, generating patterns and            
trends—“what important elements have changed in the system?” 

4. Recognizes that a system’s structure generates its behavior, identifying cause and           
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effect relationships—“how do the parts affect one another?” 
5. Changes perspective to increase understanding—“as I learn about new perspectives,          

am I willing to change my mind?” 
6. Considers and issue fully, resists coming to a quick conclusion—“how can I manage             

the tension that exists when issues are not resolved immediately?” 
7. Considers both the short and long-term consequences of actions and asks questions            

such as “are we willing to accept short term pain for long term gain?” 
8. Uses understanding of system structure to identify leverage points and asks           

questions—“where might a change in the structure lead to significant improvement?” 
9. Surfaces and iteratively tests assumptions—“how do my past experiences influence          

the development of my theories and assumptions?” 
 

Systems thinking methods employs a series of “link and loop” diagrams to visualize              

reinforcing effects and stocks and flows within the system. Causal loop diagrams and system              

archetypes are employed to unveil themes such as the “tragedy of the commons” that often               

repeat over time and across issues. 

As a method of deep seeing and reframing—systems thinking is an ideal tool for both                

addressing the disconnect between climate change and societal impacts, as well as,            

addressing the absence of the social from concepts of sustainability. Where systems thinking             

fails—is in the fact that it is communicated and packaged in a way that feels too                

overwhelming and complex in and of itself. Systems thinking mapping tools, through crucial             

are limited to loops, links and flows without necessarily offering an indicator of how to know                

what pieces of the puzzle to include. Further systems thinking lacks explicit tools of              

implementation (although it mandates testing and exploration and design as an element is             

implicitly implied). Through an examination of currently available visual representations,          

literature reviews and in-person workshops (Systems Thinking Design Challenge Workshop )           

on the subject it was ascertained that systems thinking is considered a fuzzy concept,              

outdated and/or too complex by the average professional or layperson. 
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Systems thinking addresses complexity but there is no reason the basic tenets and tools of                

systems thinking need be cloaked in complexity. Unless someone is a systems scientist,             

takes a class in systems, studies sustainability or is an organizational change management             

consultant—it is unlikely they would have heard of systems thinking—and even in the cases              

they have—it is unlikely they would know how to employ a systems analysis. As such it                

remains mainly locked up in business and academia and generally inaccessible from the             

broader population that might most benefit from what is has to offer. The one exception is in                 

the design field where concepts of systems thinking are frequently implicitly applied and in              

the case of whole systems design—explicitly applied (both to be discussed in subsequent             

chapters).  

A systems thinking lens is a foundational start to providing a worldview that accounts for                

the complexity of sustainability. Continued development of tools to bring the systems            

worldview and habits of thinking to everyday decision makers can help to bridge conceptual              

gaps in why sustainability matters to individuals and why seemingly little decisions can have              

a big impact.  

 

Design Thinking 

“Beyond fashion, graphics, products, services into education transportation economics and           

politics design” (Nussbaum, 2007) may play an important role and assisting to mainstream             

cultures and sustainability.  According to Nussbaum in 2007: 

"Over the past decade, design has evolved to be coming articulated, formalized method of              
solving problems that cannot be widely used in business–and in civil society. Designs focus              
on observing consumer, patient, student–human behavior, its emphasis on iteration and           
speed, its ability to construct, not destruct, it's search for new options and opportunities, it's               
ability to connect to powerful emotions, its optimism, made converts out of tough CEOs.” 
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These qualities make design a powerful tool in and contemplating and iterating interventions             

that encourage the transformative processes required to transition from a culture of structural             

violence embedded in consumerism to one positive peace embedded in sustainable cultures. 

Conceptions of design have broadened into variety of labels including ‘design thinking’,             

‘service design’, (Campbell, 2009; Engine Service Design, 2010; Guardian, 2010; Kimbell,           

2009) ‘experience design’, ‘user’ or ‘human centered design’ (IDEO,2009; Sato, 2009),           

‘integrative thinking’ (Sato,2009), ‘transformative design’ (Campbell, 2009) and ‘social         

innovation’ (Guardian, 2010; Manzini,2006). Social innovation as Manzini presents         

specifically speaks to innovative responses to social challenges (2006). 

Cornerstones of design that position as well in addressing the challenges of structural              

violence include its human centered focus which places people at the center of the design               

process rather than tackling challenges from organizational internal or technical frames. It is             

research-based using qualitative ethnographic and observational research techniques then         

applied in response to the challenge at hand. Incorporate methodologies from anthropology            

and ethnographic research disciplines, reducing the reliance on the participants conscious           

analysis of their own behavior (Weber, 2009:15). Research in the design field extends into              

the use of mobile technologies allowing for contextual inquiry such as an mobile diaries              

which provide “rich and deep insights into people's daily rhythms, thoughts and experiences”             

(Hagen et.al., 2007).  

These techniques can offer insights that dislodge hidden assumptions and uncover the             

influence of biases and heuristics that remain unarticulated using traditional methods of            
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research (Weber, 2009; Sato, 2009; Kumer, 2009; Hagen et.al., 2007; Stappers and Lugt,             

2005; Gabrielli and Noels, 2003). 

IDEO summarizes how the research fits into design thinking and the design process: 

"Qualitative research methods enable the design team to develop a deep empathy for people              
they're designing for, to question assumptions, And to inspire new solutions. At the early              
stages of the process, research is generative–used to inspire and imagination and inform             
intuition about new opportunities and ideas. In later phases, these methods can be             
evaluative–used to learn quickly about people’s response to ideas and proposed solutions”            
(2009: 20).  
 
Because it goes beyond a mere academic understanding of people and culture and aims to               

understand a person's activities within the context of their social and cultural world (Sato,              

2009: 41) design offers are useful tool of engagement for the field of peace studies               

particularly in efforts to shift behavior. 

Design also incorporates a broader contextual view in addressing the question or problem              

include a wider frame of reference and examining the system the context in which the               

problem lays. Eero Saarinen “reminds us to always design thing by considering its next              

larger context–a chair in a room, a room in the house, a house in an environment, and                 

environment in a city plan.” This technique recognizes not only place but that cultural forces               

can have a significant impact (Suri and Howard, 2006: 248). Importantly design takes into              

account the many dimensions of the human experience, not least of which include motivation              

and emotional needs. Design lead innovation incorporates five main contacts into           

consideration including: 1. physical, how people experience their physical interaction, 2.           

cognitive, such as how people associate meaning, 3. social, including behavior in social             

settings, 4 cultural, including shared norms and habits values and 5. emotional, including             

how people experience their feelings and thoughts (Kumar, 2009: 93). 
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Design is often collaborative and transdisciplinary; approaching problem-solving through          

exploratory and even playful methodologies that include co-design techniques to encourage           

participation from broad groups of stakeholders and multidisciplinary teams. This is an            

important component for those practitioners working in international development         

particularly as design excels at comprising teams of representatives from different agencies            

or departments which allow for the development of more cohesive and connected            

interventions and services. This includes co-design defined by Sanders and Simmons as “any             

act of collective creativity that is experienced jointly by two or more people. It is a special                 

case of collaboration where the intent is to create something that is not known in advance”                

(2009:1). This is an important component as the recognition of the proper solution is no               

longer preconceived therefore dis-enabling prescriptive solutions. Co-design can take place          

in some or all stages— from brainstorming to the creation of ‘tangible artifacts’ (Rijn and               

Stappers, 2008:1). It can be incorporated and any of the stages of design including              

pre-design design research design development even the marketing and/or distribution as           

well as post distribution for review and outcomes. Additionally it is not limited by context               

frequently taking place between individuals or within communities, inside companies and           

organizations, or between companies, as well as between organizations and the people they             

serve (Sanders and Simons, 2009:3). One example of co-design in the peace studies field is               

that of the courts Rwanda by which Rwandans and peace and justice workers co-created              

systems based on tradition and efficacy within the context of modernity to address crimes              

committed during the genocide. 
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Design is iterative and applies prototyping techniques to incorporate rapid feedback from             

users enter evaluate and involve ideas and perspective interventions. The iterative nature of             

design helps to ensure more effective interventions that are better suited to the intended              

purpose be testing and retesting all along way. The practice of design and iterative thinking               

includes the ability to prototype quickly and inexpensively, that's allowing for rapid learning             

and the ability to identify and focus on unknowns or complex elements. 

Finally design considerations include accounts of feasibility and viability balancing end            

user needs and design or implementation capacities. 

Several sets of design have emerged specifically to inform sustainability; these include but              

are not limited to 1. eco-design, 2. design for purpose, 3. design for behavior and 4. systems                 

design or whole-systems design 

Many of these iterations have evolved out of consideration of design responsibility. Hans              

Jonas elaborated on Max Weber’s concept of the “ethics of responsibility” to include not              

only the intentions behind a given action it also its implications and results (Jonas, 1971).               

The designer's role as Ezio Manzini sees it, is to enhance the movements of social               

innovation and continue to steer it toward more sustainable ways of living (2006). 

Eco-design is intended to go beyond the considerations of mere efficiency such as energy               

use and to integrate considerations of how designs can innately be compatible with the              

principles of sustainability (Walker, 2002: 4). As it stands most eco-design has remained             

insufficient to truly address the sustainability challenges we face. Partly this is because             

inherently as previously discussed the underlying systems of production are unsustainable           

(Manzini, 2006, 2002; Hawken, Lovins and Lovins, 1999). Additionally user behavior and            
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the way products are used Beyond scope of the products manufacturing and design often              

have significant negative side effects or rebound effects (Werbach, 2009; Wever et. al.,2008;             

Manzini, 2002). And perhaps most significantly eco-design does not have a court tenant of              

questioning whether the product itself will have any meaningful responsible contribution to            

material culture or societal benefit (Walker, 2002:6). 

Design for purpose takes a human centered approach with an emphasis on the user needs                

and motivations as opposed to the end product. This approach has the potential to reduce the                

social and natural capital waste that often occurs needlessly when the focus is on the               

production of a specific product or item instead moving the focus towards delivering a              

solution in whatever format might best meet user needs. Designing for behavior is an              

important component of design for sustainability as often negative social or environmental            

impacts are caused by unintended user behavior– Commonly referred to as ‘rebound effects’             

(Lilley, Lofthouse and Bhamra, 2005). Design for behavior addresses this issue by designing             

in features intended to curb unsustainable practices (Campbell, 2010; Lockton, 2010a).           

Intended behavior works breast attitudes can differ from actual behavior. This phenomenon            

as outlined by Martiskainen: 

 
“Our behaviors are not simple but based on various components, of which habits and routines               
form the most challenging and complex part. Even though a person's attitude may be positive               
towards certain pro environmental behaviors and the person may have in intention of             
undertaking that behavior, his or her habits can get in the way and prevent that behavior from                 
happening, or the person may act opposite two his or her intention without even realizing               
(e.g. I will turn my television off at the end of the day as it saves electricity, but in the                    
evening my habit of leaving it on standby takes over without me realizing it and I wake up in                   
the morning with the television on standby–again (2008: 87).” 
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As such he suggest a range of influences to be considered when attempting to change               

people’s behavior including 1. internal factors such as attitudes, beliefs and personal values;             

2. external factors such as the cultural setting regulations, and institutions and 3. habituated              

factors such as routines and habits (2008: 87). In order to design with this mind Robinson                

suggests considering predisposes factors which might lead a person consider change;           

Enabling factors that could remove barriers to more actively support the change, triggering             

factors which could prompt the person to attempt the behavior change and satisfying factors              

which then reward change's behavior and support ongoing adoption (2004). A useful            

framework for considering encouragement of behavior change is the design with intent            

framework and toolkit produced by Lockton in 2009 and 2010 respectively. 

Of course changing people's behavior is a complex challenge, with individual consumption             

patterns influenced by interdependent habits and practices along with functional and           

symbolic reasoning (Martiskainen, 2008:110-111). But design thinking offers important tools          

for incorporating the reality of heuristics and human biases in attempting to shift cultural              

normatives or in generative co-creation processes that attempt to change embedded consumer            

and business normatives into more sustainable normatives. 

 
 

Life Cycle Analysis 

To address information inequality means taking frameworks such as the Life Cycle             

Analysis (LCA) and Social Life Cycle Analysis (s/LCA) and designing creative possibilities            

for their use as everyday tools. The life cycle analysis is a scientific methodology used to                
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evaluate the environmental impacts of a product or service over the course of it’s “life” from                

raw material extraction all the way through to it’s “end of life” (e.g. trash, landfill, recycling,                

upcycling, etc.) Currently, LCA skill sets and tools are cryptic and expensive and s/LCA tool               

sets in their infancy. But the information these methodologies unveil is deeply informative in              

demonstrating impact (both positive and negative) and informing better choices.  

Experts, product designers or others with specialized skills use the LCA as the go-to               

methodology for specifically evaluating the environmental impact of a product or           

service—cradle-to-cradle evaluation of material and energy inputs and their environmental          

outputs result in an estimate of environmental impacts. The social side of evaluating impact              

has largely fallen under the umbrella of corporate social responsibility, not-for-profit,           

non-governmental or watch dog initiatives. Recently a crucial development has emerged; a            

methodology has been laid out for the s/LCA. Though cumbersome, it does offer a starting               

point for introducing the social component into the impact assessment of a product or              

service. Unfortunately the two processes are separate—each within its’ own silo. While            

segmented analysis is understandable due to the real and perceived intensity of each             

undertaking, it misses the value of recognizing innate interconnection.  

To bridge these silos and further— to address true sustainability—it is necessary to              

explicitly frame both within systems thinking. This work asserts systems thinking and            

methodologies such as social and environmental LCA’s (SE LCA) no longer need be cloaked              

in complexity. Through innovative design and compelling stories, these processes of           

evaluation and thinking can be made accessible to the mainstream.  
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In a recent article on climate change and conservation, novelist Jonathan Fraser does an               

excellent job of highlighting a common sentiment on climate change in his analogy of the               

“Annie Hall” character Alvy Singer. In the film Alvy suddenly stops doing his homework              

and in response the mother takes him to see a psychiatrist. We learn Alvy has read that the                  

universe is expanding and hence will surely break apart so “what’s the point?” he asks               

(Frazen, 2015).  

As demonstrated from the results of the situation analysis of the People’s Climate March,               

and Samantha Bernard’s earlier; people feel overwhelmed and unable to act individually to             

make real change- and with a lack of vision and accessible toolsets alongside the continued               

long-term failure on the part of governments to act- there is a sense that little is to be done                   

about climate change or sustainability.  

Tools are needed to both challenge mental models and develop alternative visions. A              

vision representing both our daily entanglement with unsustainable practices and the           

possibilities for sustainability are necessary precursors to using tools to develop solutions.            

The availability heuristic is a cognitive science heuristic that demonstrates humans are more             

inclined to believe those things we can imagine most vividly. To move towards social and               

environmental sustainability a visual connection to how daily choices drive and impact the             

world is crucial. Concepts of sustainability and stories of possibility must be made vividly              

tangible.  

The following chapter outlines a potential map for those working in development,             

peacebuilding, sustainability, design or other fields could use, in conjunction with systems            

thinking to ensure all the pieces within the big picture are at least being acknowledged—even               
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if not being acted upon. It’s a case of “designing the dots” to connect and keep track of all the                    

important pieces while ensuring you have the whole story. Design itself can play an              

important role not only in creating its own sustainable design solutions but also in making               

visible the existing or new narratives, translating the opaque idea of sustainability into             

something more tangible and making accessible the complex tools such as systems thinking             

that if made accessible, can be used for deciphering, understanding and creating actionable             

solutions for issues of sustainability.  

A good deal of the focus of design thinking has been in application to product oriented                 

problems but there is an ever-stronger movement of design practices that seek to address              

‘wicked problems’ and the complex dilemmas of societal structures. This is a shift that many               

sustainable designers such as Manzini have been calling for for decades and the complexity              

of issues facing society are certainly ripe for design style innovation. But first, design itself               

needs to understand the story and issues of sustainability.  

A grounded and systemic framework is necessary for the designer to investigate the issues               

in order to develop clear visions and enable actionable, sustainable choices (designs,            

decisions, interventions) both for their own practice and for others. This requires a critical              

examination of applicable tools for the designer, individuals and communities to envision            

their own new paradigms. In order to unpack strategies moving forward it is important to               

look to methodologies, beyond systems thinking, that may serve to fill in some of the gaps in                 

specific guidance to gathering a deep and holistic story. 

Social and Environmental Life Cycle Assessment (SE LCA) 

The social and environmental life cycle assessments are methodologies that provide            
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specific guidelines on processes, players and impacts that should be considered when            

measuring a product or services impact on the environment and society. Though they are              

complementary they have not been combined. 

 

The environmental life cycle (e/LCA) first emerged in the late 1960’s and has become a                

common professional tool for evaluating the environmental aspects of a product or service             

throughout its’ life cycle. The methodology entails an assessment of exchanges (elementary            

flows) between a product system (all functions required to design, produce, distribute and             

service a manufactured product) and the environment through all stages of the products             

“life”—sometimes referred to as cradle-to-grave evaluation. A products life cycle includes           

raw material extraction and/or processing, manufacturing, distribution, use, recycling and/or          

final disposal.  
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As this work has continued to highlight, along with the environmental impact of any product               

or service- there is also the social. There is the story of all the workers, the local communities                  

and others who participate in the “life” of making or using a given product. To a large extent                  

the supply chains of products are global. And “although corporate social responsibility (CSR)             

strategies are already a widespread practice, they lack a systemic approach to achieve that              

ideal [more life conducive system], being unable to deal with the extent and complexity of               

problems the planet is facing” (Pedrosa, 2012). This is because often CSR strategies only              

orient themselves to one particular issue—forgoing the benefit of a systems worldview and             

missing a more complete picture and potentially the opportunity to find the most strategic              

leverage points or sacrifice one part for the benefit of the whole. 

The consumer (and in many instances, even the producer) may hear isolated reports on a                

company’s CSR but otherwise—outside of marketing— the consumer generally has little to            

no relationship with a products point of origin. Beyond a consumer relationship to brand              

identity or a certification such as fair trade, most products are faceless. A crucial connection               

is lost when the relationship to those making and manufacturing the very things people              

depend on daily is completely obscured. People lose a sense of responsibility to the other               

when they don’t concretely realize the other even exists. Further, this disconnect prohibits             

recognition of externalized costs. Making visible these connections can help to make            
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tangible people’s daily participation and impact on systems beyond their local circumference            

and develop increasingly broader awareness. 

  

 

 

A demonstration of the deeply ingrained social environmental disconnect is that while the              

e/LCA has been around for a half century—making connections between product production            

and environmental impact—the social life cycle assessment s/LCA was only first published            

in 2009. To date social “standards” are regulated by both National and International law.              

Operating standards for product service systems are subject to local laws and or voluntarily              

international standards.  

Voluntary international standards are specifications for products, services and systems set            

by representatives from different national standards organizations who come together          
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collectively as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). The ISO publishes           

operating standards guidelines including social standards such as worker safety standards.           

The ISO is most interested in “facilitating free and fair global trade” and while there are                

social considerations built into the standards such as the ISO 26000:2010 the standards are              

only guides and cannot be certified. While you can find out if a company is certified in other                  

categories, unless you are a member or pay for their services as a business—specific details               

of a company’s performance are inaccessible. . Further if you would like to read these               

standards or understand what social responsibility categories or impacts to consider—they           

must be bought. 

As such the s/LCA offers a significant new opportunity to guide interested organizations              

or individuals to better understand crucial touch points when evaluating social or            

socio-economic impacts. For the designer specifically, using a combined social and           

environmental (SE) LCA would allow them a map to guide in tracing the social,              

socio-economic and environmental impacts of their design. 
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It is important to note that the s/LCA was developed through the collaboration of several                

organizations and led by the Life Cycle Initiative project housed within the United Nations              

Environmental Protection Agency. The initiative reflects a previous and continuing gap in a             

synthesis of the social and environmental components of sustainability and seeks to provide a              

methodology and metrics for evaluating the social and socio-economic impacts of products            

and services. As with most international, large scale, metrics development it is still subject to               

the use of embedded language which may or may not best serve the constituents it aims to                 

support—but it is a major leap of progress relative to ISO standards. That said, the               

methodology offers an important starting point to begin conceptualizing the myriad of social             

relationships and impacts that a given product or service will have throughout its life cycle               
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by providing a framework of stakeholders and impacts to be assigned at each stage of a                

product or service’s life cycle. 

The s/LCA can be used complimentarily to the environmental life cycle analysis or as a                

stand-alone methodology. Components with a product or service system that are assessed            

include those that either directly or indirectly affect stakeholders in both positive and/or             

negative ways throughout the life cycle and are often linked to socio-economic processes, the              

actions of organizations or government players or implications for social capital. The intent             

of the s/LCA is to shed light on opportunities for incremental improvement through             

informing decision making and instigating dialogue. The overarching goal of the sLCA is to              

better the well-being of stakeholders (UNEP, 2009). 

Evaluation is set into five different stakeholder categories: local community, value chain             

actors, consumer, worker and society. Each category contains additional subcategories based           

on socially significant themes or attributes and assessment is based on both quantitative and              

qualitative data. The main impact categories include: human rights, working conditions,           

health and safety, cultural heritage, governance and socio-economic repercussions.  

One significant difference from the e/LCA to be noted is that every s/LCA stakeholder               

category is to be included with each stage of the LCA. The subcategories to be included are                 

determined in the inventory analysis phase and represent common issues that can be             

associated with a product’s production. These issues are often related to the deeper societal              

structures underpinning production and consumption but the intent of the methodology is to             

map the issues themselves. This information alone can be useful for demonstrating concrete             

examples of problem even though the intent of the methodology, as it stands alone or with                
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the e/LCA, is not to make a claim on whether a product should or should not be made but                   

instead demonstrate related impacts. For the purposes of the designer or everyday decision             

maker—knowledge of this information can enable more informed decision-making. 

Currently the s/ LCA and e/LCA are complimentary but have not been combined. All               

projects have to consider the broader landscape for which they are working within. Beyond              

feasibility a project that aims to be truly sustainable will have an exponential number of               

considerations. As such it can be extremely messy to try and make sure all the important                

considerations have made it to the table. While many research and design methodologies             

have principles, methods or processes that address pieces of sustainability, very few offer             

holistic frameworks for deep analysis and mapping of both the social and environmental             

components together.  

Approaching the problem from a systems thinking perspective it would make sense to              

combine the s/LCA and e/LCA. This is not to say that they should merge but instead suggest                 

combined visual representations that lay all the pieces out in one place—would allow for              

increased perspective and big picture vision. Further it would connect the dots and facilitate a               

piece of the much needed restoration to the damage caused by the deeply ingrained “man as                

separate from nature” and “society as separate from sustainability” memes. Additionally,           

using a combined SE LCA would compliment the systems thinking method itself by offering              

the much needed indicators of how to know what pieces of the puzzle (i.e. stakeholders and                

impacts) to include when thinking about a problem or issue. While the LCA methodology              

has most commonly been applied to product systems its value in mapping the pieces can be                

translated to inform services, systems and processes as well.  
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Using systems thinking and the SE LCA can assist in addressing issues of framing and a                 

provide framework for mapping crucial stakeholders, processes and impacts. These two           

methods alone are promising in their potential to better inform the everyday choices that              

impact humanities shared destiny—but the linchpin is that they need academics and design             

to take on their translation for the general public.  

 

Design offers a great opportunity to apply the breadth and depth of systems thinking and the                

SE LCA and move from understanding and into a realm of innovative solutions and              

implementation. The following chapter will discuss some ways design is currently applying            

systems thinking, the e/LCA and other methodologies of sustainable design. 

What constitutes “design thinking,” or a “designer” for that matter, are questions for which               
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there are divergent and contested opinions. Victor Papanek would assert that all men are              

designers—“that design is basic to all human activity” and that “design is the conscious              

effort to impose meaningful order” (Papanek, 1979).  

Useful and diverse design methodologies exist in abundance but according to Nigel Cross              

what connects designers is a specific ability—no matter what the problem is—to “produce             

novel, unexpected solutions, tolerate uncertainty, work with incomplete information, apply          

imagination and forethought to practical problems and use drawing and other modeling            

media as means of problem-solving” (Cross, 2001). Tim Brown describes “design thinking”            

as “a methodology for innovation and enablement” (Brown, 2009). 

Charles Sanders Pierce proposes that it is “a logical leap of the mind” that produces new                 

ideas (Hawthorn and Weiss, 1931-1958). His research suggested that new ideas couldn’t be             

proven through deductive or inductive reasoning because new data never fits neatly into old              

paradigms. The act of wondering (central to abductive reasoning) and an active imagination             

about what could be done becomes central to new idea generation (Hawthorn and Weiss,              

1931-1958). In response to the question “What do you mean by design thinking?” Roger              

Martin stated “design thinkers are willing to use all three [deductive, inductive, abductive]             

kinds of logic to understand their world” (Collopy, 2009). 

Design thinking is crucial to a world full of dilemmas and breaking paradigms (i.e. climate                

change & neo-liberal capitalism). Martin goes on to make clear that while abductive             

reasoning allows designers to posit possibility—it must be balanced by reliable collection of             

new data combined with past lessons learned. So too it follows that the worldview of the                

design thinker and their ability to systemically gather data also becomes crucial (i.e. systems              
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thinking and SE LCA).  

Many design methodologies are derived from the systems thinking worldview- such as             

interactive planning and systems dynamics. Other design methodologies have brought          

heightened awareness of the social—such as human-centered design—but most offer          

guidance on how to gather information and reflect back interventions and designs for just one               

part of the puzzle (Pourdehnad et. al., 2011). While scope is foundational to success, the key                

to whole systems design is in understanding how the various parts of the system interact               

together. Systems thinking provides the frame to see that changes in one part of the system                

often inadvertently affect other parts of the system—sometimes to the worsening or            

detriment of the whole and broadens awareness to consider the performance of the whole              

even if it means a sacrifice of a part (Sweeney, n.d.). 

While this may seem obvious the process of uncovering the ‘how’ and ‘where’ of these                

interactions is far from “systemically” codified in design methodology (Blizzard and Klotz,            

2012). In part this is ‘by design’ as there are countless means of gathering information and                

there is no infallibly correct process. That said, with the level of complexity that a designer                

working in fissures of sustainability is dealing with—a guiding map such as the SE LCA               

could assist in highlighting necessary touch points. While many propose that systems            

thinking intrinsically plays a role in design, others would say “the processes, principles and              

methods guiding the whole systems design approach are not clearly defined nor understood             

by practicing designers or design educators (Charnley, 2010).” 

Pourdehnad et. al. contend that: “how well we deal with emergent problematic conditions              

depends on the quality of the approaches we use to try and implement. These approaches               
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depend more on philosophy and worldview than on science and technology. And this is              

where it becomes important to recognize that design thinking does not adhere to a specific               

worldview whereas systems thinking does. While a diversity of approaches can be a value -               

the possibility of addressing the complexity of modern dilemmas and sustainability, in            

particular, requires an ability to internalize concepts of systemic wholeness. In this regard,             

design practices will benefit from consciously integrating the systems thinking worldview           

into its methodology (Charnley, 2010).” 

Some methods of design do go further than others in integrating some systems thinking               

principles. IDEO methodologies of the “Deep Dive” have made it standard practice for             

designers to be more inclusive of gathering data from a variety of stakeholders including              

end-users through ethnographic, anthropological studies or other social science based          

methodologies. The shortfall is that, despite a variety of gained perspectives—the process            

still only gathers information from parts—and then it is the designer who puts the pieces               

together (Charnley, 2010). A main differentiation of the systems thinking design approach is             

that it seeks to engage the stakeholder, not only as a source of information to be interviewed                 

or observed, but instead as an actual participant designer. Goetze suggests designers need to              

shift more into a role of facilitator or service provider as opposed to a role as sole                 

expert—highlighting that collaboration is key (Goetze and Koltz, 2012). 

The explicit combination of systems thinking and design can be seen in whole systems               

design methodologies: “Whole systems design considers an entire system as a whole from             

multiple perspectives to understand how its parts can work together as a system to create               

synergies and solve multiple design problem simultaneously. It is an interdisciplinary           
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collaborative and iterative process” (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012). “However the processes,           

principles and methods guiding the whole systems design approach are not clearly defined             

nor understood by practicing designers or design educators” (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012). 

Several categories of design have overlapping processes, principles and methods with            

whole systems designs. Most of these corresponding categories originate in green design            

principles (such as ecological design, sustainable design, integrated design, cradle-to-cradle          

design, permaculture, design for the environment and biomimicry). 

After a thorough cross-examination by Blizzard and Klotz of the design literature, key              

phrases (19) were identified across the various “green” design strategies including:  

Essential Process Elements: 1.establish common goals and align incentives, 2.practice          

mutual learning, 3.share information with everyone,  

Essential Design Principles: 1.focus on the fundamental desired outcome, 2.learn from           

nature, 3.apply systems thinking,  

Essential Design Methods: 1.define scope to align with vision and desired outcomes             

(scope should include both the temporal and spatial), 2.design on a clean sheet, 3.design              

analysis at the end use and work upstream, 4.seek simple elegant solutions, 5.value place,              

6.move resource impact toward zero, 7.rethink waste, 8.use of renewable inputs, 9.use            

non-hazardous materials 10.seek multiple benefits from single expenditures, 11.protect and          

restore natural, social and economic systems, 12.build in feedback, 13.consider the entire            

lifecycle of the system, 14.tunnel through cost barrier. 

The designer looks to create the best, innovative options regardless of the issue being               

addressed. Clearly many have looked to address issues of sustainability- both social and             
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environmental. Explicitly employing systems thinking in design will enhance any design           

process if it improves the performance of the whole. An intersection is complementary and              

as it pertains to addressing the wicked problems of climate change and            

sustainability—necessary. 

 
 
Integrated Methodologies (IM) for Change 

The integration of systems thinking, social and environmental life cycle assessments and             

design will have a multiplier effect, increasing the capacity to make more sustainable choices              

and ability to arrive at more sustainable options.  

The convergence of systems thinking and design is far from a new conversation. In recent                

years the subject has been a focus among systems thinkers and designers alike. Academic              

and professional journals and conferences from both fields have given the topic significant             

attention (see bibliography) and the complimentary capacity of the two can be summed up as               

a systems approach provides a broader perspective of the problematic situation from which             

high leverage areas for intervention can be recognized. Design provides a humanistic            

perspective of the needs of real users, and craft skills for giving tangible form to abstract                

ideas” (Ryan and Leung, 2013).  

The integration of the social and environmental lifecycles, first in and of themselves and               

then additionally into a framework with design and systems is another story. At the time of                

writing, significant searches revealed not a single visual representation of the s/LCA on its              

own. Existing s/LCA documents (which are limited) do have some visual components and             

articulate verbally the complement of the e/LCA—but similarly to the s/LCA on its own—no              
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visual representations were found even relating the two together, much less integrated with             

design and systems thinking. The e/LCA on the other hand has been widely implemented as a                

tool for designers and often framed within whole systems thinking or design terminology.             

The additional integration of the s/LCA is a natural progression.  

While an obvious danger exists that an overly simplified integration of methodologies runs              

the risk of being “watered-down,” the opportunity to use systems thinking, the SE LCA and               

design to build general awareness and bring an accessible worldview to a broader population.              

The intent would then be a chance for more everyday decisions by everyday people to be                

considered through an integrated understanding of broader impacts. 

What is in part significant in this methodology is the explicit convergence and suggestion               

that steps be taken in implementation of the IM to account for each. Several projects are                

outlined in the final section applying these integrated methodologies to both inform a             

practice and address the issues of worldview, a severance of the social and environmental              

and the absence of narratives and tools previously outlined in regards to climate change and               

sustainability.  
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Section V: Enacting Culture(s) of Sustainability 
Praxis and Case Studies 
 
" We can't solve problems by using the same kind of thinking we used when we created 
them." -Albert Einstein 
 
 
    The following section is a compilation of case studies employed to evaluate current 

perceptions and practices of “sustainability,” “sustainable culture”  and systems thinking. 

Additionally several praxis are employed to test systems and design thinking, as well as, life 

cycle analysis as methodologies for encouraging behavior changes toward more sustainable 

everyday normatives. 

 
 
 
Case Study I: Rancho Mastatal 
 

Overview: In order to understand what, if any, impacts Rancho Mastatal had on              

influencing further adoption of culture(s) of sustainability by participants in ranch life and/or             

the surrounding local community; an in-person study of Rancho Mastatal took place between             

November 2012- January 2013.  

 Research Objectives: 

● Identify people’s motivations to come to the ranch 
● Identify conceptions of sustainability  
● Identify skills learned at the ranch that have been adopted and implemented into 

“mainstream” life. 
● Understand varied definitions and iterations of “sustainability” as being practiced a           

rural sustainable education center 
 
Research Methods: 

● Observation 
● Onsite Interviews 
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● Follow-up Survey  
 
Overall Guiding Questions: 

● Can sustainable education centers located in remote, low-traffic areas, generate 
behavior changes that influence broader mainstream normatives? 

 
 
Description of Site: 
  

Rancho Mastatal is a “sustainable living center” established in Mastatal, Costa Rica in              

2001. Mastatal is a small village located approximately 102 kilometers from the Costa Rican              

capital of San Jose. Puriscal is the closest major city and despite being only 38 kilometers                

from Mastal is a 1.5-2.5 hour trip due to the dirt road conditions. With a population of 150                  

people Mastatal is primarily a rural farming community Costa Rica's neighboring the La             

Cangreja National Park and approximately 30 kilometers from Costa Rica’s central Pacific            

coast.  

Rancho Mastatal offers internships, apprenticeships and guest stays on its 300 acre             

property and active permaculture farm. Founded by Robin Nunes and Tim O’Hara both             

former U.S. Peace Corps workers and experts in social ecology and agricultural economics             

respectively, the two had the “hope of providing a space where individuals could come to               

learn about the importance of living more responsibly while offering an important economic             

injection to the small community where we decided to call home” (Rancho Mastatal, 2013).              

Most commonly referred to as “the ranch” by those who build in-person relationships with              

the center via courses or stays; thousands have come over the years to experience first hand                

and/or engage in and learn specific skillsets of “sustainable living.” As a working             

permaculture farm with an education center the ranch provides a rotating suite of courses and               
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in some cases apprenticeships on topics such as forestry, natural building, fermentation, plant             

medicine, sustainable living and renewable energy.  

 
Onsite Observations: 
 

After a two hour ride on a school bus converted to serve as public transportation I arrived                  

at the tiny village Mastatal. The entrance to the ranch itself is only a few meters from the bus                   

stop and the only small restaurant in operation. The location feels extremely isolated with              

the lush surrounding low mountain Costa Rican jungle. As you enter the ranch grounds you               

go through a small outdoor greenhouse and past banana trees to access the main house. The                

main house contains a library, some rooms for guests to stay, an indoor bathroom ,a large                

food storage area, a fermentation area and the large back patio eating area and kitchen area                

where most of the food preparation and cooking takes place. 

Two full time teachers at the ranch greet new apprentices and interns. Depending on if                

guests have come for short stay, a long internship or of course they are giving a relevant tour                  

and shown where they will be staying. Aside from the main house there are several               

sustainably built wood and/or wood and mud construction tree houses and homes located on              

the property. 

Most cooking done at the ranch is completed with methane gas that has been captured                

from the main house restroom facilities into the bio-digester that feeds into the kitchen.              

While the ranch does not produce enough food to be “food self-sufficient” and has to make                

purchases from local vendors for vegetables and some cheeses it does produce some of it’s               

own food such as eggs from its own chickens and milk from its goats. 
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Interaction with local residents of Mastatal (population 100) includes a weekly meal             

offered to guests, interns, and staff at the one restaurant, weekly or bi-weekly games of               

football or frisbee at the community field and interaction with some local residents who work               

on the ranch. Additionally the ranch has sponsored the building and maintenance of a small               

community library which interns and staff use and help to operate.  

During my stay several interviews took place with apprentices and interns some of who               

we're nearing the end of the stay and some of who we're near the beginning of their stay.                  

Most interns and apprentices would stay for somewhere between 3 to 6 months.  

 
On-site Ranch Interviews 
 
December 5th 2012  Mastatal, Costa Rica 
Interview with Alex Halpern, 24 years old   
 
Why have you decided to come to Rancho Mastatal? 
One of the main reasons was just the sustainable building that they advertise here and and                
just gaining more skills in permaculture and to be in a communal environment where that               
learning is happening. 
 
What was your first introduction to the concept of sustainability? 
I would say in my case it was it probably began in school and college when I started learning                   
about the effects of climate change . And that and all that negative things that were impacting                
on the earth really started sinking in first. Once that sunk in a little bit more my interest in                   
more sustainable ideas really started in the passion really started to grow that way. 
 
What class specifically at university or series of classes specifically? 
I was in earth sciences major so I had a lot of introduction to climate change classes - global                  
climate 
 
Following that initial introduction how or what within those classes further sparked            
your interest and sustainability? As an earth sciences major would you say you came              
into it with an environmental value base already in place?  
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A little bit I was really interested and sciences at the time know I wasn't that interested in                  
food and land are any of these things but once I started I kind of I knew I was interested in                     
understanding all the problems that are happening to the planet and knowing what's really              
going on. And taking these classes that talk all the different aspects of what was going on                 
from the sea water in the oceans, what’s in the atmosphere, production of oil and the effects                 
they are causing in all of these different feedbacks on the planet. 
 
After you leaving university and prior coming to the ranch did you pursue any further               
work and/or education to learn more about sustainability? 
I've always been passionate about nature and working with my hands and feeling that              
connection and then I had an experience after school where I volunteered on my first farm                
and experienced the community around it any intentions that everyone brings of sharing And              
learning and the amount of love and compassion for things that… of thinking is something I                
want to be a part of an it really got me into it. I also volunteered at an urban farm and got to                       
see what it was like in the city to try and recycle and reuse and create in that environment                   
without very much money and yeah we totally did it. Yeah I think it's cool to know that                  
when you come together with people and brainstorm ideas there's ways to get materials and               
to do things more sustainably. Important to communicate and talk about the best way to go                
about and the moving in that direction instead of just doing the most simple, easiest thing all                 
the time. The experience on the farm was my first real foot on the door towards                
understanding first hand how to live a more sustainable life. Learning how to build              
sustainable ways in which I can harvest material myself and not having to go to Home Depot                 
and spending money on things that were process and made horribly I can actually I can just                 
use what was on my land and start using these other practices Earth than hey to build other                  
types of structures just recycling and using old plastic bottles and tires whatever thinking              
out-of-the-box and you can make a statically beautiful structures. They're more effective            
ways, beautiful ways. 
 
Do you foresee being able to integrate when you leave the ranch and then bark and                
normal everyday life how do you plan to incorporate the learnings around            
sustainability? 
There're a lot of different areas I can start with just personal health, the type of work that we                   
do here and the type of work and lifestyle but it requires is really healthy for me it gives me a                     
lot of hands-on relationship with the plants and animals and people and also understanding              
more about plants and how the world uses them and how we need them. The health benefits -                  
eating healthier is huge. Since I got into this sustainable direction with working on these               
farms I really started learning more about how to eat better and take care of myself as much                  
as the things we’re doing or taking care of the planet as a whole and affecting other people                  
and our systems and our environments but I think it also comes back to ourselves a lot from                  
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the simple everyday tasks to really slow down and remind yourself of what it's like to take                 
care of goats or spend time seeing how plants work and grow how you need to nurture them                  
there so many lessons that you get that I never got most of my life so it's very stimulating for                    
me to absorb. 
 
Do you perceive any barriers to pursuing more sustainable life when you return? 
Yeah one it’s finding an environment where you can really dive into it. Finding an               
environment where people really have value for it to support you or even the space where I                 
can create what I want to create. I don't know I wouldn't say there are very many barriers it                   
can be done you can choose to live how you want to live wherever you're at. I see people                   
who live really sustainably and really urban environments. I don't know. 
 
What methods do you think influence others to live more sustainable lives? 
Better understanding of maybe some of the negatives or a lot of the negative effects of what                 
this unsustainable world is causing. Not only for other people but also personally for what               
it's causing for them and how even just a more sustainable idea of even just like growing a                  
small garden and the effect that can have on somebody even just starting small sometimes               
I'm trying to start even on my mom trying to get her to understand a little bit at a time I mean                      
about vegetables how to grow them how good it can feel to pull your cabbage out of the                  
ground instead of buying it at the grocery market and see the dirt on it; know that you grew                   
it. I think food is huge thing or maybe just figuring out what personally instead of taking on                  
these ideas of what they're doing for the world as a whole looking at what are these ideas                  
doing for you? Can you be healthier for yourself can you expand and think out-of-the-box? 
 
How would you define sustainability? 
I would define sustainability as just a concept of of thinking how nature thinks of how the                 
natural world thinks are woodwork and function by itself without any five thought really just               
the most simple I've being. It's different from defining what sustainability is for me for me                
being sustainable living sustainably is having that knowledge doing what I can each day or               
when I see the opportunity to make a choice and maybe do something that would be a little                  
less harmful for my environment the planet my community I'm just making that choice to               
recycle or whatever. 
 
Would you define sustainability is having more to do with the environment or would it               
have other components as well? 
For me personally I think it mostly has to do with the environment. 
 
Additional Comments: 
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The urban environment was awesome with onomatopoeia because of how many people were             
around to witness our work and the resources that are available and really just showing               
people reminding them, easy ways to tender land nerd environment and maybe even just              
starting with their food what they eat because it's such a good gateway to living sustainably                
in the system we're doing the planet. And the joy it can bring from growing your own food                  
and then from there it kind of just escalates to oh this comes from the Sea this is how it grows                     
too well how can we design these beds to be more better ways sustainable ways to produce                 
the food more quickly get creative with design an increasing surface area of how to grow                
food. There's just so much creativity and smarter ways of doing things as far as even just                 
food production goes. Locally within the community that's a huge thing. Getting back to              
just growing and providing food for our communities rather than trying to tackle please              
whole unsustainable to me it seems it functions better with smaller operations. It's important              
for me to remind myself just the effects it has on me and my immediate community rather                 
than trying to see the big effects on the global community but more about how it's impacting                 
my world. It's not so much about the idea of how are doing all the good things to help the                    
world heal itself it's more about starting with ourselves and reminding myself of what it               
means to be human and the part of this whole system of living life how I can deal with that                    
on a daily basis and not detach myself. Experiencing the joy and pleasure I get from staying                 
connected with it. Understanding that makes me want to keep feeding it and learning more               
about how to continue to do that. Living for me I gain more by living sustainably all around.                   
I don't feel like I've sacrificed anything I feel like I've gained something. 
 
 
December 4, 2012  Mastatal, Costa Rica 
Interview with Thomas Garcia Prats, 26 
 
Can you tell me why you decided to come to Rancho Mastatal? 
I'm here because I was invited by friend to come so I was never specifically interested in                 
coming here. I was working in Nicaragua on another permaculture farm . It's another             
sustainable permaculture farm. I was interested in going there because of my connection to              
Nicaragua because I had spent a semester during university in Nicaragua and there was a               
draw to come back. I worked on two organic farms before I moved to Nicaragua; so I came                  
to continue and expand what I was a learning. And I felt like what I learned at the organic                   
farms wasn't good enough, their practices weren't good enough for me- I felt their practices               
were better than a conventional farm but it still wasn't that's sustainable. There's still a focus                
on, at least in the farming world on producing lots of vegetables which- should be one of                 
them if you're going to have a vegetable farm- but instead of a focus on taking care of the                   
soil. If you're taking care of the soil then your vegetables will come. If you're just trying to                  
grows many vegetables organically without actually worrying about the negative fax impacts            
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I can have on your soil-you could have a good harvest for 20 years but it's not something you                   
can keep going. I feel like permaculture addresses that a little bit more. I went to that farm                  
because it seems like a good way to explore another way of farming.  
 
What was your initial interest in organic or farming and why further into             
sustainability? 
If I go way back yeah there was no interest in gardening or food at all. I was from the city                     
we are from Texas we didn't go-we were in a campy family we didn't do outdoorsy things,                 
we played sports that was our activity. We ran, we played soccer. I come from a big family                  
so we are always outside playing sports and doing things like that. Food was just yeah my                 
mom cooked meals she had her set repertoire and we just cycled through that and yeah they                 
were wonderful we had a salad every night and we will we ate relatively healthy. Then I                 
went to school I went and not really interested in anything ecological I really had more of a                  
focus on history and philosophy. And then everything went pretty straight forward and then              
nothing really shocking happened until I went abroad and I spent a semester in Nicaragua               
and a semester in Peru and those kind of change the way I thought about a lot of things and                    
saw the world an relationship to my home and the U.S. in particular and to other places. Food                  
and just personal priorities. My experience my experiences in the campos which were very              
brief and even in the city in Nicaragua kind of made me feel useless in the sense that that I                    
had very little or few practical skills. So in the Campo I was 21 or 22 years old but I might                     
as well have been a child. I couldn't go do the work so i couldn’t go with the men to go do                      
the work during the day. I couldn't cook so I couldn't do anything with the women. So I just                   
hung out with the kids and eight I would go hang out the men are women and I couldn't do                    
any of the work. 
 
What kind of jobs were the men doing? 
Construction and harvest and the women were cooking or taking care of children. 
 
And they're didn't feel like there is an opportunity to learn there in that context? 
At that time know because it is a pretty short visit. But yeah it was just weird they thought I                    
was this impressive person in college this guy must be so smart but I couldn't pick up you                  
know I couldn't cook rice. I wouldn't say changed my life but something just clicked. What                
am I doing I going to school what am I achieving by graduating and getting a degree? There's                  
all these thoughts about what you're doing after school what sort of thing what I want to do                  
after school teach, work for a nonprofit which what's people did from my major which was                
called “global studies” which was an interdisciplinary major. In the major there is a lot of                
other philosophical questions and globalization was one of the topics and culture was really              
important and something I became interested in and fascinated by.  
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Prior to your abroad experience what you think your worldview was? 
What was important to me you would have been keeping in contact with my friends, hanging                
out doing well in school, soccer and sports, having good time.  
 
From there how did it come into an arena that was of sustainability? What were               
influencers for you that awoke you to an interest in sustainability? 
Within my major I guess maybe just questions of our own culture, looking at our own culture                 
and what sorts of things it values and seeing how that's affecting the rest of the world and                  
other cultures; being destructive to other cultures. So when you say that not just the US is                 
doing all these bad beings that Western culture has this underlying assumption of what is               
good then you can start, that maybe is a little more I don't know if tangible. But it made a                    
little more sense to me there are a lot of examples. When you can maybe understand some of                  
the issues a little better. It's something that it's everything our culture really if you look at                 
school its goal was to make more money so it could provide more jobs for teachers and I                  
could have increased prestige. And that's pretty much everything really not to say that that's               
necessarily a bad thing but there's no end to it you just keep going and that if you take it to                     
larger scale it can be destructive . Just looking out our own culture was an important turning                
point and not manifested itself I'm an grateful I cannot college when I did because there                
aren't many jobs and I didn't know what I wanted to do and so I thought farming. I was                   
interested in teaching but I wasn't ready to be stuck in a job. What are we doing now that we                    
know the culture is not something we want to support? How do we adjust that? And the job                  
being a really important part of our culture and society and the stereotypical way of               
sustaining oneself. So, what do we do now? Some people thought they'd work in nonprofits               
other people thought living abroad because that had been an amazing experience but neither              
of those things seemed the direction for me. My family called this “odyssey times.” My               
brother and I we just got a lot of part-time jobs and tried to figure out what we can do that                     
would be meaningful and worthwhile and somehow be a balance of the things that are               
important to us.  This is pretty typical of people in my major and other majors to.  
 
Would you say that is a shift in your generation that you see? 
I would say not that many, some maybe. I think part of it is I think that the people I have                     
been exposed to make it seem like so many people are interested in space but I'm kind of                  
worried that that's not the way it is. That it's just kind of the circles I've become a part of. I                     
think about the friends from my university and the friends from high school and they're just                
looking for a job and continued the norms that have been put in front of them even though                  
they might not agree with them. I say there's a desire for it but it's just difficult to find an                    
avenue. How do I come out and do something worthwhile and pay back my student loans at                 
the same time? Which is a legitimate concern for a lot of people. It's kind of difficult to get                    
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into something that you can think of as meaningful, financially sustainable as well looking at               
how you can make the world more sustainable or change the way your culture thinks.  
 
Do you feel like you have a sense of how you foresee being able to integrate into normal                  
everyday life, what you've just said, the learnings around sustainability? Do you see a              
way to incorporate what you have learned into your everyday life? 
That's a difficult question. For me and it's hard when you're moving around food production               
it's really important. Being from the city and going back to the city that something I want to                  
take with me and share. How can I personally be involved in producing my own food? If I                  
can't do it in my own space is there someone else I can latch onto who's looking for                  
something similar? So food, somehow being able to keep that as part of my daily routine.                
Mother that's working in urban garden or my sister in law’s garden or my neighbor’s yard or                 
something online just get connected somehow. Talking about my experience. It's interesting            
going back to the city people are like what are you doing why are you working on a farm?                   
It's interesting to see their perspective because that was my perspective four years ago. So               
yeah Sharing my experience why I'm doing it why I think it's valuable. Not because they                
have to do what I do. I think exposure is really important, an important part of sharing ideas                  
in general. If you don't like it and it doesn't matter but if you do then you can latch onto it                     
and really that's how I got into it. I heard about it and I enjoyed it and jobs worked out. I                     
worked on one farm I enjoyed it got a job at another farm enjoyed it so then I came down                    
here and still enjoyed it. Talking about, it exposing ideas. There're a few things I feel I                 
picked up such as ideas on trash, waste; carrying around a plastic bottle that you stuff with                 
so much trash that you can use it for construction- like a brick and it's a pretty simple idea it                    
doesn't really deal with the issue but it makes people think about it. Like at my house we                  
have to stuff trash piles or if I teach in my classroom all the students have to put their trash in                     
here-not having to think about it. But thinking about it for even two minutes can make a                 
huge difference. Little things like that. In appreciation of living simple and not feeling like               
my life was somehow degraded or unfulfilled by not having all these extra things. I actually                
enjoyed it a lot more in some ways. 
 
Do you foresee barriers to integrating your learnings into your everyday life? 
Yeah I mean when I go home I just get sucked back into my old routines. I usually just lived                    
with my parents I have my own room I see old friends Houston's based around the cars so I                   
borrow a car so I drive around everywhere. The events and cultural things I want to be apart                  
of are a good distance away and I just get caught up in the pace of life. It's really easy to do.                      
And that's kind of troublesome. Which makes me wonder if I'm not ready to live in the city                  
if I'm not able to keep these priorities and what's important to me at the forefront of how I'm                   
living. Because of I can't do it what's the point. Because I feel like I can do it in other                    
settings. There's also I don't know if I'm really prepared for. I think they'll be some backlash                  
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by doing certain things like that whether people are just thinking I'm a dirty hippy or like my                  
friends limiting the amount of time I take the car only going by bus or bicycle or something.                  
So limiting stuff my friends might be used to going and seeing them on a regular basis                 
whenever I want or hanging out in certain spots whenever I want. Yeah like maybe not                
having a cell phone. I knew someone like that and she said that people are so frustrated with                  
her, trying to get a hold of her. She would say I wasn't at home all day-she had a home                    
phone. As an example I feel like there's definitely some backlash. If I stop taking part in                 
some family things that no longer appealed to me maybe like but that's what we always do as                  
a family. Family culture how do I balance that. But I also feel like my family is talking about                   
issues we never talked about. Part of that is just in general I feel like climate change and                  
sustainability are kind of words that have entered mainstream a little bit. Or a lot recently. I                 
feel like. I started a garden at my sister-in-law's house and now my nieces and nephews are                 
exposed to those things. There's always more questions. They have a desire they really have               
a desire maybe that's of you they have that I used to have that society is not that great and we                     
want to change it an education as been a big part of the family. Some of my brothers are                   
involved in teaching, through educating people. So they have a desire and I come in I can                 
say there's a lot of things that need to change and that producing food as part of it. This is                    
my kind of the avenue of addressing the issue.  Again it’s exposure 
 
How can everyday people influence others everyday decisions? 
I don't know I feel that's the question that everyone wants answer and I think it's different for                  
everyone. I know my experience when I come across someone that is really passionate about               
what they do and they get fulfillment out of it that not only babe but other people can see the                    
benefits of that's inspiring and it's so easy for them to talk about everything and of course                 
there are challenges but seeing that is inspiring. That is what I want to achieve I don't know                  
how to do that but it's that. I'm starting to do it doesn't even have to be organized and seen                    
with my family I'm doing something that I'm really passionate about there's lots of benefits               
my own health and psychological spiritual and then I bring home 10 pounds of tomatoes for                
dinner or she noticed that her three kids are sneaking out to the garden to eat snap peas that's                   
how I feel like I can affect people right now and longer-term.  
 
Is there an impact positive or negative, if any, from the ranch toward sustainability in               
the surrounding community? 
It's a mix and it takes time because there's one thing when you have all these beautiful trees                  
out here but they're not producing anything but the other farm and Nicaragua has been               
around for a long time over 10 years and and they're making more producing the name know                 
what to do with and I feel like now people are starting to recognize the potential for doing                  
something like they're doing which is essentially agroforestry and different, even different            
techniques you can use with the rice and beans in a cornfield. So we probably harvested                
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more sorghum and corn from a certain piece of land then the average Nicaraguan with               
fertilizers, and were not using fertilizers. We focus on soil quality. That's just happening              
recently and people are like wow you got that much and you're not using fertilizer what are                 
you doing? The local population is so connected to their food between growing rice and               
beans and everybody has a mango tree most people up bananas maybe a citrus or two that                 
other people has started to expand that and they're starting to see that I've diversity that the                 
farmhouse. This is 10 years later there's a handful of families that are connected to the farm                 
and they have really learned a lot and use that as the general community there's pockets some                 
people's maybe gotten into just taking care of their property a little better but in general I'd                 
say no. But the younger generation, the people started working on the farm and they're 15 or                 
16 now, for them it's just like the norm, this is just a normal thing and so they think or                    
wonder...oh maybe I’m going to start my own garden on my property or maybe I'll plant                
more fruit trees if I buy a house.  So yeah it's a slow process but it's happening.  
 
 
December 11, 2012 Mastatal, Costa Rica 
Interview with Mara Schradle, 22 
 
Can you tell me why you came to Rancho Mastatal? 
Well I guess I was looking for an opportunity to extend learning in a different direction                
because I just graduated from university with an art education degree and I wanted I had six                 
weeks in between that graduation and when my parents could come down and my boyfriend's               
father works for the University of Washington and he recommended it. I found it online and                
their manifesto seem to align with my values a nd they have a variety of things they were                 
working on so I applied and I got accepted. I think if they probably haven't gotten back to                  
me I probably would've found some other something.  I'm here as a volunteer. 
 
Can you tell me what your first introduction into sustainability was?  
I feel like the word sustainability didn't pop up until later but I went to a really holistic                  
elementary school it was sort of Waldorf and a bit Montessori and I feel like maybe that was                  
where the culture of sustainability started. My mom is a horticulturalist and worked for              
botanical gardens while I was growing up so that's the environmental side of how it started. I                 
guess my first year of college I joined the “teaching-learning academy” which was a              
discussion based group that would mean every four weeks and our first topic for that year                
was how to make a sustainable campus and we talked about sustainability in a lot of different                 
classes.   I guess it's more of a style that I was raised in. 
 
Do you have a sense of how you might incorporate what you've learned here and you're                
sustainable values into your everyday life? 
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I guess like the do-it-yourself ideal has it's really important it's important Bellingham             
community where I live and again mainly it's the way I was raised. It was instilled in me to                   
do it yourself and I think that is a big part of I guess the environmental side. But I think a big                      
part of the ranch that I will take away is the emotional well-being I guess the skill of                  
everyone being able to speak really openly and fluidly about how you're feeling about              
everyday stuff. I think that creating a good really core group of people around you is part of                  
having a sustaining lifestyle. I think that's probably more what I will be doing more than any                 
of the specific skills.  
 
Are there possible barriers you perceive or foresee in incorporating the do-it-yourself            
culture or the emotional sustainability culture that you've acquired here? 
Definitely I mean I live and I pretty awesome sustainable community but I think branching               
out to other places where you're not surrounded by such like-minded people. I mean a               
community takes not all like minded people but at least a certain amount of people moving in                 
the same direction if that makes sense. I guess how to implement something as abstract as                
sustainability or sustainable well-being is an abstract concept and I don't know if I’ve lived               
long enough to know how are an idea of places where? 
 
Do you have other experiences specifically around sustainability such as projects or            
anything? 
Well last year I wrote a curriculum for outside of Bellingham in a rural area and they had just                   
implemented a leadership class that was a school projects and leadership skills for students              
and I took a portion of that class and turned it into beautification projects so it was in a static                    
version of leadership I guess but I considered it sustainable because they just moved into this                
new campus that was really rundown and it was a way to create a better space for themselves                  
send get the community thriving. That was a really interesting project a lot of the kids were                 
super stoked on but others didn't buy into it at all it was interesting. There was a really                  
interesting moment in the year there used to be used to be an elementary school and there                 
were murals in the gym and the kids didn't like them so they decided to paint over them but                   
there was a teacher there who have gone to the elementary school and was like heart broken                 
that these murals were ruined and it was an interesting take on cyclical culture and               
community and artisanship. 
 
What would be your definition of sustainability? 
Well I guess sustainability would be… can I use the word sustain in the definition? How to                 
promote a healthy lifestyle on all levels from environmental, physical, emotional, all that             
well-being encompasses I guess, in the community- I guess sustainability has a community             
attachment- that can last without detriment to all of those aforementioned things. So             
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promoting, not growth I hate the word growth, promoting a well-being that doesn't detriment              
any one part of the whole. 
 
Do you have a sense of how you think it might be the best way to influence others to                   
leave more sustainable lifestyle? 
I don't know I guess I'm learning that myself I definitely think modeling is a really great way                  
of teaching but I mean that only works I guess if you're in close contact with a variety of                   
people or people are willing to look around themselves. Life modeling doesn't work if              
nobody's watching I guess. I think a big issue for me currently is that the idea of                 
do-it-yourself and sustainable living in an environmental food sense is that you kind of              
imagine yourself on the plot of land growing your own garden with a goat kind of thing but I                   
think that urban centers are really where it needs to stem from without a huge change I mean                  
clearly were overpopulated the huge problem on the global scale but the difficulty between              
vocalizing and globalizing I think it's really where are catches me so I don't really know                
where to go and what to teach. And also the focusing on you can focus your entire life on                   
sustainable farming or you could focus on sustainable counseling in preschool where to do it               
and what is the most effective so I have no idea. I think there’s a lot of ways you could go                     
about it. 
 
Additional comments or thoughts? 
I think after all that being said I have focused a lot of my last few years on sustainable culture                    
in like our marginalized societies especially student populations where there’s not an            
inequitable education. I think food systems and marginalized education are the two things             
that are the biggest for me in the whole sustainable circumference. 
 
 
December 6, 2012  Mastatal, Costa Rica 
Interview with Carolina Schapiro, 36 
 
Why did you come to the ranch? 
I originally came to the ranch to take a class in orchard establishment, tropical fruit trees                
orchards.  And I knew I would stay at least two weeks and I've stayed a bit longer. 
 
Why did you decide to stay longer at the ranch? 
Because it has been such a positive work experience. I’ve been gardening for a very long                
time and really enjoy gardening in a cooperative environment and know that more people can               
really impact the space on a faster level. It's just really amazing working with the group of                 
people; you get a job done a lot faster, you really enjoy it, it just feels very natural in the way                     
that we should work and pretty much everything in our lives . So it's just been incredible                 
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work experience and I really enjoy working here. Another amazing thing which I've never              
dreamed is that I've been super, I guess, “honored” and respected for the information I have                
gathered in my life. It’s been an incredible journey and I love my study and I often forget that                   
when I know other people don't know. I often forget to share it and this puts me an                  
environment where people ask me a lot of what I know and has put me in a position where I                    
am sharing and teaching which I think is an integral part of my journey as a human right now                   
and I think that's a big part of the reason I'm saying. I just really love the community and the                    
group of people who are gathered right here, right now, in this moment. I don't think it's a                  
coincidence, I think we're here to learn from each other and all in all it's just been an                  
absolutely enjoyable experience. I’ve worked really, really hard but I've laughed just as hard.              
So yeah, it's been a great lesson. 
 
Can you note a period in time and you had your first introduction to the concept of                 
sustainability? 
Yeah it was I kind of an amazing path for me which began when I decided to study plant                   
medicine. To be an herbalist. And my first school was the school in the Santa Cruz                
Mountains where I studied an ayurvedic tradition of Chinese medicine. The diagnostics and             
the whole examination the body and everything else but not just the body completely              
resonated with me but the medicine itself did not a lot of it was roots and herbs it was dry                    
plant matter came in from far away and It was kind of stinky and I didn't know where it had                    
come from and you had to decoct it for hours and once you did the medicine tasted terrible.                  
So I inquired about fresh plants medicine and I was guided to a school in Sonoma called                 
California school of herbal studies which I learned more about plant medicine and I learned               
everything from medicine making to herbal studies to ecology and while I was there I needed                
to pay tuition to school and rent so I became a part of the work-study program they allowed                  
me to work a couple times a week and pay off my studies that way as well. So I started to                     
work in the garden and in the greenhouse. I realized that I fell in love this is what I meant to                     
be I absolutely love not only making plant medicine but starting at from seeds putting in the                 
garden watching it grow harvesting it, I just love the relationship of the entirety of it all I                  
went into it thinking I would be a practitioner but realized growing plants and making               
medicine was more my thing. So when I realized I love gardening so much I started to work                  
on local farm working and harvesting for a tea Company and getting involved in the farming                
community and starting to hear the word permaculture or sustainable agriculture. I            
volunteered with the group of young guys and that was when I first heard the word                
permaculture and that would have been in 1998. In 2000 I came to Costa Rica… he had a                  
property here… and he invited me to come do a permaculture course. I met my teacher and                 
when I arrived back to the US I realized I wanted to get my certification and that's how I                   
ended up with them on their farm in Washington to get my certificate and that's really how I                  
first came into the world of sustainable agriculture. 
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It has become an integral part of my life on a daily basis and I choose to surround myself in                    
the environments and people that also practice. 
 
When you return back to your everyday life how do you plan to incorporate the               
learnings you've had hear into your everyday life? 
Fortunately it is a part of my everyday life I'm a gardener and has and garden for residences                  
as well as bringing my skills bringing medicinal culinary and vegetables for them and              
increasing yields for their fruit tree systems. I used to also help friends and edible schoolyard                
program and so I've been able to gather up all those skills and it really is my job and I've                    
been fortunate to be living in homes where the systems are used from composting toilets two                
solar energy To the hot water systems and composting and so I try and bring it in to all the                    
parts of the things I do. So I feel like before I arrived here it has already been part of my life                      
so what I'm bringing back from here has been more at the tropical tree orchard I grew up in a                    
tropical climate so every time I go back people are asking me to help them in and their                  
garden and I'm hesitant because I haven't had the tropical experience so that was one reason                
for me to choose to come so I feel more confident and empowered and educated on tropical                 
tree farming and so I will be taking that back with me and be able to work confidently in a                    
tropical environment and not just a temperate environment. 
 
Do you foresee any barriers or perceive any barriers to living a sustainable lifestyle on               
your return? 
No I don’t, I feel like I've been blessed enough to feel really proud and confident in what I do                    
and have been surrounded by people who that maybe when I first started I was up to                 
something unconventional that wouldn't give me much choice but as we move into the future               
our planet realizing that what I've been studying and doing all these years is becoming               
somewhat more of the norm and I think it's a central part of our growth to keep ourselves                  
alive and well. So what I've been studying all these years that was not who didn't believe in                  
things like that when I began realize that I've been on a path to what we need to do and what                
we need to learn as far as our next generation and taking care of where we live so I've been                    
blessed enough to have support in my life verbal and moral support that what I'm doing is I                  
don't know the word but respected in today's society. And it's really really nice end every                
year more And more I feel that especially with family. My family has been living in cities                 
since I've heard about the history of my family and they're exceptionally proud of me and                
knowing it's not the easiest path financially and all of those things but that it is very                 
rewarding and that we're helping our community and we're giving ourselves health and             
enjoyment lower doing it and truly being in love with my work. 
 
Do you have other sustainability experiences outside the ranch? 
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Yeah I do. A lot that I already mentioned from living on farms and homesteading and                
reprocessing foods building sustainable little cabins. Yeah I’ve really become comfortable           
lifestyle and it's the norm for me. 
 
 
How would you define sustainability? 
For me personally sustainability is for one living in a very efficient manner, in an energetic-                
putting out a certain amount of energy and receiving a certain amount back. Just in terms of                 
permaculture you're working on systems that are are an equal exchange you're never doing              
something that you're many have to do twice you're looking in the you're creating systems               
that will so I know that's very wordy sustainability is that for me. The balance and the                 
amount of energy and what you're putting out an working and the amount that is coming                
back in. Sustainability also for me is of course from mainstream adds the words organic and                
almost away where sustainably watching our environment and and emulating what is around             
us. How mother nature has systems that work symbiotically together it's a sustainable             
relationship there is an ad and flow and living in a way from where we place our her patch                   
outside the kitchen door what we're doing or just emulating nature in the way of cycles.                
Sustainability is a little bit of all of it; efficiency of living, systems that keep us in balance in                   
a harmonious way with that which is outside of us, it even has to do even with balancing                  
work and community. I just feel the word sustainability can be put into so many contexts and                 
each context it's going to almost have a little bit of its own definition so it's hard for me to                    
say this is sustainability for me because there's sustainability in a garden sustainability and              
the city sustainability and a communal living situation sustainability and where you put your              
food or kitchen scraps so you can place it in any subject matter and it going to have its own                    
definition so it's hard for me just to define sustainability in the broad sense. 
 
Do you think it applies to more than just the environment for you? 
Yeah I does yeah I think there is a sustainability and everything I think their sustainability                
and relationships which is also environment but yeah it's more than the environmental it's on               
a social level you can bring that word into economics, social, it pertains to everything . So                
yeah it's a balance in to and from, an equal energetics. 
 
What do you think may work to influence others to lead more sustainable lifestyles? 
I greatly believe in demonstration. I feel that systems we are demonstrating that it is               
happening and it is not only graceful at what it is but it's actually Beautiful. I'm in gardener                  
so I love that we've both that ourselves but I also love the beauty. I love to come into the                    
garden and there's not only cabbages but their sunflowers a mix of everything, the true               
symbiotic relationship that in order for the flower to fruit we need that bee or hummingbird                
and we need all the warm in between and we need all the people just as much as we need to                     
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bees and the entire symbiotic relationship so I believe that demonstrations through Gardens             
our demonstrations systems personally resonate the most with me and I feel they are the most                
inspired. To to walk into a small backyard Garden or to come to a place like this where                  
everybody's working together to make everything happen which is not easy there's chopping             
wood there's unpleasant things gathering mulching it's hard work I really believe that seeing              
is believing it and watching email rain catchment systems and compost systems edible             
gardens and swales for when it starts to rain and you see the rain coming through these                 
channels you really see that the hard work that people are doing you're watching it's almost a                 
dance and I think that's the most inspiring for me and maybe for other people even though it                  
might not be their first language. 
 
Additional comments? 
I feel like when you start living like this it feels very natural and it's almost as if you've done                    
it before when you start practicing these ways of living and modalities like you've learned it                
before done before so all these systems are nothing new we’re just re-creating systems that               
civilizations have been doing forever and basically going back to our roots and back to nature                
back to the garden and I feel none of it is new even know there our new innovative systems                   
that trial and error it's how we achieve anything but pretty much I feel it's going back your                  
true selves and are true form and meaning as human beings on this earth to take care of it as                    
much as it takes care of us. So I honor everything of the past when I think of what I do any                      
information it's an old language that has been passed on from generation to generation. This               
relationship between people and nature, were put here to be part of it hand in hand. 
 
 
Post Rancho Mastatal Survey Responses 
 
In order to survey for impact and changes over time of the efficacy of Rancho Mastatal to                 

impart skillsets and values that could translate into sustainable lifestyles; this round of             

interviews was completed 3 years after ranch interns had returned back to their home country               

and jobs.  

 
 
January, 2017 Survey Response from Alex Gardner 
Rancho Mastatal Intern from December 2012- May 2013 
 
How would you have defined sustainability before going to Rancho Mastatal? 
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Before going to Rancho Mastatal I’m not sure I had any real conception of what               
sustainability is or could be. I went with a pretty clean slate for the express purpose of                 
finding some theoretical frameworks to attach hard skills to . But if I had to take a swipe at                  
how I used to think back then, I would say that sustainability meant having as little of an                  
impact on the environment and resources that we use for things like growing food as well as                 
recreational, or leisure activities.  
 
How would you define sustainability now? 
That understanding of “what is sustainability” took a drastic turn after spending 6+ months              
on the ranch. I went from believing that doing less, consuming less, and simply treading                
with a light footstep was sustainable, to believing that having a substantial impact on our               
environment is the essence of sustainability. Now that obviously changes depending on what             
actions you engage with regularly. Are you planting a fruit forest, or fracking a mountain for                
shale oil? I really learned that sustainability is a proactive activity, and we have to play a                 
hand in shaping our world, ecology, and communities to look the way we want them to. I                 
think that’s the essence of creating anything sustainable, be it food systems or retail stores.  
 
What, if anything, has changed in how you make everyday choices since returning from              
Rancho Mastatal? 
I’ve gotten much, much better at accepting that you need small victories along the way.               
Sometimes the smallest decisions you make can have the most impact, especially over time.              
Leaving the Ranch and returning to the “real world” is one of the hardest things I’ve had to                  
do. Part of that process was accepting that I simply wasn’t going to be able to live as                  
sustainably as I had been on the Ranch. So I learned to see the very small choices I make                   
throughout the days and weeks as vital to maintaining a connection to the lessons I learned                
there. For example, taking reusable bags to the grocery always felt insignificant and             
laughably futile. Now, after several years of being back in the states, its obvious how much                
waste that has saved me from producing, and how much more waste it would save if that was                  
a practice taken up by everyone.  The little decisions add up to mean a lot.  
 
 
Do you feel your time spent at Rancho Mastatal has changed you ability to lead a more                 
sustainable lifestyle since returning? 
Absolutely, but there is a caveat to that. Since having several years to reflect on my time at                  
the Ranch, it is impossible to say I’m not more equipped to live sustainably than before I                 
went there to live and study. But it has proven incredibly difficult to carry some lessons                
back, or to live in a similar manner at all. The Ranch is sustainability on homegrown                
steroids. I haven’t had access to the land or resources that were available in Costa Rica. And                 
since I moved back to a city, it has been a constant struggle applying what I learned in a rural                    
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area to an urban one, not to mention the communities I’ve found at home haven’t been as                 
single mindedly committed to creating a sustainable community. So in hindsight I would             
have been more aware of this while living at the Ranch, and probably spent a little more                 
energy on activities I knew I would have been able to transplant into an urban setting.  
 
 
How has the experience at Rancho Mastatal shifted your worldview generally, if at all? 
The experience at Rancho Mastatal expanded my worldview immensely . Nothing can really            
explain seeing a place like that and becoming part of its living history in my own small way.                  
Everything in my life is different since coming back from the Ranch. Yes, it’s good to keep a                  
garden and pay attention to how much garbage I produce. But I sometimes think the biggest                
lesson I learned is how to communicate and speak to people in more genuine, and thus                
lasting, ways. If I was someday the last human being on Earth I’m not sure there would be                  
much point in living in a permaculture Garden of Eden. Sustainability has to start with the                
way we speak to ourselves and others. Learning how to garden can be a great vehicle for                 
learning those lessons, but until we learn to see ourselves and fellow humans are infinitely               
worthy of love and compassion, having an immaculate garden will always be one step ahead               
of where we are as a society. And that’s not something I expected to learn when I set out on                    
my permaculture adventure. 
 
 
 
February, 2017 Survey Response from Amelia Gross 
Intern at Rancho Mastatal from December 2012- June 2013 
 
How would you have defined sustainability before going to the Ranch? 
Something that was able to recycle itself and have a high level of independence outside of                
itself. 
 
How would you define sustainability now? 
Same, although now I believe there are healthy dynamics between sharing/bartering/leaning           
on other resources/people/etc. for the sake of sustainability. A have a greater analysis of how               
sustainability shows up: in institutional functions, economics, resource management,         
community development, interpersonal affairs, politics, lifestyle, etc. 
 
What has changed in everyday choices since returning from the Ranch? 
I look at everything through an access/design lens. Trying to strike a balance while living in                
the city. Could definitely do more- after the Ranch I know how to do more, really solid skills. 
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Yes I believe it's helped me live a more sustainable life...without a doubt! 
 
 
 
Conclusions 
 

It can be said that most people that went to Rancho Mastatal were already interested in                 

learning about sustainability. Most are interested in permaculture or learning about more            

sustainable food systems. Almost all report an expanded sense of what sustainability means             

and are often deeply impacted and surprised to learn more about “social” sustainability (              

deeper relationships, community building, understanding of social impacts). Many an          

express a change in the conception of personal health and a commitment to trying to maintain                

healthier lifestyles. Everyone interviewed expressed the sense of a lasting impact from their             

time on the ranch. From those that were surveyed post their stay all expressed some               

challenges in integrating all their learning into everyday life. At the same time all expressed               

increased awareness of their impacts, actively engaged their community about issues of            

sustainability and change daily habits (such as bringing bags to the grocery store) toward              

more sustainable behaviors. Overall the case study confirmed suspicion regarding whether           

sustainable education centers effectively reached anyone who wasn’t previously interested in           

sustainability. At the same time, the deep and long lasting impact on interns and apprentices               

positively impacts their long term sustainable behavior adoptions. 
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Praxis I: Systems Thinking Design Challenge 

In order to address the current “packaging,” communication and inaccessibility issues            

surrounding the mainstreaming of systems thinking an intervention was conceived in the            

form of a design challenge. Through the implementation of the design challenge we sought              

to better understand current perceptions and build design interventions to make accessible,            

popularize, and mainstream systems thinking, a design challenge was organized aimed at            

individuals with some understanding of systems thinking. The challenge was conceived of            

and implemented in partnership with Even Shulman of The Center for Social Innovation and              

Leyla Acaroglu of the Un-school for Disruptive Design- both practitioners using systems            

thinking for positive social change. 

Hosted at the Center for Social Innovation, 12 participants gathered for the challenge. A               

gamified introduction aimed at disrupting normal perceptions about how to engage new            

people in a workshop/design challenge started the day followed by a brief overview of              

systems thinking. A facilitated round-table discussion then ensued to isolate perceptions           

about systems thinking.  

Participants then broke into teams to unpack those perceptions the group agreed were              

problematic. The top three issues that surfaced were 1.perception of complexity, 2.poor or             

outdated language 3.poor or outdated visual representation  
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A station for each of the issues was created and teams rotated using large pieces of butcher                 

paper and colored pens to ideate and give input on possible reasons for each of the identified                 

issues. 

Core themes emerged and after another roundtable discussion the teams reorganized           

themselves to address the themes. 

The outcomes were identification of 1.current barriers to more widespread interest and             

application of systems thinking 2.identification of needs to address those barriers and 3.the             

formation of the Systems Thinking Explorers Group- a group to tackle the identified needs. 
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Common perceptions of systems thinking: 

 

 

Next Steps: 
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The Systems Thinking Explorers is a group of social change innovators born out of the               

Systems Thinking Challenge and committed to developing fresh language and visuals to give             

renewed meaning and inspire an increased use in systems thinking as an effective worldview              

and tool to address complex issues.  

 

Systems Thinking  + Life Cycle Analysis 

In order to understand how this combination of methodologies might serve to inform a              

practice and enable a systems thinking worldview and more sustainable decision making in             

others; several interventions were devised and employed: 1. SOAP: shifting behavior and            

understanding decision making in an institution with a sustainability mandate 2.           

extra.ORDINARY podcast- informed by IM for change to create narratives that close the gap              

on social environmental divide and bring systems thinking to a broad, general audience and              
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3. Teaching IM for change to students in a required ethics and economics of sustainable               

design course 4. Systems Thinking Design Challenge (previously outlined) aimed a small,            

self-selecting audience of persons interested in systems thinking. 

 

 

Case Study. Soap: The New School- Facilities Management 

       

The New School considers itself a progressive and socially engaged institution. In line              

with this philosophy it has been very vocal in its prioritization and commitment to becoming               

a more sustainable institution. To such ends and per the sustainability page on The New               

School website- it has signed on as a Charter Participant to the Sustainability Tracking,              

Assessment, and Rating System (STARS®) and committed to reduce The New School's            
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environmental footprint and carbon emissions through reducing the use of energy in            

buildings, promoting the use of public transportation and bicycling, decreasing consumption           

of potable water, reducing waste sent to landfills, improving indoor environmental quality            

and supporting initiatives to integrate sustainability and eco-literacy into curriculum.          

Additionally The New School recently completed construction of a certified gold LEED            

building and voted to divest from fossil fuels. In a letter to students and faculty President                

David Van Zandt describes the current climate of sustainability on campus (see appendix).             

Clearly the school is committed to moving the needle on issues of sustainability. The              

mandates are clear from the top of the administration through to student led initiatives. 

 

The linchpin—is that there are a lot of decisions to be made in between. In fact the everyday                  

implementation of sustainable decision happens all through the middle- and in the end- even              

the student’s decisions are bound by systems (emanating from the middle) that are able or not                

to support those choices. 
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In order to better understand how all those decisions in the middle are made I decided to                 

probe at the source of actual “implementation” at The New School—facilities management. 

 

Over the course of several months I engaged with a multitude of facilities management              

employees ranging from the Director to middle management through to the janitorial staff.  

The project goal was aimed at implementation of more sustainable soap products in the              

University Center bathrooms. More importantly, the soap project served as a proxy to engage              

the staff and users in an innovate manner that would disrupt current patterns of thinking and                

potentially enable the staff to think more systemically about sustainable choices in decisions             

moving forward. Further, the soap as a proxy was strategic; seemingly simple, it represents              

deep connections and offered an opportunity to break sustainability myths. 
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For example, the antibacterial soap used in University Center bathrooms contains            

triclosan. Levels of triclosan in humans have increased by an average of 50 percent since               

2004, according to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Triclosan is present in 60               

percent of all rivers and streams nationwide. Ninety-seven percent of all U.S. women show              

detectable levels of triclosan in their breast milk and triclosan has been linked to endocrine               

disruption. Further, the accumulation of these antimicrobials in the environment increases the            

likelihood that a super-bug will emerge—with potentially dire consequences for human           

health. Some bacteria strains have already developed resistance, which according to the            

World Health Organization poses “a threat to global health security.” 

 

The soap is just one instance in many- where despite a Gold-Leed building and mandates for                

sustainability it remains very difficult to evaluate all the integral pieces of our everyday—as              

opposed to only monolithic—decisions about integrating better practices. 

An absence of guidance in day to day decision-making practices is a significant barrier to                

the ability for institutions and others to be able to live up to climate change mandates and an                  

essential step in activating fully informed and engaged points of entry up and down the               

decision-making continuum. 

In the facilities management office currently, decisions are driven by cost considerations.             

When an expense seems overly high in a monthly review of the fiscal spreadsheets the               

manager tags it as something to be investigated. 
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From there a process of examination it undertaken and aimed at uncovering why the cost is                

so high and how the expense might be reduced.  

 

                            

For example, facilities management is currently in the process of changing its water closets              
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over to low flow toilets. An initial assumption by an outsider looking through the lens of the                 

sustainability mandates might be that this decision was motivated by sustainability concerns            

and attempts to reduce water use- when in fact the switch is aimed at reducing sewer costs.                 

Sewer costs are calculated by the amount water and waste flowing through the system and               

measured in cubic feet per second (csf). The sewer costs for TNS had become              

expensive—so after an examination of options they decided instillation of low flow toilets             

was the best solution. The subsequent water conservation was a positive externality of the              

decision but not the motivating factor. A high level employee of Facilities Management             

states: “sustainability for me is more of a financial issue—many times what costs less is also                

environmentally more sound.” 

In initial interviews with the Thomas Whalen, director of facilities management, shifting to              

a different soap was already something being considered. In this case, when doing some              

plumbing work in his own home he had discovered that the liquid soap he used was causing a                  

build-up in the pipes that restricted water flow and slowed drainage. His assumption was that               

the same was happening at TNS- costing capital costs for pipe replacements down the line.               

As such, he began testing alternatives to see what types of soap might not cause the sticky                 

build-up in the pipes. A foaming soap carried by their distributor was deemed the most cost                

effective alternative. The new soap would require a special dispenser but would be provided              

by the supplier at no additional cost. The only problem that existed was in the case of the                  

new University Center building where the soap dispensers where built in and the design of               

the bathrooms did not lend themselves to the mounting of additional dispensers. It was              

decided to implement the foam soap in all but the UC building. 
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Thomas demonstrates that he as a decision maker is obviously using a partial systems               

thinking view- soap travels through a system impacting a part that isn’t necessarily usually              

thought of in relation to the soap. With adequate tools this thinking could be expanded to                

also include other unseen impacts of decisions- such as the health or social implications and               

costs related to the type of soap used. Facilities management was open to my proposal               

regarding a shift in the type of soap they are using in the UC bathrooms but the search for                   

alternatives that did not contain triclosan and that were liquid (necessary for the UC soap               

dispensers) failed. None of the liquid soaps carried by their supplier were triclosan free and               

while a broader search beyond the current supplier revealed liquid soap alternatives—the cost             

was three to four times higher.  

Cost is a commonly stated barrier to implementation of more sustainable systems or              

products. This case was no different. With an in-depth examination of the market an              

alternative may have been found. Additionally metrics that quantify societal costs of the use              

of a given product represent a gap that begs be filled. While the scope of this project did not                   

allow for a full life cycle costing analysis to accompany neither the SE LCA nor the time to                  

instigate transition management techniques to potentially fill this gap these analysis could            

have offered a starting point for building information to make a case for an institutional               

change.  

In addition to considering the institution, the user (or student in this case) and how their                 

decisions might change if they were given information and options regarding the soap, was              

also a consideration. An initial prototype was applied to evaluate if a visual representation of               

the impacts of triclosan would shift the decision of the user to choose a non-triclosan soap                
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over a triclosan containing soap. Soap without triclosan was installed in one dispenser in the               

women’s bathroom on the 5th floor of the UC with an accompanying visual describing the               

effects of Triclosan on individuals, the environment and society at large.  

 

 

 

 

The 3rd dispenser was chosen because based on how frequently the soap needs to be refilled                

facilities management has determined the 1st sink is the most commonly used. In order to               

evaluate if the visual drew the attention and motivated a behavior change- the dispenser a               

few sinks down for the one most utilized was determined as the best indicator. The amount                

of soap used in each dispenser was then charted. Within one day of the instillation of the                 

non-triclosan soap and the visual representation of the impacts of triclosan—the soap in the              

third dispenser immediately started to gain traction and measurements at the end of the              
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installation demonstrated user preference for the non-triclosan soap. 

 

In the end, due to difficulty scheduling meetings, ordering challenges and a lack of follow               

through on the part of crucial players in management office, the project never gained the               

momentum to have a broader impact. Insights that were gained suggest that theories that we               

are all naturally systems thinkers—albeit to varied degrees—proved evident in some of the             

decisions being taken by facilities management. At the same time, the inspiration to think in               

systems is predominantly driven by cost considerations as opposed to broader systemic            

impacts. Additionally the feedback of users willingness to make a change given an option              

and information proved a useful insight that encourages further testing of the SE LCA visual               

capacity to inform and alter decision making that tips more toward the sustainable. 

Finally, the willingness, interest and assistance from the on the ground maintenance staff              

indicates a potential opportunity to reach an often ignored population outside of the typical              

LOHAS marketing category (lifestyles of health and sustainability). The daily implementers-           

building superintendents and others deserve the attention of communications and materials           

that inform and empower their everyday decisions. 

 

Praxis II: Podcast extraORDINARY 

Objectives:  

Use a fun and playful narrative style to reveal the social and environmental life cycle               

assessments of everyday products. 
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Methods:  

Oral storytelling using technology and packaged in a podcast format 

 

Selection from the Podcast Script: 

Dagny: Welcome to extraordinary. This is the choose your own adventure podcast where we              

unpack the hidden stories behind your ordinary everyday choices. This is Dagny Tucker, I’m              

Leyla Acaroglu, and we welcome you to begin the adventure. 

Leyla: Could you image if be every day ordinary products that fill our lives could speak if                 

they could tell their life story. First of all the super market would be very noisy, but second                  

of all we would actually get this incredible narrative about how to toilet paper is made and                 

what exactly are mobile phones are feeling when we reject them for the latest newest model.  

Dagny: So this is a pick your own adventure podcast and what that means is that you get to                   

think about what choice you would most likely make  

Leyla: You may remember the books from when your kid and at the end of the chapter it                  

gave you an option turn to page 58 to follow the goblin through the secret red door 

Dagny: In this case we're going to choose an item and we're going to give you the three most                   

likely options that might be the ordinary choice and you're going to choose which one and                

we're going to tell you all about it. 

Kyle: E everybody has either broken a smartphone or has a good friend whose broken the                

screen on their phone. The average American goes through a smart phone every 18 months 

Other guy: Blood coltan is a very hot topic especially because it is something we all have                 

our hands then. 
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Dagny: Do you have any idea where you might recycle it? 

Interview response: Oh no idea whatsoever none could I send it to recycling… just              

start…throw it in a bin… I don't think so. 

Announcer: Option A 

Dagny: You love your phone, you’ve loved your phone, you’ve had it for five years and                

you’re devastated when you phone dies and then and only then will you replace it. 

Interview Response: Um, I'm one of those people who I tried to have my phone as long as I                   

can before I get a new one so even when there's a new one on the market I will still have my                      

old one as long as I can. 

Announcer: Option B 

Leyla: You replace your phone quite regularly, as anyone else would every 15 to 18 months                

when the product comes out… but your old item you know you just decide to keep it in case                   

you need it another time. 

Interview 3 Response: That's right I'm not interested in using a phone it's just like material                

for me so I don't care if it's broken or have some problems 

Announcer: Option C 

Dagny: You get the newest thing as soon as it rolls off the line  

Leyla: and you will discard your old one as quickly as you fell in love with it. You are the                    

constant replacer. 

Interview 4 Response: I think it's just a short lifespan on the phone I just want to be up on                    

the trend of technology and I just want to have it the first week and I just want to have it                     

before all of my friends. 
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Leyla: So basically everything that exists goes through a series of lifecycle stages just like               

you or I could explain our lives from you know our childhood experiences and all the way up                  

to adulthood and of course we could describe our aspirations for later in life. Products can do                 

the same thing and this method of analyzing the everyday social and environmental impacts              

other product is a scientific analysis called life cycle assessment or LCA for short. Life cycle                

assessment is essentially a scientific methodology that allows us to explore the whole of life               

environmental impacts of a product, service or system. So if you take your cell phone for                

example we would be able to look at the extraction of all the raw materials how those                 

materials are processed, those little components are put together to manufacture your phone,             

the distribution methods, packaging and of course the retail environment and what you do              

with it whilst you own it. How often do you charge it? Do you leave your charger plugged                  

in at the wall? And then of course end-of-life. End-of-life is something which we refer to as                 

trashing or recycling tends to be the biggest focus area, but what life cycle assessment has                

taught us is that the majority of the environmental impacts associated it with our everyday               

choices are actually designed in from the beginning. If we go all the way back what we                 

discover is that something like a mobile phone cannot only be designed to have way less                

environmental implications at the production face but also the end of life. 

Dagny: Leyla, I mean I think I probably already know but are you option A, B or C? 

Leyla: I am definitely option a in an extreme version because I refused to buy any new                 

phones and I'll only take a gifted secondhand one that somebody has already discarded. The               

thing about phones or smart devices is how easily collectively we are manipulated by them.               

Like they are sexy and people really love the slim lines and the thinness and the next version.                  
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It's a emotional attachment and a fascinating thing to think about what the future holds in                

telecommunications given how we now have computers in our pockets that can do almost              

everything old desktop PCs from three years ago struggled to manage. 

Dagny: An important question for me is can they even be fixed? 

So in order to answer this we sought out Kyle Weins, ironically we, we got on the phone with                   

him actually.  He founded iFixit 

Kyle: So back when I was a student I had dropped my laptop onto the power cord and the                   

connection was a little bit loose and it was hard to keep the computer on and so I said well I                     

can probably take this apart and just use a drop it soder and fix the and so I went to try and                      

figure out how to try and take the computer apart and it was a little complicated. There were                  

lots of tiddly tabs and little bits and it was hard to figure out how to get inside. And I                    

couldn't find anything on the Internet that would teach me how to take the computer apart                

and I thought nobody should ever have to suffer through this again. So I decided to write my                  

own manual. So I took it apart again and I took pictures put the pictures online and it got                   

popular  and very quickly. 

Leyla: Give us a rundown of the iFixit community  (6 minutes approx)  

 

Outcomes: The podcast served as a novel way to test delivery of the complex information                

associated with consumers average everyday choices. The podcast was played for several            

audiences but due to the web based nature of its platform the technical skillset was not                

available to collect adequate listener feedback to draw conclusions. 
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Praxis III: Integrating Methodologies for Change (IM for Change) 

The New School- Ethics and Economics of Sustainability Course 

“Ethics and Economics of Sustainability” is a course designed to educate and inspire students              

to be “sustainable” designers and engaged citizens who are well-informed on the social and              

environmental issues of sustainability. Through the course they are enabled with the critical             

thinking, evaluation and design tools to innovate for sustainability on business, products and             

service designs as well as understand the broader impact of those designs as well as personal                

everyday choices. 

Research Objectives : 

● Understand entering students grasp of sustainability and familiarity with concepts of           

life cycle assessment 

● Evaluate Systems thinking as a strategy to develop a more inclusive worldview and a              

means for students to produce more sustainable design 

● Evaluate the use of the social and an environmental Life cycle assessment            

methodologies as a means of understanding the full range socio-eco-enviro of impacts            

of a design 

 

Research Methods: 

● Student entrance and exit surveys 

● Evaluation of work produced over the course of semester by students 
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Overall Guiding Question: 

 

● Can the use of an integrated methodology, namely systems thinking, life cycle            

assessments and design work to both shift students perceptions and enable them to             

apply design and design thinking to create services or systems that build positive             

peace? 

 

 

Course overview and syllabus: 

 

 

Course Description:  

This course introduces students to the multiple meanings of sustainability for those in design              

and in business, including environmental stewardship as well as social, organizational,           

economic, and technological sustainability. Students consider the various pressures that          

globalization exerts on these multiple ideals of sustainability, and learn what kinds of             

structures, standards and (self-) regulations designers and industries may use to define and             

monitor their relation to these ideals. Students read texts on the cultural, technological, and              

business issues involved in sustaining growth and innovation, and explore the economic and             

ecological implications of "business as usual," in order to begin conceptualizing and            

designing alternatives to traditional business practices.  
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Course Syllabus: 

Week 1  
January 26th 

Intros to One Another, Course & 
Assignments 

  

Week 2  
February 2nd 

Ethics and Big Ideas. To sustain or 
flourish? Climate change 2.0. 
Sustainability-what’s missing? 

Reading: Chapman (Intro), Sotamaa, 
Longstaff and Senge- (Chapter 1) 
Deliverable: Project Topics 

Week 3 
February 9th 

Groups formation, Social Life Cycle 
Assessment (sLCA) & Environmental 
Life Cycle Assessment (eLCA) 

Review Ideo Climate change website. 
Readings: UNEP (Summary & Chapter 2), 
LCA Primer 
Deliverable: Journal & Team ID (do in 
class) 

Week 4 
February16th 

Life Cycle in Real Life & Systems 
Thinking 101 

Readings: Senge (Chapters 2 & 3) 
Deliverable: Meet with you group! 

Week 5 
February 23rd 

Conspicuous Consumptions to 
Collaborative, Sharing & Cooperative 
Economies 

Reading: Jones, Consumer Republic, Article 
on Congo, Future of Sharing, Farrer 

Week 6 
March 2nd 

Natural Capital, CSR, Context, B- 
Corps, 3x Bottom Line, Shared Value 

Reading: Porter, Hawkins et. al., Next Gen 
Sustainability Targets, Hillar, Andre 
Deliverable: Presentation Rough Pin-Up 

Week 7  
March 9th 

Why Design? & Systems 102 
Project Reviews & Work Time 

Reading: Manzini, Thackara, Chapman 
(Chapter 2) 
Video: Core 77 

Week 8  
March 16th 

Mid-Term Project Presentations Deliverable: Mid-Term Presentation & 
Paper 

Week 9  
March 23rd 

SPRING BREAK Have fun!  Be safe! 

Week 10  
March 30th 

From Research to Reality Reading: Manzini, 

Week 11  
April 6th 

Zero Marginal Society; Implications 
for Design, Society & Technology 

Reading: Rifkin (Chapter 6) 
Deliverable: Journal 

Week 12  
April 13th 

Sustainable Design Tools Reading: Brown, Chapman (Chapter 3) 
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Week 13  
April 20th 

Guest Speaker TBD 

Week 14  
April 27th 

Sustainable Business Case: 
Measuring Well-being & Value 

Reading: Chapman (Chapter 4) Eisler, HPI, 
Krushwitz, Loorbach, Kao 
Deliverable: Journal 

Week 15  
May 4th 

Communicating  Sustainable Design Reading: Sachs, Futerra 

Week 16 
May 11th 

Final Presentations Deliverable: Presentation, Final Paper & 
Peer Reviews 

 

 

Undergraduate students from The New School in New York City are eligible to take a                

course titled Ethics and Economics of Sustainable Design within the School of Design             

Strategies for which I am the instructor. The course offered an ideal opportunity to test both                

the teachability of the IM for change, as well, as the impact both as a process to inform                  

design itself but also as an influencer on personal worldview and daily choice. The course, in                

the IM for change iteration, has been taught by me six times, spanning the years 2014-2017.                

Students’ learning outcomes include: 

1. Be able to identify and articulate critical components of sustainability and their contemporary relevance to                

design 

2. Describe and illustrate ethical dimensions and role of sustainable design 

3. Be better equipped to analyze, critique and research the depth of sustainability in processes and material use 

Including 

4. An ability to perform basic life cycle analysis and social life cycle analysis 

5. Have gained a strong foundation and iterative framework from which to build innovation in sustainable                

design 
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In order to reach these learning outcomes students are taught basic principles of systems               

thinking and the SE LCA, as well as concepts and theory from business, ethics, sustainability               

and design fields. Students apply the methodology over the course of the semester through a               

two-phase group project. According to Blizzard and Klotz using a problem-based approach            

allows the student to go beyond mere memorization and to actually work through all the               

elements of a system (Blizzard and Klotz, 2012).  

During phase one students choose one specific product or service to research using the SE                

LCA methodology. Over the same period they are introduced to systems thinking, the ethical              

dimensions of sustainability- including climate change and its socio-enviro impacts- and           

basic concepts of positive peace and structural violence. At the mid-term students are             

required to submit a 10 page paper and present visual representations of their findings,              

including leverage points identified through systems thinking in which they can intervene to             

influence a positive change in the product service or a sub-system.  
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Student Midterm Presentations   1

  

 

 

 

1 Roxanna Horn, Alana Laviale and Andrew Poirier (2015). “Lipton Chai Tea” in Ethics and Economics of 
Sustainable Design Course, Instructor Dagny Tucker Spring 2015, The New School: New York. 
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In the second phase of the project students apply the systems thinking and design portions of                

the IM for change to develop a redesign of the product or spin-off service to address negative                 

externalities or other issues identified in SE LCA phase.  

    Examples of Student Slides   2

The student projects are a good demonstration of the depth of information provided through              

the use of the SE LCA in phase-one. The final projects themselves act as further indications                

of the success or failure to apply the IM for change and demonstrate the depth, creativity and                 

innovation that the methodologies facilitate. 

Beyond the applied implementation of the integrated methodology students are surveyed            

on the first day of class and then again at the end of the semester to gain a sense of their                     

initial knowledge base versus their perceived gain of knowledge and applicable tools by             

semester’s end. Again, Blizzard and Klotz suggest a strong indicator of successful            

implementation of whole systems design is an identification of students’ ability to think             

systemically. The surveys (see appendix) were designed to gather information regarding this            

type of thinking and the student’s ability to integrate systems thinking, the SE LCA and               

2Ashley Lee, Anthony Chan & Daniela Borges (2015) “The Copper Penny” in Ethics and Economics of 
Sustainable Design Course, Instructor Dagny Tucker Spring 2015, The New School: New York. 
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design. The surveys provide evidence that use of the methodologies over the course of a               

semester had an impact on students thinking, everyday choices and transferred over to             

application in other courses.  Further student work and surveys available in the appendix. 

 

Praxis IV. Vessel 

“With the deeply embedded dominant idea of well-being linked to consumption and            
evermore to conspicuous consumption the proposition of well-being with less consumption           
we'll demand a radical change in social expectations as well as a disruption in the production                
system. This radical change will not happen overnight but instead be a process of “micro               
transformations” creating “local systemic discontinuities” - Ezio Manzini, 2006 
 

Research and Intervention Objectives 

As previously outlined research demonstrates and the quote above alludes to, several             

major problems exist in mainstreaming more sustainable culture(s) including a lack of            

sustainable alternatives in the “everyday” space, disruption of normative patterns and           

reflexive solutions that bridge the relationship between people’s everyday behaviors and the            

impacts of those behaviors. 

In order to address these existing gaps, understand the potential impact of providing              

reflective solutions and test the readiness of the culture to accept sustainable solutions a              

highly visible intervention requiring consumer, business and government support was          

needed. In order to reach a broad swath of people and test across stakeholder groups, an                

intervention that could provide tangible environmental and social benefits to shifting a highly             

normalized yet highly unsustainable practice was targeted.  

Description of Intervention Choice 
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The best opportunity identified to meet the needs of the case study was the practice of                

serving coffee or other beverages in single use disposable cups. Beyond the above described              

desired parameters of the intervention the decision to address the “paper-cup” problem was             

also driven by several other important factors including: 

1. the highly visible nature of the paper cup; the paper-cups ubiquity has become analogous               

to throw-away culture itself and it’s hyper visibility has led it to become invisible much like                

other social issues that become unseen (such as homelessness) to the extent that even at               

sustainability conferences trash cans overflow with paper cups The reverse side of the             

visibility is that when an alternative is represented at scale the juxtposition offers defacto              

reflectivity 

2. The externalized costs of the papercup; the cost of the paper cup is often passed onto the                  

user without realization, businesses providing paper cups often pay more for the cups than              

the coffee, cities pay significant costs in the waste disposal of the cups and due to a plastic                  

lining inside the cups the costs to soil quality and water quality are also significant. 

3. The misperception that paper-cups can be recycled offers an opportunity to challenge             

sustainability “myths” 

4. Addressing an issue that required a design intervention offered an opportunity to test              

designs capacity to influence the mainstreaming of sustainable normatives. 

5. Additional social impact could result from the development of low-skill and upwardly             

mobile jobs being creating for the washing and distribution portion of the service. 
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6. Testing“shared-value” model; offering a fiscally viable alternative to the paper cup would             

allow for an opportunity to test the “shared value” business viability including “investor             

and/or donor willingness” to support such a model 

 

How the intervention came to be: 

Vessel is a service system of stainless steel mugs that cafe goers can take for use instead of                   

a paper or plastic cup. The Vessel case study/praxis has spanned over 4 years with its first                 

iteration as a mere design concept developed to inspire the imagination of an alternative              

service system of reusable mugs. The concept was inspired by the sheer number of people               

walking on the street in New York city with paper to-go cups and the amount of waste in                  

public trash bins. The initial iteration, developed in 2013, was called “Mug Share” and              

simply consisted of several graphic design posters conveying the concept. 
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In 2014 the concept was further built out with collaboration from design students in the                

Transdisciplinary Design MFA at Parsons School of Design and entered into the “New             

Challenge” design contest at The New School in New York City. The project made it to the                 

semi-final round and garnered over 2,800 discrete views on the Mug Share web page hosted               

by The New School. In the end the review committee felt that the service was too complex                 

and faced too many implementation challenges. 

In 2015 potential of the project to meet previously outlined research questions was again               

reviewed and a decision was made to undertake the project as a full scale praxis. In order to                  

undertake such a large scale project other researchers were asked to collaborate. Researcher             

and designer Ron Morrison co-initiated the project at this stage and brought with him a               

unique skill-set of design, research and system intervention expertise. 

A full stakeholder analysis was conducted including an in-depth review of government             

offices that could be positively impacted through such a service (See appendix-NYC Dept.             

Stakeholder Map). Major social stakeholder groups identified included 1. Businesses (coffee           

shops and cafes specifically) 2. Consumers 3. Business Improvement Districts 4. Department            

of Sanitation New York 5. Pratt Recycling 6. Paper-cup producers and distributors 7.             

Taxpayers The major environmental stakeholder groups included 1. Anthropocentric         

climate change  2. Soil  3. Water  

Strategy, Planning and Service Design for Mainstreaming Sustainable Options/Choices 

Several models were explored for how the service could function technically and be              

fiscally sustainable. Initially because of the significant environmental impact the service           
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provided, a not-for-profit model was explored. The environmental and social impact would            

position the service well to receive funding from individual and foundation donors. But to              

scale the project to it’s fullest potential the amount of funding needed at early stages was                

more significant than was typically provided via non-profit channels- particularly for a new             

non-profit without a track record. Additionally if the project was scaled it contained a              

revenue generation line that made it feasible to attract investment and potentially scale into a               

B-corp. Given the options Vessel was ultimately designed as a “shared-value” business            

model giving the case study an opportunity to examine the emerging “impact investment             

space.”  

Consideration was also carefully taken to address how the businesses themselves could be              

motivated to adopt the service. A “subscription service” was explored initially but            

abandoned due to the cost barrier and perceived risk it might hold for cafe owners-               

particularly with no evidence of consumer adoption potential. A model of a “per-use” fee              

was deemed the best option to alleviate up-front risk to cafes but still offer adequate revenue                

generation for fiscal viability for the Vessel service.  

Extensive design planning sessions took place evaluating the technology opportunities and            

service system design that would allow the study to meet the stated goals of having a positive                 

environmental impact, being a reflective service to allow users feedback on the impact of              

their everyday choices and fiscally sustainable. Each component of the “system” was            

designed specifically to meet these goals. 

The Mug 
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The mug itself was evaluated first. Materiality was of primary concern and needed to               

address material sustainability (addressed through life-cycle assessments), user experience,         

user health, cost per unit and durability. After researching possible materials for the mug two               

options became clear- recycled plastic or stainless steel. 

From a light weighting, cost and durability perspective plastics met our needs. But from a                

recyclability, health and user experience perspective, plastics were ruled out as 1. it is              

difficult to recycle the hard plastic and even in the instance it can be done-it loses properties                 

and is only “down-cycled” 2. Growing bodies of research demonstrate the physical health             

risks of using plastics for food or drinks due to the endocrine system disruption (CDC,               

University of Texas) caused by bisphenol A (BPA) which leaches from plastics and is              

particularly dangerous used in conjunction with hot liquids as the leaching process happens             

55% faster with boiling temperature liquids 3. The feel of plastic is often considered “cheap”               

or undesirable and diminishes the opportunity of the invention to provide an opportunity for              

sustainability to be presented as a superior option offering better a “feel” and “look” as well                

as increased functionality (insulated mug would keep hot drink hot and cold drinks cold for a                

longer period of time than paper cups).  

The best material available to suit all our needs was stainless steel. Stainless-steel as a                

sustainable design choice offered 100% recyclability, the cost would be significantly more            

than plastic but at quantity feasible, stainless steel offers a look and feel that would meet our                 

user-experience needs and from a health perspective it’s easy to wash and is the most               

sanitary material available. Additionally the life-cycle assessment of stainless steel produced           

within the U.S. and recycled in the U.S. won out over potential plastic manufacturers mainly               
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located overseas. In order to for the overall impacts of a paper-cup versus stainless steel               

mugs to break even the mugs would need to be used 23 times. After 23 uses the stainless                  

steel mugs offers significant reduction in environmental impact savings including in the use             

of trees, water, and carbon dioxide emissions. From the end of life or waste perspective,               

reusable stainless steel offers immediate saving from the cost of landfilling the paper-cup to              

the decrease of micro-plastic pollution of soils and water and the decrease of methane gas               

emissions from the decomposition of the paper cup in the landfill (See appendix-Vessel Pitch              

Deck). 

Beyond the materiality of the mug- the look, feel and functionality of the mug would be                 

crucial in meeting user demands. Further the need for the mug to function for the cafes was                 

an imperative of the mug design constraints including the ability of the mugs to stack               

efficiently to deal with cafe space constraints and for the mug to be functional with the                

espresso machines and for easy handling by the baristas. Dozens of iterations of the mug               

were contemplated before the best minimum viable product was settled upon for the initial              

pilots (see appendix-mug diagrams)  

The Service Design itself offered many challenges: 

Tracking Technology 

How the mug would be tracked presented some of the most difficult challenges. RFID              

technology was now commonly used to track books and other items but how the RFID would                

integrate with with stainless steel and round surfaces presented some problems. Other            

considerations were the washability of the RFID tags, costs and scanner implementation at             

points of sale and mug drop off points. After several rounds of planning and conversations               
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with cafe owners restaurant owners it was determined that a “stand-alone” system would             

need to be developed that did not “tie-in” to any of the businesses point-of sale system as                 

there were too many different types of point of sales systems to develop something that               

would easily interface with them all.  

Creating a standalone system would be integral to the success of the service operating               

systems exist for rent restaurants and the cafés to handle their merchandise and sales that's a                

have to develop something that would work with all the various interfaces would be nearly               

impossible. As such considerations had been made to develop a system whereby the mugs              

could be tracked including potentially scanning them from the point at which they were taken               

and that the point for which they returned. 

Due to these requirements, their complications and costs- for the first pilot it was decided                

to use barcodes containing a shortened four digit number that the user could type into an iPad                 

that was provided at the point-of-sale. The barcodes were fixed to the bottom of the stainless                

steel mugs and allowed for simple technology for the tracking of mugs that bypassed the               

complications and expense of RFID technology. While the system proved effective for the             

small-scale pilot it was clunky for users to have to enter the four digit code and the iPad and                   

it was not failsafe. 

For the second larger scale pilot which would have far greater volume and more effective                

tracking the use of the NFC tags was implemented. It also was a complicated process to                

determine what NFC tags would fit the needs of the service including the ability of the mug                 

to sit level with the sticker on the bottom as well as the need for the NFC tag to withstand                    

thousands of washes in high temperature commercial washing machine. After an NFC tag             
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was identified to meet those needs, corresponding readers needed to be identified that could              

read the tag despite been affixed to stainless steel. 

Database and Using Technology to Give Reflexive Feedback on Positive Impact : 

Could we design our technology to address the crucial missing link of the inability for                

people to have a tangible sense of the impact they have with their everyday choices? At a                 

minimum with a customer sign-up and the technology to know when they “checked-out” a              

mug we could then give the user feedback on how much waste they had diverted from                

landfill by using the Vessel service. We felt the waste was only a starting point to giving                 

back the type of information that would encourage and inspire users to continue making              

positive behavior changes towards sustainability. In order to make connections to opaque            

supply chains we built out a matrix of information that could be gathered and implemented               

into our database in order to give users feedback on the broader social and environmental               

impacts of their every day coffee consumption choices. This has included looking at various              

types of coffees that can be purchased and tracking their origins. In the case of fairtrade and                 

organic coffee; much of the needed data is available, including where the coffee is grown,               

social and environmental standards of the growers and in some cases the amount of money               

being paid for the coffee. By showing consumers this information via email or other              

communication methods of delivery we could potentially give them feedback on the actual             

people and places they positively impact by choosing to purchase fair, direct trade or organic               

coffees. Additionally we hope to be able to test the viability of demonstrating the impact that                

consumers could have on their local neighborhoods when they purchased coffees from            

independent cafés, or even further from cafés owned by people who live in the              
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neighborhoods where the café operated. All of these inputs sought to test if this type of                

information and feedback could encourage people to be more conscious and/or inspired by             

the impact their choices could have globally as well as within their own landscape. 

 

Following is a chart of some of our optimal database features: 

Data Storage Needed 

Customer Card Customer name 

 Customer phone 

 Customer email 

 Customer credit card 

 Customer address 

Mug RFID Location and time check-out 

 Location and time check-in 

 Assigned cafe 

Marketable (Ideal 
Recorded Data) 

Number of cups of coffee bought by customer, quantified carbon footprint 
of customer 

 Type of coffee: Organic, fair trade, drying method 

 Source of coffee: Worker conditions, environmental impacts 

 Carbon footprint of coffee 

 High traffic of consumption routes, peak times, types of purchases for cafes 

 Individual customer paths of purchases 

 Future customer services: Pre order coffee ahead of time, Vessel anti-line, 
predictive ordering 

 Cafe benefit service: Cafes save money with more exact predictions for 
coffee bean supply ordering based on customer analytics, social media 
visibility for cafes to share, we are removing significant pounds of waste 
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this month, tied into tax credits and social capital benefits, shames other 
cafes for not signing on 

 Reporting on the impact of consumer purchases at neighborhood level: 
Customer can see money spent from coffee sales that go back to 
neighborhood resource circulation (of the money I spent throughout the 
day, week , month how much of it supports local businesses, black owned 
businesses, QPOC businesses’ application for social media exposure, 
conscious consumer positive feedback through social media visibility "I 
support black owned businesses..." 

 Conscious quantified self: Digital as realm for agency in channeling capital 
into community 

 Gamification: Leverage individual savings to favorite cafes to get drink 
deals/specials 

 

Distribution and Washing 

The distribution and washing component of the service could be deemed as one of the                

most impactful components not only for the logistical requirements but also for the efficiency              

required in the distribution and washing phase. Several options were identified for the             

washing of the mugs including having the cafés wash the mugs themselves and or partnering               

with the facility such as a university or a hotel that already had washing facilities available                

that we're not necessarily in use all of the time. For the initial pilot projects it was                 

determined that the first option of having cafés wash the mugs themselves while we handled               

any redistribution needs was the most feasible. This would be a somewhat limiting factor in               

that it meant only cafés that had washing facilities available could be part of the pilot project.                 

In order to address longer-term scaling it was determined that up to the point of 100 cafés or                  

less partnering with another facility to do the washing would make the most sense. After the                

scale of 100 cafés or more was reached it would be necessary to investigate building or                
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purchasing a dedicated washing facility. For redistribution of the mugs a combination of             

bicycles with trailers and delivery vehicles would be utilized. 

 

 

Financing to Build the Service 

In order to examine questions of how a well-being economy was being delivered in real                

life it was important to the design of the case study to have to go to funders and present the                    

concept of providing a solution to the environmental issue of the paper-cup problem while              

saving business and cities money, offering the solution to users for free and providing an               

opportunity to shift behavior toward more sustainable practices while being a fiscally viable             

service. This combination of design features was thought to provide a good example of the               

literature declarations for an ideal candidate for the impact investor space. Of course it must               

be noted that many factors go into investor considerations that potentially affect the praxis              

outcomes. In order for the study to be seen transparently with it’s limiting factors; many               

other considerations of an investor outside the scope of project “impact” play into a decision               

of whether or not to invest including but not limited to: an evaluation of the team’s capacity                 

to implement- including team experience and background, timeline for the return on            

investment as well as the percentage return on investment. These variables could all been              

seen as potential limiting factors in this portion of the investigation.  

From Planning to Implementation 

    Funding was necessary in order to move from the planning phase to the implementation 

phase.  In order to tell the story of Vessel a brochure or as it is known in the investor space 
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“pitch deck” was created to explain the service (See full document in Appendix-Pitch Deck). 

The following text and selected images are taken from the “pitch deck” and describe the 

service as being  presented to potential partners including donors, investors, government and 

business. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Vessel offers customers, cafes and the city a socially, environmentally and fiscally superior option to 
single use cups.  The Vessels are hygienic, stainless steel, insulated cups. Vessel’s infrastructure is 

founded on proven systems reinvented for modern needs.  
Using library-style tracking, sophisticated washing and the glass-bottle model, our cups circulate 

through the city—replacing the need for single-use cups. 
 

Here’s how it works—and its benefits. 
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The vast majority of paper cups are not recycled. The plastic lining inside the paper prevents liquids                 
from leaking—but it makes it too expensive to recycle.  
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With Vessel customers enjoy better quality, comfort, and style without sacrificing convenience. Drinks 

stay hot or cold, while customers on the go enjoy drinking from a real cup.  
 

The average coffee shop spends more on its cup than on beans. 
One large Brooklyn-based coffee roaster with only two shops spends 125K annually on paper cups.  

 
Cafes only pay 10 cents per Vessel used; reducing their cup costs by 50%. 
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The City Wins Big 

 

  

 

 
Vessel is a venture of Thread Count. Thread Count is a creative studio using design and systems 

thinking to retune social and ecological infrastructures.” 
 

The pitch deck served as a way to reach out to potential partners, funders and collaborators                 

to get the “conversation started”. An evening was set to host an event to explain the Vessel                 

service along with its potentials for impact (see appendix-invite and presentation).           

Approximately 20 people attended an event hosted in Boulder, Co. It was an enthusiastic              

crowd. By the end of the evening there were dozens of compliments and a lot of enthusiasm                 

for the project’s potential to “solve a big problem” and “get people to stop using disposables”                
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but no interest in investing. Later we received a call from an attendee at the event interested                 

in donating but not investing. This would prove to be a repeated theme for sometime.               

Donors turned out to be the most interested initially and a 501c3 particularly interested in               

projects that would be implemented in neighborhoods that reduced waste and had positive             

social impacts agreed to be a fiscal sponsor for  Vessel to launch its initial pilot projects. 

Pilot:  Murrays 

In Late January 2016 Vessel Works launched a soft lean proof of concept pilot at Murray’s                 

Cheese in Greenwich Village. Murray’s Cheese is an iconic NYC cheese shop selling             

cheeses, high-end grocery items, hot foods, tea and coffee. Their attentive staff combined             

with the small number of coffee and tea sales made for an ideal situation to test the Vessel                  

service.  

For the pilot at Murray’s 18 oz stainless steel mugs with a black silicon lid co-branded                 

with Vessel and Murray’s logos were used. A window treatment, in-store point of sale              

marketing, and explanatory materials were produced (see appendix-Murray’s Marketing         

Material). All store staff went through a training program to understand the Vessel service              

including both customer facing and back-end processes.  

An iPad was installed next to the coffee service counter for customers to register and                

check out mugs. Mugs were kept on the hot bar counter and handed out by staff after verbally                  

confirming customer registration. A collection bin for returned mugs was also placed near the              

coffee counter. When customers ordered coffee they were asked if they would like to use the                

Vessel service and were then directed to our marketing materials and iPad for sign-up.  
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Customers sign up only one time on our website by providing their name, phone number                

and email address and clicking a box agreeing to the terms of use. They then received their                 

mug and used the iPad to “check out” each time they used the service, entering their phone                 

number and a 4 digit code found on the bottom of the mug. Customers then kept the mug for                   

up to 10 days before returning back at Murray’s. Returned mugs were checked in and washed                

by Murray’s staff in a commercial Hobart’s sanitizing dishwasher at the end of each day. 

The following questions were addressed through the service via customer adoption statistics            

and comments in the first pilot: 

Would consumers even be interested in using the service? Moreover would they take the time               

to sign up and check-out the mug? The overwhelming response was yes. Despite the fairly               

cumbersome sign up process (beta only) over 50% of coffee/tea purchasers choose to use              

Vessel within the first week of the pilot.  

Would customers like using the mug?   

In surveys we found that the majority of people did like using the stainless steel mug. A                 

customer survey revealed problem areas including the need for multiple sizes and the             

customer desire for a completely spill-proof lid.  

Would customers like the lid? The overall response to the lid was positive although some                

people did request a lid that would not spill if placed in a bag -suggesting that there may be                   

some conflation between our service-meant as a superior option to the paper cup- and a travel                

mug. 
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Would people continue using the service? 

Yes! Overwhelmingly. Of all the total service uses 68% are from repeat customers. This              

shows that the people who do use the service enjoy it and continue to support it                

enthusiastically. 

Would people return the mugs? 

The short answer is yes! 90% of mug uses are returned back and on time.  

Would the mugs dent, become scratched or otherwise damaged in high traffic, commercial             

use? The mugs have held up well. Almost no observed denting. It can be noted that if not                  

dried properly the mugs can sometimes have a watermark that makes it look like it needs to                 

be washed. 

Would the barcode stickers hold up under high heat commercial washing? Yes, no             

problems. 

Additionally, in-store surveys, user and staff interviews were conducted to assess both the             

service itself and what, if any, behavior changes were influenced through the service. 

User Interviews:  

Interview with Yashiya Mattis: What made you decide to join the service? “I’m a              
trendsetter. It looks fancy.” Would you recommend the service to a friend? “I would be very                
likely to recommend to a friend.” “Plus I like the appearance of the cup- I mean I feel                  
special holding Vessel.” Has the service made you think differently about paper cups or              
waste? “Well, yeah. Now I find myself wondering if I should just eat the rest of the food at                   
the restaurant instead of getting it to-go in one of those containers. It’s kinda a pain actually                 
cause no I feel bad if i’m just taking it and throwing it away 5 minutes later. It just made me                     
think about it differently I guess.”  
Interview with Christine Norris: Why do you use Vessel? “I love the things I’m thinking               
about , the things I want- are being implemented now I can make choices for that positive                 
impact and being able to take that action- that’s why I love it.” Has the service made you                  
think differently about paper-cup or waste? “Oh my gosh , yes. I mean I’m amazed out how                 
much less I take out my trash out home. It was just part of my day. Drop off my daughter at                     
school and grab a cup of coffee on the way back to my home office. Since using Vessel I                   
realized that, like over half of my trash every week was just paper cups!” 
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After completing the initial pilot at Murray’s and determining that 1. The service model               

was feasible and 2. User feedback and interviews suggested there was potential for the              

service to disrupt a cultural normative to create a behavior change toward a more sustainable               

behavior; it was decided to continue the praxis to see if further insights could be gained. 

Conversation during this period continued with investors but none were willing to take the               

financial risk despite the initial proof-of-concept and significant positive environmental and           

social impacts. Donors on the other hand continued to show a strong interest and enough               

fiscal support to launch a second, larger and much more significantly technology enabled             

pilot. 

In order to implement the larger scale pilot one urban design and ecologies researcher and                

one transdiciplinary design researcher were added to the team- Zenny Venner and Cameron             

Hanson respectively. Additional part-time researchers and designers assisted in         

implementation, research and service design during and following Vessel’s second pilot at            

Brooklyn Roasting Company in New York City including undergraduate and graduate           

students Sungmy Kim, Erinn Shaughnessy Max Raderstorf, Seiya Kobayashi and          

Chengcheng Teng. Additionally we worked closely with multimedia artist and programmer           

Sarah Grant and critical engineer Danja Vasiliev were who were contracted for their             

technical and user-experience expertise as well as the database build out.  
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Pilot: Brooklyn Roasting Company Pilot 

What We Did  

Following the successful implementation of our first pilot at Murray’s Cheese, we             

undertook a second larger scale pilot with Brooklyn Roasting Company (BRC), an            

NYC-based coffee roaster with 10 retail venues in Brooklyn and Manhattan.  

BRC’s pilot served to test at a much larger scale both in regards to placement of the Vessel                  

service in multiple venues as well as in volume of customers served daily. For the BRC pilot                 

we significantly upgraded our sign-up, check-in and check-out processes with          

technology-enabled mugs, scanners and custom kiosks. We built a more robust website and a              

significant database to house customer information, track mugs and analyze transactions.  

Finally, we created comprehensive training materials for cafe staff and Vessel marketing             

materials including several short professional videos, brochures and posters.  

Technology:  

Develop a standalone system unhindered by the multitude of retail POS systems. Once              

developed, test using iterative design to isolate the most durable, time-efficient scanners            

while supporting a simple to understand interaction for baristas and customers. Test and             

improve network connectivity, scanner communication with database and build out further           

data points.  

User experience:  

Design and test a lean, web-based sign-up process. Undertake user interviews on service              

experience (mug & lid, check-in and check-out, length of check-out period, in-store flow of              
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service and impact on behavior change) and marketing materials. Iterate upgrades based on             

learnings and develop key improvements strategy and design for future service pilots.  

User adoption: Understand key drivers and barriers to user adoption by testing iterative             

versions of sign-up process and marketing materials. Conduct research to understand both            

user adoption and hesitation.  

B2B experience:  

Hone in on cafe-needs through an in-depth study of the physical space and flows (baristas,                

storage, drop-off & check out points), marketing material (co-branding, size and placement,            

impacts of Vessel branding), employee training, as well as benefits (fiscal, brand identity and              

value add) and barriers for cafes.  

 

We used several methods of conducting research into both the service and user behavior as is                

outlined in the following research plan: 

Brooklyn Roasting Company Research Plan 
July 8, 2016  

 

 

Research Objectives  

- Understand the customer experience of signing up, checking out, carrying out and checking back  

- Explore the variance in interests, needs and adoption of potential and current customers 

- Confirm, refine and prioritize target user group needs, specifically exploring the drivers of sustainability, 

convenience, aesthetics/sexiness and being a part of something bigger 

- Define key use case differences between the various cafes 

- Understand the on-the-ground barista experience of training, understanding, promotion, use and 

management of Vessel 

- Observe and survey user reactions to website 

- Clarify impressions of the Vessel brand 

- Explore the incentives and rewards for the management of participating cafes 

 

Research Methods [the following pages outline the research works in progress] 

Primary 

1. Poster board survey in-store to gauge opinions on what people like, dislike and want to see in Vessel 
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2. Online survey distributed in member email and website 

3. Email survey to BRC employees  

4. One-on-one customer interviews to understand how Vessel fits into daily life 

5. Observations in-store 

Secondary 

6. Product display in-store to open up dialogue and opinions on cup design 

7. Data analysis to gather trends and insights 

8. Content audit of website and observation of users 

 

Overall Guiding Questions 

- Why did a customer sign up for Vessel? 

- What keeps a customer coming back? 

- What turns a customer away? 

- How does the customer hope to see the service and product grow? 

- What benefits and drawbacks do baristas and managers see in Vessel? 

 

User Groups (to recruit in person and online) 

- Daily commuter with consistent schedule 

- In-store laptop worker  

- Out and about user 

- Business person 

- Adult with young kid(s) 

- People in a meeting 

- Loyal BRC customers whom baristas can either name or introduce us to (extreme user) 

- One-time visitor (extreme user) 

- Pre-identified users 

- Woman who works at Patagonia 

- Red Beard bike shop that comes in everyday for a group order 

 

Topics to Research 
 

Awareness 

Understanding of the information posters 

Recruitment of people sitting in cafes 

How baristas explain the service 

How baristas pitch the service 

User promotion of service to other users 

 

Sign-up 

Sign-up process 

How comfortable people feel with using credit card 

Where people put the sticker 

Free or fee model? 

 

Check-out 

First impressions of the raspberry pi 

Coffee stains on pi and posters 
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Process of writing down special orders for Vessel (on paper normally)  

Process of troubleshooting 

Inventory 

How users feel when they receive the check-out emails 

How users feel when they receive the reminder to check in emails 

 

Product Features 

Look of mug 

Cleanliness of cups and lids 

Liquid vs non-liquid use for mug 

How secure the liquid feels in the mug 

How to distinguish mugs from other people, like co-workers 

 

Mug Usage 

Percentage of Vessels staying in the store (track <3 hr usage) 

Stay-in vs to-go usage 

Desire for an app that has check-out indo and drink stats 

How users feel when they carry the mug with them the rest of the day 

Participating locations 

Where users live and commute 

Survey if other cafes offer tall glass cups for iced coffee for staying in 

 

Mug Return 

How many lids are returned 

Issues with upside down and sideways return, and how they affect direction of stacked mugs 

What people do when mugs are lost and how they respond to possibility of penalty 

 

Branding 

Vibe and mission of brand 

How people feel about our makeshift look 

Impression of the language we use 

 

1. In-store Poster Survey 
 

Objective 

- Gather a volume of opinions on the main issues in order to have concise reference points 

- Make poster aesthetically fun to increase awareness and demonstrate to users that we are transparent 

and care about improving the service 

- Customer engagement should ideally be 90 sec as to increase participation 

 

Installation 

Poster board propped up against the column on the table near the bathroom. Both survey parts will be on one 

40x60” poster, or divided between two 18x36” posters 

 

Poster drafts (link here to the blank and the filled version) 

 

Part 1: Ranking Positives  
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Title: What do you love most about Vessel? (Intentionally using positive language here) 

Format: Circle web with three levels that people plot dot stickers to on foam core poster, maybe with 

transparency 

Ranking: It’s okay, pretty rad, absolute favorite thing 

Categories: 

- Social impact 
- Five day allowance for the mug 
- Mug design 
- Free 
- Mug keeps liquids cold and hot 
- Can drop off at other locations 
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Part 2: Highlighting improvements 
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Title: We hear ya! We value your feedback in this pilot phase. 

Format: Chart with room for dot stickers and comment feedback 

Questions:  

What’s most important to improve? And why? 

Participating 
locations 
 
 
X x x x x x 

Design of 
mug 
 
 
xxx 

Cleanliness 
of mug 
 
 
x 

Sign-up 
process 

Emails 
 
 
 
xxxxxx 

Website 
 
 
 
x 

Create an 
app 

Comments: 
 
 
 

Comments: 
 

Comments: 
 

Comments: 
 

Comments: 
 

Comments: 
 

Comments: 
 

 

Timeline 

Mon 7/11: Refine content, finalize design, print 

Tues 7/12 - Mon 7/18: Activation 

Tues 7/19 - Wed 7/20: Compile results and report  

Week of 7/18: Compile results and translate to the insights framework 

 

 

2. Online Survey to Customers 
 

Objective 

- Easily accessible survey with quantifiable data results 

- One page and fast so we don’t get burn out from respondees 

 

Survey found here: http://goo.gl/forms/PswTthHq56MUotLo2 

 

Multiple Choice 

I signed up for Vessel because (can select multiple): 

a. It’s free 

b. It’s environmentally friendly 

c. The mugs are cool 

d. I like to support grassroots initiatives 

I frequent the following participating cafes: 

a. DUMBO Brooklyn Roasting Company  

b. 23rd Street Brooklyn Roasting Company 

c. Murray’s Cheese Shop 

d. Spreadhouse Cafe 

I use my Vessel 

a. 5-7 times a week 

b. 2-4 times a week 

c. Once a week 

d. Never 

I live in this zip code: _______ 
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I keep my Vessel member sticker: 

a. On my phone 

b. On a business or credit card 

c. Other: ________ 

I primarily use Vessel 

a. To-go 

b. To stay in the cafe 

Most important part of having a reusable mug 

a. Transparency 

b. Tightness of lid 

c. Ability to distinguish the Vessel from other Vessels 

So far, I’ve been frustrated at the following: 

a. Time it took to sign up 

b. Having to register my credit card during sign-up 

c. Forgetting to bring back my mug 

d. Finicky technology 

e. Lack of inventory 

f. Cleanliness of mugs 

g. Cleanliness of lids 

h. Pop-on lid 

i. Angle of the kiosks when you return the Vessel 

j. Auto-generated emails 

k. Can’t pay with my Vessel sticker 

l. Anxiety of not returning the Vessel within five days 

 

I’d use these words to describe the Vessel brand: 

a. Innovative 

b. Sustainable 

c. Trendy 

d. Sexy 

e. Scrappy 

f. Tech 

g. Smart 

h. Glamorous 

i. Shy 

j. Friendly 

I would be willing to pay for a membership: 

a. No 

b. Yes 

c. Yes, but only if there were extra perks 

 

Sliding Scale (Don’t agree at all > very much agree, n/a. Comment boxes on side.) 

I like the stainless steel material of Vessel 

I like the silicon lid of Vessel 

My liquid feels secure in Vessel 

I use Vessel primarily for beverages 

Using technology to track Vessel is cool 

I’m impressed by the technology that Vessel uses 
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I would use Vessel more if there were more locations 

I would use Vessel more if there were public drop off locations 

I like the look and feel of the cork scanning boxes 

 

Open-ended Questions 

Here’s your time to vent! Or praise us. What’s on your mind?  

 

Want to chat more? We’d love to talk with you one-on-one. Just leave your email here and we’ll contact you. 

 

Timeline 

Tues 7/12: Refine content, finalize design, print 

Wed 7/13: Send email to members in newsletter update 

Weekend of 7/16: Compile results and report  

Sun 7/17: Reach out to anyone who said they’d do a one-on-one interview  
 

3. Online Survey to BRC Employees 
 

Objective 

- Understand the perspective of the people on the front lines of Vessel 

- Gather quantitative and qualitative survey results 

- Possibly include Murray’s employees as well 

 

Email 

Subject: 3 min survey about Vessel 

Text: 
This email is being sent on behalf of the team at Vessel. 

 

Hello you wonderful BRC humans! 

 

We at Vessel are so grateful that you’ve helped us spearhead the pilot phase of the reusable check-out Vessel 

mugs. We see you as the ones on the front line, and as such, we value your opinion and want to work with you to 

make this new service seamless. The more customers that use Vessel, the more BRC saves in paying for 

throw-away cups and the more BRC can present its sustainable brand to the city. 

 

We’d really appreciate if you’d take three minutes to complete this one-page survey. We’d also love to sit with 

you one-on-one to hear more of your thoughts. Please email us at info@vesselwrks.com to set up a time to chat.  

 

Survey [work in progress] 

Position at BRC: (fill in blank or drop-down?) 

 

Scale of 1-5:  
You think Vessel is an awesome idea 

You think Vessel is off to a great start 

 

Yes, No, Sometimes: 

You like having Vessel as part of BRC 
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You feel responsible/attached to the viability/success of Vessel 

You feel comfortable describing Vessel to a first-time customer 

You actively suggest customers try Vessel. Why? 

It’s easy to scan a Vessel 

The scanning boxes are reliable 

The mugs and lids are always clean 

 

Your favorite parts of Vessel: 

a. Eco friendly 

b. Good branding for BRC 

c. Saves BRC money and is free for customers (how well do employees know the business model? Maybe 

we should explain more of the concept in the email that goes with the survey) Coffee shops save money 

by not spending it on paper and plastic cups 

d. Stainless steel design 

 

What do you think Vessel should improve upon? 

a. Design of mug 

b. Sign-up process 

c. Scanning hardware 

d. Branding 

e. Business model (??) 

f. Reward system 

 

This is your chance to tell us anything that’s on your mind about Vessel. What would you change about the 

product? What has surprised you? What do you love? The more feedback, the better Vessel can be for you and 

your customers. 

 

We’d love to chat with you in person as well. If you’re interested please add your email address here and we’ll 

set up a time to talk. Thanks! 

 

 

4. Interviews 
 

Objective 

- Conduct deeper interviews with users (both customers and baristas) to get a more comprehensive sense 

of what drives their behavior and opinions, especially related to Vessel 

 

Recruitment  

- Recruit in person to people using Vessel or sitting in the cafe 

- Recruit at the bottom of the survey 

- Solicit interviews in the email to BRC employees 

 

Questions 

- Depending on the user’s situation, focus on some of the subjects listed on page two.  

 

Info Email 
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- Gather emails from Zanny to incorporate in feedback log 

 

Interviews: 
 

User Interview 1: Carolyn Maher 

 

Date: Thurs, Aug 4 

Location: BRC DUMBO 

Bio: Late 20s/early 30s, white woman, works at a 4-person video production company four blocks away 

 

SUMMARY 

- She’s a member to reduce waste and she believes in the business model. And she doesn't like cleaning 

her own mugs 

- Only used it 3 times, so she doesn’t know a ton 

- Has been okay with most of the glitches because it’s a new company. If she had to pay for the service, 

she’d be much less tolerant 

- Wants more locations 

- Wants to be able to opt out of some emails 

 

Why she likes Vessel 

- I really love the idea. I love talking to people about it.  

- Waste is the biggest thing for me. Nice mental incentive to get those 25 cents off the coffee by being in 

a reusable cup. 

- Concept is really cool. The fact that we’ve come up with a simple return system. 

- Don’t use her own to go mug because it’s too time intensive at home and didn’t like to clean it. Loves 

that you “Don’t have to do the hard stuff.” 

 

Return system 

- Return process was confusing 

- Super friendly to sign up with a Vessel person. It was explained well how to sign up. But the scan back 

was not explained. Tried to scan with phone and it got a red light. Not clear that she only had to scan 

cup to return it. Add a 1, 2, 3 process for returning. That would be helpful 

- Hanging upside down is super awkward.  

 

Word of mouth 

- She’s brought up the concept to friends on her own. Knowing that there’s something out there that’s 

like this has made me excited to share it with other people to help it catch on. It’s a new idea that she 

hasn’t seen done before. In this area and new york a lot of things go to waste. Look at this cool thing 

that’s changing a problem we’re all aware of. Main reason is to share something that’s cool.  

- 4-person office didn’t notice it until she told them 

 

Use case 

- Only used Vessel three times. Stopped in on a weekend and used it in store so it was easy to return. 

Taken it away twice.  

- At work, it chilled on her desk at work for a couple days. Then put in her bag and returned. Had lids both 

times. Had to specifically to ask for lid because it wasn’t offered.  

- The other times she’s used it baristas have known what’s going on 
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- Thinks it works with a chip id on the sticker that’s recognized by the base and links up to the ID number 

on the vessel and basically it knows what number i have checked out. It knows when i’ve check it back 

in. then it knows. 

 

Frustrations 

- Frustrated by having only one register, such as having to walk to the other side to scan.  

- When the scanner isn’t working she thinks: oh man that stinks. I thought after being here for a few 

weeks you’d think it’d be working smoothly now. Maybe tomorrow there will be a resolution and fixed. 

But if it was still not working, doesn’t give much vote of confidence. It’s such a simple idea to the 

consumer. Expects the tech to be relatively glitch free, but she doesn’t know how it’s made of course. 

Simple enough to have a back up. 

 

Improvements 

- Would be super convenient to get her coffee at her street in crown heights. Would be fine taking it back 

to the same location at the end of the day. 

- She thought she could check out more than once. Then she wouldn’t have to think did I return this? 

What is my strategy? Created incentive to continue routine. 

- Biggest thing to improve: more locations. Biggest drive is to see it more places.  

- Knowing that tech is reliable is also important, esp if it ever changes into a paid service.  

 

Keep the same 

- 5 day limit is reasonable. Hasn’t gone over it yet. Can’t recall any emails.  

 

Product 

- Didn’t know lids were an option at first 

- Feels sometimes too hot to hold and carry out 

- Like that it’s clean and versatile. Nondescript and not crazy eye catching.  

- Noticed the branding, but didn’t think about it. Didn’t think about why Murrays was on there.  

- As a personal design aesthetic like more exciting and colorful. Can also get down with our sleek look. 

- Wouldn’t notice if someone was carrying it on the street. Very subtle. 

- Didn’t know straw fit through lid 

 

Money incentives 

- If she was charged $15, she would hope for a reimbursement option. She would email or find contact 

info on the site. Do we have a specific button on the website for it. Totally understand why a charge 

would happen. If she lost it, she’d take that responsibility. If she lost it, she’d approached the next mug 

with more caution. Not sure if she’d continue the service. Might be bitter and resentful. Little miffed for 

spending $15 on a cup she’ll never use again. 

- Less inclined to pay for a mug and then having a “parking” service. Parking idea is less desirable. 

- Incentive right now is no waste and coffee discount. Maybe would do a nominal fee for doing good. 

Depends on price point.  

 

Confirmation Emails 

- Email notifications. Like the idea but it seems silly to get an email when she’s sitting here enjoying it in 

cafe. Nice to know that there was instant communication, but adds to the pile of emails.  

- Confirmation on return is what she likes better. She likes to know her responsibility has been handled.  

- Prefer to opt of the check in email. But wants the confirmation info, either text or email, doesn’t matter. 

User Interview 2: Dave Millman 
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Date: Fri, Aug 5 

Location: BRC DUMBO 

Bio: Build tech for artsy tech company for collab with people in film, theatre and tv, helping with pre-production. 

Also does a payments platform like working at a catering company, get paid sooner. Works on Plymouth Street. 

Faculty at Montana State University. 

 

Awareness 

Noticed when there were a bunch of people standing around and a computer. Day 1  

No hassle with activation 

I’ve heard there have been some difficulties. Never experience any.  

Seems to slow down the baristas a bit.  

Gotten a Vessel 10-15 times, normally in the afternoon 

Barista always know what to do “I’d like an iced coffee in a Vessel” 

Keep it  in his wallet, without the sticker part activated 

Probably not do the key fob because he doesn’t want to give them his valuable keys. He doesn’t do the scanning 

himself. The barista does that.  

Would be awesome to couple with their frequent rewards card.  

 

Favorites 

Iced coffee really good with stainless steel. A lot nicer than getting a normal cup 

Used to carry a mug with him, clipped onto his bag. Don’t have to carry the mug. It gets gross sometime.  

 

Checks it out in the afternoon. Drinks at work. Sits at desk. Brings back the next afternoon. 

 

Environment 

Not much of his conscious about the environment. Brings his own because he doesn’t want to waste. Strongly 

believe in anti-waste. 

 

Frustrations 

Not that much has frustrated him 

For the most part of doing a beta thing, it’s relatively smooth 

There was that one time when everyone got an email that said he had a cup checked out and he assumed it was 

a snafu 

 

Didn’t know you can only have one checked out at once. THought he could do two checked out. Would be really 

great to have two out at once.  

Maybe me, Cameron am storing it the wrong way 

 

Knew we were were a start-up because of talking to us and the prototype nature of the scanner. “It’s clearly a 

science experiment” 

Didn’t expect a polished product right away 

The sticker at the bottom is pretty good 

If everything was super smooth, he’d have higher expectations of flow 

 

Improvements 

Would be cool to see how much coffee I drink. It’s a smart device. Should be ways to access my data.  

He assumed we had something like this in the works 
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This data wouldn’t make him any more tied to the product. The convenience of the coldness of the cup is the 

biggest determinant. 

Would probably do hot beverages in vessel too 

The lid is okay. Always gets a lid. 

Thinks he’s always charged for a large iced coffee 

 

Website 

Went only to the website once to do the sign-up from his phone. Didn’t look at anything else. 

Asked Vessel person about the CC for clarification.  

He has multiple credit cards and uses one for more risky transactions. He used the one for Vessel.  

Never exceeded the five days of checking.  

 

If he was charged the $15, he’d be like “pretty mug i just got.” 

Like the idea of the $1 a day library charge. It’s a relatable concept and familiar. Not weird to think that you have 

x number of days to return. 

 

Went back to work and told people about it because he was excited about it. Got coworkers to sign up. Happy to 

share about it. His coworker’s girlfriend tried to sign up and she had difficulty. 

 

Wouldn’t like so much the buying the cup upfront. On the fence about it. It’s convenient, but not enough to make 

him pay. 

 

Hygiene seems good.  

 

Doesn’t notice any of the posters or flyers in the store.  

 

 
 

User Interview 3: James Lucas 

 

Date: 7/29/16 at 3pm 

Location: BRC Jay Street 

Bio: Architect who works in a two-person office in DUMBO on 20 Jay Street. Lives UES. White male, early to mid 

30s. Wearing a necktie and sharp looking vest. 

 

MAIN TAKEWAYS: 

- Is surprisingly patient with hiccups and inconsistencies and likes to see a start-up trying things out 

- He's not motivated by sustainability at all. He simply likes drinking out of stainless steel better 

- Biggest wish is that he could scan and/or pay through his phone, rather than having to pull out the 

vessel sticker that's stuck on an inside flap on his wallet 

- Thinks being able to check out multiple at once would make everything easier 

- Likes the cafe branding on the mugs and thinks each cafe should have mugs with just their name on it so 

that you can see how they flow through the system. Thinks customizable, colored and for-purchase lids 

would be a fun add-on too.  

 

 

AWARENESS 
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- Why he joined Vessel: Heard a barista say “who’s vessel is this?” and thought it was funny that a cup 

was being called a vessel. Then saw that the poster and read it to learn more. 

- He was glad there was no QR code to scan because that turns him off 

- Never noticed any postcards 

- Thinks the best description of the service, and how he’d describe it to friends is comparing it to Citi Bike 

- Hasn’t noticed poster survey. “Sorry.” 

 

SIGN-UP 

- Tried signing up on his Android but he kept getting errors. The sign-up form didn’t give specific error 

messages. After that, he forgot about it. 

- Has a one letter first name, so it often screws up computer systems. Maybe that was why “H James 

Lucas”  

- Two days later, he saw one of us Vessel gals and recalls signing up with a white woman on her ipad.  

- If there wasn’t a person, maybe he would have tried on a desktop 

- Other than the initial errors on the form, the sign up process was not an issue at all. 

-  

 

USE CASE 

- Works in the area 3 days a week and comes to BRC most of those days 

- Have used Vessel a ⅔ of the time he comes to BRC 

- In the beginning, he had two mugs checked out at once he thinks because of tech errors. 

- If he comes to BRC and forgets to bring his vessel with him, he’ll get a plastic cup because it’s not worth 

walking up to his office to retrieve it. 

- Normally gets his coffee in the morning. If he still has a vessel at the end of the day, he’ll return it to BRC 

if it’s still open because it’s not much of a backtracking at all. He will not take it home with him though, 

because he doesn’t want it in his bag.  

- With baristas, when asking for a smoothie, employees often don’t know if they do vessels on that side 

of the building. Remains inconsistent. Not a big deal, he just has to ask about the transaction and be 

proactive if he wants a smoothie in his Vessel 

- Vessel keeps moving it around. Doesn’t know where to look for it. But it doesn’t bother him much. 

- Once he brought back his mug and it seemed clean enough so he decided to skip the scanning part and 

still use the vessel because it’s easier. Didn’t realize he was taking a 10 cent profit away from Vessel.  

- Thinks the vessels being on the customer side of counter is maybe too grabable and tempting 

- At least one occasion when fob did not scan and they didn’t want to go back and  said just take it. BRC 

seems a lot about the honor system, so it didn’t seem like a big deal 

- Once locations are closer, it’ll be better 

-  

 

SCANNERS 

- He says the placement of the scanners are inconsistent. A few times the scanner was not up front near 

the Square reader, but in the espresso area and he didn’t like giving his full wallet to someone else to 

scan  

- Sticker is inside his wallet on a flap.  
- Keychain fob could be easier. Keeps in his back pocket. Says it would be no hassle for him since he’s a 

guy. 

 

REQUESTS 

- Would like to have multiple mugs checked out at once 
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- BIGGEST request is to have membership on the phone, like android pay or apple pay. Since Android has 

NFC and Apple doesn’t, he’d get great satisfaction if Andriod users could have access first!  

- “Dream situation I use my AmEx in Square and it knows I want to use a Vessel and everything is linked.” 

- Would love to see notifications via text, not email. It’s annoying. Would be good to make it a choice.  

- As a customer, what would you like us to improve upon first?: “Check out by phone is most important. 

Beats out lid and vessel sizes.” 

 

PAYMENT MODEL 

- Okay with being charged $8 if you lose it. He didn’t know that the fee was $15 

- At least twice, he’s been given 25 cents off because of using a reusable cup. Doesn’t know if that’s the 

norm? 

- Could be be part of Level Up? Level Up partners with particular retailers like Just Salad. Reduces CC 

transaction fees. Cafe doesn’t have a fee, so user gets it back. He uses android pay because he loves 

electronic receipts. Paper receipts pile up too much. 

- Square is super common and reliable. Can we piggy back on them at all. 

- Have noticed Belly a couple of times. But never used it. Or noticed things out there.  

- Wouldn’t immediately jump on the idea of buying a cup first, as it seems complicated on the back end . 

For example: How long can you float a credit card authorization? Would like more of a wash between 

bank accounts. Would be hard to constantly would have to refund money after purchases. See why 

some people would like it, but overall too messy. 

- “There’s a five day grace period after five days, right? It means ill never be burned.” 

- Do we get a refund if we get charged for it? Or like a 90% or 80% refund and the remaining as a late fee. 

Vessel shouldn’t lose money on it. Or maybe our return would be credit for coffee.  

- When asked if he knew the business model he said “the cafes rent them you, right?” He knew that 

centralized washing might be in the plan 

-  

 

ENVIRONMENT 

- Not motivated by saving the environment at all.  

- Never been someone to bring a mug with him. Doesn’t like the size of it in his bag and having to carry it 

on the subway. Doesn't drink coffee everyday and is not part of his core ritual.  

- No motive to reduce waste. Consumer waste is so insignificance. Better to lower waste in a construction 

project. It’s hard to care about recycling when you’re an architect. 

 

AESTHETICS & PRODUCT DESIGN 

- Nicer to drink out of vessel cup than plastic 

- Has not yet put a lid on it. The straw doesn’t work well with it. Would be nice to has a special straw lid. 

- “Here’s a big question: i order drinks of all different sizes. Would be super cool to have a vessel as an 

espresso size. Would it stay warm? Maybe you could have a Vessel heat cabinet.” 

- General look is excellent. Cups beautiful. Love the sans serif gothic  

- “I Look forward to the day when every cafe gets their logo etched on the mug” 

- Maybe he could have his own lid. Like acid green lids that you keep yourself. You have your special top. 

Like a favorite book mark at  the library and hope you don’t return it. Maybe tops like special vinyls and 

make a small profit.  

- Do something like stickers on the steamer trunk. Like the idea at adding branding or have limited edition 

mugs with certain cups. Or maybe include url engraved on the cup. Give cafes some sort of stake.  

 

FAVORITE PARTS 
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- Fun to watch you guys start something up from scratch  

 

BRANDING & INFORMATION 

- Library is confusing because it seems like it’s a place to go. Books are all different, Vessels are all the 

same 

- Citibike seems perfect simile 

- Website doesn’t point out volume. Maybe we could laser lines inside the mugs, or it  might freak 

baristas out to be under the pressure of where to fill without volume lines 

- Would love to see notifications via text, not email. It’s annoying. Would be good to make it a choice. 

- Would be okay with downloading app IF it’s a replacement of the fob. Ideally it would let me check out 

vessel, see where vessels can be returned, if there’s a link to money, that would be great 

- Need to update FAQs: talk about size, hot vs cold 

 

INTERVIEW PROCESS 

- Should have asked in the email if i could film him. Scout another location for Tuesday that’s not as loud. 

- Email him on Monday to schedule Tuesday filming.  

 

 

 

5. In-store Observations 
Objective 

- Observe the natural way people interact with Vessel to expose opportunities for improvement and 

innovation 

 

Framework #1: People Flows 

Use a bird’s eye map of the cafe to track where Vessel and non-Vessel users go. 

- Key locations: window poster, table poster, purchase scanners, return scanners 

- Track: where people pause, where they touch things, number of people  

Track the use cases of various people 

Ask people about their journey to the cafe and with Vessel 

 

Framework #2: Guiding Questions 

What door do people use to enter? 

Where do people look when they first walk in the cafe?  

What percentage of people look at the poster in the BRC DUMBO window? At the poster at the DUMBO front 

table? At the end of the Flatiron bar? 

How long do people spend looking at the collateral? 

How close to people stand to the collateral? 

At the DUMBO front table, do people look more at the big poster or the smaller laminated tutorial? 

What are people's facial expressions when they are looking at the signage?  

Where do people linger in the store? 

Where do people sit in the store?  

What determines where people sit? 

In what formation do people sit? Individually, groups , meetings, social?  

What’s the mix of workers, commuters, meanderers, tourists?  

What seems to catch people’s eyes most? 

Do people look up high or down low? Where exactly? 
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Do people pay more in cash or credit? 

What’s the average transaction time at the register and how does that correlate to what’s being ordered? 

 

Framework #3: Turning Insights to Criteria 

Chart observations as a series of categorized insights and then translate them to what criteria Vessel would need 

to have to support the insight. And then translate it further to a technical feature that the innovation would have 

to have. 

 

Example about the check-in/return process: 

INSIGHTS CRITERIA (Vessel should…) FEATURE 

Multiple occasions of the light not 

turning green when people try to 

check in their mug.  

Box should have clear instructions 
and troubleshooting 

Add a clearly marked sign that 
explains simply how to return a 
mug, with troubleshooting 
options. 

Confusion when checking in mug Box should not just be visual, but 
have a more explicit language 

Include text on the return pi 

No one is looking at the 
instructions on the check-in cart 

Have instructions at eye level Install a sign at eye level 

The instructions on the check-in 
cart is often turned toward the 
wall so no one can see it 

Instructions should be clear and 
visible 

Add a clearly marked sign that 
explains simply how to return a 
mug 

 

Timeline 

Ongoing observation throughout entire pilot. Rest of the team should be made aware of the document and 

continue to populate it. 

 

6. Product Display 
 

Objective 

- Garner feedback about preferred mug designs 

- Execute an aesthetically attractive display that incorporates tactility and catches people’s attention 

 

Set-up 

- Display various reusable mugs (Dagny should have a bunch) 

- Cut circle holders out of a blank of wood for the mugs to rest in to give it an official and purposeful look 

- Breakdown product features on little cards or a display poster 

- Display a survey system to easy voting about preferences 

 

Product Examples 

- Cheng Cheng is leading the charge on product research 

 

7. Data Analysis 
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Objective 

- Analyze chip data to understand possible trends 

 

Patterns to Explore 

- Where the chips were first activated and when 

- Frequency of chip usage by user 

- Average length of check out time, particularly trying to identify in-store users 

- Time of day frequency 

- Outlier data 

 

Plan 

- Sarah will send a weekly download of data 

- Seya will take on the analytics 

 
Outcomes 

Brooklyn Roasting Company Pilot: What We Learned  

Users describe our service: Cool, modern, innovative, sustainable, contemporary, simple          

solution, & easy  

Major Takeways: Research revealed that people are enthusiastic about Vessel primarily           

because it benefits the environment, provides a convenient solution, and is fun to be part of                

something new and innovative. Main frustrations were based upon sign-up experience, initial            

unreliability of scanning technology, and lack of additional locations.  

 

Challenges: Vessel’s challenges during the BRC pilot laid mainly in the clunky user sign-up              

process the initial (week 1), unreliability and slowness of our scanning technology and             

barista hesitation to offer the service due to a lack of training and shift in counter-flow (with                 

addition of our mug option along with their paper cups).  

Initial sign-up required filling out an online form and providing credit card information              

(deposit against losing the mug). Due to limited funds we we not able to provide a “card                 
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swipe” option and hence the length of time required to take out the card and type in all the                   

information discouraged people from signing-up. While not in a financial position to develop             

an immediate solution for this, we quickly realized the development of an app would address               

this hiccup.  

In addition, due to budget constraints, we were only able to offer one size of the Vessel                  

mug. We quickly recognized this as a limitation for both Vessel customers who desired a               

drink appropriate size and baristas accustomed to various sizes. Finally, limited scale (drop             

off and pick-up locations) also proved a barrier to greater user adoption.  

Success: Our main success was proof of concept regarding our technology and scalability.             

We iterated multiple versions of technology until we had a scanner and holding case that               

worked consistently and quickly enough to meet the trust and speed needs for a strong barista                

and user experience.  

Despite our clunky initial sign-up and glitchy technology, we experienced a strong core              

customer sign-up and consistent user base; demonstrating a clear user demand that will grow              

as we create a seamless sign-up and check-out experience. Through implementing and testing             

new technologies we were able to increase reliability, build trust and garner an array of               

interest from businesses, nonprofits and corporate offices who wanted to use and see Vessel’s              

service expand. We gained significant insight regarding the language that was most effective             

in marketing and directing in store sign-up, check-out and return processes.  

Overall, we succeeded in our goals to apply and test our standalone technology, show proof               

concept, improve the service and understand needed improvements for the user-experience,           

user-adoption and B2B experience.  
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How We Analyzed and Next Steps 

Technology is a cornerstone of what makes Vessel a unique player in the sustainability               

space. This pilot offered a deeply insightful testing ground to understand the capacity of our               

hardware and how it’s affected by real-time usage. We found customers and baristas alike              

have low patience for finicky technology. A need for an app to replace FOB & check                

accounts became clear.  

Main areas of focus are to continually test and iterate on our hardware and technology.                

High priority is to develop an app so that sign-up and tracking are seamlessly integrated in a                 

user’s daily infrastructure. Users have also requested an option to receive check-out and             

check-in notices through text rather than email. Finally, we’re keeping our eye opens to              

possible integrations with existing services such as Belly, Square and Apple.  

User experience  

Our users – both customers and cafes – are our top priority. As such, constant lines of                  

communication with them are important to Vessel. Our info email and social media channels              

provide open access to our customers. Adjustments we’re investigating include: building an            

app, changing the unreturned cup process so that it’s a $1/day late fee model, offer a suite of                  

cup sizes and lid options, and allowing multiple users and check-outs on one account.  

We employed 7 research methods to more comprehensively understand the successes and            

challenges of Vessel: database analytics, in-store observations, mapping of interaction flows,           

online survey distributed to members and on website, in-store poster survey, one-on-one user             

interviews and small group sessions with BRC employees.  

User adoption  
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In order to make it easier to sign up and start using the service, we’ve prototyped a new                   

sign-up kiosk that sits on the coffee counter to allow people to register and activate without                

staff interaction. Our main focus is in empowering the barista to steward our service. We’ve               

conducted 1-on-1 workshops with the baristas, provided them with comprehensive and quick            

guides on the service, and are testing out an incentive program for them.  

One of the biggest hurdles for adoption is to convince people to take the time to register,                  

give their credit card number, and initial need to activate their membership FOB through              

staff. The beginning of the pilot was also clunky due to confusion over our in-store collateral,                

under-trained baristas and an un-tested user flow. We continually made on-the-ground           

adjustments, including updated collateral and more training of baristas. Understanding the           

role of the barista as the front line to the service was a key takaway.  

B2B experience  

Now that cafes and other organizations are knocking at our door, we’ve become more               

selective with whom we will partner. Key criteria of future partnerships include: enthusiasm,             

scalability potential and capital investment as proof of commitment. We’re in current            

discussions with office parks, college campuses, and city-wide/BID initiatives both locally           

and internationally.  

Cafes continue to approach us for partnerships. We selected BRC as our pilot in this phase                 

because of the physical space, ideological alignment, and potential for expansion. Where            

there has been an issue is the overall lack of scale. This pilot phase allowed a lot of                  

experimentation, but the inability to offer customers scale of participating cafes continues to             

be a pain point. The main insight of our BRC partnership is that it’s less about convincing the                  
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management, and more about onboarding and inspiring the staff that directly face the             

customers on a daily basis.  

 

Overall Findings and Conclusion 

The ongoing Vessel project has offered numerous insights and an opportunity to test the               

ability for an intervention in the everyday space to shift or alter behavioral normative’s.              

What we have seen is an increased awareness regarding the non-recyclability of paper cups              

as well as an expressed desire to find alternatives. At the same time we have come to                 

understand that facilitating the change both for users— and as importantly for baristas—             

requires a seamless service design. For this to be achieved requires that Vessel develop an               

application that users can download on their phones to check in and out mugs, as well as the                  

scale to allow users to return the mugs at convenient locations. Both cafés and city               

government have been very enthusiastic about the concept of the service. The cafés             

recognize the value in saving money on the cost of disposable cups as well as the value of                  

sustainability branding. Cities also are interested in the cost savings and reduction of waste              

going to landfill. The linchpin for Vessel has come down to the investment space. While               

there is a great deal of talk regarding the “impact investor" space, Vessel’s experience has               

been that investors remain investors first; interested foremost in the “return on investment”             

and that the “impact” is a secondary requirement in addition to return on investment. While               

Vessel offers a return on investment it does not offer the same level of return as other                 

investments in high-growth or in the technology space. In order for shared value ventures in               

which there is a sustainable fiscal element, with a return, in addition to high social and                
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environmental impact to succeed there needs to be a shift in investment priorities whereby              

there is some trade-off in the level of return for the level of social and environmental impact.                 

This may be an arena in which foundations who have traditionally given to organizations              

with no fiscal return begin to support ventures who prioritize impact while maintaining fiscal              

sustainability. Unless this aspect of the current investment space (driven by capital            

accumulation) evolves it will be difficult for projects like Vessel-- that provide high impact              

environmentally and socially-- but are too capital heavy to scale with non-profit donation and              

grants, to gain the momentum to have potential large scale impact on behavior change. 

That said, Vessel is continuing as a project to find funding and to continue testing its                 

potential to inform users on the impact of their daily choices and evaluate the impact on that                 

information inspiring bigger shifts in other lifestyle and consumer choices. 
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Conclusion 

Important links have been made between climate change, it's requirement to shift deeply              

embedded cultures of neoliberal capitalism and consumer society; and that these shifts represent             

both an opportunity to facilitate structures that support positive peace through cultures of             

sustainability and/or a continuation of societal norms of production and consumption that            

threaten an ever widening gap in wealth and further proliferation of states of negative peace and                

direct violence.  

In section one, “Setting the Stage.” baseline definitions and a working theoretical framework              

of culture, peace and sustainability we're developed. Section two, “Context and Forces,” details             

influences of the industrial revolution, advertising, conspicuous and conscious consumerism, as           

well as the forces of globalization and organizations such as the World Bank and the               

International Monetary Fund in influencing the global proliferation and indoctrination of           

neoliberal capitalism and the consumer society.  

Through this examination and further examination of the impacts of these processes including              

increased structural violence and environmental degradation; ultimately resulting in the current           

processes of climate change, the necessity to shift away from cultural normative's of the              

capitalistic consumer society become evident. Additionally through a case study in this section             

we begin to examine the increasing western societal awareness and concern regarding issues of              

climate change along with the simultaneous sense of individual helplessness to address the             

issues.  

Section three, From the Inside Out: Civic and Business Culture(s),” examines the sense of               

individual helplessness and some of the challenges consumer society faces in its attempt to have               
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a more positive impact through increased awareness regarding products purchased and the            

accompanying de facto support of global supply chains and the companies themselves. At the              

same time this section begins to highlight the emerging opportunities available to consumers to              

further and more easily educate themselves about the products they are purchasing and the values               

of the companies producing them and the products positive and negative impacts both for the               

consumer themselves but also for the environment and society globally.  

Additionally the section begins to delve into the business side of the equation with a historical                 

review of conceptions of businesses responsibilities to society and evolving ideologies of            

business normative’s from charity to corporate social responsibility to shared value, the recently             

emerged “sharing” or “collaborative” economy all the way to conceptions of more fully             

transformed economies of solidarity and cooperation. 

The fourth section, “Shifting Culture(s): Embedding Sustainability” addresses the gap in the             

ability for culture and society to see the connections between their daily choices—embedded in              

cultural normatives— and the far-reaching impact of those choices. Several methodologies that            

facilitate a systems thinking worldview, allow mapping of complex issues and address the need              

to make these tools more accessible are reviewed. These methodological tools are meant to be               

utilized and applied by lay people, professionals and academics across disciplines from peace             

studies to urban development and design in order to facilitate new possibilities in thinking,              

recognizing and embracing complexity and enabling the design of societal structures,           

information, and interventions that more inherently support the necessary elements of positive            

peace(s). 
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“Enacting Cultures of Sustainability: Case Studies and Praxis,” section five, presents case             

studies and praxis designed to apply methodologies in section four in order to examine the               

efficacy of these methodologies in further "mainstreaming cultures of sustainability.” The           

methodologies are applied in a range of settings including a rural, layperson environment, an              

urban layperson environment, within a large organization with a sustainability mandate, within            

an academic setting and through a shared value business addressing unsustainable daily            

normative’s. 

Two of the praxis will continue past this conclusion; the course I teach “Ethics and Economics                 

of Sustainable Design” and “Vessel.” The work of mainstreaming culture(s) of sustainability            

will last a lifetime. As an academic, practitioner and advocate of fostering positive peace- my               

research and experience continues to demonstrate that indeed we have our work cut out for us.                

The challenges of climate change coupled with the challenges of shifting deeply embedded             

cultural normatives is enormous. At the same time I am inspired on a daily basis by my students,                  

others working in the field to reveal connections and reshape conceptions, the talented young              

people I have worked with on the above projects and their determination and flexible thinking               

aimed at addressing our myriad issues and mostly by the every day; by the dozens of people I                  

meet who know nothing about positive peace or sustainability but know they want a world that                

does less harm and more good and are interested in hearing and engaging in how it can be done.  

The research and praxis resulted in proposals and the application of novel tool to begin                

addressing issues of structural violence embedded in the normative behaviors of cultures of             

consumerism. Results from several praxis suggest their efficacy and need for further testing and              

implementation. 
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The coming challenges will certainly test our patience, courage, creativity, capacity and             

commitment. At the same time this period may afford the opportunity to discard broken              

paradigms and rebuild new ones with social and ecological well-being as the cornerstones of              

creating communities and societies with deeper relationships based on cooperation, mutuality           

and solidarity. As seen throughout this work ever-growing pockets of people in both civic              

society and business have already begun to transition toward and embrace of these emerging              

models. Some communities have been practicing values of mutuality and well-being for            

generations. They have redefined prosperity, continue to grow, demonstrate possibilities and act            

as guiding lights. While no single intervention or methodology or even collection of             

methodologies will begin to address the depth and breath of the challenges we face in contending                

with the ecological impacts and subsequent strains on individuals and societies globally; we must              

also be encouraged that every intervention has impacts. Collectively each action we take large or               

small contributes the overall balance. This can be incredibly empowering but also means there is               

an inherent responsibility to make choices thoughtfully particularly as practitioners working in            

peace, development and design. Hopefully the insights and tools presented in the preceding text              

offer support in guiding the movement toward many peace(s). 
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Appendix 

Letter to The New School Community Regarding Climate Change 

THE NEW SCHOOL 
David E. Van Zandt, President 
Tim Marshall, Provost 

The New School has long engaged with and offered creative solutions to society’s most pressing issues. 
Climate change, the effects of which are being documented worldwide, is one of the greatest challenges 
we face today. 

The New School announces a bold and comprehensive Climate Action Plan to guide university policies. 
Developed by students, alumni, faculty, and administrators at our New York City and Paris campuses, the 
Climate Action Plan draws on our academic strengths and reflective practices, bringing together design, 
social research, and policy to address the challenges posed by climate change. 

As part of this initiative, The New School’s Board of Trustees approved a motion to divest from fossil fuels. 
The Board’s Investment Committee has also approved a significant investment of the university’s 
endowment in renewable energy. 

The plan calls for an expanded array of courses on climate change and climate justice, additional research 
and projects focusing on environmental challenges from design and policy perspectives, and review of our 
organizational culture and operations to identify opportunities for scalable change. These commitments will 
be amplified through public programs promoting discourse on climate change. 

The following are other plan highlights: 

The New School’s Tishman Environment and Design Center (TEDC) will lead development of new academic 
programming and research that fosters the integration of design strategies and creative social and 
ecological approaches to environmental issues. Students throughout the university will have opportunities 
to engage in project-based learning and multidisciplinary classes that investigate and access the impact of 
their carbon footprint and challenge students to promote sustainable living in innovative ways.  

We will continue with our efforts to ensure that New School buildings and operations reflect sustainable 
practices. Already, we have one of the smallest carbon footprints per capita among U.S. higher education 
institutions. To date, 100 percent of the university’s electric consumption is offset by alternative energy 
credits. We have reduced electricity costs and consumption per square foot by 20 percent in the last three 
years, reduced water usage by 9 million gallons (40 percent) since 2010, and more than doubled the 
percentage of e-waste recycling over the same time period, a first for a northeastern educational institution. 

1



Parsons The New School for Design, School of Design Strategies 
Ethics and Economics of Sustainable Design with Dagny Tucker 
Class Survey

This is a casual survey to gain a better understanding of the knowledge landscape of our class.  Answer as 
if you were talking to a colleague (not a professor). Answering as thoroughly but succinctly as possible will 
allow us to have a class geared to give you the most. You should feel free to add 
doodles/illustrations/poetry or whatever written method you consider to be your easiest/best 
communication tool. 

How would you define “sustainable”? 

Are you familiar with a “life cycle analysis”? If so, please describe and tell me if you have ever had an 
opportunity to do one. 

From your studies or personal observations- what do you think is one trend, technology or global issue that 
will impact design and business? Why? 

Name one product (i.e. computer, coffee, clothes) you can’t live without or love to shop for. 
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Intersecting	  Methodologies	  Research,	  	  	  Student	  Survey	  	  	  
Spring	  2015	  	  	  	  

ETHICS	  AND	  ECONOMICS	  OF	  SUSTAINABLE	  DESIGN	  

1. HOW,	  IF	  AT	  ALL,	  HAS	  LEARNING	  THE	  SOCIAL	  AND
ENVIRONMENTAL	  LIFE	  CYCLE	  ASSESSMENT	  METHODOLOGY
CHANGED	  HOW	  YOU	  MAKE	  	  EVERYDAY	  DECISIONS?

2. HOW,	  IF	  AT	  ALL,	  HAS	  LEARNING	  THE	  SOCIAL	  AND
ENVIRONMENTAL	  LIFE	  CYCLE	  ASSESSMENT	  METHODOLOGY
CHANGED	  HOW	  YOU	  THINK	  OF	  OR	  IMAGINE	  YOU	  WILL	  APPROACH
BUSINESS	  DECISIONS?

3. HOW,	  IF	  AT	  ALL,	  HAS	  LEARNING	  THE	  SOCIAL	  AND
ENVIRONMENTAL	  LIFE	  CYCLE	  ASSESSMENT	  METHODOLOGY
SHIFTED	  YOUR	  WORLDVIEW?
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4. ON	  A	  SCALE	  OF	  1-‐‑5	  THIS	  COURSE	  HAS	  (	  RATE	  BY	  CIRCLING-‐‑	  5
BEING	  THE	  GREATEST):

• INCREASED	  MY	  ABILITY	  TO	  THINK	  IN	  “SYSTEMS”	  	  	  	  1	  2	  3	  4	  5

• INCREASED	  MY	  UNDERSTANDING	  OF	  HOW	  TO	  ASSESS	  “SOCIAL
IMPACTS”	  	  	  1	  2	  3	  4	  5

• INCREASED	  MY	  CAPACITY	  TO	  DESIGN	  DIFFERENTLY	  OR	  THINK
CREATIVELY	  ABOUT	  “SUSTAINABLE”	  SOLUTIONS	  	  1	  2	  3	  4	  5

5. WHAT	  OTHER	  IMPACTS	  HAS	  THIS	  COURSE	  HAD	  ON	  HOW	  YOU
VIEW	  ISSUES	  OF	  SUSTAINABILITY?
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a Life Cycle Analysis

By

Annie Chen, Charlotte Dimopoulos, 

Kristin Rivas
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1. Has been 

selling 

sharpies 

for over 

50 years. 

 By 2002, 

sharpie 

reported that 

they has sold 

200 million 

worldwide. 

2.
3.  It is 

dispersed 

amongst 

more than 

20 countries 

worldwide.

4. It belongs to 

the newell brand 

who also owns 

paper mate, expo, 

prismacolors.

Sharpie’s power
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Collect raw 

materials manufacture assembly sharpie

packagedistributionconsumptionuse

wasterecycle Sit for years

Energy 

water

+

+

Raw 

materials

or
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Energy 

water

Collect raw 

materials manufacture assembly sharpie

packagedistributionconsumptionuse

wasterecycle Sit for years

+

+

Raw 

materials

or
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Raw materials 
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Anatomy of a sharpie
Felt tip

Marker

reservoir

body

cap

Part Material Raw material

Felt tip Felt Powder

water

Body 

cap

Plastic resin Petroleum

Natural gas

Marker 

reservoir

polyester Coal 

Petroleum

Water 

Ink Permachrome

Xylene

toluene

?

ink
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inks

Sugar cane fermentation petroleum tar

Perma chrome xylene

- Propan-1-ol, N-Butanol, Diacetone 

Alcohol, C.I. Solvent Violet 9, and 

P-Tert Butylphenol

- Alcohols and dye

- What makes the ink permanent 

- An organic chemical 

- Occurs naturally in petroleum 

and coal tar

- gives the ink longevity 
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Social & Environmental effects 
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Social effects - Xylene

● Can be affected through inhalation, ingestion, and direct contact.

○ if ingested can cause reproductive, respiratory, and heart problems

● The most affected part of the body is the liver because it work to break down the 

chemical and release it from the body. 

● Xylene can affect the hormonal systems of the human body, at even the lowest level of 

exposure

○ Low exposure of this chemical causes disruptions in the developing endocrine 

system, causing side effects such as asthma, low birth weight, cardiovascular 

disease, abnormal sperm, and preterm births.

● People most at risk? Biomedical laboratory workers, distillers of xylene, wood 

processing plant workers, automobile garage workers, metal workers, and furniture 

refinishers.
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Environmental effects - Xylene

● When xylene is exposed to the environment, most of it is evaporated 

and broken down by sunlight. 

● it can also be leaked into rivers, lakes, other main water sources, 

as well as soil.

○ When leaked xylene can be ingested by animals.

○ Animal testing of xylene shows that short term exposure to 

large amounts cause death, muscular spasm, incoordination, 

loss of hearing, and behavior change.

○ If absorbed by the soil it can sit for several months and 

potentially contaminate groundwater. 
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Social & environ. Effects - Perma-Chrome 
● Permachrome is made up of Propan-1-ol, N-Butanol, Diacetone 

Alcohol, C.I. Solvent Violet 9, and P-Tert Butylphenol.

○ These chemicals alone are mostly derived from natural 

ingredients.

○ together to create perma-chrome, a highly flammable liquid

○ Can cause contamination in water sources in the case of an 

accidental spill.  

○ In some cases making the chemicals / extracting from sugarcane, 

the entire field of sugarcane is lit on fire, causing heavy air 

pollution in the surrounding environment. 
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Social & Environ. effects - Perma-Chrome 

● Scenario: brazil

○ Sugarcane field burning takes place often during the harvesting season of May to november. 

○ The entire field of stalks is set on fire to burn before the sugarcane is harvested, to make the extraction process 

easier, and use less manual labor. 

○ In this case, 80% of the straw, tops, green / dry leaves are burned off (25% of the entire stalk)

○ This burning process kills microorganisms in the area, as well as the 25% of the stalk that is necessary to keep the 

soil in the area rich for farming. 

○ During burning season, the smoke covers a majority of space in the amazon clouds

■ This warms the clouds, which causes more solar energy to enter the atmosphere, thus negatively affecting 

the climate. 

○ In this scenario, the people of this area have a lower water, and air quality due to the burning.

■ The aerosols emitted act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), thus decreasing the size of cloud droplets.

■ decrease in size of water droplets and decrease in precipitation allows for increase in water and pollutant 

transport to the upper troposphere. 
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manufacture
Factories - suppliers - transportation 
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FACTORIES

UNITED STATES:

Maryville, TN

Shelbyville, TN

Los Angeles, CA

MEXICO:

Mexicali

LOS ANGELES

SHELBYVILLE

MARYVILLE

MEXICALi

“Assembled in usa”
Sharpie marker

   

FACTORIES
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SUPPLIERS

WORLD:

*Germany

*Hong kong 

*Japan

South korea

India

singapore

UNITED STATES:

Vernon, ca

Torrance, ca

Columbus, oh

Marietta, ga

TOP SUPPLIER

OTHER SUPPLIERS

“A global supply chain”
Sharpie 2003 Annual Report
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Supply chain Transport 

destinations 

FACTORIES

TOP SUPPLIER

OTHER SUPPLIERS

Us ports:

CHARLESTON, SC

Los angeles, ca

ports
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SCENARIO MAP: Global SOURCING

FACTORIES

TOP SUPPLIER

OTHER SUPPLIERS

PORTS

SHIPPING ROUTE

XYLENE

*a hypothetical route 

Shipping routes

1. Germany ->

S. carolina

   2.    India -> 

S. carolina

   3.    Japan ->

Los 

angeles

Xylene:

Singapore ->

Hong kong ->

Los angeles
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SCENARIO MAP: international sourcing

FACTORIES

OTHER SUPPLIERS

factories:

Maryville, TN

Shelbyville, TN

Los Angeles, CA

Mexicali, MX

Other suppliers:

Vernon, ca

Torrance, ca

Columbus, oh

Marietta, ga

ports

CHARLESTON, SC

Los angeles, ca

PORTS

GROUND TRANSPORT

*a hypothetical route 
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SCENARIO MAP: DISTRIBUTION

FACTORIES

All sharpie’s 

are transported 

from factories 

to us ports for 

shipment

All shipments 

are exported 

from us ports:

CHARLESTON, SC

Los angeles, ca

PORTS

SHIPPING ROUTE

“Sold to More than 20 countries”

Sharpie 2003 Annual Report
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SHARPIE FOR POSITIVE 

plants run by windmill

environmental

Stimulate 2nd sector economy

New communities created 

around factories

social

6 packages in a carte

12 
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Transfer 

invasive species

Airborne pollution

Noise pollution

Particulate 

matter emission Destroy marine life

Premature 

deaths 

around ports

Fragmentation

Of ecosystem

Climate change
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SOCIAL IMPACTS

URBAN SPRAWL

INFRASTRUCTURE 

MAINTENANCE 

COST

URBAN 

CONGESTIONS
MARINE TRADING

DEVELOPED 

AFFORESTATION
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Recycle 
Can it actually be done?
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Recyclability..? 

● the EPA reports that: disposal, recycled, or treated, 

Sharpies can in fact be recycled, but it is very difficult 

due to the harmful ink product that they contain.

● However, Sharpie’s can only be recycled through a 

specific program through TerraCycle. 

●  Terracycle only accepts markers in shipments with 

seven pounds or more (350 pieces). 

●  Terracycle has recycled 1.5 million markers to date. 
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We did the math 

○ Mathematically, if terracycle has 

recycled 1.5 million markers to date, and 

terracycle has been around since 2001, 

that means that within the past 16 years, 

from 2001 to now, terracycle has 

recycled approximately 93,750 sharpies a 

year. 

○ Additionally, according to TerraCycle’s 

conversion of 350 units shipments, that’s 

about 270 shipments per year since 2001

sharpie terracycle

Years of 

operations 53 16

Recorded 

Impact to 

date

200 

million 

(as of 2002)

1.5 

million

Impact a 

year

400 

million

(as of 2009)

93,750 
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Recyclability..? 

The plastic barrel of a marker is “technically” 

recyclable, but you must remove the toxic ink 

cartridge and felt applicator point first.

○ Terracycle does not explain how to do this. 

○ Neither sharpie nor outside sources have a 

proper, safe explanation either.

○ discouraging process of recycling.

○ Leads many to just throw it away.
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waste
</3
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Disposal

● Sharpie’s very often are thrown into garbage 

disposals and end up in landfills

● in landfills it causes damage if the marker 

reservoir breaks and the ink is consumed or 

inhaled by animals and or humans. 

● Additionally, The water used to cool down 

the plastic used to make the parts becomes 

waste water and can not be reused
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Disposal 
 

○ Currently, it is against federal regulations to dispose of 

marker ink in sewers that will alter the colors of the sewer 

systems. 

○ Because liquid ink cannot be dumped down a drain, to dispose 

of NON-TOXIC ink, the ink must be combined with an 

absorbent material, such as a cotton ball, to make it a solid. 

However, if the ink being disposed is hazardous, it must 

follow specific federal and state regulations to dispose of 

hazardous waste. 

?

?
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Disposal

● Many people struggle with understanding if their waste 

is classified as hazardous or not.  The RCRA created this 

identification chart used to properly identify and dispose 

of hazardous waste:

● The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) 

○  public law that creates the framework for the 

proper management of hazardous waste.

○ became  a “regulatory program to ensure that 

hazardous waste is managed safely from "cradle to 

grave" meaning from the time it is created, while it 

is transported, treated, and stored, and until it is 

disposed”. 
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The Uplift Bra
By Victoria’s Secret
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Brief History of the Bra

ANCIENT 
GREECE 

1859
FIRST BRA

1913
FIRST US 
PATENT 

1934 
LIFT AND 
SEPARATE

1960
BURING THE

BRA

1977
VICTORIAS 

SECRET
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Anatomy of the Bra
Made In China

CUPS: 100% polyester
BAND: 78% Polyamide, 22% Elastane  
LINING: 69% Polyamide, 31% Elastane 

PRICE:  $34.50
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LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT
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Raw Material Extraction and Processing Part Manufacturing and Assembly Product use and End of Life
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Distance from China to Ohio:   7,316 miles
Carbon Footprint:                       6.53 tons CO2 E
Van gasoline per 1000 miles:    0.46 tons of CO2 E Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability 
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Raw Material Extraction and Processing
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Raw Material Extraction and Process
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ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
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HEALTH AND SOCIAL IMPACTS
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Part Manufacturing and Assembly  
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TEXTILE MILL

PLASTIC FACTORY

STEEL MILL GARMENT FACTORY

Manufacturing and Assembly
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Part Manufacturing
Fabric Production

CHINA
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FABRIC PRODUCTION
Environmental Impacts
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Part Manufacturing
Health and Social Impacts
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Part Manufacturing
Plastic clips
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Clip Manufacturing
Environmental Impacts
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Clip Manufacturing
Health and Social Impacts
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Part Manufacturing
Hook & Slider
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Hook & Slider Manufacturing
Environmental Impacts
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Hook & Slider Manufacturing
Social and Health Impacts
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Garment Factory
Bra Assembly
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Garment Factory 
Environmental Impacts
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Garment Factory
Health and Social Impacts
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Product use and End of Life
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Product Use, End of Life
Maintenance 
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Product Use, End of Life
Environmental Impacts
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Product Use, End of Life
Health and Social Impacts
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THANK YOU

Clementina ZegnaPilar Fernandez SantosLisa Haddadin
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V E S S E L tm

THREAD

COUNT
CONFIDENTIAL 

DOCUMENT
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1 1

V E S S E L
i n t r o d u c i n g

THREAD

COUNT

©2015 Thread Count
All Rights Reserved

THREAD

COUNT

How Vessel Works  

How Vessel Makes Money 

Vessel In-Action

We are Vessel

Appendix

1-5

7-19

20-23

24-25

26-28

Vessel offers customers, cafes and 
the city a superior option to paper 

and plastic cups. 

Vessel’s superiority relies on proven 
systems reinvented for modern 

needs.  

Inspired by the glass-bottle model, 
Vessel uses sophisticated tracking 

and a library style service. 

Here’s how it works—and its benefits.
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32 3

  

 
VESSEL 

mMOONBUCKS

 
VESSEL

DAILY GRIND

 
VESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

see a sign at 
participating 
locations and 
Register online

1se
place your 
order2 tap your sticker/

kEYCHAIN CARD 
wiTh the reader 
at The counter

3

...or refill at 
another  
PARTICIPATING 
CAFE

8

Enjoy the ride 
home with your 
drink

9Take it home 
for tomorrow 
or leave it at  
a convenient 
drop station

10

REPEAT

VESSELV E S S E L 

 

GOOD

 

BYE!!

MOONBUCKS

 
VESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

Receive your 
drink in the mug4

take it with 
you5

enjoy your 
drink all day6Drop your mug 

at ANY BIN 
AROUND TOWN...

7

 
veVESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS grGRAB GO DROP

The to-go revolution Customer PathCustomer PathCustomer Path

THREAD

COUNT
THREAD

COUNT

VESSEL
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54 5

 
VESSEL

mMOONBUCKS

IT ALL STARTS AT THE 
CAFE, where we deliver
fresh mugs and pick up 
dirty mugs

1
CUSTOMERs 
PLACe AN 
ORDER

2 3cafe

 Mugs head for 
a quick wash7

VESSEL V E S S E L 

AND we bring 
them BACK TO 
CAFES all DAY

8

 
VESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

AT multiple 
LOCATIONS6

 
VESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

cafe employees 
take A FRESH 
MUG... 4 MEANWHILE, we 

collect MUGS all 
over town 

5

Service Path

THREAD

COUNT
THREAD

COUNT

employees SCAN the mug out with 
readerS at the counter

VESSEL
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76 7THREAD

COUNT

V E S S E L
e v e r y o n e

w i t h

W I N S

THREAD

COUNT
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98 9

Vessel 
Wins Financially

Every time a cafe uses a Vessel 
instead of a paper cup, Vessel makes 

10 cents per Vessel and the cafe 
saves money. 

Cafes have strong fiscal incentive 
to use our service and encourage 

customers to use our service

Vessel anticipates positive revenue 
generation in Q7.*

THREAD

COUNT
THREAD

COUNT

In week one of our initial pilot 

62% 
of consumers choose to sign up and 
use Vessel instead of a paper cup.

*Detailed financials available upon request
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$-441,869

$237,483

$412,260

$-475,121

$1,040,605

$831,652

$1,294,174

$2,786,014

$1,965,283

$3,336,312

$1,304,520

$2,109,799

$4,547,219

$1,952,094

$2,544,340

Break Even Point

4,600,000

900,000

1110 11

year 1 year 2 year 3

50 cafes 150 cafes 400 cafes

Vessel Five Year
 Revenue Projections

year 5

475 cafes

year 4

400 cafes

Capital Costs

Loss/Profit

Operating Costs

Capital Costs Operating Costs Loss/Profit

Numbers based on 1700 total cafes (half represent 
Dunkin Doughnuts & Star-bucks combined). 5 Year 
projections follow an average of 35% customer 
adaption rates (based on pilot data showing 62% 
adoption rate in non target market) with initial cafe 
market penetration growing from >3% to 28% over 
5 years not including cold beverage market share 
(juices/smoothies-Jamba Juice, etc.)

200,000
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Businesses only pay 10 cents per 
Vessel used; reducing their cup costs 

by 50%.

  

The average coffee shop spends more 
on its cup than on beans.

One large Brooklyn-based coffee 
roaster with only two shops spends 

$125K annually on paper cups. 

Businesses
Win  

THREAD

COUNT

Average paper cup + lid  
costs

cost breakdown

X =

Average number of cups 

used 

20 cents 600 daily

An average 
cafe spends 
$43,800 on 
paper cups 

and lids 
per year. 

In addition to cost savings on paper cups, Vessel 
provides additional benefits for businesses:

part of a 

citywide network

increase sustainability 

and gain green brand value 

reduce waste costs

[5] [6]

THREAD

COUNT

Businesses Have Strong Fiscal Incentive

12 13Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability 
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Customers
Win

THREAD

COUNT

With Vessel drinks stay hot or 
cold and customers don’t worry 
about leaky paper cups. There is 

satisfaction in carrying something 
beautiful & solid that maintains 

convenience while putting 
sustainability in your hands. 

Basic service is free for customers 
and participation is incentivized 

through gamification opportunities 
to win free coffee and other prizes.

THREAD

COUNT

Customers can upgrade to value added 
services, such as tracking how much caffeine 
they consume or getting insider stories about 

the places and people behind their coffee.

14 15Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability 
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“Research shows that a primary barrier to carrying reusable 
items is forgetting to pack them.”  

- Mayor’s Office of Sustainability

Vessel resolves the primary barrier to reuse 

The City 
Wins 

builds the infrastructure 
for reuse

keeps money circulating 
in the city

reduces environmental 
impact and waste to 

landfills

 
VeESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

creates viable waste 
prevention program

Vessel supports core goals of 
PLANYC and One New York.

Vessel:

THREAD

COUNT

Our model provides employment and skill-building for the populations 
most in need while producing significant environmental benefits. 

 Vessel raises awareness by showing the ways that our everyday actions 
effect sustainability. We enable a simple opportunity to move towards 

a more sustainable lifestyle.

2

delivery

Target Populations
Aligned NYC City 

Offices & Initiatives Impact

intellectually disabled
 veterans 

previously incarcerated
un and under-employed

general public

Mayor’s Office of Workforce 
Development

Office of Veterans Affairs
Economic Development 

Corporation
Department of Sanitation

Office of Long-term Planning 
and Sustainability

GreeNYC
Department of Small 

Business Services

provide jobs
skill-training

raise awareness
save taxpayer money
generate less waste

reduce costs and increase 
sustainability for small 

businesses 
urban innovation

support local manufacturing

3

washing

 
VESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

1

collection

Vessel creates jobs locally for washing, collection, delivery, logistics, 
IT and management.  We bolster domestic manufacturing by buying 

our stainless steel cups from U.S. factories.

Vessel creates jobs and promotes positive social impact

THREAD

COUNT

Vessel saves the tax payer money by reducing the 

$3.2 million 
the city spends burying paper cups in landfills.
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energy waste

83%

of adults in U.S. drink coffee

usage

58,000,000,000
cups per year

Making the cups requires:

12 billion g H2O

20 million trees

90This is enough 
garbage to fill 

the Empire State 
Building 90 times

...and produces:

13 billion lbs CO2

[1]

[2] [3]

[4]
THREAD

COUNT

Society & 
Environment 

Win BIG

The Costs & Opportunity of Disposable Culture 

did you know?

The vast majority of paper cups are 
not recycled. The plastic lining inside 

the paper prevents liquids from 
leaking—but it makes it too expensive 

to recycle. 

plastic lining

THREAD

COUNT
18 19Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability 
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V E S S E L 
i n - a c t i o n 

THREAD

COUNT
20 21Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability 
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Market
Strategy 

THREAD

COUNT

In the future Vessel will capture the market 
potential in resolving the problem of other 
single-use disposables such as plastic 
water bottles, soda dispenser cups and food 
containers.

Vessel solves paper & plastic cup problem:

 - in cities (starting with NYC)
 - on closed campuses
 - between cities

Barriers to Entry: 

1) Sophisticated design, data analytics and 
internet of things (IOT) technology  for all points 
of interaction- mug, card, user-interface,  
check-out & in 

2) Alliances - New York City Office 
Endorsements, UNEP, EWG, NWF,  Fair Trade 
Towns, Plastic Pollution Coalition

 

New York City

San Francisco

Boulder, CO

VESSEL

corporate 
office parks

university 
campuses

transporta-
tion

THREAD

COUNT

1 2 3 4 5

Small scale pilot 

Test markets and 
prototype systems

Single venue to 
address assumptions 

Murray’s Cheese- 
small, low volume, 
contained 

Build city 
endorsements

Medium scale pilot 

Test check-out, return 
& inventory tracking, 
data collection, pre-
registration, consumer 
demand.

Large multi-venue 
high volume partner.

Build alliances 
across our already 
extensive fair trade, 
organic, sustainability, 
environment, 
innovation, design 
& impact business 
networks

Large scale pilot 

All systems in 
play- tracking, 
data collection, 
gamification and cafe 
& customer data 
analytics value add 
ons.  

Roll out to an 
additional 50 
independent multi-
venue cafes.  

Commercial Growth

Approach major 
chains with full proof 
of concept & well 
established alliances. 

Market Growth

Continuing scaling, 
roll-out into cold 
beverage (smoothies, 
juice) segment and 
add additional 
markets

“ A coffee cup is 
plain...when I’m 
holding Vessel,  
I feel special.”
-Vessel customer

Year 1-Complete Year 2 Year 3

Five Year Plan*

*See revenue appendix
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2524 25THREAD

COUNT

Vessel is a venture of Thread Count. Thread Count  is a creative 
studio using design and systems thinking to retune social and 
ecological infrastructures. 

You can find more of our work at www.threadcountcreative.com or 
email us at  hello@threadcountcreative.com. 

The Team

DAGNY TUCKER

RON MORRISON

SARAH GRANTZANNY VENNER

DANJA VASILIEV

CEO, Co-Founder

Design Lead, Co-Founder

Tech DeveloperManaging Director

MAX RADERSTORF

Sungmy Kim

CAMERON HANSON

Business Development Intern

Research and Design Strategiest

Research and Design Intern

SEIYA KOBAYASHI ERINN SHAUGHNESSY
Tech Intern Communications Intern

Vessel is Dagny’s latest venture but she is no newcomer to bringing ideas to fruition. She 
built her first business while still a university undergraduate and went on to executive level 
business and not-for-profit appointments that have traversed five continents and represent 
two decades of experience in strategy, management, sales and government and community 
engagement.

It is with the nimble skillset of a seasoned traveler and experiencer that Vessel’s founder, 
Dagny Tucker, traverses the complex world of business and sustainability . Her zest for life 
seasons each one of her endeavors and it is this experience that drives her to build the 
capacity in others to push the boundaries of how we think about everyday decisions. After 
decades of sustainability meetings and conferences where it was normal to show up with 
your coffee in a paper cup, Dagny Tucker, Vessel’s CEO and co-founder, felt it was time to 
address the little things. 

Often “sustainability” conversations in board rooms, at conference podiums and in 
classrooms addressed large scale, monolithic actions- leaving out entirely the impact of 
those little everyday choices. Making meaningful change within an often opaque and on-
the-go culture was no easy task though. Dagny saw Vessel as one way to bring to light our 
potential to have a positive impact through our everyday choices.

She teaches at Parsons The New School for Design, was formerly the Managing Director 
of Strategic Global Affairs for New Hope Natural Media and Executive Director of the Peace 
Initiatives Institute. She is a Tishman Award recipient for “outstanding achievement in 
sustainability,” and a Ph.D candidate at Univiersitat Jaume I in Spain.

Tech Developer
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# of Pours

Vessel Gross Revenue Projections

# of  Cafes

300

400

500

600

700

$1,530,000

$2,040,000

$2,550,000

$3,060,000

$3,570,000

150 200

$2,040,000

$2,720,000

$3,400,000

$4,080,000

$4,760,000

50

100

200

50 100

Cafe
Market 

Penetration

NYC

Customer

42%

57%

71%

85%

7%

14%

28%

9% 11%6%

$510,000

$510,000

$1,020,000

$680,000

$680,000

$1,360,000

$680,000

$850,000

$1,020,000

$1,190,000

$1,020,000

$1,360,000

$1,700,000

$2,040,000

$2,380,000

$510,000

$170,000

$340,000

$510,000

$170,000

$340,000

$680,000

Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5

*Slowdown on cafe
growth assumes
preparation for
expansion into a
new city market

* Additional 100
cafes are in new
city market

300 400 500 600 850

$3,060,000

$4,080,000

$5,100,000

$6,120,000

$7,140,000

$4,080,000

$5,440,000

$6,800,000

$8,160,000

$9,520,000

$5,100,000

$6,800,000

$8,500,000

$10,200,000

$11,900,000

$6,120,000

$8,160,000

$10,200,000

$12,240,000

$14,280,000

$8,670,000

$11,560,000

$14,450,000

$17,340,000

$20,230,000

18% 23% 29% 35% 50%

$1,020,000

$1,020,000

$2,040,000

$1,360,000

$1,360,000

$2,720,000

$1,700,000

$1,700,000

$3,400,000

$2,040,000

$2,040,000

$4,080,000

$2,890,000

$2,890,000

$5,780,000

* Numbers based on 1700 total cafes (half represent Dunkin Doughnuts & Star-
bucks combined).  5 Year projections follow an average of 42% customer adaption
rates (based on pilot data showing 62% adoption rate in non target market) with
intial cafe market penetration growing from >6% to 23% over 5 years not including
cold beverage market share (juices/smoothies-Jamba Juice, etc.)

Revenue
Appendix
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Sources

[1] Source: National Coffee Association 2013

[2] Source: Environmental Defense Fund

[3] Source: Calculation based on data from Alliance for Environmental Innovation 

[4] Source: Environmental Defense Fund

[5] Source: Based on Tufts University Study and in person interviews

[6]  Source: Based on in person surveys in the Union Square area of NYC.

[7]  Statistics on preceding two pages based on medium sized paper cup weighing 10.1 grams 
and disposal costs of $100 per ton cited in Reaching for Zero: Citizens Plan for Zero Waste

[8] Source: NYC Economic Development Corporation

THREAD

COUNT
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RSVP
Dagny Tucker:

dagny@threadcountcreative.com 

12
09
15

We invite you to disrupt 
antiquated norms! 
Change behavior!

 Have a positive impact!

Vessel is the solution to the paper cup problem! A 
library style system of stainless steel mugs circulate 
throughout the city allowing customers to take their 
hot or cold beverage to-go, in a sleek Vessel to be 
dropped at any convenient location around town . With 
vessel everyone wins! The environment saves trees and 
co2 emissions, cafes and the city save money, Vessel 
creates living-wage jobs and revenue and customers 
take sustainability into their own hands- making it sexy 
to keep what’s easy- easy, what’s supposed to be hot- 
hot and what’s not- not!

Join us for an evening 
of revelry, inspiration, 

funding and rable-rousing!

Dec 9th,     6-7pm
Location: TBD

Boulder, CO
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Vessel is the solution to 
the paper cup problem! 01
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VESSEL 

mMOONBUCKS

VESSEL

 
VESSEL

DAILY GRIND

 
VESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

See a sign at 
participating 
cafes

1
sign up on the 
spot2 leave a 

REFUNDABLE 
deposit: cash 
or credit

3

...or refill at 
another cafe8

Enjoy the ride 
home with your 
drink

9Take it home 
for tomorrow 
or leave it at  
a convenient 
drop station

10

REPEAT

VESSELV E S S E L 
 

 

GOOD

 

BYE!!

MOONBUCKS

 
VESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

Receive your 
drink in the mug4

take it with 
you5

enjoy your 
drink all day6Drop your mug 

at ANY BIN 
AROUND TOWN...

7

 
veVESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS grGRAB GO DROP

The to-go mug you don’t have 
to carry when you’re done.

Customer PathCustomer PathCustomer Path

THREAD

COUNT
THREAD

COUNT

How it Works02
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Why it Matters 03
83%

of adults in U.S. drink coffee

58,000,000,000
cups per year

20 million trees 13 billion lbs CO2
Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability 
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Everyone Wins04 With Vessel customers enjoy better quality, 
comfort, and style without sacrificing 
convenience, while cafes cut costs and 
reduce waste. 
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Impacts05
reduces environmental 

impact and waste to 
landfills

 
VeESSEL

 
BOTTLES

 
PAPER

 
CANS

creates viable waste 
prevention program

keeps money circulating 
in the citycreates local jobs 
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Viability06 Every time a cafe uses our mug-  Vessel 
makes 10 cents and cafes save 10 cents.    
The incentive for cafes to use the service and 
encourage their customers to use Vessel is 
built in. 
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Get Involved07 Vessel Works is currently seeking change 
agents, disrupters and doers to fiscally 
support a Vessel Works pilot project.  Donors 
will participate in breaking ground to disrupt 
antiquated normatives-and provide the proof 
towards more inclusive paths of sustainability 
for the future.
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HERE NOW, 
THERE SOON

V E S S E L
W O R K S

help us grow 
throughout the city!
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Vessel is a library-style system of stainless steel to-go mugs for customers. 

Just like a library - it is a free service; you check out a mug, take it with you and 

drop it off at your favorite cafe. With Vessel customers take sustainability into 

their own hands - making it sexy to keep what’s easy - easy, what’s supposed 

to be hot - hot and what’s not - not! We are currently running a lean pilot 

program at Murray’s Cheese Shop, located at 254 Bleeker St. in Greenwich 

Village. Help us grow throughout the city and bring Vessel to your favorite cafe!

 
l e a r n  m o r e  a t 

w w w . v e s s e l w r k s . c o m

V E S S E L
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nOTHOT

V E S S E L
W O R K S

i n t r o d u c i n g

V E S S E L
W O R K S

w w w . v e s s e l w r k s . c o m

Vessel provides a library style system of stainless steel to-go mugs 

for customers. Keep your beverage hot and return the Vessel mug 

anytime you like within 10 days.  We handle the hassle, you sip in 

style. Vessel- making it sexy to keep what’s easy - easy, what’s 

supposed to be hot - hot and what’s not - not!
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V E S S E L

r e g i s t e r  f o r 
s i g n  u p  t o d a y  a t 

w w w . v e s s e l s i g n u p . c o m

USE your phone to 
sign up at www.
vesselsignup.com

1
buy your coffee 
from the barista 
and check out a 

mug at the vessel 
table

4

VESSEL

enter your name, 
telephone number 
and email address

2
submit

3

THANK YOU!
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tmV E S S E L

V E S S E L
W O R K S

w w w . v e s s e l w r k s . c o m

Murray’s Cheese
Pilot Recap
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“What can 
I say - an 
excellent idea 
and even better 
execution...”

-Vessel Customer 

In Late January 2016 Vessel Works launched a lean proof of concept pilot at Murray’s Cheese 

in Greenwich Village.  Murray’s Cheese is an iconic NYC cheese shop selling cheeses, high-end 

grocery items, hot foods, tea and coffee. Thier attentive staff combined with the small number 

of coffee and tea sales made for an ideal situation to test our service. 

For the pilot at Murray’s we used 18 oz stainless steel mugs with a black silicon lid co-branded 

with Vessel and Murray’s logos.  A window treatment, in-store point of sale marketing, and 

explanatory materials were produced.  All store staff went through a training program to 

understand the Vessel service including both customer facing and back-end processes.  

An iPad was installed next to the coffee service counter for customers to register and check out 

mugs. Mugs were kept on the hot bar counter and handed out by staff after verbally confirming 

customer registration. A collection bin for returned mugs was also placed near the coffee 

counter.  When customers ordered coffee they were asked if they would like to use the Vessel 

service and were then directed to our marketing materials and iPad for sign-up. 

Customers sign up only one time on our website by providing their name, phone number and 

email address and clicking a box agreeing to the terms of use. They then received their mug and 

used the iPad to “check out” each time they used the service, entering their phone number and 

a 4 digit code found on the bottom of the mug. Customers then kept the mug for up to 10 days 

before returning back at Murray’s. Returned mugs were checked in and washed by Murray’s 

staff in a commercial Hobart’s sanitizing dishwasher at the end of each day.
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62%

Behind 
the 

Cup

Vessel is a library-style system of stainless steel to-go mugs for 

customers. Just like a library - it is a free service & the only real to-

go option! With Vessel customers take sustainability into their own 

hands - making it sexy to keep what’s easy - easy, what’s supposed 

to be hot - hot and what’s not - not! We are currently running a 

lean pilot program at Murray’s Cheese Shop, located at 254 Bleeker 

St. (between 6th and 7th Ave.) in Greenwich Village. Check out our 

stats below and be sure to follow our growth at www.vesselwrks.

com

of customers in the 
first week of our pilot 

prefer to useVessel 
over paper cups

68%

90% of mugs uses 
returned on time

of uses come from 
repeat customers

Would consumers even be interested in using the service? Moreover would they take the time to sign up and 

check-out the mug?  

The overwhelming response was yes.  Despite the fairly cumbersome sign up process (beta only) we still had 

over 62% of coffee/tea purchasers choosing to use Vessel within the first week.

Would customers like using the mug?  

In surveys we found that the majority of people did like using the stainless steel mug although the size seemed 

too large. 

Would customers like the lid?  

The overall response to the lid was positive although some people did request a lid that would not spill if placed 

in a bag -suggesting that there may be some conflation between our service-meant as a superior option to the 

paper cup- and a travel mug.

Would people continue using the service?

Yes! Overwhelmingly. Of all the total service uses 68% are from repeat customers. This shows that the people 

who do use the service enjoy it and continue to support it enthusiastically.

Would people return the mugs?

The short answer is yes! 90% of mug uses are returned back and on time. 

Would the mugs dent, become scratched or otherwise damaged in high traffic, commercial use?  

The mugs have held up well. Almost no observed denting.  It can be noted that if not dried properly the mugs 

can sometimes have a watermark that makes it look like it needs to be washed.

Would the barcode stickers hold up under high heat commercial washing?  

Yes, no problems.

Q+A
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did you know?

The vast majority of paper cups are 
not recycled. The plastic lining inside 

the paper prevents liquids from 
leaking—but it makes it too 

expensive to recycle. 

plastic lining

V E S S E L
W O R K S

w w w . v e s s e l w r k s . c o m
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BE A PART 
OF THE 
NEXT ICONIC 
NYC LIBRARY. 

vessel, a free public library of stainless steel to-go mugs.
check us out at www.vesselwrks.com avaIlaBle at 
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BE A PART OF THE 
NEXT ICONIC 
NYC LIBRARY. 

vessel, a free public library of stainless steel to-go mugs.
check us out at www.vesselwrks.com

avaIlaBle at
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THERE SOON!

V E S S E L
W O R K S

help us grow 
throughout the city!

Brooklyn Roasting Company
Murray’s Cheese

HERE NOW:
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Vessel is a free public library of stainless steel to-go mugs. 

Keeping your drink hot or cold   we handle the hassle and you sip in style. 

V E S S E L

HERE NOW:

Request your
 favorite cafe 

Murray’s Cheese                 
254 Bleeker Street
Greenwich Village
 

w w w .v e s s e l w r k s . c o m

Brooklyn Roasting Company           
Jay Street, DUMBO
23rd Street, Midtown 

Sign-up! 

Use Vessel!

We’ll be There soon!
Mainstreaming Culture(s) of Sustainability 
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locationsMurray’s, check out a fresh one, repeat. 

V E S S E L
W O R K S

i n t r o d u c i n g

L e a r n  m o r e  a t 
w w w . v e s s e l w r k s . c o m

Vessel is a free public library 

of stainless steel to-go mugs. 

Keeping your drink hot or cold   

we handle the hassle and you sip 

in style.

take it with You 
and enjoy your 
drink on-the-go

2

return the 
Vessel to any 
Partcipating 
location AND 
repeat 

3

SIGN UP AND 
CHECK OUT 
YOUR VESSEL

1
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enter 
store

stand 
in line

Vessel rep

approach 
counter

sign up

order

Vessel 
inquiry

input name, 
address, 

credit card, 
waiver

iPad form

poster

postcard
barista

email 
confirm

fob/sticker 
activation

food or drink

name taken

money 
exchange

drink request 
in Vessel

scan 
member fob

grab Vessel 
mug

scan Vessel

order made

order 
received

drink 
prepared

paper 
cup

plastic 
cup ceramic

Vessel 

pour

drink 
station

modify drink 
flavor

discard 
trash

paper 
products

exit

find place 
to sit

solitary

socialize outside

restroom

return 
Vessel

scan Vessel

START

Vessel Customer Journey 
Pilot Brooklyn Roasting Co.
Summer 2016

primary action
action
new system

END

Cameron 
Hanson 
2016
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yeah,
we think 

paper cups

are ridiculous 
too

meet  your new disposable cup 
experience the movement 

www.vesselwrks.com
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Observer Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

SITE / UTILITY MAP

FLOOR PLAN

ZOOM VIEW

City Neighborhood

Owner Contact / Title Manager Staff lead

Cafe

(Use the icons in the right page)
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Observer Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

Items V/NA # Notes

Outlets

Current router

Dishwasher Type, Make, Model

Drying Station

Storage Closets

Loading Dock / Receiv-
ing door

Countertop include sq. ft. & length/width/height

Floor plan 
(steps/elevations)

Bussing Bins

Entrance / Exits

Garbage Approx. capacity

Recycling Approx. capacity

Compost

Registar

Espresso Machine

Info Station / Community 
Table (Biz cards, etc.)

Permanent or Static Cafe 
Marketin Material window treatments etc.

Windows

Current Placement of 
Ceramic & To-go cups Sizes (by ounce) , room for vessels at POS?

Photos Wall space, Paper cups(logo), Bin Signage, Countertop(collateral/current use), Marketing material

G

R

C

$

i
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Observer Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

FLOW MAP

Observe to map V/NA Observe to map V/NA

Customer order flow Congestion areas

Barista order flow Where do people wait on most time

Where do baristas take mugs from-to most traficated entry / exit

Where do customers receive drinks Most visual attention from customers

Where do customers pay

(Use the same floor plan from the previous page)
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Observer Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

Observe to Record V/NA Notes

How do they label orders?

Is everything within baristas or they 
walk about?

How do baristas measure cup size / do 
they pour from one cup to another?

How to people carry out to-go cups?

Walking pace

Do people stay in cafe w/ their to-go 
cups?

What are the main activities w/in cafe?

What types of diningware available?

Wait time (to order / to receive order)

Average group size

Conversations vs. headphones vs. 
computers

Other types of things people leave 
with?

Popularity of reusables

Member rewards

Type of customer (hippie..etc)

Room for material on tables or 
counters

Wifi strength

Observe wash cycles
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Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

Interviewer

INTERVIEW WITH MANAGER

Questions V/NA Notes

S
to

ra
g

e

Capacity to store extra 
mugs

Roasters

Grinding

Cooking facilities

# of people seating 
capacity

D
is

hw
as

h
er

Type / Make / Model

Wash cycle

Capacity per cycle

Drying phase

Drying capacity

Wash temperature

W
as

te

Frequency of trash / 
recycling / compost

Take-out / in-house / 
Curbside

# of trash (weight)

# of recycling (weight)

W
IF

I

Share network?

Add router?

RT staff
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Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

Interviewer

Interviewee name: Position:

Questions V/NA Notes

S
al

es
 B

iz

Type of drinks / food

Type of coffee / teas 

Refills

Latte art?

Retail offerings (list)

Regular vs. new customer 
per day (repeats)

Local vs. Tourist

Rush hours

Drinks per hour / size

Plastic / paper / ceramic 
cups per week

Breakdown of sizes sold

Costs per cup

Cash vs. Credit

Customer Loyalty

Internal incentives

Discount for bringing 
own mugs

Other locations in city 
(facilities)
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Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

Interviewer

Questions V/NA Notes

P
O

S

Sand box / Open

Specific provider

External apps (Belly, 
Cups, etc.)

Member rewards

S
ta

ff

Number of staff

Org. charts, line of 
commands / roles

turnover rate

Expected in-house sales 
pitch by barista?

Process for orientation & 
training, how could we tie 
into have all crucial staff 
trained before launch

Daily / weekly 
communication platforms

S
u

st
ai

n
ab

ili
ty

Previous efforts

CSR

Waste strategy

M
ar

ke
ti

n
g

 c
h

an
n

el Space availability (sizes)

Willingness & interest to 
cobrand?

Social media channels / 
willingness to share
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Observer Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

Patience / Excitement by staff for new ideas & implementation Low

Low

Bitter

High

High

Sweet

Capacity to turn equipment on/off

Customer coffee preference

NOTES
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Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

Writer

VESSEL COLLATERAL PLACEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
(Use the same floor plan from the site map page)
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Date Time

Cafe Initial Assessment  

Writer

Items # Notes

Pii (Check-Out) Consider ideal info flow for new Vesseler

Pii (Check-Out)

Pii (Check-Out)

Pii (Check-Out)

Pii (Check-In)

Pii (Check-In)

Kiosk (counter, freestanding)

Signage - Sign Up

Signage - Pick Up

Signage - Drop Off

Signage - How it Works

POS Cards

Drop-off Bins

S

D

P

H

C
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